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Preface

Dharmarth kama mokshanam arogyam mulamuttaman.
(Health is the best method to pursuit of duty, pursuit of wealth, fulfill-

ment of desires and liberation.)

We are living in an age of unprecedented technological developments that 
are changing the contours of time and space; developments that configure 
our life world beyond imagination. The developments have created com-
forts and helped amplify our capabilities to transform our notions of who 
we are and how our experiences are organized. The reigning ideology of 
modernity with its assumptions of individualism and materialism has nur-
tured a view of human being which establishes the physical self as the 
ultimate reality and consumerism as the pathway. The resulting lifestyle 
is sedentary and, increasingly, more and more of physical and mental 
activities are being assigned to machines. This is leading to various lifestyle 
diseases like diabetes, coronary heart disease (CHD), obesity, stress and 
anxiety, hypertension, depression, and so on. 

In the prevailing discourse, health is embedded within a reductionist 
framework in which the human body or physique is treated as the ultimate 
reality. This perspective fits well within the medical model which is the 
primary basis of health care and policy planning around the globe. It is, 
therefore, not surprising that health is held as the absence of bodily dys-
function or disease. It took years to recognize the positive side of health 
and build on the psycho-social knowledge to improve one’s state of sub-
jective well-being. Health is now seen in a broader sense encompassing 
prevention of disease, treatment, growth and rehabilitation, and above all 
a wholesome existence. 

Refreshingly the Indian tradition lays considerable emphasis on posi-
tive health and has provisions not only for the cure and prevention of 
diseases but also to enhance health. The indigenous systems of Yoga, 
Ayurveda and various folk traditions have delineated a number of prac-
tices and interventions to augment health and well-being. Most of them 
are rooted in a broad-based ontological conceptualization in which a 
person is a composite entity consisting of body, mind and spirit. In this 
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scheme the state of health and well-being is dynamically located at the 
intersection of person and environment. That is why, Ayurveda and Yoga 
emphasize on samatva or balance between the inner and the outer (person 
and environment) which share common properties (i.e., vata, pitta and 
kaf ). This is based on the view that life depends on the continuous inter-
change between the body and environment. 

In the Indian view the entire world is supposed to be constituted by 
the same basic elements (mahabhutas). However, the constitution of dif-
ferent individuals is quite diverse. Every human being has his or her own 
nature (prakriti), and temperament or inclination (svabhava). Thus, while 
everyone is constituted of the three primordial or basic attributes called 
the TriGunas, i.e., sattva, rajas and tamas, they differ in terms of the pattern 
of their relative salience. The unique pattern of behaviour exhibited by a 
person depends on the combination of these attributes. The lifestyle and 
(ill) health related behaviours and practices also function in relation to 
these attributes. The difficulties arise when there is a deviation from the 
balanced state, and therefore restoration of health and well-being requires 
steps to compensate for the imbalance. The remedies prescribed include 
(re)organization of diet, thought and action (ahar, vichar and vyavahara). 

It is widely recognized that the modernist view is lopsided and the 
existential conditions necessarily demand attention to individuality as well 
as relatedness. The pursuit of well-being, however, is currently marred by 
the preoccupation with material pursuits and consumption. This perpetu-
ates the chain of suffering and pain. The consumerist culture gives prom-
inence to the accumulation of money and unmindful consumption of 
social and environmental resources in the service of the egoistic self. The 
feeling of agency and control over the environment becomes central and 
communion remains secondary and subservient to the egoistic self. This 
seems rewarding from a short-time perspective. However, the same be-
comes dangerous and painful when viewed from a long-term perspective. 
The global environmental challenges like global warming and greenhouse 
effect clearly demonstrate the dreadful consequences of the short-term 
perspective of the limited self. The self-aggrandizement is becoming a 
curse, although we are blind to it. A relational and inclusive view of self 
recognizes the legitimacy of others and treats them as constitutive. The 
boundary of the self then becomes a bridge for communion and facilitates 
the welfare of everyone. Infact, the shift towards an inclusive self becomes 
a transcendental and spiritual journey. 

The hallmark of the Indian perspective is inner-directedness and spiri-
tuality, which, however, has been wrongly and unfortunately labeled as 
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other-worldly, and therefore not considered veritable for growth and de-
velopment at the physical-social plane. A holistic analysis suggests that it is 
otherwise. Self-transcendence extends the vision in a comprehensive and 
encompassing manner, in which there is space for everyone in a relational 
matrix. Complementarity and interdependence among all the elements 
become the organizing principles. It opposes greed and the tendency to ac-
cumulate, which is on the rise (as encouraged by the consumerist culture) 
and is rapidly destroying the social fabric and ecology in many parts of the 
world.

In psychology, the subfield of health and well-being is rapidly growing 
and has become one of the most popular areas of research and teaching. 
There is a burgeoning body of literature now to view health and well-
being from a culturally informed perspective. In India there are a num-
ber of universities and institutions where health is being researched from 
the psychological perspective. Interest has also grown to explore the indig-
enous healing systems. The resources in the area of health and well-being, 
though mostly in journals and books, have largely remained inaccessible 
to Indian readers. There is an urgent need to make this resource material 
available to teachers, researchers, students and practitioners. This volume 
was planned to not only fill this gap but to enlarge the scope of academic 
deliberations by drawing attention to the diverse theoretical, methodologi-
cal and applied engagements with health and well-being. 

This volume is an outgrowth of personal experiences as teachers and 
researchers that the editors had in this field over the last two decades. The 
genesis of this volume also lies in the numerous interactions we had in 
formal and informal settings in seminars, discussions and classroom teach-
ing. We had occasions to reflect on the issues as reviewers in the Indian 
Council for Social Science Research (ICSSR) Surveys and journal articles. 
In the process of selecting articles for this volume, we have consulted a 
wide range of colleagues, and scanned published Indian work of the past 
two to three decades. Also, some articles were specially commissioned for 
this volume.

The articles included in this volume are organized into five sections, 
dealing with the following themes: Conceptual Foundation, Social and 
Developmental Context of Health, Perspectives on Healing, Overcoming 
Distress and Challenges Ahead. The first chapter offers a general review 
of the field by the two editors of this volume. Each section has a general 
introduction which presents an overview of the field along with a brief 
exposition of the theme included in that section. The first section, ‘Con-
ceptual Foundation’, comprises of four articles which introduce the field 
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of health psychology to the reader. They relate to the conceptual, cultural 
and traditional perspectives on health and well-being. The second section, 
‘Social and Developmental Context of Health’, includes articles which 
deal with health issues pertaining to adolescence, women and disabled 
persons. These articles are based on empirical work, considering the de-
velopmental and social aspects of health in different contexts. Articles in 
the third section, ‘Perspectives on Healing’, take a holistic view of health 
from the indigenous and contemporary perspectives. Healing, in these 
articles, has been discussed from the traditional psycho-spiritual perspec-
tive and its relevance for recovery from the diseased state as well as for 
realizing one’s growth potential. In the fourth section, ‘Overcoming Dis-
tress’, the concern is to relate health and well-being with concepts like 
non-attachment and resilience, and also with illness conditions. This sec-
tion presents Indian studies that have researched different psychological 
attributes which shape our responses to stressful situations and make us 
less or more vulnerable, leading to differential experiences of well-being. 
The last section, ‘Challenges Ahead’, includes articles that bring up health 
and health-related issues in different life domains. These articles deal with 
some of the emerging health-related concerns in recent times. The articles 
included in this section pertain to the areas like attitude towards health, 
life events and stress symptoms, dealing with AIDS and natural disasters. 
Overall, these 20 articles constitute a sample of important contributions 
which students, teachers and professionals may like to consult while en-
gaging in courses in the area of health and well-being.

The preparation of the volume has been facilitated by the support 
of our colleagues, friends, and students. The support of our immediate 
families was very crucial in the completion of this project, which went 
through several roadblocks and uncertainties at different stages. We are 
also grateful to all the authors and publishers who gave their consent to 
include their articles in this volume. We hope that the volume will help 
understanding the issues of health and well-being in the Indian context 
and invite its readers for a critical engagement with the challenges faced 
by the society.

Ajit K. Dalal
Girishwar Misra
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1

Psychology of Health and 
Well-being: Emergence and 
Development
AJIT K. DALAL AND GIRISHWAR MISRA

The body and mind constitute the substrata of diseases and happiness 
(i.e., positive health). Balanced utilization (of time, mental faculties and 

objects of sense organs) is the cause of happiness.

—Charaka Samhita, 1: 1.55

INTRODUCTION

Health and well-being constitute one of the most relevant areas of 
psychological research and practice. With the increase in variety and com-
plexity of health hazards in contemporary life, there is growing concern 
about the psychological factors that improve and impair the health status 
of a person. This is one of those few domains which illustrate the inher-
ent unity of mind–body as the basis of academic discourse. Indeed, the 
concepts of health and well-being are so broad in scope that they cannot 
be confined to the narrow disciplinary boundaries. Its analysis, therefore, 
draws from many social as well as natural science disciplines, such as medi-
cine, medical sociology and public health. 

This chapter presents an overview of the historical development of 
health psychology as a psychological specialty and shares the substantive, 
conceptual, methodological and applied developments in this field, in 
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general, and in the Indian context, in particular. It also offers an outline of 
the indigenous perspective from the stand point of Ayurveda and orients 
towards some of the contemporary and future concerns in the discipline.

THE BEGINNINGS OF HEALTH PSYCHOLOGY

Emergence of the field of health psychology has taken place in the context 
of realization that an understanding of biological mechanisms alone is 
insufficient to maintain or promote health. Interestingly enough, psycho-
logical stress has only recently been recognized in the modern medical 
circles as an important etiological factor underlying a wide range of dis-
eases and disorders. The causal linkages between people’s emotional state 
and illness, although known for ages, have just started receiving serious at-
tention from the health researchers. For example, on the basis of available 
research, we now know that to understand and alleviate the physical pain, 
one has to examine the attitudes, expectations, beliefs and emotional 
support which the patient has, not just his or her response to the drug 
treatment. As Capra (1983) mentioned, it is quite ironic that physicians 
themselves are the ones who suffer most from the mechanistic view of 
health, ignoring the role of stressful life experiences. Their life expectancy 
is 10–15 years less than that of general population, with high rate of physi-
cal illness, drug abuse, suicide and other kinds of social pathology (see 
Nandy, 1988). In contrast, the psychosocial models of health posit that 
instead of viewing patients as mere passive recipients of certain treatment 
regimen, they should be considered as equal partners acting jointly in 
achieving the common goal of (better) health. Dalal and Ray (2005) have 
discussed at length the psycho-medical model of patient care as a more 
effective and viable alternative to the biomedical model.

Interestingly enough, the contention that psychological state influ-
ences the health of a person has a long history in the Indian thought 
systems. The ancient Vedic texts have dealt with the issues of physical ad 
mental health. They subscribed to an essential unity of the mind and the 
body, and proposed theories and practices to deal with a large number of 
health-related problems. For instance, the Atharvaveda and the Yajurveda 
provide ample descriptions of a variety of mental disorders, such as vibheeti 
(fear from nature, water, death, etc.), Gandharva and Apsara syndrome (re-
ferring to sex disorders, associated with a particular group), moha (attach-
ment, eroticism), unmad (insanity), grahi (hysteria) and vishada (distress). 
The Atharvaveda has mentioned in detail the symptoms of these 
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disorders and also about their remedial measures. These texts show the 
mental, physical and moral aberrations were closely linked to certain soci-
etal conditions (see Mondal, 1996). In the traditional medicinal system of 
India—Ayurveda (the science of life)—this has been a common practice to 
make psychological treatment integral to the entire treatment process. 

In modern times, too, India had taken an early initiative to promote 
social science research in the field of health. The Bhore Committee Re-
port (1946) that formed the basis of India’s health policies clearly recog-
nized the role of social and economic factors in the development of health 
services, particularly in promoting traditional practices and community 
participation to ensure primary health care. It is an irony that, in spite 
of rich heritage, India’s health care system is primarily based on Western 
medicine. As will be discussed later, the Western system of medicine treats 
a person just as a body, ignoring his or her feelings, beliefs and cultural 
background.  

In its short history, modern scientific psychology, until recently, has 
not shown much interest in physical health, which was considered a spe-
cialty of medical science. Psychological research was primarily concerned 
with mental health problems. Clinical psychologists restricted themselves 
to investigate the classification of mental illnesses and determining its 
etiology, and to diagnose and treat the afflicted patients. Another empha-
sis has been on examining the stressful life experiences and their psycho-
logical consequences. Clinical psychologists provided psychotherapeutic 
treatment to patients with all kinds of mental health problems. However, 
their role remained subsidiary to those of the psychiatrists. This clear 
demarcation between mental and physical health was consistent with the 
notion of mind–body dualism. Traditionally, clinical psychology did not 
deal with somatic problems. Its concepts, theories and methods are ill-
equipped to understand the psychological aspects of physical health prob-
lems. This is how health psychology began to emerge as a field distinct 
than clinical psychology. The emerging discipline of health psychology got 
recognition only in 1970s, and the first journal in the area of health psy-
chology was started in 1982. Since then, health psychology has been one 
of the most rapidly growing fields of psychology.  

In the last two decades, psychological factors have come to be identi-
fied as the major cause of a wide range of physical diseases and disabilities. 
For example, Type A Personality (a person showing the characteristics of 
being impatient, ambitious, impersonal, etc.) is considered to be a major 
risk factor in the coronary heart disease (CHD). Prolonged psychological 
stress is found to be responsible for hypertension, peptic ulcer and many 
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other diseases. Again, psychological factors have been found important in 
the recovery from the physical ailments. The role of psychologists is now 
well-recognized in the treatment of organic diseases. Patient compliance, 
doctor–patient communication, attitude change, self-care, etc., are some 
of the potential areas to which health psychologists are making important 
contributions. The scope of health psychology is now encompassing the 
strategies for health promotion and making preventive health measures 
more effective. Psychological rehabilitation of patients with chronic dis-
eases and disabilities is another field that is gaining popularity.

Prior to the emergence of the specialty of health psychology, the aca-
demic and professional concerns of this kind were dealt with in specialties 
like abnormal psychology, community psychology and clinical psychology. 
Out of these, the closest was clinical psychology. Health psychology’s iden-
tity as a distinct discipline is a recent accomplishment. Whereas clinical 
psychology primarily deals with mental health problems: detection, pre-
vention and psychotherapeutic treatment of mental diseases, including 
appraisal of mental health, health psychology outgrew from its parent 
discipline to deal with physical health and illnesses also. While clinical 
psychology dealt with the pathology of mind as their specialty, health psy-
chology became chiefly concerned with the role of mind in shaping the 
health status of a person. 

The field of health psychology grew with the realization and research 
evidence that psychological knowledge can make important contribution 
in the wide range of health-related domains, such as coping with stress, 
pain management, sleep disorders, healing of hospital patients, doctor–
patient communication, patient compliance, self-care, etc. Again, the scope 
of health psychology is much broader than medical psychology that re-
stricts itself to psychological factors in physical illnesses and does not cover 
the whole spectrum of health issues. The other similar development is that 
of behavioural medicine. Traditionally, this subspecialty evolved to apply 
learning theories to the field of health. It employed behaviour modifica-
tion techniques for evaluation, prevention and treatment of diseases and 
disabilities. Today, the field of behavioural medicine has transcended its 
behaviourist origin and the term is interchangeably used with health psy-
chology. Historically, health psychology has its roots in social psychological 
traditions and has applied this knowledge base in dealing with health-
related issues. Consequently, the field is still dominated by social and cog-
nitive psychologists. Nevertheless, it is presently one of the fastest growing 
branches of psychology. 
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THE CHANGING SCENARIO

The emerging discipline of health psychology is going through a 
metamorphosis in the recent years (Carpenter, 2001). In the past, the 
point of contact between psychology and health has often been seen in 
economic terms, i.e., how to save the cost of medical treatment (see Cum-
mings, 1999). What kind of psychological treatment will cut down the cost 
of medical treatment? In this sense, psychology was seen as an ancillary 
discipline. As health psychology is growing a close, symbiotic interaction 
between the mind and the body is taking the centre stage. The contempo-
rary view of healthy behaviour has outgrown the expressions we habitually 
use—outdated words, concepts and beliefs within the Descartean mould. 
Health is no longer considered a static condition; rather, it is seen in terms 
of challenges and opportunities. We must open ourselves to a dynamic 
view of health that acknowledges the implications of a new holistic para-
digm of thinking emerging from body–mind research leading to a compre-
hensive understanding of healthy behavioural response.

Even 20 years back, the reference of spirituality was avoided in psycho-
logical research on health. Today the scenario is changing, and spirituality 
and religion are now considered important factors in causing the disease 
as well as in healing. In the Western behavioural science, spirituality is 
now ready to take the centre stage (Sloan and Bagiella, 2001). A special 
issue of the American Psychologist on ‘Spirituality, Religion and Health’, 
published in January 2003, is a clear evidence of the increased interest 
and research activities in this area. It is a genuine frontier of research, one 
in which psychologists have both much to offer and much to learn (Miller 
and Thoresen, 2003). This is a radical departure from the secular and 
non-spiritual orientation of mainstream Western psychology, having wider 
implications for the growth of health psychology.   

As an emerging discipline in India, health psychology is still in its 
infancy. Though there are many exciting possibilities of research and ap-
plication, there is lack of appropriate teaching programmes and research 
agenda in this field. In recent times, research in three fields has signifi-
cantly contributed to the growth of health psychology in India. First is the 
research in the area of Yoga that has established close linkages between 
the mind and the body. A body of research (for example, Swami Ram, 
Ballentine and Ajay, 1976) refers to relaxation and other mind-control 
techniques to alleviate physical suffering. Second is the stress research. 
The deleterious effects of stress on health have been systematically 
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examined in a number of studies and its etiology in the occurrence of a 
large number of diseases has been uncovered. The research in this field 
has grown beyond the traditional stress models and the role of cultural 
and personality factors in moderating the adverse health-related effects 
of stress have been a major research preoccupation (see Misra, 1999; 
Pestonjee, 2002; Sharma, 1988). Third is the systematic exploration into 
the healing traditions of India. The traditional healers have developed 
many psychological techniques to alleviate suffering of the patients afflic-
ted by various diseases (Kakar, 1982). Renewed interest in Ayurveda, the 
Indian system of medicine, which intricately interweaves both medicinal 
and healing aspects of the treatment, has brought forth the potential role 
of psychological factors. 

There is a greater interest now in exploring the possible role that psy-
chologists can play in improving the health status and recovery from ill-
ness or injury. As in other branches of psychology, most of the theories 
and concepts are borrowed from the Western research, and the conceptual 
richness of Indian tradition has not been explored. There are, however, 
a few sporadic attempts which bear many promises of emerging as new 
research trends. Some important research in the area of health psychol-
ogy has been reviewed by Dalal (2001) in the Fourth Indian Council of 
Social Science Research (ICSSR) Survey of Research in Psychology. The 
most recent review of Indian research is by Sharma and Misra (forthcom-
ing). There are other attempts to review the growth of health psychol-
ogy in India (Chandaram and Pellizzari, 2003; Misra and Varma, 1999; 
Singh, Yadav and Sharma, 2005). This review endeavours to present a 
panoramic view of the gradual emergence of the field of health psychology 
in India.

As a hybrid psychological science of health, this new discipline is 
multidisciplinary, multi-method and applied in nature. It concerns all, 
common men as well as the researchers and practitioners, whose primary 
concern is to improve the quality of health and well-being. This new 
discipline draws not only from the Western scientific tradition, but also 
from diverse sources from scriptures, literary work, folklores, life stories 
and ethnographic work. It practically touches almost all aspects of human 
life. In this background, any attempt to present a holistic view of health 
becomes a daunting task. The scope of this review chapter is limited to lo-
cating Indian work in the overall field of health psychology and exploring 
new research possibilities. 
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A WHO DEFINITION OF HEALTH 

The most acceptable definition of health is given by the World Health 
Organization: ‘Health is the state of complete physical, mental and 
social well-being, and not merely an absence of disease or infirmity’ 
(WHO, 1978).

The concept of health, as defined by WHO, is a significant departure 
from the medical model of health. It is a definition of positive health. It 
goes beyond the mere absence of a disease: the focus being on maintaining 
good health rather than on the treatment of different diseases. This defini-
tion views health as a multidimensional concept—the four dimensions and 
components of health being physical, mental, social and spiritual. The 
spiritual dimension of health was added much later in the WHO defi-
nition. The emphasis is on proper balance among the four components 
of health. This revised view recognized the various levels of existence in 
human life. A human being is not merely a physical body. We are also 
located in the social and moral space and consider spiritual living, too, 
as a genuine part of our existence. This view of health is more inclusive 
and non-body–centred. It goes well with the notion of human existence in 
terms of five sheaths (koshas). A related aspect is the emphasis on balance 
(sama) or equilibrium. Health is like a dynamic field in which different 
elements operate in communion and harmony. 

Health thus refers to proper functioning of the body and the mind 
as well as the capacity to participate in social activities, performing the 
roles and abiding by the moral principles. It takes into consideration the 
nutritional status, immunity from diseases and better quality of social and 
family life. In fact, the concept of good health is considered as synony-
mous to the general well-being of a person. The concern is not with cure, 
i.e., treating and preventing organic malfunctioning, but with healing the 
person, i.e., regenerating a sense of well-being and fitness to deal with 
one’s life conditions. Clearly, the emphasis in WHO definition is on the 
positive rather than on the negative side of health. 

The WHO definition not only considers health as mere absence of dis-
ease but also emphasizes absence of infirmity, or physical and mental dis-
ability. It thus implies rehabilitation as an integral part of any health care 
programme. Being very comprehensive, it brings into the fold of health 
care not only the medical practitioners but also family members, commu-
nity leaders and herbal and spiritual experts.
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Health and Well-being

In the backdrop of the expanded definition of health, as discussed in the 
preceding section, oftentimes the terms health and well-being are used 
together, if not as synonyms. Health and well-being comprises people’s 
evaluations, both affective and cognitive of their lives (Diener and Suh, 
1997). It is an outcome of a complex interplay of biological, sociocultural, 
psychological, economic and spiritual factors. Analyzing the discourse on 
health, Nandy (2000) calls for attending to the plurality of the notion 
of health and emphasizes on the need to bring to our psychological in-
quiry ‘something of the sagacity, insights and cumulative wisdom of the 
people with whom we live’ (p. 111). The conceptualization of the state of 
well-being is closer to the concept of mental health and happiness, life 
satisfaction and actualization of one’s full potential. Verma and Verma 
(1989) have defined general well-being as the subjective feeling of content-
ment, happiness, satisfaction with life’s experiences and of one’s role in 
the world of work, sense of achievement, utility, belongingness and no 
distress, dissatisfaction or worry. 

The Taittiriya Upnishad has elaborated that happiness, joy and well-
being are the moments when there is an unobstructed manifestation of 
ananda (bliss), which is our original or true nature. It is the opaqueness 
of our mental faculties that obstruct the manifestation and experience of 
ananda. The principle that is responsible for opaqueness, inertia, dullness, 
darkness, depression, etc., is called tamas. The principle that is responsible 
for brightness, illumination, transparency, etc., is called sattva. Greater 
is the transparency of the mental faculties, i.e., sattva, greater is the ex-
perience of ananda (see Kiran Kumar, 2002). The Indian traditional per-
spective offers an ideal state of human functioning and constitutes health 
and well-being as a state of mind (somewhat equivalent to the concept 
of subjective well-being [SWB]) which is peaceful, quiet, serene and free 
from the conflicts and desires. The Indian notion of a healthy person is 
of an auto locus person (swastha) who flourishes on the recognition of life 
force derived from the material reality (mahabhutas) and, therefore, offers 
remedies for being healthy by opening a dialogue with its environment 
and recognition of order (dharma) in the entire life world (sristi). The nutri-
tion (ahar), world of leisure (vihar) and thoughts (vichar) need to be syn-
chronized in proper order. Health and well-being are both personal as well 
as social. The desire for the well-being of everyone (kamaye duhkhtaptanam 
praninamartinshanam) has been a core Indian concern that has pan-human 
relevance. Undoubtedly, such a conceptualization of health and well-being 
is significant in its own right (Sharma and Misra, forthcoming).
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The Biomedical Model of Health Care

The biomedical model has governed the thinking of most of the health 
practitioners for the last one and half centuries in the West. It has now 
managed to attain worldwide acceptance and has been adopted as an of-
ficial health care programme by almost all countries. India too is no excep-
tion where official health policies and programmes have primarily relied 
on the biomedical model. The vast network of hospitals, dispensaries, 
down to primary health centres (PHC) are manned by the professionals 
trained in the biomedical tradition.

The biomedical model considers disease as a form of biological mal-
functioning, some kind of biochemical imbalance or neurophysiological 
disturbance. In this, the body is held as a machine that can be analysed 
in terms of parts, i.e., a system of synchronized organs. A disease is seen 
as impaired functioning of a biological mechanism and the doctor’s role 
is to intervene, either physically or chemically, the malfunctioning of the 
specific body part (Capra, 1983). The model is based on the assumption of 
mind–body dualism in which psychological and social processes are con-
sidered independent of the disease process. Though the emotional state 
of the patient is considered important, it is kept outside the purview of 
medical treatment.  

Historically, the biomedical model is a logical outgrowth of the philo-
sophical and scientific developments in Europe in the age of enlighten-
ment. It is consistent with the individualistic and capitalistic worldview of 
the post-industrial societies. The biomedical theory of disease grew around 
the conviction that most diseases are caused by invaders from the outside 
‘micro organisms or germs’. The discovery of antibiotics in the 1930s and 
1940s gave impetus to the modern medicine; the ‘miracle drugs’ seized 
public imagination. There were great hopes that medical science would 
eventually discover an effective drug therapy to eradicate every known 
disease; that there will be ‘a pill for every ill’. This belief was so strong 
that even emotional and mental disorders were treated with various drugs, 
ignoring their psychogenic antecedents. The biomedical model of health 
care has not fulfilled the expectations it aroused. Adherence to this model 
has helped in reducing mortality by controlling prevalence of contagious 
diseases. The human lifespan is increasing all over the world, though 
the actual contribution of biomedicine towards this success is debated. 
Improved economic status, social hygiene and health consciousness have 
also made significant difference in this scenario. Moreover, though mor-
tality is going down, an increasingly large population continues to suffer 
from various chronic and degenerative diseases. 
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Apart from the growing disillusionment, the biomedical model has 
serious limitations in terms of its adequacy for health practices. The model 
treats a patient as an organism, a biological entity. The proponents of this 
model were more interested in the disease than the patient. Thus, when 
the curative aspect is taken up, the emphasis is on the nature of diseases, 
its various symptoms and on the ways to remove them. In this process, 
the patient is only a recipient of certain medication and no cognizance is 
taken of the psychological state of the patient. Biomedical practices envis-
age no role for the patient and his or her support group in the process 
of diagnosis and in deciding about the course of treatment. The interest 
in the patient as a person is only incidental. As Siegel (1986) has rightly 
observed, ‘(Medical) practitioners still act as though disease catches 
people, rather than understanding that people catch disease by becom-
ing susceptible to the germs of the illness to which we are constantly 
exposed’ (p. 2). 

Thus, most of the health schemes focus on providing better medical 
facilities rather than involving the patient towards a common goal of at-
tending sickness. Quite often, medical practitioners learn from their per-
sonal experiences that diagnosis would be more accurate and treatment 
more effective if the patient’s socioeconomic and cultural background, 
beliefs, needs and anxieties are also taken into consideration. Neverthe-
less, it is presumed that the patient would be receptive, willing to supply all 
necessary information and would conform to the treatment regimen. This 
may be so, at the most, in case of hospitalized patients. In cases of chronic 
diseases, patients and their families do not always accept the passive role 
and frequently engage in their own, at times, ‘in some secret forms of 
curing’, depending on their appraisal of the disease and its future course 
(Engel, 1977). The biomedical model views the practices of faith and spiri-
tual healing with scepticism, and with that, all the cultural traditions of 
managing health problems are shelved. 

The biomedical model breaks down when it comes to the preventive 
health care, where there are no cooperative–captive patients, where people 
are under no compulsion to comply with the prescribed health proce-
dures. People may even pay no heed when they are told about the adverse 
health consequences of some of their habits, like smoking. There may be 
differences in phenomenological meanings of illness and health. In brief, 
unless people are willing to cooperate, no preventive health care is possible 
or can be sustained. 
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STRESS AND HEALTH PARADIGM

In today’s world where stress has become a very common experience, it is 
one of the most used and abused terms in the public discourse. In com-
mon usage, ‘stress is pressure or the tension created by the pressure; it 
is unpleasant and undesirable’. A large number of symptoms in medical 
diagnoses are attributed to stress. Today, stress management has become 
a booming enterprise. The focus in this endeavour is both on environ-
mental factors, called stressors, and on internal factors, the mental state 
of strain. In psychological research, the emphasis is more on the complex 
process by which people respond to the stressors that is perceived as chal-
lenge or threat. 

Lazarus and Folkman (1984) have emphasized on appraisal of the 
stressors as a critical factor in stress experience. His three-stage model of 
appraisal: primary appraisal, secondary appraisal and reappraisal, suggests 
that coping efforts are primarily contingent on the mode of appraisals. To 
respond to any situation, first, it is to be interpreted as a potential threat, 
danger, challenge or impertinent. Second, one needs to evaluate the re-
sponse choices. Of course, such evaluation will depend on the perception 
of the event itself. On the basis of this, a person makes coping choices and 
reappraises the stressors. This is a dynamic process and continues till the 
stressors cease to exist. 

When people fail to handle their stress experiences, the mental and 
physical health problems start surfacing. People utilize different types 
of coping strategies. The two broad categories are: problem-focused and 
emotion-focused. While the former attends to the nature of the problem and 
its solution, the latter deals with engaging the self. Coping often depends 
on the availability of resources and perception of control. Researchers dis-
tinguish between primary and secondary control (Misra, 1994; Rothbaum, 
Weisz and Snyder, 1982). While primary control refers to person’s control 
over the environmental factors, secondary control aims to bring changes 
in one’s own self and involves the degree to which the person adapts to the 
environmental stresses. When the environmental stresses persist, people 
experience burn out. It may, however, be remembered that there are cer-
tain stresses that are positive in terms of their consequences. These are 
called U stresses.

Stress and Body’s Immune System

There is increasing evidence that grief, depression and other negative 
feelings are linked with the increased risk of organic (like cancer) and 
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infectious (like cold) diseases. For example, recent bereavement has been 
linked with the increased risk of a number of diseases, such as CHD, 
tuberculosis, allergies and peptic ulcers (Taylor, 2006). Stress-related negative 
emotions tend to suppress body’s immune system over an extended time, 
rendering the person vulnerable to a host of diseases.

The immune system protects the body from the invading micro-organ-
isms—bacteria, virus, fungi and parasites. These are called antigens. The 
immune system of the body, rather than being a centralized system, oper-
ates through a blood circulatory process throughout the body and gets ac-
tivated wherever antigens are encountered. Called lymphocytes, there are 
special types of white blood cells, medically called as T-cells, B-cells and 
natural killer–cells (NK cells). These blood cells multiply, differentiate and 
mature in bone marrow, thymus, lymph nodes and spleen and in other 
body parts. The lymphocytes produce their own antigens to mobilize a 
direct attack to kill the invading foreign micro-organisms in the blood 
stream. Glasser (1976) pointed out that the immune system must be extra-
ordinarily efficient in destroying the invading bacteria and viruses on an 
ongoing basis to keep us healthy. Even when they temporarily give in, they 
always keep the fight going on. It is only when the body’s immune system 
is destroyed by a virus called Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) that 
people become highly vulnerable to all kinds of infections.

In recent years, a new field of psychoneuroimmunology has emerged to 
examine the mediating role of psychological factors in immune deficiency. 
The body’s immune system is presumed to be interacting with the central 
nervous system and endocrine system on one hand, and with psychologi-
cal and social aspects of life on the other. Valliant and Mukamal (2001) 
have discussed involuntary mental mechanisms that adaptively alter the 
inner and/or outer reality to minimize the level of stress. Many studies 
have demonstrated the linkages between stress and poor immunity. More 
chronic the stress, more severe is the damage caused to the immune system. 
Klecolt-Glaser, and others (1984) found that examination stress results 
in poorer immunocompetence, more so for the lonely students. Kiecolt-
Glaser and others (1987) found that women who were recently separated 
had lower immunity than married women.

The effect of stress on the body’s immune functioning is, however, me-
diated by a number of factors, including nature and severity of stressors. 
For example, the stressors which are uncontrollable produce more adverse 
effects than those which are controllable. Again, people who were more 
depressed were found to be more susceptible to infectious diseases and 
slower recovery rate. Schleifer and associates (1989; 1993) discovered on 
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the basis of empirical work and meta-analysis that depression was asso-
ciated with immunodepression, primarily among older and hospitalized 
patients. Also, a mild physical stress experienced in the recent past was 
sufficient enough to enhance immunity against the adverse effects of the 
present stress experience.

However, not much is still known about the possible physical mecha-
nism through which psychosocial factors operate and play an important 
role. Several lines of work suggest that psychosocial stress alters the compo-
sition of brain chemicals, triggering chain reactions in the central nervous 
system and the hypothalamus which regulates the secretions of the endo-
crine system and increase the level of corticoid in the blood. The corticoid 
in the blood is presumed to damage lymphocytes and lower the efficiency 
of the immune system. Chronic stresses, negative emotions and lack of 
social support often silently block the breeding of NK-cells in the blood 
stream. These findings are, however, suggestive of the possible linkages 
and could be mediated by a large number of concomitant factors.

Stressful Life Events

Be it a failure in an examination or an interview, or the death of someone 
near and dear, all of us experience such tragic events in our lives and usu-
ally cope with them successfully. Of course, this is not true with everyone, 
every time. It is now well-established that the mortality rate is much higher 
among widows and widowers than among married persons of the same 
age. Studies have shown a sharp rise in mortality rate during the first six 
months of widowerhood. The experience of death of a close relative or 
friend has been noted to be related to fatal heart attack (Taylor, 2006).  

The pioneering work of Selye (1976) has suggested that stressful events 
lead to health impairing physiological changes and illness. People fall ill 
because of some kind of pressure their lives go through. Following Selye’s 
work, stress was defined in medical science as a specific physiological con-
dition, the general adaptation syndrome. This syndrome or physiological 
change is caused by a person’s own adaptive response to the stresses expe-
rienced. This means that although the syndrome itself is specific (specific 
changes in bodily systems), the condition of stress it results in a general-
ized state of the person (Radley, 1994).

Stress works through the central nervous system. This means that the 
relationship of a stressor to the internal state is contingent on the mean-
ing of that event for the person. Also, stress engenders changes to which a 
person must adapt. As change happens to be an essential aspect of life, it 
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is hard to conceive of a state of stress which is qualitatively different from 
any other state of being alive. The experienced stress thus affects general 
health status by lowering immunity, rather than causing a specific disease. 
Despite intense research activity in this area, a clear relationship between 
stress and disease is yet to be established. Many factors mediate the re-
sponses to stressful conditions. As a result, there are important individual 
differences in responses to stress.

Though Selye did not test his model empirically, his work aroused 
much interest in this field. Holmes and Rahe (1967) developed a mea-
sure of overall stress due to life events. They tried to establish linkages 
between the level of stress and strain (physical, psychosomatic and mental 
illness). The Schedule of Recent Experiences developed by them is a self-
administered questionnaire containing 43 life events to which subjects re-
sponded by checking those events that they have experienced in the recent 
past (six months to one year). The schedule was based on the rationale 
that life changes per se are stressful, regardless of their desirability. More 
than 300 such scales were developed since the publication of Holmes and 
Rahe’s scale, but no clear-cut pattern of any relationship between life events 
and strain has emerged. Many scales developed later separately examined 
positive and negative events. A measure of negative events was found to 
be a better predictor of strain than just a change measure (Agrawal and 
Naidu, 1988). 

One of the reasons for the lack of a linear relationship between life 
stressors and illness could be person’s own appraisal orientation. Lazarus 
(1966) posits that a stressful life event can be appraised as potentially harm-
ful (as with illness and injury) or threatening (to self-esteem) or challenging 
(offering opportunity for gain and growth). Such differential appraisal of 
the same stressor gives rise to different emotions and coping responses. 
When the appraisal of threat persists in the face of failure to cope with the 
stress, it leads to greater incidence of disease.

In view of a clear relationship between stressful life events and illness, 
many researchers have shifted their attention to the study of daily hassles 
(irritants) which seem to have cumulative effect on the occurrence of 
chronic diseases. Daily hassles are stable, repetitive and low intensity prob-
lems encountered in daily life. The impact of these low intensity stresses 
persists. Their affect on body systems is gradual, but in the long run it may 
be more damaging than the cataclysmic events. Noise, environmental pol-
lution, job dissatisfaction and crowded neighbourhood are few examples 
of such daily hassles. As Baum and Valins (1977) argued, such stressors are 
more health-impairing when these cannot be avoided. People scoring high 
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on life events and daily hassles were more prone to falling ill in the near fu-
ture. A relative excess of daily irritants (hassles) over pleasant experiences 
is associated with an increased risk of hospitalization. High level of daily 
hassles was found to be a significant predictor of increased utilization of 
outpatient services. In the Indian context, Thakar and Misra (1999) have 
reported negative relationship between daily hassles and well-being among 
working women.  

AYURVEDA: AN INDIGENOUS MODEL 
OF HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

An individual is an epitome of the universe, as all the material and spiritual phe-
nomena of the universe are present in the individual, and all those present in the 
individual are also contained in the universe … As soon as he realizes his identity 
with the entire universe, he is in possession of true knowledge which stands him in 

good stead in getting salvation.

—Charaka Samhita (4: 5.3,7)

Ayurveda, the ancient medical system of India, offers a different perspec-
tive on life and health in which wholeness, integration, freedom, connec-
tivity, creativity and enjoyment figure as central concerns. The etymology 
of the word ‘Ayurveda’ summarizes its primary objective—A Science of 
Life and Longevity (ayus meaning ‘life, vitality, health, longevity’, and 
veda meaning ‘science or knowledge’). Its main concern is to support and 
prolong healthful human life. The authorship of the most basic text of 
Ayurveda is attributed to Charaka, who essentially compiled the proceed-
ings of a conference, known as the Charaka Samhita. Ayurvedic medicine 
was already well-developed by the time of Buddha. The famous Indian 
universities of that period, Nalanda and Taxshila, produced many great 
physicians. 

Ayurvedic psychosomatics have taken a different, relatively untravelled 
road. Consistent with its thesis of the identity of mind and body, Ayurveda 
posits that any disturbance, physical or mental, manifests itself both in 
the somatic and in the psychic spheres, through the intermediary process 
of the vitiation of the ‘humors’. Ayurvedic therapy aims at correcting the 
doshas or the imbalances and derangements of the bodily humours (namely, 
vata or bodily air, pitta or bile and kapha or phlegm) and restoring equilib-
rium. As Fields (2001: 52) has articulated:
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Healing involves restoration of balanced states of being within the 
organism—that is, at the level of the doshas or constituent principles of 
the mind/body complex, and between organism and environment. Broadly 
conceived, equilibrium in Ayurveda means the stable and harmonious func-
tioning of our organs and systems, psyche and spirit, but also, a balanced 
and creative relationship with our fellow creatures and nature as a whole.

It does so by coordinating all of the material, mental and spiritual resources 
of the whole person, recognizing that the essence of these potencies is 
the manifestation of cosmic forces. In principle, Ayurvedic therapy for 
all diseases cannot be other than a blend of the psychological and the 
physiological. In practice, the psychological part of the treatment rarely 
goes beyond suggestion, exhortation, consolation and a recommendation 
of meditative procedures. Even for diseases of primarily mental origins 
and with predominantly mental symptoms, it is overwhelmingly a psycho-
logical therapy for the psyche. There are three therapies with regard to 
their location of action: ‘scientific’ therapy, which uses proper diet, activ-
ities and remedies according to season and climate, at the level of the phys-
ical body; ‘conquest of the mind’, involving restraint of the mind from the 
desire for unwholesome objects; and ‘divine’ therapy, including all sorts of 
spiritual rituals and penance. Medical intervention at the physical level is 
of four types: diet, activity, purification and palliation (Svoboda, 1992).

Ayurveda is a principal architect of the Indian concepts of person and 
the body (Kakar, 1982). As a paradigm, it shows how body, mind and 
spirit interactions can be predicted, balanced and improved upon to en-
able people to live gracefully and harmoniously. For Ayurveda, spirit and 
matter, soul and body, although different, are not alien, insofar as they can 
be brought together in a healthy relationship with consequences that are 
mutually beneficial. Its prime concern is not with ‘healing’ in the narrow 
sense of curing illness, but in the broader sense of promoting health and 
well-being and prolonging life. The goal of this enhanced vitality is the 
achievement of all the values that life has to offer, both secular and reli-
gious. Healing therefore is no less than liberation. In Ayurveda, balance 
or equilibrium (sama) is synonymous with health. Also, the maintenance 
of equilibrium is health and, conversely, the disturbance of the equilib-
rium of tissue elements characterizes the state of disease. The person in 
Ayurveda is conceived of as simultaneously living in and partaking of dif-
ferent orders of being—physical, social and spiritual. Inclusion of spiritual-
ity as a fourth dimension, in addition to the three dimensions of physical, 
mental and social vitalizes the other three aspects. It may be noted that 
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the boundaries between these levels are fluid as they are interconnected 
and complement each other. The recognition of equivalence of man and 
creation is a fundamental postulate of Ayurveda. 

How healthy a person is depends upon one’s level of consciousness. 
Every thought changes one’s physiology; one becomes precisely what one 
believes oneself to be. Healthy thoughts create health; dark, hopeless 
thoughts make one’s body lose hope and surrender to disease. Medicine 
and religion differ only in their fields of activity; if the mind and spirit are 
at peace, the body too will be in the same state, but if one’s field of con-
sciousness is populated by conflict, frustration and distress, one’s physi-
ology will descend into disease. The principal word for health in Sanskrit, 
svastha, means ‘established in oneself’ or ‘self abiding’. It is nothing but 
establishment in one’s own essential nature. Incidentally, Patanjali also 
considers this state as the goal of Yoga. This seems to be appropriate for 
the holistic view of the human being as a unity incorporating psychophysi-
cal as well as spiritual dimensions. Material or bodily and spiritual, both 
kinds of concerns deserve our attention.  

Ayurveda, as a pragmatic science, proscribes the ways to establish 
people in themselves. Ayurveda is steadfast in insisting that medicine 
should always be centred on the whole person (rashi purusha) rather than 
on the disease. The Ayurvedic approach may thus be understood as being 
‘holistic’ in nature. This paradigm approaches disease from ‘inside out’. 
The fundamental principle of holistic philosophy is that illness results 
when emotional, psychological or spiritual stresses become overwhelming 
and thus cause a weakening of the body. The body reflects or manifests the 
deeper struggles of the person’s inner life. The holistic paradigm suggests 
that the ‘energy’ level of a human being, meaning the inner emotional and 
spiritual world, precedes, and in fact determines, all that is experienced at 
the physical level. 

While delineating health, Ayurveda emphasizes on one’s relationship 
with the environment, seasons and events within which one is situated. 
Depending on the incongruence/congruence between the person and the 
environment, anything can become health/disease-promoting. Thus, this 
view is decentred and non-dispositional in an important way. Ritu Satmya, 
for example, is the principle of adaptation that states that food should be 
according to the season (rainy, winter and hot). As Zimmerman (1987) 
has noted, the ideal is to accustom oneself to hit on the right choice of 
regimen, so that the nature of what is eaten is rendered appropriate to the 
nature of the one who eats it. Thus, it is a health-promoting adaptation. 
In addition to adaptation, Ayurveda also includes non-susceptibility as an 
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important determinant of health. It is resistance to diseases, or immunity 
from diseases. It is reflected as vitality at the level of body that makes re-
sistance to both biological illness and physical injury. At the psychological 
level, non-susceptibility is reflected in mental clarity and equilibrium from 
which one can respond from other person’s behaviours and communica-
tions, and from within one’s own psyche, without extreme reactions of suf-
fering or behaviour damaging to self or others. It may be noted that tamas 
and rajas gunas are pathogenic factors affecting the mind. One, therefore, 
as Bhagvad Gita recommends, must pursue towards the goal of being in 
the state of sthitapragya.

The normal functioning of a person, according to Charaka, includes 
the following criteria: alleviation of pain, normal voice, normal complex-
ion, increased strength, appetite, proper digestion and nourishment of 
body, proper elimination of waste, proper sexual functioning, sufficient 
sleep at the proper time, absence of dreams indicating morbidity, happy 
awakening and unimpaired mind, intellect and sense organs (Charaka 
Samhita, 3: 8.89). Achieving these goals is the objective of therapy but it 
is pursued according to the type of constitution of a particular person. 
Thus, the particular combination of the three doshas is looked into. In 
fact, health and disease are relative to the state of doshas. As a result, the 
presence or absence of disease is coterminus with the state of equilibrium 
of doshas. 

Also, body is considered to be an instrument in achieving higher goals 
(Purusharthas: dharm, artha, kam and moksha) and a person must look after 
it properly for the sake of these goals. The terms sharira and deha used for 
body indicate that it breaks and is a container or envelope, respectively. 
It has many connotations in various traditions. Ayurveda views body as 
the ground of well-being at material as well as spiritual levels. Zimmerman 
(1987) considers Ayurveda as an ecological theory and considers body as 
a place, and its condition depends on the factors like climate, season, 
diet and custom. The therapeutic intervention is therefore two fold, i.e., 
rendering the environment appropriate to the needs of the person and 
rendering patient’s diet and regimen appropriate to the ecological condi-
tions. Ayurvedic health care concentrates on all the three, i.e., body, mind 
and self (sharira, manas, atman). 

Ayurveda views therapy as a sort of spiritual advancement through co-
operation of physical and spiritual. Charaka calls human body as a vehicle 
of congruous junctions (samyogavahin). The physician has to orchestrate 
proper conjunctions, foods and medicinal substances, with the person’s 
given constitution and the circumstances. A patient’s  visit to a healer is 
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a pilgrimage, at the culmination of which comes the healing ritual per-
formed by the doctor (guru), which helps remove one’s ‘sins’, dietary and 
otherwise, from where one has stored them deep within oneself, so that 
the body’s fire element cleanses oneself of them. Ayurveda favours gradual 
over sudden cure to protect one’s vitality, which controls the immune 
system. The gradual elimination of addictions gives the system necessary 
time to acclimatize itself to living without a crutch.

The basic principles of Ayurvedic treatment are immutable; how they 
are applied differs from case to case. Treatment is supposed to be totally 
individualized, and so, different diseases may sometimes share a single 
therapy and a single disease may be treated differently in different patients 
according to the ‘measure’ of the factors involved. ‘Treatment is rooted in 
measure’: the effect any particular therapy has on any particular patient 
depends on its dosage, which depends upon the patient’s constitutional 
type, the climate, the doshas involved, the strength of the patient versus the 
strength of the disease, the patient’s age and constitution, the specific syn-
drome, the patient’s social environment, the goal of treatment, the physi-
cian’s preferred methods of treatment, etc. Time cycles, including ‘disease 
time’ and the ‘joints’ of the seasons, are especially important because the 
doshas are controlled differently at different times (Svoboda, 1992).

Ayurveda remains a living tradition, a way of living. For centuries 
Ayurveda has guided the lifestyle of people and has helped in organizing 
the practices of daily leaving, including food preferences, leisure activities 
and preventive and promotive health measures in India. The knowledge 
of Ayurvedic medicines has flown from guru to disciple. Though in real-
ity, as many studies have shown, professionalized Ayurvedic doctors have 
become wholly body-oriented, unlike the traditional vaidyas who are still 
holistic in their orientation. But as Svoboda remarked (1992), as long as 
Ayurveda remains a way of life, as a universal art of healing, it will always 
exist and pervade individual consciousness. By promoting the value of 
freedom from limitations and sufferings, it continues to show a solid and 
secure way of curing the psychophysical limitations including the limita-
tions of human understanding. In the contemporary period, there is re-
vival of interest in the Ayurvedic system of healing (see Chopra, 1990).

HEALTH AND WELL-BEING: A SCHEMATIC MODEL

In view of the preceding discussion, it is now possible to present a compre-
hensive model to incorporate the various facets of health and well-being 
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and to schematically present the whole gamut of psychological conditions 
which are linked with health, as causes, concomitants and consequences. 

In this schematic model presented in Figure 1.1, the field of health is 
presented as comprising of the three main domains, conceived as: restora-
tion, maintenance and growth of life processes. The first domain is essentially 
the illness domain where the primary focus is on bringing the person back 
from the state of illness (incongruity/disjunction) to the state of health or 
re-establishing the congruence and conjunction. Here, health practically 
implies the process of recovery from the disease. Thus, it involves curative 
and healing interventions that can free the patient from the bodily suffer-
ing and pain. Patients, health practitioners, caregivers and hospitals are 
immediately concerned with this domain. Disability rehabilitation also 
falls within it.

The second domain of health is that of maintenance, which until 
recently has been unattended by the masses. The major concern of this 
domain is to engage in the activities to maintain good health and pro-
tect oneself from diseases and disabilities. Health is not static or fixed. 
It is a dynamic process and one’s present health status never guarantees 
that it will remain the same in future. People who primarily belong to 
this domain are agents of their health. They have to be motivated to act 
proactively to enhance their immunity or power of resistance to diseases, 
resilience, physical and mental vitality and active participation in family 
and communal lives. In other words, this domain involves the personal as 
well as social or relational space. On the one hand the person has to per-
form exercise, Yoga, work and take proper diet, on the other he or she has 
to be active in continuing and nourishing the social relations with family, 
co-workers and environment. 

The third domain of health is growth-centred. It can be referred to as 
psycho-spiritual health. The person evolves and goes beyond the isolated 
and limited self. In this domain, health is seen from a much wider per-
spective in which it encompasses the total existence (physical, social and 
spiritual) of a person. The awareness or consciousness of a person is to be 
established in both the physical as well as moral or ethical spaces. The per-
son strives to achieve a level of functioning that ensures effective personal 
functioning to further harmony with others. The blossoming of inherent 
potential takes place and with energy, creativity and efficiency the person 
maintains equilibrium. The journey with restoration from disease (vyadhi) 
moves towards the state of self-realization, equanimity and calmness lead-
ing to bliss often conceptualized in terms of samadhi.
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It should be clear by now that there is a great deal of overlap and per-
meability in the three domains of health, though these are hierarchically 
organized. The salience of these domains in one’s life space keeps on shift-
ing (shrinking or expanding). The relative space occupied by the growth 
domain would determine the quality of health one has. Second, the an-
tecedents and consequents are linearly arrayed in the case of restorative 
health, where the main interest is in identifying the factors which cause 
the disease and lead to recovery. 

In the case of maintenance domain, the causality is bi-directional. In 
that, emotions, beliefs, expectations play a balancing role, and are both—
the causes and the consequences. In the growth domain, an individual 
can create and control these psychological factors, so as to deploy them 
for performing efficiently. Third, the interaction of mind, body and self is 
a crucial condition in all the three domains. However, whereas in the res-
toration domain the emphasis is more on the mental states affecting the 

Figure 1.1: Domains of Health: Restoration, Maintenance and Growth
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body condition, in the maintenance domain it is the harmonious relation 
between the two which is of prime importance; in the growth domain, 
the focus is on psychological factors and a harmonious relation among 
mind–body–soul (self).

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS SHAPING 
HEALTH AND WELL-BEING 

Psychological research in the area of health has gradually accumulated to 
provide overwhelming evidence to argue that the mental states do affect 
the physical health in substantial degree. A variety of psychological factors 
including personal dispositions, moods states, attitudes, beliefs, expecta-
tions and affective states are documented as both causes and concomitants 
of one’s health and well-being.

Individual Dispositions and Temperament

Health psychologists have identified several personality dispositions having 
significant bearing on the health status of people. These dispositions pre-
dispose a person to a negative emotional state, such as depression, anxiety 
and nervousness, or lead to maladaptive coping behaviours. The experi-
ence of control and positive attitude has been found important in the suc-
cess of surgery. Also, recovery of the surgical patients has been reported to 
be contingent on patient’s emotional state prior to the surgery (see Cohen 
and Lazarus, 1979). Janis (1958) found a curvilinear relationship between 
anticipatory fear and post operative recovery. 

The personality variable of Type A behaviour pattern is found to sig-
nificantly contribute to the occurrence of CHD (Glass, 1976). A predomi-
nantly Type A person shows extreme competitiveness, a sense of urgency 
(always feels rushed or is impatient when delayed), excessive involvement 
in work, aggressiveness and hostility. People displaying this behaviour pat-
tern seem to be engaged in chronic, ceaseless and unnecessary struggle 
with themselves, with others and with circumstances. In contrast, Type B 
behaviour pattern is characterized by a low level of competitiveness, time 
urgency and hostility. They are easygoing and philosophical. 

In a study of eight-and-half-year follow-up of more than 5,000 people, 
Rosenman and others (1976) confirmed that Type A behaviour is strongly 
related to CHD incidence. The mortality from this disease was twice as 
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high in Type A patients than in Type B patients. Their study revealed 
that those who exhibited competitive lifestyle were more likely to develop 
CHD even when biological risk factors (like smoking) were controlled. 
Their later work (Jenkins, 1976) revealed that different aspects of Type A 
behaviour were associated with myocardial infarction, angina pectoris and 
silent heart attack.

A similar search for a cancer-prone personality has not been as suc-
cessful. There is some evidence that those who develop cancer are unable 
to express positive feelings, make an extensive use of repression and use 
ego defence less frequently (Bahnson, 1981). Longer survival rate among 
cancer patients was associated with more frequent expression of hostil-
ity and other negative feelings (Derogatis, Abeloff and Melisaratos, 1979; 
Pennebaker, 1990). Different personality patterns, known as Type C per-
sonality, are identified to be cancer-prone. Type C people are basically 
nice guys who never show anger and other negative reactions in public 
(Temoshok, 1987). They are helping, cooperative, smiling type, never hurt-
ing others, but at the same time never expressing their true feelings. These 
are lonely people, even shy of seeking help when need be. Derogatis et al. 
(1979) discovered that Type C people have four times higher risk of cancer 
than the others.

Along similar lines, Suzanne Kobasa proposed a new personality factor 
called hardiness to differentiate people who do and who do not get sick 
under prolonged stress (Kobasa, 1979). Hardiness includes three charac-
teristics: (1) personal control - people’s belief that they can influence events 
in their lives; (2) commitment - people’s sense or purpose of involvement in 
events, activities and people in their lives; and (3) challenge - tendency to 
view changes as opportunities to growth rather than as threat to security. 
Hardy people are better able to deal with stressors and are less likely to fall 
sick. Kobasa (1979), in a study of highly stressful executives, found that 
those who fall sick scored low on hardiness scale. However, because of the 
correlational nature of most of these studies, it is not yet ruled out that it 
is illness which could be shaping hardiness. 

Cognitive and Attitudinal Factors in Recovery

As stated by Lazarus and Folkman (1984), people construe a stressful life 
event in their own idiosyncratic ways. Many studies have focused on the 
manner in which people appraise the severity of life events, their causal 
explanations and ramifications. Some people are more negative in their 
subjective construction of an event, view the situation as uncontrollable 
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and feel helpless and hopeless. Abramson, Seligman and Teasdale (1978) 
postulated a pessimistic explanatory style, characterized by internal (self), 
stable and global explanations of the negative events. The pessimistic ex-
planatory style and depression have been found to be positively related. In 
a 35-year longitudinal study, Peterson, Seligman and Valliant (1988) found 
that pessimistic explanatory style was not linked with poor health at the 
age of 25, but significantly predicted poor health above the age of 45 years. 
One explanation was that at a young age people have physical resources to 
absorb negativity, but these get depleted as their age advances. A prospec-
tive study of CHD and optimism found that ‘a more optimistic explana-
tory style, or viewing the glass as half full, lowers the risk of CHD in older 
men’ (Kubzansky, Sparrow, Vokonas and Kawachi, 2001) and discussed 
other research showing a link ‘between pessimism, hopelessness and risk 
of heart disease’ (Kubzansky et al., 2001). Agrawal and Dalal (1993) found 
that beliefs in the doctrine of karma and God, which give rise to hope, 
facilitated recovery from myocardial infarction.

Positive orientation or thinking about the crisis is another important 
cognition that has wide implications for recovery from any disease. Stud-
ies (Scheier and Carver, 1985; Scheier, Weintraub and Carver, 1986) have 
shown that optimism (generalized expectancy of good outcomes) is as-
sociated with problem-focused coping, seeking social support, seeing the 
positive side of the illness and acceptance of uncontrollable outcomes. 
Taylor (1983) observed that positive comparison was often used by cancer 
patients for self-enhancement in the event of an accident or illness. The 
patients who compared themselves with those who were in worse condi-
tions recovered earlier. In a study by Agrawal, Dalal, Agrawal and Agrawal 
(1994), positive life orientation emerged as an important predictor of 
medical, as well as of psychological, recovery of myocardial patients.  

Health Beliefs and Affective Reactions

A wide variety of reactions are observed when people are told about the 
diagnosis of a chronic illness. Quite often the initial reaction is that of 
denial or disbelief, which averts the onset of any emotional crisis. Denial 
also gives some time to adjust to the impinging reality. Other typical reac-
tions are of high anxiety and emotional disturbance and clouded think-
ing. On the other hand, there are people who accept the diagnosis rather 
stoically. Chronic illness is something people have to live with and have 
to make long- term alterations in their lifestyle. There could be wide fluc-
tuations in the mood of patients with changes in their physical condition 
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and nature of disability. Pain and discomfort are other factors influencing 
the affective state. Many of these affective reactions may be transitory or 
of diffused kind, whereas other reactions are specific to the appraisal of 
the symptoms. Broadly speaking, affective reactions could be of two types: 
(a) general responses to the situation, like fear, sadness, unpleasantness, 
anxiety, etc.; and (b) belief dependent affective reactions. The affective 
reactions are often very specific reactions and are based on causal beliefs, 
perceived control and appraisal of the situation. They include anger, de-
pression, disappointment, pity, etc.

Studies have been done to establish the linkages between affective re-
actions to an undesirable life condition and causal and control related 
beliefs. Causal appraisal gives rise to a qualitative distinction among the 
feelings. Weiner (1985) found that in the case of giving help, lack of effort 
on the part of the help-seeker aroused anger, whereas physical disability 
led to aroused feeling of pity. Dalal and Tripathi (1987) in a study of help-
seeking behaviour found the linkages between control beliefs (situation 
controllable or uncontrollable) and affective reactions, stable and revers-
ible. Some attribution-affect linkages found in their two experimental 
studies were uncontrollable sympathy, controllable anger and dislike. 

The onset of a chronic illness and subsequent hospitalization result in 
more frequent arousal of the feelings of anxiety, depression, suppressed 
anger and helplessness (Westbrook and Viney, 1982). In an Indian study 
by Agrawal and Dalal (1993), the dominant affective reactions found in 
the hospitalized patients were helplessness, depression and metaphysical 
rationalization. There were some gender differences, the female patients 
showed greater degree of anger and anxiety, whereas male patients more 
often showed disengagement and rationalization. It was also noted that 
anger was the least frequent reaction. In a study by Kohli and Dalal (1998) 
on cancer patients, evidence of anger response was very low. They showed 
greater degree of acceptance and rationalization in terms of the theory of 
karma, where people look for justification in their own wrong-doings in 
the previous births. Higher attribution to metaphysical factors probably 
explains why Indian patients display low anger reaction.

It seems that the feeling which is more often expressed as a result of 
loss of control is that of helplessness. People show acute helplessness when 
they feel loss of control in a tragic situation. When all previously acquired 
skills fail to yield any desirable results and the patients start doubting their 
own ability to exercise any control, then the feeling of helplessness over-
takes. Abramson et al. (1978) posited that the affective reaction depends 
on the causal attributions they make. If the cause is perceived as being 
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permanent rather than temporary, then the feeling of helplessness will be 
long-lasting. If the cause is perceived as influencing many situations rather 
than just one, then the feeling of helplessness is likely to generalize to 
other situations. Finally, if the cause is perceived as being internal rather 
than external, the person is likely to suffer a loss of self esteem. As Wort-
man and Brehm (1975) argued, whether a person would experience anger 
or helplessness depends on his or her causal attributions. 

The feeling which is reported most frequently in the people suffering 
from chronic illness is that of depression. Depression is characterized by a 
dejected mood, loss of desire to do things, general tiredness and inability 
to concentrate. The depressed person thinks that nothing can be done to 
change the undesirable life conditions. Like anger and helplessness, the 
feeling of depression sets in at a later stage of the chronic illness. During 
the initial phase of the illness, the patients may be too preoccupied with 
the diagnosis and the hospital procedure to feel depressed. The depressive 
responses surface at a later stage when the patient has tried much treat-
ment unsuccessfully and now has to cope with a host of new problems 
related to adjustment in his day-to-day living. Many studies suggest that the 
emotional reaction of depression is beneficial in a sense that it is prepara-
tory to later adjustments that must be made as a consequence of illness. 
However, acute or prolonged depression is certainly pathological.  

Health Impairing Behaviours and Lifestyle Changes

In general, behavioural factors exert influence on health and illness of 
people in four ways: health enhancing, health impairing, health protec-
tive and illness management. Diet, exercise and meditation are health en-
hancing behaviours; tobacco chewing, alcoholism will come under health 
impairing behaviours. The examples of health protective behaviours are 
immunization, maintaining hygiene and pollution-free environment, 
whereas illness management refers to taking initiatives to recover from 
an impending illness. Here, we may focus more on the behaviours which 
have adverse consequences for health; directly or indirectly, they become 
causative factors in the onset of a disease.

Much of the Western literature in dealing with health-impairing 
behaviours has focused on smoking, obesity and to a lesser extent on 
alcoholism. What people eat and how much they weigh are considered 
behavioural processes which in concert with genetic and metabolic char-
acteristics shape the health of a person (Baum and Posluszny, 1999). An 
unhealthy diet appears to directly enhance the risk of a disease, as low level 
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of nutrition may contribute to pathophysiology of a disease, as tobacco 
chewing, smoking, drug use and alcohol consumption may have direct 
effects on bodily systems and impair their efficiency. In low income coun-
tries like India, under- and malnutrition become a major risk factor.

Consumption of tobacco in different forms is pervasive all over the 
world. Once tobacco use becomes a habit, it is highly resistant to change. 
The primary active ingredient in tobacco is nicotine, which has stimu-
lant properties that increases Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS) arousal, 
alertness and reduces appetite. Smoking and other forms of tobacco use 
are major contributors to heart diseases, hypertension, stroke, cancer and 
other diseases. Passive exposure to tobacco smoke is also problematic and 
has similar effects as that of smoking. Consumption of tobacco in differ-
ent forms is very common in India and has been found to be significantly 
associated with cancer. 

Alcoholism, drugs and other narcotics are no lesser evil and are much 
more rampant than smoking. However, media and research exhibit more 
concern with smoking. In the case of alcoholism, it is suggested in many 
studies that it is not alcohol consumption per se which affects health but 
the pattern of drinking, rather, its abuse. Moderate level of drinking is 
considered to be good for health in many Western studies. Alcohol con-
sumption becomes a health hazard when it is used as a mechanism for 
stress alleviation. Its association with social and moral aspects of behav-
iour often poses serious health problem at individual and family levels.       

Stress is supposed to affect diet and weight in many ways. People who 
are under stress or in negative mood are often seen eating more. They seek, 
what is called ‘comfort foods’ or foods that make them feel better. Most of 
these foods are relatively high in fat and salt or sugar, meaning that stress 
may increase consumption of less healthy food. Such people gain weight 
and loose stamina to fight stress. In some cases, increased metabolic de-
mand during stress may increase consumption of food without necessarily 
affecting weight. The growing craze for fast and junk food and synthetic 
drinks is becoming a serious health problem for the teenagers. 

Whereas obesity and weight gain is a problem for a section of the 
society, a much larger section of the society which is below poverty line 
suffers from malnutrition. While good nutrition enables one to lead a so-
cially and economically active life, malnutrition has an adverse impact on 
health and life expectancy, and increases mortality rate. It retards physical 
growth, leads to functional impairment, disability and diminished produc-
tivity and reduces resistance to disease. People who are most vulnerable to 
malnutrition are those below poverty line and the socially disadvantaged, 
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infants, preschool children and pregnant women. The problem of malnu-
trition is a resultant of unavailability of food, low purchasing power of the 
people and population growth. 

In poverty conditions, these are the women who are often more mal-
nourished. Studies have shown that in India, diets of girl children and 
women are inadequate due to discriminatory practices. Women are dis-
criminated in terms of both quantity and quality of the food available 
to them. The low dietary intake and maternal malnutrition is a major 
cause of low birth weight children. Malnutrition of the mothers again 
causes child mortality and mental retardation. Low status of women in 
the society and social practices are greatly responsible for this sorry state 
of affairs.   

Exercise, on the contrary, is related to promoting positive health. Physi-
cal exercises play important role in managing weight, stress, as well as in 
keeping oneself physically and mentally fit. Although heavy exercises ad-
versely affect health, moderate and regular exercises keep a person physi-
cally and mentally fit. 

Two kinds of physical exercises essential for good health are stretch-
ing exercises, such as Yogic asanas and aerobic exercises, such as jogging, 
swimming and bicycling. These exercises produce different effects and are 
equally essential for a healthy living. Whereas stretching exercises have a 
calming effect, aerobic exercises increase arousal level of the body. Yogic 
asanas provide systematic stretching to all the muscles and joints of the 
body and massage the glands and other body organs. They relax muscles 
and decrease their activity level. Aerobic exercises have activating and 
stimulating functions—to energize heart, lungs and muscles. These exer-
cises increase heart rate and breathing and reduce the cholesterol level. 

COPING WITH CHRONIC DISEASES

The question of interest here is ‘What do people go through while facing 
a disease which is of a chronic nature?’ Research shows that the kind of 
psychological responses people make and the stages they go through de-
pend on many factors. One is the nature of the disease itself. The onset of 
the disease could be sudden, as in the case of a heart attack, or gradual, 
in which case the patients get sufficient time to deal with the disease. 
The disease could be life threatening, as cancer, or may go through in 
acute–chronic cycle, as in asthma. It could be a physically disabling dis-
ease, requiring a lot of changes in one’s life routine, like arthritis, or just 
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demanding more care, like diabetes. Some diseases take a heavy toll on 
one’s financial, social and psychological resources, some others are just 
a nuisance for the person. Again, the severity of the disease, their social 
background, support system and individual dispositions play a crucial role 
in determining the stages the patients go through in the process of coping 
with a chronic disease (Dalal, 2001). 

In a large number of cases, the initial reaction to the diagnosis of 
chronic disease is that of shock and disbelief. People try to actively seek 
disconfirming evidence. It takes time to reconcile with the idea that they 
are suffering from a disease with which they have to live with for a long 
period of time, may be for the rest of their lives. They swing between 
hope and despair. The realization that their disease is of chronic nature 
may result in extreme mood swings, from depression to hostility. At a 
later stage, with psychological acceptance of chronic disease, people tend 
to seek more information about the disease, about the remedial and pal-
liative aspects and its possible implications for their lives. They explore 
about their own role in containing and preventing the after-effects and 
integrating the disease within their own lives. People in their endeavour 
to live with the disease go through the cycles of stability, improvement, 
remission, relapse and renewed efforts.

How people live with chronic diseases is one of the most fascinating 
and challenging issue of research. The research evidence shows very little 
consistency in the findings. There are many reasons for this inconsistency. 
One, a bulk of research is from the medical perspective, where the empha-
sis is on the disease and not on the person. The effort is to understand the 
nature of the disease, to arrive at an accurate diagnosis and to plan out the 
treatment procedure. Patients’ own perspective and their own perception 
and feelings are of little interest. Second, patients’ own role in managing 
the disease is still the least explored. Like the attending doctor, the patient 
is also actively involved in understanding the disease and trying out vari-
ous remedial measures. 

Patients’ own beliefs about illness play an important role in this venture. 
It is suggested in many studies that patients’ own beliefs about their health 
and treatment regulate their health behaviour to a far greater extent than 
the doctors’ beliefs or what the objective medical data suggest (Williams 
and Calnan, 1996). However, there are few longitudinal studies examin-
ing these aspects. Third, the role of cultural factors is relatively ignored in 
psychological research. Though there is substantial anthropological and 
sociological work to highlight cultural differences in health practices and 
treatment modalities, psychologists have yet to provide a comprehensive 
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understanding of how these beliefs get translated into concrete action. 
Psychological research may fall into some pattern if cultural beliefs and 
their psychological imports are more systematically understood. To put it 
briefly, the research focusing on health beliefs shares some common un-
derstanding about the human nature. They are summarized as follows:

1. People are generally actively involved in understanding the mean-
ing of their illness. This understanding is essential to prepare and 
appropriately respond to any health crisis. 

2. People differ widely in the way they subjectively construct the expe-
rience of illness. Their beliefs about the illness and life in general 
provide the basic inputs for these subjective constructions. 

3. The subjective constructions and representations of illness in terms 
of their meaning, causes and control influence their recovery (or 
adjustment) significantly, at times more significantly than the real 
nature of the disease. 

4. People are motivated to make efforts to recover from the crisis situa-
tion. In fact, it is assumed that the efforts to recover begin with the 
onset of the chronic disease itself. 

5. People are not only motivated but also possess a self curing mecha-
nism. In the crisis situation, this mechanism gets activated and 
people on very rare occasions need institutional support to deal 
with the psychological crisis. People not only recover or successfully 
adjust but also learn to be more resourceful in facing a similar crisis 
in future. 

6. People can be helped and trained to cope with the adversities by 
bringing appropriate changes in their own beliefs and attitudes.

Social Support System

The notion of social support in health psychology is conceptualized as 
including both social embeddedness and emotional support that informs 
the people suffering from diseases that they are valued and cared about 
(Cobb, 1976). Social support, either elicited or provided spontaneously, 
goes a long way in determining how people deal with the life challenges 
and threats. Supportive interactions and the presence of supportive rela-
tionships in people’s lives have been shown to play a major role in emo-
tional well-being and physical health. Mother Teresa said it best: ‘Being 
unwanted is the worst disease that any human being can ever experience’ 
(as quoted in Muggeridge, 1997, p. 17). Although supportive ties may 
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create dilemmas for both the providers as well as the recipients of social 
support, belongingness to a reliable support system of kin and friends 
often reduces the risk of disease and enhances the recovery from mental 
and physical illness (Uchino, Uno and Holt-Lunstad, 1999). 

Family as a support system has been specifically analyzed by S. Sharma 
(1999). There are two major mechanisms that explain how social support 
reduces the negative impact of stress on health and well being, i.e., direct - 
effects hypothesis and buffering - effect hypothesis. Moreover, the efficacy of 
social support is likely to be dependent on: (a) who is providing the sup-
port; (b) what kind of support is provided; (c) to whom is the support pro-
vided; (d) for what problem is the support provided; and (e) when and for 
how long is the support provided (see S. Sharma, 1999b). Such issues are 
partly reflected in a recent study by Miltiades (2002) where the effect on 
the psychological well-being of India-based parents was examined whose 
adult children had migrated to the United States of America. It was seen 
that the availability of alternative support systems (the extended family 
support, the hired help) did not alleviate the feelings of ‘loss’, depression 
and loneliness in such parents. Thus, the appropriateness of a special kind 
of support seems to be dependent on the match between the type of sup-
port and the nature of problem encountered at a point in the life course, 
and also who is the provider of that support.

PROMOTING HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

Asian systems focus on advanced stages of development and states of 
well-being, the Western systems provide details of psychopathology and 
early development (see Leslie, 1998). Integrating these two perspectives 
may enable us with a ‘full spectrum’ model of health which traces etiology, 
causes and treatment of illness (recovery) to maintenance of good health 
through various stages of growth and enlightenment. 

The growth model focuses on realization of human potential for tran-
scendent experiences and cultivation of wisdom that touches the higher 
levels of consciousness. In some way, the person works at the transper-
sonal level by recognizing continuity and interconnectedness of the 
living beings. The emphasis here is on higher order needs of the extended 
or inclusive self, which are more encompassing. The pain and suffering 
of such a person has no bounds as they are not personal. Such kind of 
enlightenment seeks the common ground and gazes at the issues for all 
beings (prani) and for everyone (sarva). Sharing and expanding the sense 
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of self demands not only creativity but also a discipline of a very high 
order. The journey from fragmentation to integration or from self to self 
is very challenging but certainly capable of bringing unparallel joy and 
bliss. The vision celebrates the idea that ‘I am everywhere and everyone is 
in me’. The differentiation is crossed in favour of integration. The person 
becomes more inward-looking, keen about transcending the vagaries of 
physical environment and bodily (physical) concerns and focusing more 
and more on self-growth. Wellness then becomes a virtue (Conrad, 1994). 
In fact, this aspect of health is a major contribution of Indian positive 
psychology.

Normally people are engaged in diverse social interactions and respond 
according to the specific demands. Their self-experience is often frag-
mented. The same person when engages in growth processes organizes his 
or her self and tries to rediscover the hidden potential. The person is em-
powered by recognizing his abilities to think act and feel in an integrated 
fashion. This often occurs while one encounters a guru or gets guidance 
from some elder or reading books or engaging with relevant discourses. 
The company of noble people (satsangati) who are enlightened or know-
ledgeable ones or experiential exposure to relevant events often plays a 
critical role in it, which works like a paradigm shift for the person. The 
life, the world and the modes of experience are positively transformed.

It may be noted that the self-transformation mentioned here is not 
merely an inward journey in which the person tries to escape from the real-
ity. That does not characterize growth and evolution. Developing a reality 
orientation too is an integral part of that transformation. Such a person 
will have a more comprehensive appreciation of reality. He or she will 
be able to have a broader picture of reality. Such an informed view may 
help avoiding the trivialities that engage common people who limit their 
efforts and confine to short-term gains. A focus on growth inherently in-
volves future orientation and going beyond the given. Such people display 
great resilience in the face of loss and trauma. Resilient people often dis-
play ability to maintain a stable equilibrium. They are found to respond to 
bereavement with lesser degree of grief (Bonanno, 2004).

Growth also involves vitality, thriving and a positive attitude. The recent 
developments in positive psychology clearly indicate that positive moods 
and feelings are not merely indicators of health rather than they contrib-
ute to it. They build and broaden the base for health. In other words, a 
person’s happy or good mood not only exhibits his present health status 
but also leads to more happiness and positive health (Fredickson, 2001). 
Increasingly many studies show the effects of optimism and hope towards 
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a person’s well-being and health. Unfortunately the focus of research has 
largely been preoccupied with the negative aspect (illness and pathology) 
and absence of disease has been treated as health. The studies on health, 
therefore, frequently use the measures that include the list of disorders 
and problems rather than positive aspects of health. It is in the case of 
quality of life and SWB that attention is paid to positive health.

Finally, the developments in positive psychology indicate that a growth 
orientation requires change in the lifestyle with a space for activities like 
meditation, Yoga and looking within. In today’s stressful and tension rid-
den life, these efforts contribute to peace, happiness and well-being of the 
people. The self of contemporary man is saturated (Gergen, 1988; 1994), 
i.e., stuffed with too much information and opportunities. It is populated 
by myriad of things of all kinds—good, bad, trivial and meaningful. The 
market and media complicate the situation by drawing attention to the 
apparent achievements and attractions that disturb the equilibrium. It is, 
therefore, important to bring self-regulation and self-control in a relational 
world to the centre stage.  

HEALTH SCENARIO IN INDIA

Health policies, programmes and practices mirror the culture, society and 
political scenario, and India is a good case in this regard. As mentioned 
earlier, Ayurveda remained the basis of daily living and treatment of dis-
eases for ages. In addition, Siddha and Unani-Tibb have also been prac-
ticed. The Western notion of health and illness has not been the only 
way towards medical care (Khare, 1996). After the arrival of the British, 
Western medicine started dominating the scene and became the official 
health care programme of the country. After the political independence, 
there was a rapid expansion of health care infrastructure and medical in-
stitutions. India has the largest rural health care network in the world with 
24 thousand PHCs and 3,000 community health centres. In 1998, there 
were about 670 thousand hospital beds for a 900 million population. 
These investments have brought down the infant mortality rate to 85 and 
enhanced the life expectancy from 32 years in 1947 to 63 years in 2001.

In 1982 when the Government of India reformulated National 
Health Policy and adopted officially WHO declaration of ‘Health for All 
by 2000’, many significant changes were introduced at the policy level 
(Chatterjee, 1993). It brought forth the role of community and social 
sciences in promoting public health care. An apex committee of ICSSR 
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and Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) was formed to bring 
changes in the curriculum of medical education and to bring in more 
input from social science research. Many of the changes in 1982 Health 
Policy and that in Alma Ata Declaration were already enunciated in the 
Bhore Committee Report way back in 1947. In-between years, the policy 
diverted towards high technology medicine, urban hospitals and colleges 
and disease-based planning. The New Health Policy was supposed to be a 
corrective devise to mould it in the direction of community-based services. 
Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs) were expected to play a major 
role in this endeavour.

In the context of these developments, creation of rural health infra-
structure facilities became a major activity in the 1980s and a massive ex-
pansion of Sub-health Centres took place with emphasis on maternal and 
child care, family welfare and hygiene education. Each PHC was targeted 
to have one doctor and one community health officer (medical doctor, of 
course). This expansion was so rapid that the targets of developing infra-
structure by 2000 were met in 1991 itself. In terms of manpower planning, 
a remarkable achievement was the training of 40 million Community 
Health Workers (CHWs) within five years (1977–1982), almost one CHW 
for each village in the country, constituting the largest health care cadre 
in the world (Chatterjee, 1993). These CHWs were trained by the medi-
cal doctors to take care of the common diseases and to function as links 
between the community and medical staff. This rapid expansion did 
compromise in quality in many ways. Nobody knew what kind of train-
ing these CHWs should be imparted and very soon these workers began 
to perceive themselves as village medical practitioners. Later on, Indian 
Medical Association opposed this scheme and termed these CHWs as 
quacks, who were indeed more popular than the medical doctors in many 
places. In 1981 when the Government of India transferred this scheme to 
the states, many states who did not commit to this scheme initially started 
backing out. Lack of availability of state fund made this scheme almost 
defunct, with CHWs demanding stipend for their work and often resort-
ing to mass protest. These workers were rechristened as Multipurpose 
Health Workers, and later as health guides. This most ambitious scheme 
of the government lost its direction and relevance in the present time.

In 1990s, a major shift in the policy took place in which the man-
agement of health was turned over to local self-government, namely, 
panchayati raj. Initially there was a lot of enthusiasm and hope that it will 
make health services more accountable to the local communities. But, like 
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many other schemes, it also got mired in many controversies and rarely 
showed the desired results. Unfortunately, panchayats are not true repre-
sentatives of the people but are dominated by the power elite and power 
brokers who cater only to their wasted interest. In the feudal system, which 
still prevails in rural India, decentralization and bottom up approach 
rarely succeeds. It is anachronistic to the present ethos and functioning of 
the government. 

Another major development was privatization of the medical education 
and treatment. The government opened up the health sector for the pri-
vate enterprises in a hope that while they will cater to the better-off section 
of the society, the government will be able to concentrate on the health of 
the poor strata of the society. The pressure of international agencies, like 
WHO and World Bank, paved the way for this shift in policy. With the 
complete breakdown of government health care programme, health is now 
turning into a most lucrative industry. The brunt of this fallout is mostly 
experienced by the poor who have nowhere to go for treatment. On one 
hand, where Kerala has shown the way to successfully provide universal 
health care, the Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh (BI-
MARU) states have witnessed a total collapse (Baru, 2003). It is important 
to note that modern public health interventions are merely the manifesta-
tion of colonial gene which our health planners have inherited (Bagchi 
and Soman, 2005). The apathy of the colonial rulers is matched only by 
the shocking indifference of the Indian political leaders who paid scant 
attention to the quality of health care. Now in the present era, profits and 
markets are shaping the health services. Health is being considered as indi-
vidual responsibility rather than a systemic service expected of the state.

SOME EMERGING ISSUES FOR RESEARCH

Health and well-being is still an emerging area in psychology and in spite 
of all promises and possibilities, the discipline has yet to mature as an 
independent enterprise in India. We have not been able to build on 
rich healing traditions and holistic curative practices. With the failure of 
Western medicine in managing morbidity, there are intense efforts world-
wide for the search of alternative health care systems and India has much 
to offer in this respect. In this context, some of the important themes of 
research in which potential of research, theory-building and applied work 
exists are briefly indicated.
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Stress Research 

Stress is still one of the most popular research topics in India. An overview 
of the body of existing literature suggests that research in this area had pri-
marily followed the stress–strain (mental health) models and have tried to 
find efficient coping strategies in different demographic groups. The em-
phasis was on the measurement of life stresses, coping strategies and well-
being and to establish linkages among them. The focus is now gradually 
shifting to the perception and experience of stress, long-term consequences 
of stress, personal control, coping strategies and their consequences for 
health. The Indian techniques of meditation and relaxation have much to 
contribute to stress alleviation programmes. Indian psychologists have yet 
to outgrow the narrow disciplinary boundaries and the limitations of their 
professional training to focus on the ‘real’ issues. 

The research in this domain needs to focus on the positive consequences 
of experiencing stress and its potential for personal growth, resilience and 
enrichment. Also, the role of worldview is rarely taken into account. Seek-
ing pleasure and avoiding pain is important but the possible image of a 
world totally free of pain and misery is something that has been rejected 
in the Indian thought. The image of world has been more realistic by 
recognizing its limitations and the goals of pleasure have been moderated 
accordingly. To be happy in a world which is in flux, one needs to bring 
changes within also when caught in stress and illness. Perhaps the happi-
ness and well-being despite the adversity is possible only with a different 
kind of reality perspective that has space for pain and misery too. This 
does not mean to view life pessimistically. Instead, it creates a realistic 
vision that has positive contribution to the quality of life.

Healing Practices 

The traditional healing systems in India still constitute an uncharted area 
of research. The pioneering work of Kakar (1982), Neki (1973), Joshi 
(1988; 2000), etc., have laid a good foundation for this stream of work 
to build on. We still need to know how traditional healing works, how 
culture, mind and body transact as a complex system, not only to heal the 
person but also to facilitate personal and social well-being and happiness. 
Indian texts have rich source material to understand suffering and healing 
as psychological states. Many of them are in practice. However, the Indian 
researchers have been less innovative and somewhat reluctant to address 
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substantive issues. For instance, spirituality is one such issue which has 
not been attended to. The rich array of concepts, theories and practices 
available in the Indian tradition has remained unexplored. Yoga uses body 
to transcend it. Yoga as a therapy involves physical practice as well as a 
way of cultivation of consciousness. It treats liberation as healing. tnantra, 
mantra and music are also used for therapeutic practices. The Indian per-
spective does not dichotomize the material and spiritual. As Crawford 
(1989) maintains, ‘for ayurveda, spirit and matter, soul and body, although 
different, are not alien, insofar as they can be brought in a healing rela-
tionship with consequences that are mutually beneficial’. The researchers, 
however, have not attended to the issues that emanate from this kind of 
indigenous view. The Tibbia, Siddha and other traditions of medicine too 
have also not been examined adequately to examine their contributions to 
health and well-being. Interestingly, these traditions seek remedies within 
the self and immediate environment and therefore are more accessible. 
However, owing to negligence and aversion, they are becoming obscure. 
In recent years, some impetus has been given to them but systematic ef-
forts are very few (see Kapur and Mukundan, 2002 for children’s health). 
As yet, there are not many studies to understand the underlying mecha-
nisms and integrating them within the contemporary scientific research. 

Effi cacy of Psychological Interventions

Studying the efficacy of psychological interventions is another promising 
area of research in which there are many possibilities. Health psychologists 
need to work in unison with health practitioners of both traditional and 
medical variety. Such intervention studies are the need of the hour. A 
call for the ‘Health For All by 2000’ and its aftermath have brought many 
shifts in the research agenda in the field of social sciences, in general, and 
health psychology, in particular. One, the impressive achievements in the 
health sector has brought down the mortality significantly but at the same 
time increased the instances of morbidity. Though we know a good deal 
about the causes and cases of mortality, psychosocial and cultural dimen-
sions of morbidity conditions are not much researched into. This area 
needs much attention by the social scientists. 

Enhancing the Health Status

There is a realization among the researchers, practitioners and policy-
makers in the health sector that health status has complex linkages 
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with poverty, deprivation, population growth and education. No direct 
relationship between poverty and health was found in several studies. This 
calls for a more interdisciplinary approach in research to find ways to im-
prove health status of the people. Health research needs to come out of 
the narrow disciplinary groves and has to accept the more challenging task 
of helping people improve their physical and mental health. Research in 
this area has to be futuristic, i.e., to assess the health requirements of the 
burgeoning population and the role of technology in providing health 
care. Community-oriented health services are going to be a major research 
area for the social scientists in the years to come. The health policies and 
planning has to involve people, voluntary organizations, activists and so-
cial scientists, not just medical professionals. Encouraging community par-
ticipation and linking health with the wider developmental issues has to 
get reflected in the research agenda. To this end, health communication is 
going to play a key role. We need research in this area. 

Mapping the Meaning of Health and Illness

In this context it may be mentioned here that the meaning of health and 
illness are culturally derived. How do people understand that they are 
sick? What do they do to recover ad stay healthy? What happens when 
people have to live with a long-term illness? How do the prevailing 
cultural beliefs about how to stay well affect people in their everyday 
activities? These questions are of prime importance when we want to 
understand health behaviour of people. Patient-centred care is emerging 
as a key concept in modern medicine also. This makes a stronger case 
for employing social constructivist approach (Gergen, 2001) in health re-
search. From this position, illness is a process of an ongoing interaction 
between culture and people. From this perspective, medical view is just 
one among many constructions. There are other promises of developing 
people-centred health care programmes. Accordingly, a health practitioner 
or a healer has to be something more than an expert in the field but has 
to be sensitive to the way people construe health and illness. Research in 
this area is sadly lacking. Finally, as Nandy (2000: 111) has succinctly 
put it: 

The concept of health does not emerge only from textbooks, it is also scat-
tered all around us in various disguises and is waiting to be discovered by us. 
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We must have the intellectual modesty and alertness to pick up these con-
cepts to enrich and pluralize our idea of health.

We need to attend to the cultural and sub-cultural variations in the 
notions of health, illness and well-being. 

Rethinking Well-being

Well-being is one of the cherished goals of humanity. It refers to the state 
of optimal psychological functioning and experience and defines the 
idea of ‘good life’. As has been mentioned earlier, well-being or SWB is 
people’s chief concern in life. SWB is defined in many ways. While libera-
tion (moksha) from suffering was considered the summum bonum of life 
by the ancient Indians, Amartya Sen (1999) notes that freedom is a more 
rational goal for development than gross national product. He found 
that in cultures where relative freedom has expanded, both quality of life 
and economic growth have taken place. In large part, the past research in 
psychology concerned itself with psychopathology. It is under the positive 
psychology movement that attention is now being paid to well-being and 
the issues of empathy, love, wisdom, gratitude, resilience and authenticity 
(see Snyder and Lopez, 2002). It is found that material security and luxury 
alone are not sufficient for experiencing well-being as many poor countries 
score high on the measure of happiness. In fact, viewing well-being in 
terms of pleasure or happiness is one perspective only. There is another 
perspective that emphasizes on actualization of human potential or one’s 
true nature. The former presents the hedonic view while the latter reflects 
eudaimonic view (Ryan and Deci, 2001). The relationship of personal well-
ness and collective well-being also needs to be investigated. The social well-
being as a positive state associated with optimal functioning within one’s 
social network and community (Keyes, 1988) incorporates social integra-
tion, social contribution, social coherence, social actualization and social 
acceptance. The relationship of well-being with a host of variables such 
as self-esteem, emotion, physical health, social class, wealth, attach-ment 
and relatedness are being investigated. In Indian thought, two kinds of 
pleasures are described: one is mere pleasure (preyas); the other is those 
pleasures which are good or desirable (shreyas). Recently, attention is being 
paid to happiness. Seligman’s (2002) Authentic Happiness and the idea of 
signature strengths—the personal traits associated with various virtues—are 
interesting proposals (see Peterson and Seligman, 2001). On the whole, 
the domain of well-being requires serious research attention. 
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Culture and Health

Health psychology also needs to attend the cultural complexity of the con-
temporary world. The Western perspective as universal is problematic. As 
Lewis-Fernandez and Kleineman (1994) have pointed out, understanding 
of health and pathology in the West has been bound to three culture-
bound ideologies, namely, self is egocentric, mind–body dualism and cul-
ture as epiphenomenon. The cross-cultural, cultural psychological work 
and anthropological work have shown convincingly that these assump-
tions do not hold true in many Asian, Latin and African cultures. People 
do hold interdependent, relational and encompassing notions of self 
(Mascolo, Misra and Raspardi, 2004), which go beyond the self-contained 
and autonomous conceptualization of self. The body–mind continuity 
and interrelationship is also widely accepted and people consider and ex-
perience human suffering in an integrated somatopsychological mode: as 
simultaneous mind and body distress. They do not classify psychopathol-
ogy as organic disorders which are experienced as psychological distress 
and psychological problems which are somatized (Lewis-Fernandez and 
Klineman, 1994). Also, the meanings and practices are often culturally 
specific and they play important role in shaping the experiences of distress 
and well-being. In this context, it is important to note that culture is not a 
static category or phenomenon. It is dynamic in nature and operates as a 
process. In a world where several cultures are clashing and synthesizing 
at the same time, health practices and beliefs are also subject to change 
and reconfiguration. Processes of globalization, migration and communi-
cation revolution are restructuring the world of experience. This scenario 
is posing new challenges and giving opportunities for health psychologists. 
It is through innovative research, teaching and training that the emerging 
issues in the area of health psychology can be scientifically dealt with.
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Introduction
The notion of health has evolved in a variety of traditions and cultural 
contexts. Social scientists, medical practitioners and common man arrive 
at their own understanding of what it means to be healthy (Capewell, 
1994; Singh, Misra, Varma and Mishra, 1999). However, the desirability 
of a longer lifespan is something that seems common to everyone. All of 
us want a healthy life. Several thousand years ago, the Vedic seers had 
beautifully described the longing for hundred years (Jivem sharadah shatam) 
but only a life which is active, vibrant and full of dignity. Such an active 
life is possible only when a person is healthy. Health has been rightly con-
sidered as the main pathway for attaining all the life goals including right 
conduct (dharma), worldly pursuits (artha), fulfilling the desires (kama) and 
liberation (moksha) (Dharmarthakammokshanam arogyam mulamuttamam). 
The folk tradition also treats health with a high premium. In the modern 
period, health is certainly a priority concern for most countries. 

The Indian perspective on health has flourished with the ideas of har-
mony, evolution and connectivity across life forms. It is embedded in the 
ecology in which a person or group is embedded. It is broad enough to 
incorporate the whole range of existential concerns as reflected in the 
Upanishadic concept of Pancha Koshas (Annamaya, Pranamaya, Vigyanmaya, 
Manomaya and Anandmaya), which articulates human existence in terms 
of a multilayered organization. In this scheme, the idea of ‘being’ is of a 
conscious being and not of a reactive organism. It operates following the 
principles of complementarity, interdependence, sharing and reciprocity 
between self and other (which includes the environment also). The idea of 
Being (Consciousness!) as Sachidanand reminds us about the essentially 
blissful nature of Self that remains hidden because of our ignorance. In 
this sense, health becomes a journey of self-discovery. We need to recog-
nize ourselves and see the true nature of being. It is the ignorance (avidya) 
that blurs vision of our blissful true nature and puts us in a state when one 
remains perturbed, sick or ill. In other words, when you are not healthy, 
you are not in your (true) self. Being healthy or non-healthy is thus a state-
ment about your location or position. The way one is positioned and the 
stance that is taken in viewing the world and self decide how healthy he or 
she is. A healthy person is one who is auto-locus (swastha) and not located 
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elsewhere (parastha). A healthy or swastha person, however, is not egocen-
tric; rather, such a person is in tune with the inner and outer environ-
ment. It denotes ‘a state of being rooted in one’s self. And “self” implies 
the consciousness of soul principle operating on various planes: physical, 
vital and mental and also in communion with the cosmic consciousness’ 
(Basu, 2000, p. 2). 

Ayurveda, the Indian science of life has twin goals, i.e., preservation 
and promotion of health and prevention and management of disease. 
Thus, it attends to the needs and requirements of the healthy as well as 
of the people who are suffering from diseases. Ayurveda also holds that a 
person is a jiva or rashi purusha which is a composite of body, sense organs, 
mind and self. Thus, a holistic view is maintained that takes into account 
a dynamic functional unit. 

Any discussion of health from the view of Ayurveda will remain incom-
plete without a reference to the concept of Tridoshas consisting of vata, 
pitta and kapha. They refer to primordial bioactive substances operating at 
the cellular and sub-cellular levels. They pervade throughout the body and 
their qualities can be accelerated or inhibited both by external and inter-
nal influences, leading to decrease or increase of a specific attribute. Vata 
(movement) is composed of ether and air. It governs the mode of move-
ment within the body and therefore can be seen as the force which directs 
nerve impulses, circulation, respiration and elimination. Vata works as a 
promoter of biological activity that is responsible for rotating the doshas. 
Pitta (bile) is composed of fire and water and represents the process of 
transformation or metabolism. It is also responsible for metabolism in the 
organ and tissue systems, as well as cellular metabolism. Kapha (inertia) is 
predominantly a combination of water and earth elements. Kapha is re-
sponsible for growth and adding structure, unit by unit. Another function 
of the kapha dosha is to offer protection. Cerebral spinal fluid protects the 
brain and spinal column and is a type of kapha found in the body. The 
bodily organization is often treated in terms of these doshas. The mental 
organization is viewed in terms of three gunas, i.e., satwa, rajas and tamas. 

According to Charaka, a disease can be tackled in three ways, i.e., sam-
sodhan, samsamana and nidan parivarjana. Samsodhan refers to diffusing 
the pathology and expulsion from the body of pathology, which consists 
of morbid doshas and accumulated toxic metabolic substances. It tries to 
purify, clean the internal environment and considers body as a whole. To 
this end, the techniques of panchakarmas are used. These techniques in-
clude vaman (emesis), virechan (purgation), vasti (enemeta), nasya (errhines) 
and raktamoksana (aphaeresis). 
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Samsamana is palliative therapy involving the use of drugs and diet. 
They not only pacify the doshas but also create hostile environment for the 
diseases. Diet can contribute to (pathya), or can be counter to health. The 
digestion is related to the nature of food. One must eat only when previ-
ous food is digested and person is hungry. Excess food or poor processing 
of the consumed food results in toxic elements. One should avoid incom-
patible (e.g., milk–salt) and adulterated food. 

Nidan parivarjana means avoiding and checking/controlling the eti-
ological factors that lead to the disease state. The premise is that absence 
of etiology shall prevent the disease and help in treating the person. There 
is provision of Sadvritta that includes proper daily conduct. 

The idea of health has become a prime concern for everyone. However, 
beyond a general comprehension, the common man, the practitioners and 
the policymakers often confine to different loci of focus while attending 
to the health issues. This section tries to explore the different facets of 
health in a historical perspective. As will be clear from the chapters included 
in this section, the concept of health and emphasis on different aspects 
(e.g., physical, mental, social, spiritual) of health has evolved in specific 
historical and sociocultural contexts. The various disciplines that claim to 
deal with health and illness like clinical psychology, psychiatry, abnormal 
psychology and medical anthropology have positioned themselves with 
different vantage points. While health psychology as an emerging field of 
study deals primarily with health care with an explicit emphasis on health 
promotion, it would be worthwhile to examine the changing concerns 
about health. 

In the first chapter, Srinivas Murthi has traced the journey of the 
notion of mental health in the modern world. Organized in four sections, 
focusing on mental illness and mental health, prevention and promotion 
of mental health and the Indian perspective of mental health, and devel-
opment of mental health programme, respectively, this chapter helps in 
understanding the shifting concerns and activities in this area of study. It 
is noted that the early emphasis was more on diseases and not so much on 
health. The recognition of health as individual responsibility rather than a 
service was a major shift that took place in 1980s. The WHO initiative to 
treat health in a more inclusive way that encompasses freedom from illness 
as well as a positive state including spiritual aspects is a real breakthrough. 
Murthi considers PHC as a genuine beginning of relating health services 
to societal needs as the first element of a continuing health care process. 
Reminding of the early work of Govindswamy in 1950s, Murthi notes 
that restoration, prevention and upgrading (positive health) constitute the 
scope of mental health. 
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Historically, however, abnormal behaviour has been treated as act of 
devil or criminal. Then there was a move from evil to ill, which resulted 
in considering the mental patients not bad but mad/insane. It was Freud 
who, with his emphasis on the intrapsychic forces, changed the focus from 
illness to wellness. Later on, behaviourism drew attention towards the role 
played by the external environmental factors. As Murthi says, the study 
of the factors affecting the human mind from ‘above’ was replaced with 
those from ‘within’ and later ‘without’. The beginning of anti-psychiatry 
movement led to recognition of the social origins of mental illness and 
health. Also, the effects of life events and the role of social support in 
ameliorating the health problems were indicated. Attention was paid to 
the altered states of consciousness (trance) which showed that people with 
training and under special circumstances can function at different levels 
of brain organization. The psychological states following disaster experi-
ence is another area, and psychoneuroimmunology has emerged as the 
most recent area that links neuropeptides and psychosomatic network. 
There is a clear move from a medical to a biosocial view of health and 
illness. The last quarter of twentieth century witnessed a shift from illness 
to prevention and promotion of mental health. 

Finally, Murthi outlines the distinctive features of the Indian view of 
mental health. He notes that the Indian approach defies mind/body dual-
ity and is holistic to the core. As such, it recognizes spiritual health too as 
an essential component of mental health. Murthi builds his arguments 
on the basis of textual sources, cross-cultural considerations of personality 
dynamics, traditional concepts of therapy and place of family in therapeu-
tic interventions. In the contemporary period, the emphasis is more on 
the mental health development programmes, involving the individual, the 
family and the community. Thus, there is a shift from a purely medical 
model to social model. The present scenario creates a challenge as well as 
extends opportunities to the researchers and professionals in the area of 
health. 

The need to study health behaviours is becoming more and more cru-
cial as the contemporary man in the developed as well as the westernized 
parts of the developing world is increasingly engaging in describing the 
everyday experiences by using the terms ‘stress’, ‘hassle’, ‘burnout’, ‘anxiety’, 
‘depression’ and ‘tension’. The second chapter of this section is a chapter 
by Madan Palsane and David Lam that examines stress and coping within 
a cultural perspective. They note that many differences and similarities 
exist in the etiology, perception and effects and coping with stress across 
cultures as modernization and urbanization have been the key players in 
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shaping the modern life. However, stress is an individual as well as a so-
ciocultural issue. The development and change in people’s motivational 
structure is central to it.

In contemporary societies, breakdown of support network and increase 
in self-centeredness has contributed to increase in the level of stress. The 
American society is often termed as ‘achieving society’ in which economic 
and material pursuits figure very prominently. In such a scenario, competi-
tion and maximizing one’s benefits at any cost becomes the main concern. 
This results in absence of satisfaction and increase in the degree of conflict 
and frustration. This situation leads to stress as an epidemic. The urban 
achievement-oriented people from the eastern part of the world are but 
counterparts of the western individual. Incidentally, they are the people, 
though in a small minority, on whom majority of research is conducted. 

It is noted that within the domain of Euro-American psychology, ‘stress’ 
has been treated as a stimulus, as a response and also as the interaction of 
person and the situation. In the Indian tradition, suffering and dukha are 
considered as an inherent part of the life world. This leads to awareness 
‘that a man can mend his ways and stand up anew as it is impossible to 
conceptualize life as stress-free: no stress no life’. Suffering occurs at the 
lower level of existence, at the level of our material existence—the human 
body. It does not occur at the level of self or atman. Stress may be self or 
environment generated. The genesis of stress lies in the desire that leads 
to misery and afflictions (kleshas). In the course of our life experiences, 
we become conditioned with certain events and stimuli. This leads to a 
reservoir of karmas (karmashaya). In the Chinese culture, there is emphasis 
on developing one’s humanity (jen), which is the best way to prevent suf-
fering. Illness (yin) is darkness and wellness (yang) is light. The key concepts 
in the Indian tradition relevant to stress are dharma, detachment, impulse 
control, transcendence and rebirth. The afflictions that create pain and 
suffering can be removed by many ways. In particular, three main path-
ways are: Action (karma), knowledge ( jyan) and devotion to God (bhakti). 
All of them offer ways of coping with stress and live a healthy life. 

Living stress-free life and enjoying well-being is unmistakably a goal 
cherished by everyone. Within the discipline of psychology, this issue has 
received attention in the context of discussions about the process of adjust-
ment. This is the theme of the third chapter in which Durganand Sinha 
has tried to bring into focus the essence of the notion of well-being—an 
obvious but often obscure way to characterize the desirable state of human 
life or its existential condition. Bodily health and rich material conditions 
are often insufficient for the experience of well-being, since it ignores the 
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mental, psychological and social aspects of human life. Since well-being of 
the people is always an underlying concern in all the policies and plans, 
it is necessary to spell out its details. As a concept, it belongs to a family 
of concepts that characterize effective functioning of people within their 
life circumstances. While literally it means a desirable, satisfactory state, 
Sinha draws attention to the process of adjustment and a person’s ability 
to satisfy one’s needs. He contrasts adjustment with maladjustment and 
recognizes that well-being or normal psychological adjustment is a relative 
state of affairs. It is relative to the situation as well as to the values preva-
lent in a particular culture or subculture. The maladjustive patterns of be-
haviour are the first indicators of the absence of psychosocial well-being in 
a person. Drawing from Sushrut, the first surgeon of ancient India, Sinha 
turns attention to the notion of health as a state of delight or a feeling of 
spiritual, mental and physical well-being. Referring to Charak, he draws 
an important conclusion that well-being/health is not merely possession 
of certain characteristics but cultivation of certain positive qualities.

In the Indian context, internal equipoise/equilibrium that relates to 
individual’s internal functions or maintaining harmony, balance and in-
ternal self-regulation is frequently emphasized. In this context, Sinha relies 
on the notion of homeostasis. He argues that achieving a state of balance 
(sama), even on social and psychological planes, is equally valuable. In his 
view, the health status depends on the states of equilibrium of Doshas, 
Dhatus, Agni and Mal. For want of clarity let us define the components. 
Doshas (Vata, Pitta and Kapha) are already discussed earlier. Dhatus are 
body tissues that support, sustain and nourish the body. Agni refers to 
the metabolic enzymes. Mal stands for the metabolic byproducts and waste 
products. When the state of disequilibrium occurs due to inadequate as-
sociation of season, action and sensory modalities people experience ill 
health. In contrast, adequate association leads to health and well-being.

Referring to Buddhism and Samkhya philosophies, he finds the virtue 
of following the middle path (madhyam marg) or avoiding the extremes. 
Referring to Bhagvad Gita, Sinha illustrates the characteristics of an equi-
poised person (sthitaprajya) who experiences total well-being. He also refers 
to the notion of ‘competence’ and ‘quality of life’, and notes that eco-
nomic resources are not positively and linearly related to the experience 
of psychological well-being. It is non-linear and treats the satisfaction of 
social and community level needs as important. Some of the key aspects 
of the Indian notion of well-being include control over the senses, not 
being overwhelmed by the experiences of success or sorrow, maintaining 
harmony orientation and being in tune with the environment. 
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The concern with well-being has become more and more critical in the 
contemporary period, particularly in the discussions of positive psycho-
logy. In this context, the contribution of Srivastava and Misra extends 
the debate on well-being. The apparent signs of discomfort and distress in 
the people and increasing degree of striving for happiness have become the 
major concerns. The search for pleasure has been on since Vedic period 
till date. It constitutes a significant dimension of human experience and 
emotional life. Individual need satisfaction is important in the West. 
Myers and Diener (1995) mention that self-esteem, optimism, extraversion 
and a sense of personal mastery or control are important for happiness. 
This list shows the salience of egocentric tendencies. In contrast, the East 
has a different orientation. No time of life is notably happiest and most 
satisfying. Subjective well-being increases as one moves up on the economic 
ladder; once societies arrive there, the level of happiness plateau briefly 
and then begins to turn downward as values and expectations change. 
Subjective well-being follows a curvilinear path.

It has also been noted that optimism is necessary to avoid depression, 
but strangely enough, optimism has been declining with economic devel-
opment. Srivastava and Misra (Chapter 5) note that there are three posi-
tions in this regard: all economic growth contributes to well-being, some 
economic growth contributes to well-being and some economic growth 
detracts from well-being. The construal of happiness is related to the goals 
set by the people. Commitment to goal and success often contribute to 
happiness, which in turn contributes to positive experiences, health and 
control. But it is not very stable. The Indian view holds that happiness is 
relative and context-specific. Also, life is considered to be a play of pleasure 
and pain. Minimization of needs is necessary for happiness and the collec-
tive concern has to be given due importance. Being poor is not necessarily 
something that makes people unhappy. Happiness is in the state of being 
equidistant to poverty and affluence. The concept of social quality of life 
does reflect this component. Keyes (1998) views it as a construct compris-
ing of social actualization, social acceptance, social integration, social con-
tribution and social contribution. 

It seems that the idea of health at personal as well as the collective 
level requires an assumption about good life, an idea about body and an 
image of human existence. It refers to a desirable ideal state that has posi-
tive impact on people’s quality of life. These assumptions are interrelated 
and signify the value of cultural meanings and practices that are shared by 
the people. From the Indian cultural perspective, human existence is not 
coterminous with body; instead, body serves some higher cause. It is an 
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instrument/apparatus to perform certain functions and it has to be duly 
attended to in order to perform those functions. Also, it is realized that a 
person is placed in a nested hierarchy of worlds that correspond with one’s 
existential reality. The most important proposition is that self and environ-
ment are composed of similar material ingredients (prakriti). The mental 
and physical both comprise of the five basic elements (pancha mahabhutas: 
earth, water, fire, air and ether). This suggests for an inclusive concept of 
health that does regard environmental health and personal health both at 
an equal footing. Finally, health is treated as a continuous journey and not 
a station. Thus, being healthy is a process as it signifies living healthy. It is 
present at the moment when one is able to live a balanced and harmoni-
ous life. It involves the realization that self and other/environment are not 
in conflict but are in communion and together grow by facilitating each 
others’ functioning. 

In the introductory chapter, it was pointed out that restoration, main-
tenance and growth are three key aspects of health. Attention is usually 
paid more to the first, less frequently to the second and least frequently to 
the third. In the contemporary world, we need to attend to all the three 
functions. Health is an asset which is most precious, vulnerable and works 
as a life force. Therefore, everyone wants to maintain, preserve and en-
hance it. But what can be done and how—its strategies—depend upon the 
way we construe health, well-being and happiness. Our ideas determine 
what we would like to do for it. Since health psychology strives to promot-
ing health, this section shall make an effort to delineate the various facets 
of health. Taken together the four chapters included in this section, try to 
encompass the whole range of health concerns—from disease and stress to 
health, well-being and happiness. 
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2

Evolution of the Concept of 
Mental Health: From Mental 
Illness to Mental Health
R. SRINIVASA MURTHY

The evolution of the concept of mental health is linked to the large 
developments in the understanding of human behaviour. Starting from 
explanations of supernatural causation, we have arrived at understand-
ing the states of mind and mental health from a holistic point of view. 
Rapid advances in the understanding of the human brain and individual 
and group behaviour open up new possibilities for non-medical and wider 
psychosocial actions towards promotion of mental health. Indian mental 
health professionals now have the advantage of structuring mental health 
programmes with these new understandings.

INTRODUCTION

The WHO constitution defines health as a state of complete physical, 
mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or in-
firmity. However, WHO, in the first 30 years (1948–1978), focused largely 
on specific illnesses (tuberculosis, malaria) and not so much on ‘health’ 
(William, 1988a, p. 7–23). The Alma Ata conference in 1978, (WHO, 
1978) is a landmark in the development of the concept of health. The con-
ference viewed health as an individual’s responsibility rather than a service 
to be delivered to individuals (William, 1988b, p. 185). The concept of 
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primary health care is revolutionary both in terms of conceptual clarity 
and details included for achieving the goal.

Primary Health Care is essential health care based on practical, scien-
tifically sound and socially acceptable methods and technology, made uni-
versally accessible to individuals and families in the community through 
their full participation and at a cost that the community and country can 
afford to maintain at every stage of their development in the spirit of 
self-reliance and self-determination. It forms an integral part both of the 
main focus, and of the overall social and economic development of the 
community. It is the first level of contact of individuals, the family and 
community with the national system bringing health care as close as pos-
sible to where people live and work, and constitutes the first element of a 
continuing health care process (WHO, 1978).

Further, the Alma Ata Recommendation includes promotion of 
mental health as one of the eight components of primary health care. This 
shift in emphasis from illness to health is important, as the term ‘mental’ 
connotes illness rather than well-being. This article traces the evolution 
of concepts of mental illness and mental health, categorization of mental 
health issues, recent developments in the prevention of mental and psy-
chosocial disorders, current approaches to mental health programme de-
velopment and concludes by outlining the future of mental health care 
with special reference to India.

SCOPE OF MENTAL HEALTH

The scope and importance of mental health has been known to range 
from the care of the ill to the promotion of mental health by professionals. 
One of the earliest Indian psychiatrists to clearly outline the broad scope 
was Govindaswamy. In as early as 1948, he stated:

The field of mental health includes three sets of objectives. One of these 
has to do with mentally ill persons. For them the objective is the restora-
tion of health. A second has to do with those people who are mentally 
healthy but who may become ill if they are not protected from conditions 
that are conducive to mental illness, which however are not the same for 
every individual. The objective for those persons is prevention. The third 
objective has to do with the upgrading of mental health of normal persons 
quite apart from any question of disease or infirmity. This is positive mental 
health. It consists in the protection and development at all levels, of human 
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society of secure, affectionate and satisfying human relationships and in the 
reduction of hostile tensions in persons and groups (Govindaswamy, 1970; 
as quoted in Rao 1970).

UNDERSTANDING MENTAL ILLNESS AND MENTAL HEALTH

For the last 500 years, the western approach to ‘deviant’ or ‘abnormal’ 
behaviour has been influenced predominantly by religion and science.

Till about the seventeenth century, all abnormal behaviour was seen 
as an act of the ‘devil’, i.e., ‘against God’. Hallucinations were seen as 
communications with Satan. Consequently, the ‘ill’ were seen as ‘evil’ and 
Christianity approved specific sanctions to kill them or punish them. The 
book Malleus Maleficarum by Johann Sprenger and Heinrich Kraemer, 
1487, illustrates this (Alexander and Selesnick, 1967). The descriptions of 
‘witches’ were of mentally ill persons, and it is both a book of pornography 
and a textbook of psychopathology (Alexander and Salesnick, 1967, p. 67; 
Deutsch, 1937).

The next phase considered all abnormal behaviour as ‘criminal’, i.e., 
anyone whose behaviour was socially unacceptable was classified as ‘bad’ 
and they were put in jails along with other criminals. There was no at-
tempt to view their behaviour from other angles.

With the advent of modern scientific thought, the focus shifted from 
‘evil’ to ‘ill’—in a way, people are not ‘bad’, but ‘mad’ or ‘insane’. This 
shift, however subtle, was significant. The healing hand of humanism re-
placed the rigors of religious punishment. The ill were looked after in 
more humane surroundings, at that time called asylums. A statement in 
the early nineteenth century reflects this humane approach:

Moral treatment consists in removing patients from their residence to some 
proper asylums, and for this purpose a calm retreat in the country is pre-
ferred, for it is found that continuance at home aggravates the disease, as 
the improper association of ideas cannot be destroyed ... hospitals are the 
only places where insane persons can be at once humanely and properly 
controlled (Deutsch, 1937, pp. 91–92).

However, this advance, though important, was double-edged as insti-
tutions became places of human exploitation and abuse. These aspects 
were most aptly brought out by Clifford Beers, an inmate of asylums for 
many years. His work, The Mind that Found Itself (1921), is significant, as it 
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affected the social consciousness of the community and helped promote 
better care for the mentally ill. As a reaction to the ills of the asylums, 
the ‘mental-hygiene movement’ was started; a major progression from ‘illness’ 
to ‘wellness’. This public awareness also started the preventive psychiatry 
movement.

At the turn of the twentieth century, there were other major devel-
opments in mental health. The most significant was the contribution of 
Sigmund Freud. He presented behaviour and mental functions as ‘un-
derstandable’ and evolved a coherent theory of personality called ‘psy-
choanalysis’. He gave the world a new conception of both infancy and 
adolescence, and characterology, and evolved a system of treatment where 
the origin of the disease would be revealed. He unlocked the mysticisms 
of the past, revealed unknown mental mechanisms and established a new 
prophylaxis in a new combination of the practical and theoretic.

This contribution of Sigmund Freud shifted the focus from the ‘illness’ 
to ‘wellness’ and the isotonic views of behaviour to understandability of 
behaviour rooted in childhood experiences and parent–child relation-
ships. Around the same time, others like Carl Jung, Alfred Adler, Otto 
Rank presented variations of the same theme. Psychoanalysis as theory 
and treatment method took mental illness from institutions to outpatients 
and homes. The child guidance movement of the early 1920s envisaged 
healthy development of all individuals by preventive measures through 
proper parental guidance. However, looking back at this point in time, 
one result was the highly ‘ego centred’ approach to individual develop-
ment. This was considered a major breakthrough at that time, but as new 
thoughts emerged in the second half of twentieth century, this view point 
proves to be of limited value (Henderson et al., 1981). There are grow-
ing concerns about ‘individualism’ as a goal for individuals and commu-
nities. The necessity to consider needs beyond fulfilment is a new stream 
of thought that reduces the Freudian emphasis on the specific individual 
personality, rooted mainly in childhood experiences.

In other words, what happened was that the mental health profession 
had to overcome the handicaps of ‘odium theologicum’ and later ‘odium 
sexicium’. The study of factors affecting the human mind from ‘above’ 
was replaced with those from ‘within’, and later, ‘without’. The highly 
subjective and internalized approach of psychoanalysis was replaced by the 
behaviouristic school of thought, which stresses the role of environment 
as a determinant of behaviour and maintains that observable behaviour is 
the essential basis of psychological investigation.
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The next major contribution to understanding behaviour was the work 
of B. F. Skinner and J. B. Watson—the behaviouristic schools of thought. 
Based on learning theories, this was a mixture of biological and social 
theories. This contrasted with the totally intrapsychic theories of psycho-
analysis. An important outcome was ‘behaviour therapy’ as a method of 
treatment, with specific applicability to a variety of human emotional 
problems (Watson and Rayner, 1920; Skinner, 1953; Rachman, 1963).

The antipsychiatry movement started in the West. The background is a 
complex outcome of institutional care, human rights and anti-professional 
feelings. Clare traces it as follows:

The ‘antipsychiatry’ movement has sprung up, the main principle of which 
appears to be that mental illness is a reductive smear that obscures and 
defiles the despairing cries of the downtrodden and exploited against an 
alienating and dehumanized society. Psychiatric intervention is portrayed as 
a violent assault perpetrated under the guise of treatment, and the psychia-
trist is deemed to be an agent of the dominant political order, and an agent 
of repression and of power. Antipsychiatrists demand the abolition of exist-
ing psychiatric institutions and insist that psychiatrists either acknowledge 
their true role as society’s police or become agents of personal and social 
change (Clare, 1976, pp. 2–3).

In India, there has been no such movement against psychiatry, partly 
reflecting the limited number of institutions and professionals.

In the last 30 years, there has been a shift to the social origins of mental 
health and illness. If fact, this line of thought is still in a developmental 
phase. The dominant theories are of life stress, social support, social net-
work and family life (Brown, Birley, and Wing, 1972; Henderson et al., 
1981; Holmes and Rahe, 1967; Mechanic and Aiken, 1986). It is inter-
esting to note that there is much discomfort to view the ‘social roots’ of 
mental health and mental illness. This is most probably due to the high 
premium placed by Western thought on individual independence as the 
only desired goal for all.

The association of life events and illness onset has been part of the 
folklore. Recent studies indicate that these observations may be another 
indication of folklore being folk wisdom (Holmes and Rahe, 1967). How-
ever, systematic studies of impact of life events are of recent origin. The 
collective evidence arising from: (i) those exposed to intense stressful situ-
ations like wars and disaster, and (ii) those experiencing single life events 
like bereavement, suggests that illnesses occur against a background of 
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accumulating life events. The life events can be either positive (for ex-
ample, birth of a child, promotion or moving to a new house), or negative 
(bereavement, legal problems). The studies show an association between a 
wide range of health problems and experienced life stresses. An area that 
has been studied systematically is the impact of bereavement (Dyke and 
Kaufman, 1970). A large number of studies have demonstrated that the 
death of a loved one is a precipitatory event for many mental and somatic 
diseases. There is evidence that conjugal bereavement is associated with 
excess mortality. In one study, there was a seven-fold increase in mortality 
in the first year of bereavement. There is not only an increase in suicide 
rates but increased occurrence of accidents, infectious diseases, heart dis-
eases, depression, cancer and alcoholism. There is accumulating evidence 
about the changed endocrinological and immunological functions during 
bereavement, pointing to the possible mechanisms involved in the vulner-
able status (Hall, 1990).

A related aspect to the theory of stress is the topic of ‘social supports 
and social networks’. Durkheim, more than a century ago, recognized its 
importance in understanding the risk of suicide. He maintains:

There is a preservation of individuals, both men and women, by marriage, 
but after a certain age the preservation is less due to marriage itself than 
to children. After a certain age, according to the statistics, married women 
without children do not enjoy the coefficient of preservation, but on the 
contrary suffer a coefficient of aggravation. Hence it is not so much mar-
riage that protects as family and children. In childless wives there is aggrava-
tion (Aron, 1980).

This recognition of the modifying role of social supports and available 
social network has received considerable attention in the last 10 years. 
In a way, this is a reaction to the breakdown of the family supports. The 
initial studies found a higher mortality among those with fewer social ties 
(Mechanic and Aiken, 1986). The course and outcome of mental disor-
ders, especially schizophrenia (Brown and Birley, 1972, pp. 241–58) has 
been studied in detail as to its relationship to family interactions (Rasi, 
1986). Similarly, studies of persons with neurosis and its relationship to 
social supports has demonstrated the close relationship with the non-
availability of supports and coping skills to occurrence and chronicity of 
specific mental disorders (Henderson et al., 1981). An interesting outcome 
has been the development of family intervention by psychoeducational 
programmes and the demonstration of these family interventions in the 
reduction of relapses in chronic schizophrenic patients. This has added a 
new dimension to mental health care (Leff et al., 1985, pp. 594–600).
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In the last decade, this research has opened a variety of new possibil-
ities for intervention and prevention of chronicity by measures other than 
drugs and other physical interventions. This area has specific relevance 
to developing countries in general, and India in particular, as the family 
and social networks are still intact and largely functioning. The next set of 
variables that are emerging as important are related to lifestyles.

Till recently, a number of altered states of mind were considered as 
psychological in origin. Recent evidence (Ervin et al., 1988, pp. 267–84; 
Simon et al., 1988, pp. 249–66) is providing insights that can explain the 
states of mind from a biological perspective. I would use two examples to 
illustrate this link.

Trance is a common phenomenon in a number of countries. Trance 
and possession occur both in religious settings and in situations of psy-
chosocial distress. Traditionally, they were viewed from the supernatural 
angle. About 100 years ago, with the advent of psychoanalysis, they were 
explained as ‘dissociation’ phenomenon and came under the group of 
‘hysterical phenomenon’. A study reported in 1988, throws fresh light on 
this phenomenon. The study was carried out at the Thaipusam Festival 
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. During this three day festival, worshippers 
fulfil a vow made in times of illness or other trouble to offer special wor-
ship to Lord Muruga. As part of their worship, many enter an analgesic 
trance and allow their bodies to be pierced by special hooks and needles 
(Simons et al., 1988, pp. 249–66). The study carried out the determina-
tion of Endorphin-like Immunoreactivity (ELI), urinary corticosteroids 
and creatinine in the urine during the training period and the day of wor-
ship from novice trancers, experienced trancers and the musicians. The 
major physiological findings of this study were:

Trance onset is characterised by increased muscle tone and striking exacer-
bation of physiologic tremor and pupillary dilatation, early in training, 
trances are characterised by poorly organised motor hyperactivity and oc-
casionally the display of intense emotion. With experience, the motor pat-
terns become more coherently organised with few affective displays. In both 
cases, trances are accompanied by amnesia. This state is suggestive of other 
situations in which limbic system dominates the behavioral program. The 
response to the termination stimulus (of deep pain) is an abrupt hypotonia, 
unconsciousness and areflexia as might be seen at the end of a seizure ... 
with progressive training (or past experience) there was dampening of the 
major physiologic signs. At the same time, the dance patterns become well 
organised and individually specific, as if there were increasing cortical in-
volvement in this primarily limbic activity ... Biochemically, corticoids and 
ELI, as peripheral indicators of the stress state, show orderly differences 
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within groups. In the initial sessions, the experienced trancers had lower 
values than did the novices, and for both groups there was a systematic 
decrease in excreted values over the period of training (Ervin et al., 1988, 
pp. 267–84).

The investigators conclude, on the basis of the preliminary findings:

The physiologic signs of the trance state, are consistent with the hypothesis 
that central opiate mechanisms are indeed involved. Further, the entire be-
havioral, autonomic and endocrinologic syndrome is consistent with a state 
of cerebral organisation dominated by the limbic system, as indicated by 
the euphoria and analgesia characteristic of basolateral amygdala activation, 
and the amnesia consistent with spread of activation to the hippocampus. 
That the amygdala is a key locus of control or cortisol and beta-endorphin 
secretion is consistent with this overall hypothesis. In conclusion, we pro-
pose that the individual entering trance arrives with a set of culturally de-
fined expectations and learned techniques for narrowing and focussing at-
tention as in hypnosis ... this special state of organisation of the brain may 
underlie a wide spectrum of trance states.

The importance of these initial observations, though tentative at this 
point of time, is the recognition that individuals with training, and under 
special circumstances, can function at different levels of the brain organ-
ization. The need to enter altered states of mind periodically in a healthy 
manner could have implications in understanding problems like drug 
dependence.

The other area where a biological basis is being explored is that of 
the psychological states following disaster experience. The initial results 
of studies of the universal pattern of post traumatic stress disorders were 
characterized by panic attacks, blunted affective feelings, hyperreactivity 
and need to recount the events repeatedly. The biological studies suggest 
that there are changes in the form of increase in the secretion of Corti-
cotrophine-releasing Factor (CRF), which alerts the body for emergencies 
and hyperactivity of the opiod system of the brain which can blunt the 
feeling of pain. These can explain the clinical features of being startled 
by the most innocuous stimuli, troubled sleep, irritability, pain, recurrent 
nightmares and flashbacks that repeat the original disaster experience 
among the disaster survivors.

These new insights support the view that there is a wide range of re-
search effort linking the neuropeptide and psychosomatic network where 
the mind and body constantly chatter back and forth using a vocabulary 
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of biochemicals. This has also initiated a new discipline called ‘psychoneu-
roimmunology’ (Hall, 1990).

In recent times, these developments are contributing towards a bio-
social model for the understanding of common mental disorders. The 
emerging model of vulnerability, destabilization and restitution has pract-
ical value in understanding of mental disorders as well as treatment of the 
disorders (Goldberg and Huxley, 1992). These new understandings have 
implications beyond theory:

There is now a explosion of knowledge about mental disorder, and it at last 
becomes possible to discern the outlines of a model for mental disorder 
which takes account of findings in both social psychiatry and molecular 
biology. However, we have not made corresponding progress in refining the 
administrative and architectural requirements for meeting the needs of the 
mentally ill, and in most countries of the world services for the mentally 
ill, survive on the crumbs left from the banquet of general health care. At 
times of scarce resources, our services are very easy to prune. The liberation 
of others—clinical psychologists, nurses and social workers—from domina-
tion by the medical profession has occurred in many countries, and has 
been the enemy of a united service which offers the best to patients, and 
which commands adequate resources from society (Goldberg and Huxley, 
1992, p. 163).

PREVENTION AND PROMOTION OF MENTAL HEALTH

During the last decade, the focus has shifted from mental disorders to 
mental health. World Health Organization’s publication, Prevention of 
Mental, Neurological and Psychosocial Disorders in 1986 is a milestone. The 
document concluded:

Mental, neurological and psychosocial disorders constitute an enormous 
public health burden. A comprehensive programme directed against their 
biological and social causes could substantially reduce suffering, the de-
struction of human potential and economic loss. It would require the com-
mitment of governments and coordinated action by many social sectors 
(WHO, 1986).

The new knowledge, that can be applied towards the above goals, from 
various sources has been summarised (WHO, 1986) as follows:
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1. In the event of acute loss, there is evidence that group and individual 
support can diminish risk for physical and mental health problems. 
Self-help and mutual aid groups can improve health with minimum 
cost to the health services.

2. Cultural factors are among the principal determinants of human be-
haviour. A knowledge of cultural and religious beliefs and practices 
can be applied in health services by all levels of personnel. Ways of 
preserving values that promote mental health should be identified 
by systematic studies.

3. Retarded mental development and behaviour disorders among 
children growing up in families that are unable to provide suitable 
stimulation can be minimized by early psychosocial stimulation of 
infants, and by day care programmes of good quality with active par-
ent participation.

4. Many patients who consult primary health care either have no as-
certainable biological abnormality or, if they have one, complain 
disproportionately about their discomfort and dysfunction. In this 
group, unless the psychosocial source of physical symptoms is rec-
ognized, the people affected are likely to be inappropriately inves-
tigated and treated. The inclusion of basic mental health skills like 
listening and support reduces the cost of treatment and improves 
the outcome.

5. Alcohol consumption contributes heavily to physical and mental 
health problems like cirrhosis of liver, difficulties at work and home, 
traffic accidents and family disruption. In women, it can lead to a 
foetal alcohol syndrome.

6 Individual lifestyles can influence the risk of disease. Examples are 
excess animal fat in diet, insufficient physical exercise, psychosocial 
stress and smoking.

7. Self-help groups organized by the public can effectively reduce the 
chronicity of alcohol dependence, increase the financial ability of 
handicapped and function as pressure groups to affect policy changes.

8. Schools can be an important starting point for promotion of mental 
health. A particularly promising way of preventing substance abuse 
among early adolescents is to encourage them to acquire behav-
ioural skills necessary to resist the pressure to use cigarettes, drugs 
and alcohol.

9. Early recognition of sensory and motor handicaps and the use of 
prosthetic devices to minimise handicaps can prevent both cognitive 
underachievement and social maladjustment.
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10. Teachers can identify and care for children with sensory or motor 
handicaps, or with mental health problems that have not been 
detected by the parents or the health personnel.

11. Family breakdown interferes with the development of children. 
Improving the status of women has a definite impact on the devel-
opment of children.

12. Community attitudes towards chronic mentally ill persons can 
determine the course, outcome and level of functioning of the ill 
individuals. It is important to examine the specific ways in which 
societal response and clinical interventions affect the phenom-
enology, severity and chronicity of major mental disorders.

13. There are numerous techniques, drugs and treatment styles which 
are used by traditional healers. These should be studied to incor-
porate elements which have proved useful, such as group psycho-
therapy through rituals.

14. In the case of severe neuropsychiatric disorders like schizophrenia 
and epilepsy, it is clearly demonstrated that early recognition and 
proper and complete treatment can prevent chronicity and help 
cure.

15. A large number of measures can be taken to prevent mental handi-
caps in the community. Some of the important ones are:

 (i) prenatal and perinatal care
 (ii) programmes for child nutrition
 (iii) immunization of children
 (iv) family planning
 (v) iodization of salt (in specific areas)
 (vi) active immunization of pregnant women against tetanus
 (vii) active resuscitation of the newborn
 (viii) cervicograph
 (ix) prevention and early treatment of infections
 (x) preventing pregnancies of older women (beyond 35 years)
 (xi) long-term follow-up of low birth weight babies 
 (xii) maternal nutrition and correction of anaemia in pregnant 

women

16. Information sharing with the families of the disabled is necessary 
to enhance family coping skills.

17. In the total mental health activities, the following community re-
sources have important contributions to make to prevent mental 
disorders, care of the mentally ill and promotion of mental health:
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 (i) ill persons
 (ii) families of ill individuals
 (iii) child care workers
 (iv) health workers
 (v) medical officers
 (vi) school children
 (vii) teachers
 (viii) volunteers and NGOs
 (ix) community leaders/religious leaders 
 (x) police

18. Urbanization places individuals in an ‘at risk’ position for mental 
health problems, due to enhanced stress, decreased social supports 
and loss of traditional patterns of life. Urgent measures to support 
individuals, families and social policy making are required to limit 
the adverse effects.

THE INDIAN VIEW OF MENTAL HEALTH

Before reviewing the development of the ‘modern’ concepts, it would be 
appropriate to consider the Indian concept of mental health. Indian psy-
chiatrists have described how mental health has been an important part 
of Indian philosophy and social thought. Wig (1990, pp. 71–80) has sum-
marized this as follows:

Indian culture has always attached great significance to spiritual life. The 
term spiritual is, of course, not identical with the term mental, but both 
recognise the value of inner mental life and experiences. In India, the term 
health is usually not confined to physical state: in any Indian definition 
of health there is always reference to mental harmony and potential for 
spiritual growth. The present day term mental health is European in con-
cept and origin. There is no exact equivalent of the term mind in Indian 
languages, because the differentiation of ‘body’ and ‘mind’ has never 
been important in Indian philosophy, as it has been in modern European 
thought. Thus when we speak of ‘mental health’ especially positive men-
tal health, not merely the absence of mental disorder, the average Indian 
will always perceive in it an underlying reference to spiritual development. 
Understood in this way ‘mental health’ is very important for him, is some-
thing to which he attaches great value: he is willing to spend time and 
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resources in pursuit of it. This holistic approach to health in general and 
mental health in particular to a large extent, reflects the current concept of 
mental health.

Indian philosophy attaches great importance to the spiritual dimension 
of life. The ultimate goal of life is self-realization or realization of one’s 
inner nature. Material things are regarded as illusions, and are hence im-
permanent. There are repeated references in the religious texts to the need 
for detachment from material things and for a search for the spiritual 
meaning of life (Wig, 1990, p. 73). A number of Indian mental health 
professionals have focused on the various aspects of Indian concepts of 
mental health (Wig, 1990, pp. 71–79; Neki, 1977, pp. 94–112; Satyanand, 
1965; Sinha, 1990; Vahia et al., 1973, pp. 557–65, Ramu et al., 1988, 
pp. 41–46).

Four themes can be identified in this area. First, the recognition of 
the rich knowledge available in the classical texts of India. Govindaswamy 
(1970) noted the following:

Many psychological doctrines and results of modern research have been 
anticipated and commented upon with great, insight by the ancient sages 
of India. They have stated categorically that in the ultimate analysis. self-
ishness on the psychological side and starvation on the physical side are 
responsible for disorganisation in the individual and society alike. This fact 
stands as true today as when it was enunciated centuries ago, and forms the 
pivot around which psychiatry revolved. Hughings Jacksons’ conception of 
levels in the nervous system, their integration in health and dis-organisation 
in disease is in a very general manner was anticipated in the Sankya Sys-
tem. Problems of consciousness are dealt with in a penetratingly analytical 
manner in Mandukya, Chandogya and Prasna Upanisads. The Yoga 
Vaishastha, Sankara’s Vivekachudamani, the commentaries on various 
Darsanas by Kumarila Bhatta and Appayya Dikshitar are rich storehouses 
of learning for the student of psychological medicine. The Buddhist works 
on philosophy are equally important and comparatively more objective in 
character ... it must however be stated that to the ancient sages, the prob-
lems of personality and of mind, as we understand them, were only aspects 
of the general problem of ultimate reality and treated as such, hence the im-
pression that Indian Psychology is subjective, mystic and philosophical, but 
there is nothing to prevent students of modern medicine and psychology to 
study in a purely objective manner, such a study is imperative if India has to 
assume in future, the role of the leader of world psychiatry.
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The second set of observations have focused on the cross-cultural consid-
eration of dynamics in terms of personality functioning. Specific reference 
can be made to the contributions of Neki (1977, pp. 93–112) with regard 
to the concept of ‘dependence–independence’. He has referred to the 
limitations of using dependence–independence as developmental bipolar-
ity and suggested the value of dependence as a concept. He has pointed 
out, ‘though independence may be prized as a socio-political ideal, as goal 
of individual development, it is not much cherished. In fact the Indian 
culture tends to foster dependence right from birth’. He has also referred 
to the implications for therapy, especially psychotherapy.

Carstairs and Kapur (1976) have examined the prevalence of mental 
disorders in different social groups in South India. There are references 
to the role of social stress, modernization and occurrence of mental dis-
orders. Similar observations have been made by Chakraborty (1990) from 
Calcutta.

The third area where contributions have been made is the area of 
using traditional concepts for therapy. A very important contribution has 
been the work of Vahia et al., (1973, pp. 557–65) using psychophysiologi-
cal therapy based on the concept of Patanjali for the treatment of neurotic 
and psychosomatic disorders. Over the course of nine years, about 250 
patients were treated with the above therapy and compared with drugs, 
or both. The results indicate that the Patanjali system is useful in treating 
psychoneurosis and bronchial asthma. Another area has been the use of 
concepts of the Gita in psychotherapy.

The growing problem of drug dependence has prompted professionals 
to consider the role of Yoga and meditation for prevention of drug abuse 
and therapy of dependent individuals.

The fourth area has been in relation to the place of family in therapy. 
Number of investigators have pointed out the enduring bonds of Indian 
family and its value in the care of mentally ill persons (Surya, 1970, 
pp. 381–92; Narayanan, 1977; Bhatti, 1980; Srinivasa Murthy, 1991).

In international literature, the first phase saw the family as the causa-
tive factor for the illness. The second phase focused on the interaction of 
the patients and family. The current phase takes into consideration the 
‘trauma’ of living with a chronically mentally ill member.

However, the situation in India has been different. Due to strong family 
bonds, the families of the mentally ill have continued to be their primary 
care providers. This has been utilized to a great extent to provide education 
and skills, both in active treatment as well as in rehabilitation. However, 
as we are heading towards a change in the family structure, especially in 
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the rural areas, there is a need for active consideration of mechanisms and 
measures to keep the family as an important resource in mental health 
care. This would require the mental health professionals (especially the 
non-medical group) not only to consider families as partners (rather than 
as adversaries or substitutes), but also to develop appropriate approaches 
and mechanisms to work with families.

MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT

India represents a mixture of the old and new. In the area of mental health, 
there is both the ‘preying on the gullible’/‘moments of madness’ (Balse, 
1971’; India Today, 1981a, 1981b) and innovative approaches to mental 
health care.

A review of the course of mental health care programmes in the coun-
try reflect the above developments in understanding mental illnesses 
and mental health, as well as broadening the areas of activity of mental 
health professionals. Following the Bhore Committee Report, the period 
of 1947–1960 was characterized by enhancing the number of mental 
hospitals (Bhore, 1946). This was followed by the general hospital psychi-
atric unit movement (1960–1975) (Wig, 1978, pp. 1–3). Since 1975, the 
community mental health programmes have been the main thrust area for 
the development of services in developing countries (WHO, 1974; 1975; 
1990; Srinivasa Murthy, 1983, pp. 16–29). The community mental health 
movement has so far focused on the care of mentally ill persons, utiliz-
ing community resources, specially the medical infrastructure (Wig et al., 
1981, pp. 275–90; Srinivasa Murthy and Wig, 1983, pp. 1486–90; Isaac, 
1988; Srinivasa Murthy, 1987, pp. 37–40). It is only in the last few years 
that efforts have been directed towards work with the educational infra-
structure (Kapur and Cariappa, 1978; Kapur et al., 1980) and the welfare 
infrastructure to develop promotive and preventive mental health pro-
grammes. The last 15 years of policymaking in India have also been one 
of decentralization and deprofessionalization (GOI, 1982; DGHS, 1990; 
GOI, 1989). The central point of the developments has been the utiliza-
tion of community resources for mental health care. These are in line with 
the developments in the western countries (Sartorius et al., 1990). In this 
context, the mental health professionals have a unique opportunity to de-
velop broad-based and complete mental health programmes, utilizing the 
current concept of mental health. This requires the professionals not only 
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to accept work outside the institutions, but also beyond the needs of the ill 
persons and consider the opportunities for prevention of mental disorders 
and promotion of mental health. This also requires a greater role for the 
non-medical mental health professionals and better utilization of cultural 
resources in terms of beliefs, practices and institutions like family and 
community groups.

The development of mental health from mental illness has been re-
viewed in this article. These changes emphasize the role of the individual, 
the family and the community. At a larger level, there is recognition of 
an important role for the government, in terms of its policies, which can 
influence the mental health status of the individual. Specifically, policies 
regarding alcohol availability, housing, industrialization, urbanization, 
working women, welfare measures for the elderly, environmental degra-
dation, can contribute positively or negatively towards the decreasing or 
increasing of mental morbidity and suffering. It is essential that mental 
health professionals sensitize policymakers and politicians to these aspects 
of their decisions.

The major shift that has occurred in the last 100 years from mental 
illness to mental health is an issue which has major implications for social 
work in India. As pointed out earlier, the shift has been from a purely 
medical to a biosocial model (Goldberg and Huxley, 1992). The inter-
ventions range from policies at the society level, specific drug treatment, 
support in crisis, utilization of different community resources and psy-
chosocial interventions in the form of social support (case work, etc.). 
In addition, at the national level, there is a shift from the institutions to 
the community, from professionals to non-professionals, from vertical pro-
grammes to integration, public involvement and education to destigmatize 
mental health care.

All these changes offer new opportunities for social workers. First, they 
would be able to initiate a number of mental health activities. Second, they 
can coordinate with other mental health professionals, both in institutions 
and in the community. Third, they can initiate community level action in 
the areas of crisis interventions, alcohol policy, services for children of 
working mothers, street children, migrant populations, so that the adverse 
effects are minimised. Fourth, they can work with planners, policymakers, 
politicians and the press to sensitize the larger society to a holistic view of 
mental health. There is a special scope for Indian social workers in the 
areas of strengthening the family, harmonizing intergenerational relation-
ship, utilizing cultural beliefs and practices towards promotion of mental 
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health. Lastly, research and evaluation should form a very important 
aspect of all these efforts, as mental health issues cannot be understood 
in global terms alone but in local and specific situations. It is noted that 
in India, very often, good ideas have a premature death while relatively 
mediocre ideas have received unqualified support. Social workers can 
develop both the methodology of evaluation and training personnel for 
research efforts. It is this challenge that social workers face in India while 
fostering mental health.

In conclusion, it may be said that the development of the concept of 
mental health has been a reflection of the larger developments about the 
understanding of the mind as well as the total health of individuals and 
communities. We are in an advantageous position to develop programmes 
to match both the dictates of society as well as the individual. Mental 
health professionals working in developing countries feel that this is a 
unique opportunity.

The major advantage for the psychiatrist in a developing ... country is the 
very paucity of previous provision for the mentally sick. Thus he does not 
have to expend his energies in frustrating attempts to dismantle an inert 
and cumbersome administrative infrastructure; nor does he have to con-
cern himself with finding a method of absorbing large numbers of solidly 
built prison-like mental hospitals into a more efficient and humane psychi-
atric programme—there is little need for him to struggle with large armies 
of personnel in various categories, each ... unwilling to change from the 
security of the well defined roles to meet the challenge of the present and 
the future ... (he has) at least a fairly clean canvas to develop (his) themes 
(German, 1975, pp. 409–20).

The development of the concept of mental health from mental illness 
has two features, namely, a steady evolution of the concepts of causation 
and a broadening in the scope of mental health and mental illness—a 
moving away from a highly individual orientation to a larger social system 
orientation. This point in time, in terms of understanding and scope is 
not an end point. The advances in biological and social science will bring 
forward better ways of understanding mental disorders and developing 
care programmes. The challenge lies in continuously trying to channelize 
different viewpoints and mobilize divergent efforts in order to promote 
and nurture physical and mental harmony. The challenge offers opportu-
nities for innovation. Here lies the road to the future.
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3

Stress and Coping from 
Traditional Indian and Chinese 
Perspectives
M.N. PALSANE AND DAVID J. LAM

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of writing on Asian perspectives of stress and coping is to 
increase our understanding of the sociocultural variations in stressful phe-
nomena. Differences exist in the incidence, causes, perceptions and effects 
of stress, and in ways of coping. There are similarities as well in relation to 
stress processes, and the modernization and urbanization of many coun-
tries in Asia.

It is not a straightforward matter to place Western and Eastern ideas on 
stress and coping in a comparative perspective. This is because when we 
read the Western (mostly American) literature, we are dealing with some 
defined concepts beginning with Hans Selye and perhaps coming up to 
Richard Lazarus. Most books deal with more or less a uniform list of topics 
and problems.

The Eastern perspective is much less specific than the Western. First, 
the Eastern perspectives vary from Middle Eastern to Far Eastern societ-
ies and cultures. Second, and more importantly, there is a rich tradition 
of religion and philosophy in this regard which cannot be overlooked by 
any serious student of stress and coping. This has been stated by Evans, 
Palsane and D’Souza (1983) in the following words: 
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Concepts developed in technologically advanced regions in a Judeo-
Christian cultural setting need to be empirically tested before they are 
accepted as applicable in a developing country with vastly different objective 
daily life conditions and a philosophy of life emanating from the religious-
cultural traditions of Hinduism.

Similarly, Hong and Lam (1992) have pointed out that stress-related 
concepts, as applied in an Eastern setting such as Chinese society, must be 
understood not only in the context of individual functioning, but also as 
a sociocultural issue.

The long historical development of civilization may be looked at from a 
motivational angle with implications for stress. Theoretically, if we accept 
the story of Adam and Eve as the beginning of civilization, the roots of the 
altruistic motive or consideration for others may have begun at this stage. 
In other words, the self-centredness of Adam and Eve became attenuated. 
As the family, clan, tribe and society developed, this process continued. 
In the recorded part of history, religious and philosophical writings em-
phasized consideration for others and curbing of self-centredness. The his-
tory of civilization, thus, is a history of expanding the sense of self. Man1 
could identify with a larger body of humankind. With the onset of the in-
dustrial revolution, the focus on time and motion increased. The man of 
the industrial age thinks in terms of the instrumentality of every moment, 
action and thing. This has also extended to himself, his family, society, 
country and, for that matter, his religion. He has thus reverted to self-
centredness. This development and change in motivational pattern have 
implications for stress. It is well known that susceptibility to stress is re-
duced with the expansion of meaningful social networks.

The breakdown of religion, associated with the breakdown of values 
and increased self-centredness, has perhaps led to a greater degree of stress. 
This may be on account of increased competition, insecurity, anomie, 
alienation and breakdown of family and other social networks. Evidence 
for this is available in the comparison of modern Western societies with 
traditional Oriental ones.

CONTEXTUAL DIFFERENCES IN THE STUDY OF STRESS

Looking at stress conceptually, we can see that the West and the East talk 
about totally different things. This is because culturally, the two definitions 

1 Use of the masculine also signifies the feminine.
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and even terminologies are different. To understand this, we have to look 
at the social and cultural history to know the context. First let us look at 
the West (America) where the phenomenon of stress came to the limelight. 
The American society has a short history. It comprises migrants from dif-
ferent countries. The psychology of migrants reveals that they have high 
aspirations, strong motives to pursue their goals against all odds, dissatis-
faction with the status quo and zeal for adventure. Young people in Asia 
today, keen to go to the United States (US), view it as a land of unlim-
ited opportunities. A society made up of more or less this type of popula-
tion has shaped itself into what David McClelland called the ‘achieving 
society’.

The phenomena of migration as well as achievement in an achieving 
society are largely in terms of economic and material pursuits. For high 
achievement orientation coupled with individualistic goals, pragmatism is 
a suitable philosophy of life. The social system and culture promote com-
petition at the cost of cooperation. Interactions between spouses, parents 
and children, friends, employers and employees are largely governed by the 
social exchange principle of cost and benefit. Everyone is out to maximize 
his or her benefits, perhaps at the cost of others. The reality of competi-
tion is that everyone cannot win. Or rather, when one wins, several lose. 
The possibilities of conflict and frustration are greater in such a culture 
than in lesscompetitive societies. The spirit of adventure and achievement 
orientation push individuals further into new vistas of enterprise. Sci-
entific progress, technological and industrial advancements are largely a 
result of such a temperament. Exploitation of the environment and 
material progress have gone hand in hand. Here one is reminded of the 
character ‘Pokhom’ in the famous story of Leo Tolstoy— How Much Land 
Does a Man Require? In the absence of satisfaction, and in the face of con-
flict and frustration, stress takes the form of an epidemic.

The foregoing is a simplified description of the stress phenomenon as 
it may exist in American society. It should help in understanding why the 
perspective and the facts are different in the East.

As against the ‘new world’ of America, the Asian world is old. Asian 
societies and cultures have a long history. Social structures have evolved 
different religions to provide philosophies of life in the course of social evo-
lution. These philosophies have provided stable social structures and a set 
of functional values, yet they have also made them stagnant. Even in this 
so-called age of science, the appeal of religion is very strong and can at times 
destabilize large countries. Naturally, superstition takes precedence over 
reason and there is tremendous resistance to change. With high density 
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of population and low literacy level, the inertia against change sets large 
sections of the population apart from the few who have had the benefits of 
Western education and therefore have become the change agents of mod-
ernization. There is, therefore, an urban achievement-oriented Eastern 
counterpart of the Western individual, but this is a minority in these 
countries. The exceptions are countries such as Japan, Hong Kong, 
Singapore and, perhaps, South Korea and Taiwan, where modernization 
has been more pervasive.

Stress and coping in the Eastern perspective will have to be studied in 
two ways. One approach is more like that used in the West as it applies 
to the minority urban populations, on whom some studies are available, 
using similar conceptual frameworks. However, more important than this 
approach is the orientation to this problem in traditional societies and 
populations. This is of necessity more theoretical in the absence of empir-
ical data.

MODERN CONCEPTS OF STRESS AND COPING

The individual and the environment can be viewed as parts of a larger 
system of nature. Alternatively, they can be juxtaposed against each other 
in interaction, where the person is seen as making adjustments to vari-
ous demands, whether internal or external. The life process itself implies 
this interaction, and the adjustment and dynamism involved. Stress results 
when there is an imbalance in this process of adjustment, and the de-
mands on the individual exceed his or her capacity and resources to meet 
the demands. This is the current Western view of stress, and coping is the 
effort an individual exerts in order to meet the extra demands.

When considered in relation to the concepts of stress and coping, 
adjustment appears to overlap with coping behaviour. According to Lazarus 
(1976), coping is synonymous with adjustment in the sense that both are 
problem-solving processes in the face of demands and difficulties. Adjust-
ment ‘is an even broader concept referring to all reactions to environ-
mental and internal demands’. Coping, on the other hand, is restricted 
to ‘what the person does to handle stressful or emotionally charged 
demands’ (Lazarus, 1976). Coping behaviour in this sense is a subset of 
adjustment behaviour.

It is necessary to understand these semantic distinctions while dealing 
with Eastern or Asian thinking. The reason is because the situations fac-
ing the individual, and the levels of solution to the problem differ from 
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Western to Eastern cultures. For example, in the West, there is emphasis 
on treating or curing a disease, while in India and China, there is emphasis 
on treating a patient, sometimes with the entire family being involved in 
the process of treatment (Kakar, 1982).

The term ‘stress’ is used in at least three different ways. First, it re-
fers to the stimulus or stressor such as noise, accident and economic loss. 
Second, it indicates the response to stress such as increased blood pressure 
level, emotional upset, and impaired performance. The third meaning 
takes into account the interaction between the stressor and the individual 
and how the individual evaluates the stressor situation in relation to his 
resources to counteract. The appraisal of stress gives rise to the emotion of 
anxiety as a response to the threat. Within the Western framework such 
threats can range from minor to major, involving either trivial issues such 
as reaching a destination on time, or major ones such as death of a spouse. 
Some have short-term implications while others may have more long-term 
ones. (For a more detailed and technical account of this, see Evans and 
Cohen, 1987.)

SUFFERING IN ASIAN THOUGHT

While discussing the Eastern definitions of these concepts we have not 
come across any parallel term for stress. Related terms are suffering, pres-
sure, anxiety, misery, pain, which may be represented by the Sanskrit term 
dukha. It is a mistake to consider these as synonymous with stress. The 
thinking in India in particular, and the religions and philosophies of the 
East in general, centres on the phenomenon of suffering, the term we shall 
adopt instead of dukha for convenience. Suffering is seen as a life process. 
According to Bowker (1970, p. 203), ‘Suffering was ... seen as a result of 
a conflict inherent in creation. Duality ... is apparent in almost all the 
particulars of creation’, and as S. Radhakrishnan (1979) has described 
it: ‘[C]osmic process is one of universal and unceasing change and is pat-
terned on a duality which is perpetually in conflict, the perfect order of 
heaven and the chaos of the dark waters. Life creates opposites, as it cre-
ates sexes, in order to reconcile them.’ According to the Buddhists, ‘Birth 
is attended with pain, decay (aging) is painful, disease is painful, death is 
painful, painful is separation from the pleasant and any craving that is 
unsatisfied, that too, is painful’ (Rhys Davids, 1973, p. 148).

In the Islamic tradition, suffering is inherent in the life process and is 
in the hands of God. God is conceived as omnipotent and compassionate 
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and inflicts suffering on people either to punish them for their sins or 
to test their faith in him. The sufferers are expected to be patient and 
try their best to accept the suffering as God-given, maintain their faith 
in God and, at the same time, endure and overcome it with their best 
efforts. The suffering as usual is in the nature of everyday life problems 
such as temptations, dissatisfaction, hunger, poverty, conflict and hostility 
(Bowker, 1970).

The Japanese, following Zen Buddhism, believe that suffering is an 
essential part of existence, it stems from desires, and controlling desires 
through the path of discipline can mitigate suffering. Greed, hate, delu-
sion and pride are considered important causes of suffering and are rooted 
in individual self-centredness. Transcendence is advised not in terms of 
pursuit of the supernormal, but in terms of compassion for others over-
coming self-cenredness. Understanding the true nature of self as well as 
suffering is the key to overcoming the latter; following the middle path 
and avoiding the extremes of indulgence or asceticism is recommended as 
the lifestyle to take suffering in one’s stride.

In a similar vein, the Chinese philosopher Mencius wrote about not 
only why suffering was common but also how it led to beneficial out-
comes. In the Kao Tzu, his Sixth Book, he said,

Heaven, when it is about to place a great responsibility on a man, always first 
tests his resolution, wears out his sinews and bones with toil, exposes his 
body to starvation, subjects him to extreme poverty, frustrates his efforts so 
as to stimulate his mind, toughen his nature and make good his deficiencies.

Thus, these trials and tribulations, whether inflicted by heaven or earth, 
ultimately lead to the awareness that a man can ‘mend his ways’ and ‘stand 
up anew’. Expressed in modern Western language, Mencius’ ideas are that 
stress and its by-products serve to strengthen a person’s psychological har-
diness and overall fitness. In this sense, life without stress would be no life 
at all, or as Mencius put it, ‘we realize that anxiety and distress lead to life 
and that ease and comfort end in death.’

In Western literature one can find similar thinking where stress is 
equated with an effort at adaptation to change, which is a life-long process, 
and where complete freedom from stress is considered possible only after 
death. However, the operational part of the concept of stress in the West 
is largely distress or negative aspects of adaptation and its outcomes. In the 
East, pleasure as well as pain are considered stressful and part of suffering. 
This is because existence is viewed differently. The analysis of behaviour 
at the level of body–mind is considered less significant and existence is 
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viewed meaningful only at the higher transpersonal level of self, atman or 
soul, which in turn is equated with Brahman, the ultimate reality. All the 
rest is illusion (maya). Suffering belongs to the lower levels of existence—at 
the levels of body and mind. Existence at these levels is also considered in-
evitable before one is able to liberate oneself from suffering and the cycle 
of rebirth involving perpetual suffering.

Suffering is viewed differently in the West and the East. There is a 
greater degree of acceptance or tolerance of suffering in the East than in 
the West. This may have to do with locus of control. People in the East 
with faith in God, fate, rebirth and the like, accept misfortune as given, 
which has to be suffered. From a religious perspective, some even consider 
suffering as necessary for purifying the soul as a way to salvation or libera-
tion, and therefore voluntarily undertake fasts and other privations.

Another related term is misery. According to Jadunath Sinha (1986, 
p. 221), ‘Bharatmuni mentions distress, mental anguish, etc. as the deter-
minant causes of misery. Dhananjaya and Viswanatha define misery as 
loss of mental vigour owing to poverty, misfortune, and the like. Dhanika 
defines misery as powerlessness or depression of the mind due to pov-
erty, vomiting, etc.’ The conditions and symptoms are quite comparable 
to those related to stress in modern literature. As we discuss the causes of 
suffering, coping and remedies, our understanding of Eastern thought in 
these contexts will be enhanced.

CAUSES OF SUFFERING OR ADVERSITY

It is a common practice among stress researchers to give a taxonomy of 
stresses: life stress, family stress, minor hassles of daily life, severe chronic 
strains, occupational and organizational stress, environmental stress, 
sociocultural stress, physiological stress, etc. (see Evans and Cohen, 1987 
for a systematic treatment). Though these are not exhaustive categories, 
they help in mapping the important fields of stressors. Specific mani-
festations of misery or suffering are unimportant in traditional Indian 
thought; they are only symptoms. More important are the causes that give 
rise to suffering (dukha).

While discussing types of pain (used in the sense of suffering), the 
Indian ancient philosophers talked about three categories and their ori-
gins (Sinha, 1986). The first category of ‘self-generated pain’ is caused by 
factors within the individual. This includes physical pain and results from 
the imbalance of the body humours. Mental pain results from desires, 
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anger, greed, delusion, fear, envy, dejection and non-perception of cer-
tain objects. The second category, called ‘environment-generated pain’, is 
caused by other individuals, the animate and inanimate world. The third 
category, ‘supernatural pain’, is caused by ghosts and spirits. Apart from 
the classification used, the antecedents of stress are comparable to those 
in the different fields listed above. The third category, however, belongs 
to the imaginary world, which confirms the modern notion that stress lies 
not so much in the environment, but in the mind of man.

Just as modern psychology links frustration to the intensity of desires 
(Cofer and Appley, 1964), traditional Indian literature also lays great 
emphasis on desires in the causation of suffering, misery and pain 
(Carakasamhita, 1949; Radhakrishnan, 1979; Sankaracharya, 1972). The 
traditional scriptures relate the intensity of desires to suffering. The text on 
the holistic system of Indian medicine reads, ‘Desire is the cause of worries 
and harbours miseries. Reduction of the desires leads to relief from all the 
miseries’ (Carakasamhita, 1949).

The Bhagavadgita (Radhakrishnan, 1979, ch. 2, pp. 125–126, verse 
62–63) describes the chain of behaviour in two verses implicating desires 
with stress and its consequences:

When a man dwells in his mind on the objects of sense, attachment to 
them is produced. From attachment springs desire and from desire comes 
anger.

 From anger arises bewilderment, from bewilderment loss of memory; 
and from loss of memory, the destruction of intelligence and from the de-
struction of intelligence he perishes.

These verses reflect the sequence of association, desire, frustration and 
anger, confusion, memory, intellectual failure and survival. Written more 
than 2,000 years ago they have empirical validation even today.

The text on the Indian system of medicine, Carakasamhita (1949, pp. 
993–994), also asserts: ‘The derangement of understanding, will and 
memory, the onset of adverse season and effect of past action, and contact 
with unwholesome sense-objects–-these should be known as the causes of 
suffering’.

Similar ideas are expressed in yoga philosophy. The science and 
philosophy of yoga are widely recommended and used in spiritual pursuits 
as well as modern clinical practice. Apart from physical and breathing 
exercises, the study of its underlying philosophy and comprehensive pack-
age of practices lead to tremendous psychological benefits.
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According to the yoga philosophy, individuals develop a false sense of 
ego by identifying themselves with things around them. Desires in which 
there is ego involvement become more strong. Likes and dislikes, attrac-
tions and repulsions develop in terms of these strong needs with ego in-
volvements. In Patanjali’s Yogasutras, these ego involvements, attractions 
and repulsions are called afflictions (kleshas). This is an important concept 
in yoga and provides an explanation of suffering (Rao, 1983). ‘The lack 
of awareness of reality, the sense of egoism or `I-am-ness’, attractions and 
repulsions towards objects and the strong desire for life are great afflic-
tions or causes of all miseries in life’ (Taimni, 1961, p. 130). Thus kleshas 
are viewed as primary causes of suffering.

The above quotation lists five kleshas: ignorance (avidya), egoism 
(asmita), attraction (raga), repulsion (dvesa), and lust for life (abhinivesa). 
Avidya is the most important. The Sanskrit term avidya is often errone-
ously translated as ignorance. Though it is ignorance, it is of a different 
kind. Woods (1914) has correctly translated it as ‘undifferentiated con-
sciousness’. Owing to the lack of fundamental differentiation, avidya may 
also be understood as mistaken knowledge, the mistake lying particularly 
in the acceptance of something non-self as the self (Kulkarni, 1972). The 
individual mistakes the mind and body as his true self instead of the real 
transcendental self and this mistake gives rise to the other four afflictions. 
Before discussing these other afflictions, it is necessary to elaborate on the 
concept of avidya.

In Indian philosophy and religious thought, the self, also called the 
soul or atman, is treated differently than the mind and body. Whereas the 
mind and body have their roots in matter or worldly experience, the self is 
identified with the transcendental and larger common self called brahman, 
a cosmic or universal principle. Because of samskaras, the conditioning 
through experience, this self becomes attached to objects in the environ-
ment including one’s body. The mind is a result of these experiences. 
Some philosophers have denied the existence of matter and have called it 
illusion (maya), while others have viewed it as separate from the soul and 
assigned it a subordinate place. The mind and body belong to this sub-
ordinate level according to yoga. Avidya implies that the self degenerates 
through experiences and mistakes the mind and body as his true self. It is 
a kind of fixation at a lower level of existence.

Having identified with the body and mind, the self develops an identity 
which is his ego, or the property of ‘I-am-ness’. Whereas in the form of tran-
scendental self or brahman, one is infinite in size, shape, properties, etc., 
in the form of body and mind, one becomes limited and bound. The ego 
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is bound by attachments in terms of objects that satisfy its needs and those 
that are obstacles to need fulfilment. The afflictions of attraction (raga) for 
objects of need satisfaction, and repulsion (dvesa) for those which obstruct 
need satisfaction, are further outcomes of the false sense of ego due to 
mistaken identity. This process of indulgence in false satisfaction of de-
sires leads to increased desires and needs which in turn increases lust for 
life (abhinivesa).

It is necessary to understand at this stage how suffering is inherent in 
the life process. Associations with material objects and other beings are 
part of the experience of living. It is inevitable that attachments, repul-
sions, and a sense of ego will develop from birth. Kleshas are, therefore, 
not to be avoided but understood and transcended. The concept of uni-
versal self appears essentially as a grand rationalization to avoid fixation 
with desires, satisfactions or frustrations. Taylor (1983) has emphasized the 
need for creating illusions about oneself, meanings and control in one’s 
efforts at adaptation, and to a limit, this is healthy. Most religious systems 
have attempted to provide a basis for such illusions that are not only socially 
acceptable but also valued. Idiosyncratic illusions, on the other hand, 
may not only be maladaptive but also warrant labelling as abnormal. The 
ideas about the supernatural and transcendental belong to the category 
of socially acceptable rationalizations, which have served the purpose of 
protecting common man from stresses of many kinds. Eastern religions 
and philosophical traditions have created very elaborate systems of ideas 
and literature, myths and beliefs over a long history of civilization in 
this region, so that even today sections of the population who follow these 
ideas seem to do better with their stress management efforts.

The cause of suffering is also linked with rebirth and this is another im-
portant theme of rationalization. For all intentional actions of an individ-
ual during his life, there is positive or negative credit and he is rewarded or 
punished in proportion to these. Actions with expectancy of rewards bear 
fruits which thus accumulate credits. Actions are supposed to be done as 
duties prescribed for one’s role and status without an expectancy of out-
come, which is difficult. These accumulated credits are called karmasaya 
or karma (samcita). In Chinese philosophy, they are sometimes called ‘accu-
mulated blessings’. This account is carried forward life after life. Salvation 
(moksha) is attained only after the individual suffers in proportion to the 
past accumulated karma, and does not accumulate any karma by denounc-
ing expectancy of outcomes. Even positive credit leads to rebirth and is 
an obstacle to salvation. Thus, rebirth is considered a form of suffering. 
Freedom from suffering is not attaining heaven by doing good deeds, but 
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liberation from the cycle of rebirth. Total detachment in action is needed 
to bring the eligibility for heaven or hell to zero. The soul or self merges 
with the larger self, brahman, and attains moksha.

In China, the ancient philosopher Confucius (cited from de Bary, Chan 
and Watson, 1960) wrote extensively about the virtues of being a ‘gentle-
man’. One of these virtues was freedom from stress. In chapter 12 of his 
Analects, he said, ‘the gentleman has neither anxiety nor fear.... When he 
looks into himself and finds no cause for self-reproach, what has he to be 
anxious about what has he to fear?’ The emphasis was on self-cultivation 
which thereby led to stress resistant qualities.

Being a gentleman implied improving oneself in a variety of areas. How-
ever, for the purpose of our discussion, the following quote from chapter 
14 of the Analects is instructive: ‘The way of the gentleman is threefold.... 
Being human, he has no anxieties; being wise, he has no perplexities; be-
ing brave, he has no fear’ (see de Bary, Chan and Watson, 1960, ch. 11).

CONSEQUENCES OF SUFFERING

‘(Mental) pain, despair, nervousness and hard breathing are the symptoms 
of a distracted condition of mind’ (Yogasutra, 1–31 in Taimni, 1961). The 
distraction of the mind is not simple distraction, but is a result of desta-
bilization of the mind (citta) due to afflictions (kleshas). There is a sense 
of helplessness leading to despair and nervousness. Nervousness here is 
described not only in psychological terms but also in terms of trembling 
and shaking. There is disturbance in the breathing process as well. Thus, 
suffering leads to serious psychological and physical symptoms and dys-
function.

In traditional Chinese thought, suffering can have short-term as well as 
long-term consequences. The short-term effects include most of the symp-
toms now associated with stress-related illnesses, namely, weakened nerves 
(neurasthenia), irritability, and tension on the psychological side, and 
exhaustion, poor appetite, headache, upset stomach and the like on the 
physical side. The long-term effects, on the other hand, are more positive, 
provided one is able to cope with the suffering and emerge even stronger 
than before. We have already discussed Mencius’ viewpoint of how stress, 
or suffering, leads to life whereas comfort, or the absence of suffering, 
leads to death. Many Chinese people believe that present suffering is pre-
ordained from a previous life, and that the forbearance of suffering serves 
to repay an earlier debt and thus is not to be avoided. We can say that 
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present suffering prevents further suffering later. This notion is reflected 
in the Chinese saying that ‘a hundred forbearances become golden’.

In Confucian thought, developing one’s humanity ( jen) is the best way 
of preventing suffering, whether on an individual level or in society as 
a whole. Conversely, ‘without humanity a man cannot long endure ad-
versity’ (Analects ch. 4, cf. de Bary, Chan and Watson, 1960). Humanity 
is cultivated by practising five virtues—courtesy, magnanimity, good faith, 
diligence and kindness. It should be noted that most of these virtues are 
interpersonal in nature.

Treating the short-term consequences of suffering is one of the func-
tions of traditional Chinese medicine. In this system, illness results when 
the forces of yin (darkness) and yang (light) are out of balance. For example, 
certain forms of suffering may lead to depression in a person which is a 
yin illness, while other forms of stress may produce aggression or over-
eating, which are yang disturbances. Yin and yang forces mediate between 
the causes of suffering, or stressors, and the consequences of suffering, or 
stress responses. Attaining a healthy balance between yin and yang thus 
minimizes the ill-effects of stress.

In terms of the Indian medical system, the body has three constitu-
ents: vata, pitta and kapha (wind, bile, and mucus). The mind has three 
constituent gunas (properties), that is, sattva or the potential consciousness 
or light; rajas, activity or dynamism; and tamas, dullness, massiveness, in-
ertia and darkness (Safaya, 1976). Normality consists of balance of these 
physical and mental constituents. Lapses of discipline in terms of derange-
ment of understanding, will and memory result in suffering, which in 
turn produces an imbalance in these constituents, producing pathology 
of a physical or mental kind. The quotation from the Bhagavadgita cited 
earlier in connection with the causes of suffering, and linking desires to 
attachments, anger, confusion, lapses of memory and intelligence is per-
tinent here also. The frustration of desires leading to anger causes stress 
and results in performance deficits in memory and intelligence and even 
death. These ancient ideas are finding empirical confirmation in present 
day literature on stress.

MEDIATORS OF SUFFERING

The Indian tradition has, from time to time and through different reli-
gions and health customs, emphasized the following:
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1. Dharma (right conduct) as highest value.
2. Detachment.
3. Impulse control.
4. Belief in rebirth and karma principle.
5. Transcendence.

These are not the only concepts, but they are the important ones in re-
lation to stress and suffering. They are not independent but inter-related.

Dharma (right conduct) is prescribed as the highest value or goal to 
be pursued, the others being artha (economics, politics and civics), kama 
(life of sex, pleasures and aesthetics), and moksha (salvation) (Kane, 1962). 
Though moksha is the ultimate goal, it is attained incidentally on following 
dharma. Commonly dharma is translated as religion but it is better trans-
lated as correct conduct, not in terms of moral or ethical principle, but in 
terms of essential human nature in the context of other things. Just as the 
sun and the moon, animals and trees exist and function following some 
laws, so does the human being. Keeping within the limits of these laws is 
dharma. If there is a dispute or difference in interpretation, the reference 
has to be made to the laws of nature. Keeping close to nature safeguards 
the health of the system of nature as well as its various components. Stress 
may be generated if the components cross their limits. Even today, re-
search indicates that people who follow religion and certain disciplines of 
nature suffer less from stress (Cox, 1981).

The principle of detachment involves one looking at pleasures as well 
as suffering with equanimity. Not being too involved in objects of plea-
sure, and not being too concerned about avoidance of suffering is seen 
as part of one’s essential nature. Attachments develop due to association 
and conditioning. They have to be overcome. Detachment tones down the 
emotional damage to physical and mental health. In other words, detach-
ment is the basis for emotional stability, a quality highly valued in modern 
mental health science. Pande and Naidu (1986) have demonstrated this 
effect by studying effort versus outcome orientation and the stress–strain 
relationship.

Impulse control is related to the theme of desires. As mentioned ear-
lier, desires are the root cause of misery. Impulse is the result of desire and 
goal object perception. By the systematic practice processes is a matter of 
practice over time. 

Conscious training through concentration and meditation teaches the in-
dividual how to control his thoughts and voluntarily eliminate unwanted 
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ones, just as movements and muscle tensions can be eliminated by relaxation 
procedures. This reduces the causes of arousal and the concomitant bodily 
disturbances that accompany certain thoughts (Palsane, 1987, p. 175)

But these measures help one overcome the symptoms only, and that 
too on a temporary basis. On a long-term basis the solution lies in devel-
oping the philosophy and practice of life consistent with what has been 
already said in relation to the causes of suffering and a stress resistant 
personality style.

Taylor (1983) has proposed a theory of cognitive adaptation. The be-
lief system which mediates cognitive appraisal is an effort to adapt at the 
cognitive level. In this sense, the elements of Taylor’s theory find support 
in the practices that are advocated by Indian tradition. Taylor has stated 
that ‘the adjustment process centers around three themes: A search for 
meaning in the experience, an attempt to regain mastery over the event in 
particular and over one’s life generally, and an effort to restore self-esteem 
through self-enhancing evaluation’. In many religious rituals, the person 
has to go without food, water, sleep or material resources. The most com-
mon ritual is fasting for a short or long time. For example, in Jainism, a 
person may fast from one day to 10 days. Children are also encouraged to 
fast for a day. It is important to examine this from Taylor’s perspective.

In the first place, fasting is a deprivation and is a threatening event in 
the sense of survival. In the context of religion, fasting has a social sanction 
and meaning which is acquired by people in the process of socialization. 
Even those alien to the ritual of fasting, develop meaning in it for religious 
or health reasons. Second, by gradually adopting the ritual, one gains con-
trol over hunger or food deprivation, and the accompanying symptoms. By 
engaging in one or more rituals of this kind, one gains a sense of control 
and mastery over oneself, one’s life and one’s destiny. Last, the more one 
pursues such socially valued goals, the more one goes up in the esteem of 
others and also in one’s own esteem. Religion is an organized system of 
beliefs and practices for the promotion of this kind of cognitive control 
over suffering. In this sense, the Eastern religions have always emphasized 
the role of privations in what they called purifying the body and spirit. 
Essentially these practices have deep psychological significance in terms 
of meaning, control and self-esteem. In this way they serve as long-term 
strategies for developing a stress-resistant personality style or lifestyle.

Coping with suffering is thus different in the Eastern perspective 
and consists of more long-term strategies involving the development of a 
philosophy of life as well as a lifestyle.
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In Western literature on coping, two methods are mentioned: (a) direct 
action or task-oriented coping, and (b) palliative or defence-oriented coping. 
Evidence for both modes can be found in the Oriental traditions. In the 
Bhagavadgita, Lord Krishna, while counselling Arjuna to resolve the crisis 
involved in the conflict and war with his cousins, relatives and gurus, pro-
pounded both the task-oriented as well as defence-oriented approaches. 
He was advised to engage in the battle wholeheartedly as a matter of moral 
duty (dharma as a member of the warrior class), ignoring the result in terms 
of any losses on either side. The results were decided by God and these 
took their own course. This belief about detaching the outcome from 
action was a rationalization for engaging in an unpleasant action like war.

Under the influence of religion, Indian society has become fatalistic, 
complacent and stagnant. Such attitudes act as obstacles to economic and 
technological development which is needed for improving the quality of 
life of the masses. But this attitude of satisfaction with whatever one has 
may have served to protect the mental health of this society in the face of 
large-scale poverty and deprivation.

Ritual is an important aspect of all religions. Rituals are either indi-
vidually or collectively performed. When individually performed like wor-
ship, prayer, and mantra recitation (japa), they reinforce the belief system 
underlying such performances. The element of faith becomes strong and 
that faith is beneficial for remedial work (faith healing). When rituals 
are collectively performed, it is a manifestation of the social network. It 
counteracts anomie and alienation. The collective rituals in certain cases 
among Hindus at the time of death and thereafter, serve to bring back the 
bereaved family members into the mainstream of activity (occupational 
therapy) and provide them emotional stability.

Similar to rituals, social customs with respect to marriages, death, child-
birth and any number of other occasions, bring together not only relatives 
and friends, but also casual acquaintances and neighbours. This kind of 
social sharing helps carry out activities such as celebrations easily. Also, 
it helps in maintaining the supportive social network. Active social shar-
ing at such a level is beneficial in terms of social cohesion, social control, 
social facilitation, and norm sending, thereby discouraging social disor-
ganization. This, in turn, may provide a socially healthy environment for 
individuals so they can build stress resistance as well as counteract it more 
effectively.

For example, the extended family is an old institution in Chinese as 
well as Indian society. It used to be common for a large extended family to 
live under the same roof. Such a family would include the family patriarch, 
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his wife (or wives), his male children and their wives, his unmarried female 
children (the married female children typically lived with their husbands’ 
families), and his grandchildren. Occasionally the patriarch’s unmarried 
brothers or sisters would also be included. Such extended social networks 
provide social support not only on special occasions but also on a daily 
basis. The forms of support provided include informational, emotional 
and material. However, it must be mentioned that extended families often 
create stresses of their own. Role strain, such as between a woman and her 
mother-in-law or among siblings, are common sources of stress.

Another important part of the Oriental traditions is meditation. This 
may be a part of religious rituals or independent of religion. There are a 
number of techniques of meditation, including practice in the recitation 
of mantra, withdrawal of attention from objects of thought or senses, con-
centration and free-floating thought process. Different kinds of medita-
tions serve different purposes and suit different people accordingly. Yogic, 
Zen and Sufi systems are some such traditions.

In addition, the philosophy of Taoism gave rise to a tradition of medi-
tation in China. The following brief selections from the Tao-Te Ching 
(cf. Chan, 1963) make reference to the concept of meditation as practised 
by a number of Chinese people, then and now:

Attain complete vacuity.
Maintain steadfast quietude (verse 16).
Act without action.
Do without ado (verse 63). (see Chan, 1963)

In fact, Taoism as developed by Lao Tzu and elaborated by Chuang Tzu 
contributed to the popularity of Zen Buddhism in China in the seventh 
and eighth centuries. The aim was to achieve enlightenment, impartiality, 
universality and harmony with nature. Meditation was not perceived as a 
method to cope with stress as such, but as a general way of being.

Yoga takes many forms like karma yoga or yoga of action, bhakti yoga or 
yoga of devotion, jnana yoga or the yoga of knowledge, and raj yoga or the 
eight-stage yoga of Patanjali. Though the last one is universally popular, in-
dividual differences require choice of emphasis among the first three. The 
fourth one is an elementary level for any yogic pursuit. In the yoga of ac-
tion, a person engages in his business or action as a matter of duty without 
expecting any outcome and this engagement itself is the life goal for him. 
In the yoga of devotion one does everything as a representative of God and 
surrenders himself completely to him; he is temperamentally emotional 
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with a marked degree of love and compassion. In the yoga of knowledge, 
a person uses his high intellectual ability in understanding the truth; his 
tremendous awareness, insight and wisdom make him a philosopher.

These three ways are the common modes or inclinations of human func-
tioning representing action, emotion and thought. People achieve their 
life goals through an emphasis that varies along these three dimensions. 
The same approach is also used in dealing with obstacles producing stress 
or suffering in the achievement of life goals. Persons resort to one or more 
of these ways according to their temperament while coping with stress.
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4

Concept of Psycho-Social 
Well-Being: Western and Indian 
Perspectives
DURGANAND SINHA

An invocation that is popular even today among people aptly reflects the 
universal and perennial concern for the well-being of the entire mankind. 
It runs as:

Sarve Bhavantu Sukhinah Sarve Santu Niramayah, 
Sarve Bhadrani Pashyantu Makashchitdduhkhabhagbhavet.

(Let everyone be prosperous, and let no one think of unhappiness of 
anyone.)

The sloka embodies the essence of what could be regarded as the charac-
teristics of the state of human well-being. The Hindu scriptures, especially 
Carakasamhita are replete with passages reflecting similar concern for the 
man and steps to ensure his health and welfare. Though the importance 
of the well-being is accepted by everyone, it is rarely that effort has been 
made to analyze systematically and scientifically its various constituents, 
and outline the indicators that would give an accurate idea of the state of 
his well-being. Except for a very small circle of people, mostly scholars and 
a few administrators and policy makers, very little serious effort has been 
made to define well-being, and indicate how to assess reliably that a person 
is enjoying such a state. Popularly, whenever we talk of well-being, the fac-
tors of health and material condition of the individual and the commu-
nity inevitably come to the fore. It is thought that a person is happy if he 
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is free from ailments and is in good health and when his family possesses 
enough means to meet his physical needs and other demands. But equat-
ing well-being with health and economic condition alone is taking a very 
partial and narrow view of man that ignores mental, psychological and 
social aspects of his existence. Though physical and material aspects are 
important, we cannot meaningfully talk of well-being without taking into 
account the individual’s entire existential condition. In view of the pri-
mary importance of health, nutrition and economic status, the focus has 
naturally been on the physical and material aspects. But his psychological 
and social development, the kinds of adjustment he learns to make with 
various aspects of his environment and the unfolding of his personality as 
a whole are equally important. Therefore, apart from designing and initi-
ating policies and programmes to ensure his well-being, it is also essential 
to have a clear idea as to what well-being actually means, and develop a set 
of indicators.

Since a lot of confusion and ambiguity prevails in this area, it is neces-
sary to define and elucidate the concept of ‘well-being’ and delimit its 
meaning in the context of other related concepts. In psychological as well 
as popular parlance, the concepts that are used frequently when talking 
about well-being are welfare, adjustment, adaptation, balance, equilibri-
um, homeostasis, competence and health. In recent years, the expression 
‘quality of life’ has also come in. Well-being seems to share certain ele-
ments from each of these inter-related concepts.

Well-being is an expression commonly used in popular parlance, and 
does not usually find a place in technical literature. Therefore, it is all the 
more essential to define it and delimit its meaning. In its widest sense, 
and as defined in Oxford Dictionary, ‘well-being’ is equated with ‘welfare’ 
which in turn is conceptualized as ‘satisfactory state, health, prosperity’. It 
denotes a desirable state of affairs of the individual that ensures proper de-
velopment of his potential so that he is able to meet the various demands 
of his environment, and satisfy his needs in a socially acceptable manner. 
The technical concept that comes closest to it is that of `adjustment’. 
Ruch (1985, p. 590) in his textbook Psychology and Life defines the `adjust-
ment process’ as ‘the continuous process of attempting to overcome inner 
and outer obstacles to the satisfaction of biological and social needs’. It 
implies a continuous process of interaction between the individual and 
his environment. Some sort of maladjustment of the organism to its par-
ticular environment is a basic requirement. The environment is made 
up of not only physical objects but other individuals, social institutions 
and situations which not only provide objects and means of satisfying the 
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various needs of the individual, but often serve as obstacles to their sat-
isfaction. Some of the normal processes of the individual get thwarted. 
The disturbing factors may be the agents outside the organism (extra-
organic) or, in some instances, intra-organic. Maladjustment is an organism–
environment fact, not just the one or the other. Expressed in Lewinian 
terms, B=f (PE), i.e., the behaviour is a function of both the person and 
the environment in dynamic inter-relation. Adjustment is equated with those 
responses which denote harmonious and effective relationship with the 
environment whereby psychological growth is promoted. In Wolman’s 
dictionary (Wolman, 1973), it is defined as ‘harmonious relationship with 
environment involving the ability to satisfy most of one’s needs and meet 
most of the demands, both physical and social, that are put upon one’.

It is to be noted that in this definition, the aspect of ability for satisfy-
ing one’s needs has been emphasized. In other words, as a result of in-
teractions with his environment, the individual learns or acquires certain 
skills and abilities which are instrumental in meeting the demands of his 
environment and in satisfaction of his needs. According to Thompson 
(Thompson, 1965), psychological adjustment denotes the ways that indi-
viduals modify their behaviour patterns to reach goals or incentives that 
satisfy their psychological and physical needs. It is obvious that well-being 
implies that the environment provides the necessary inputs for the proper 
development of those skills and abilities through which he is able to satisfy 
his basic and psychological needs, and thereby achieve a degree of adjust-
ment. A state of maladjustment would denote absence of such conditions 
or presence of factors that prevent the satisfaction of his needs and thereby 
militate against his well-being. As such, the concepts of adjustment and 
well-being are very similar.

Most individuals are able to adjust to their natural environments 
within the normal range. It, however, does not imply that normally ad-
justed individuals are able to fulfil all their needs and reach all of the goals 
they project for themselves or that they never suffer from various degrees 
of frustration. Most of the striving behaviour eventuates in the attainment 
of reasonably adequate goals which are acceptable to society at large, and 
that denotes a state of psychological well-being. But frustrations due to 
non-fulfilment of one’s goals are also matters of common experience.

Thompson (Thompson, 1965) has spelt out at some length the psycho-
logical processes that are associated with a satisfactory state of well-being. 
The person who makes majority of his adjustments within normal range 
has learned to do the following: (a) deny or delay immediate need satisfac-
tion for long-term gains, (b) perceive difference between socially acceptable 
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and unacceptable goals that promise to satisfy his needs, (c) select goals 
that are realistic and within his grasp, (d) select goals for satisfying his 
needs that maximize his psychological abilities, for example, compensa-
tion mechanism whereby he substitutes, if necessary, his goals that cannot 
be satisfied, (e) vary his behaviour, (f ) satisfy majority of his psycho-
logical needs on ‘reality level’ rather than resort frequently to fantasy, 
(g) develop tolerance for frustration, and making goal-oriented rather than 
ego-defensive reactions to frustration, (h) tolerate a reasonable amount of 
anxiety so that his behaviour is not disrupted, (i) seek variety of goals to 
satisfy his psychological needs so that development of monomanias and 
socially unacceptable eccentricities in behavior patterns is prevented, 
( j) accept natural and social outcomes of his behaviour and plans for 
future accordingly, i.e., profit from experience, re-evaluate the situation 
and try another approach, (k) develop warm personal relationships with 
a reasonable number of associates, (l) face future, re-direct his behaviour 
in terms of past experience, and not be psychologically paralyzed by guilt 
feelings over past failures, inadequacies and behaviour transgressions, and 
(m) self-report that he feels ‘happy’, ‘adequate’ and so on. It is also to be 
noted that successful adjustment invariably implies capacity to handle stress 
or stressful situation. The individual is able to cope with it without much 
cost. He reacts to it in positive ways. Rather than being overwhelmed by 
stress, it enriches rather than damages him. In fact, in one of the ancient 
Indian verses, it is said that an adjusted individual is not too disturbed 
either by sorrow or by joy. The mechanism of coping is well illustrated in a 
line of a folk song that is popular in north-east India, immortalized by the 
famous writer Phanishwarnath Renu in his popular story Teesari Kasam 
(Third Vow): Phate kaleja gavo geet, dukh sahne ka ekahi reel (‘When your 
heart is broken in sorrow, singing is the only way of bearing it.’)

Looking from the reverse angle, absence of well-being would mean 
that the individual makes maladjustive responses to the environment 
so that his needs are not satisfied, and when faced with problem-solving 
situations, conflicts and frustrations, he reacts in what is often termed as 
ego-defensive ways which hardly enable him to cope successfully with his 
problems. He experiences unhappiness, anxiety, frustration, depression 
and so on which are all indicative of absence of psycho-social well-being. 
It is to be noted that in course of his life, every individual experiences 
every day many such frustrations, anxieties and stresses. Apart from daily 
hassles, many of these frustration may have far-reaching consequences. 
But most people are able to tolerate and cope with them. Instead of be-
ing overwhelmed by intensive anxiety which is debilitating and saps the 
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available energy of the individual so that he is unable to solve the prob-
lems, a healthy, adjusted and normal person bounces back from those 
frustrations, disappointments and disabling states, and continues on his 
path of goal-oriented behaviour. To use an analogy, the individual is like 
gold which when put into fire comes out shining and more brilliant.

These dynamic qualities of normal psychological adjustment illustrate 
the complexity of the problem. Well-being is related to all aspects of psy-
chological growth of the individual—physical, perception, language skills, 
intelligence, sociability and social sensitivity, emotional maturity, learn-
ing, enduring aspects of personality and cultural values. Normal adjust-
ment and psycho-social well-being is very much related to cultural and 
social values of a particular society. Further, a person may be considered 
well adjusted in one situation (for example, in his home) but poorly ad-
justed in another (for example, at his work). This relativity of psychological 
adjustment is to be borne in mind when diagnosing on the basis of limited 
sample of his behaviour whether the individual is adjusted or maladjusted. 
Thus, well-being or what could be termed as normal psychological adjust-
ment is a relative state of affairs—relative to the situation as well as to the 
values of a particular culture or subculture. Well-being would often differ 
in connotation from one culture to another. Basic theoretical and cross-
cultural issues in defining well-being are encountered. While there are 
quite a few ‘universals’ in identifying and assessing a person’s well-being, 
one has to view him in a particular socio-cultural and economic context, 
and spell out the factors of well-being in specific socio-cultural setting.

Psycho-social well-being or ‘good’ health in that both are a desirable 
state of affairs, are well recognized, but difficult to define. The latter is 
often negatively defined as absence of ill health or as the relative absence 
of physiological malfunctioning in an organism. It has been taken to con-
sist in freedom from any subjective feelings of discomfort or disability 
and from any objective disturbances of functions. According to this ap-
proach which has till lately been popular in psychology in conceptualizing 
‘normality’, ‘mental health’ and so on, one can understand health by 
studying conditions of its absence, i.e., when things had gone wrong with 
the adjustive organism. Thus, one of the ways to understand well-being 
would be to locate and identify the maladjustive patterns of behaviour 
like aggressive responses (when he breaks, destroys, objects, injures him-
self or others and resorts to verbal aggression), withdrawal responses (he 
goes frequently into fantasy, becomes uncommunicative), rationalization 
(frequently shifting blame for his inadequacies to another person, displays 
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‘sour grapes’ mechanism), regression (goes back to infantile level of behav-
iour like temper tantrums, loss of motor or language skill) and psycho-
somatic disturbances (development of anorexia, loss of appetite, headaches, 
diarrohoea, and other physiological malfunctionings). These may be first 
indicators of absence of psycho-social well-being in a person.

Health in recent times has been conceptualized in more positive terms. 
According to the constitution of the WHO, health is a state of complete 
physical, mental and social well-being, and is not merely the absence of 
disease or infirmity. This is very close to the definition of health in various 
treatise of Indian medical science. Sushrut, the ancient proponent of the 
traditional system of medicine, defined health as prasannan-mendriyamanah 
swastha. That is, health is a state of delight or a feeling of spiritual, physical 
and mental well-being (Sharma, 1981, pp.239–40). In the sloka (chapter 16, 
verse 41), aspect of sama (in right or natural quantity) has been empha-
sized. Essential features of a healthy person is that he possesses in right 
quantity (neither too little nor too much) the defects or weaknesses 
(samadosah), digestive quality (samagni), semen (samadhatu) and whose 
bodily functions are normal (malakriyah). In Carakasamhita the ancient 
work on the Indian system of medicine, which is rightly designated as the 
Ayurveda (the treatise on life), the characteristics of happy and unhappy life 
(sukhswarup and dukhswarup) have been elaborated.

Life is said to be happy if the person is not afflicted with any somatic and 
psychic disorder, is particularly youthful, capable with strength, energy, 
reputation, manliness and prowess, possessing knowledge, specific know-
ledge and strong sense organs and sense objects, having immense wealth 
and various favourable enjoyments, has achieved desired results of all 
actions and moves about where he likes; contrary to it is unhappy life. 
(chapter 30, sloka 22) 

Further, life is said to be beneficial (hitayu) if the person is a well-wisher 
of all creatures; is abstaining from taking other’s possession; is truthful 
and calm, is taking steps after examining the situation; is free from care-
lessness; is observing the three categories (virtue, wealth and enjoyment) 
without their mutual conflict; is worshipping the worthy person; is de-
voted to knowledge; is understanding and has serenity of mind; is keeping 
company of elderly persons; has controlled all the impulses of attachment, 
aversion and envy, intoxication and conceit; is engaged in various types of 
gifts; is constantly devoted to penance, knowledge and peace;  has know-
ledge and devotion to metaphysics; is keeping eye to both the worlds; and 
is endowed with memory and intelligence. Opposite of it is non-beneficial 
life (ahitayu). (chapter 30, sloka 24).
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It is worth observing that health was conceived in very wide sense which 
comprised the total well-being and happiness. It was not only equated 
with the possession of health and absence of ailments, but cultivation 
of certain psychological qualities, personality characteristics and intellec-
tual and moral values like memory, intelligence, freedom from inner con-
flicts, absence of carelessness, devotion to knowledge, control of impulses, 
envy, and conceit, serenity, truthfulness and the like were considered as its 
essential constituents. Since the foundations of these behavioural charac-
teristics and dispositions are laid early in childhood, many of these require 
to be emphasized in the socialization and education of the child if he is to 
develop into a healthy and well-adjusted human being.

In traditional Indian conceptualization of the state of well-being, mental 
health appears to be regarded as an essential aspect of health. In any case, 
the concept of mental health is nearer to that of psycho-social well-being. 
The former is often defined in terms of adaptation to the environment 
and internal equipoise or equilibrium. Wolman (Wolman, 1973) defines 
it as ‘a state of relatively good adjustment, feelings of well-being and actu-
alization of one’s potentialities and capacities’. It is an essential element 
of sukhaswarup or happy life. It is to be noted that any attempt at defining 
it inevitably has reference to socio-cultural environment. In some environ-
ments, stresses and demands upon the individual warp him and induce 
mental illness, no matter how healthy he would have been under happier 
environment. Thus, in understanding well-being one has to take account 
of the nature of the environment in which the individual functions.

There are a few other related concepts which require some elucida-
tion. The physiological concept of adaptation (often restricted to sensory 
sphere) or its biological meaning of structural or behavioural changes in 
the organism or of its part, so that it fits more perfectly to the altered con-
ditions in environment and having survival value, has been used in a more 
general sense and, in certain ways, defines well-being. In this sense, adapta-
tion means any beneficial modification in the organism or the system that 
is necessary to meet the environmental demands. The emphasis is on the 
capacity to modify oneself to cope with changed circumstances, which is 
an integral aspect of well-being.

Homeostasis is another relevant concept. In its original form, it con-
notes internal form of self-regulation for maintaining an internal bodily 
balance or adjustment. As Cannon (Cannon, 1932) in his famous treatise 
The Wisdom of the Body points out,

Organism, composed of material which is characterized by the utmost 
inconstancy and unsteadiness, have somehow learned the method of 
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maintaining constancy and keeping steady in the presence of conditions 
which might reasonably be expected to prove profoundly disturbing ... 
somehow the unstable stuff of which we are composed had learned the 
trick of maintaining stability.

From internal self-regulatory mechanism, the connotation of homeostasis 
has been expanded to comprise the process of psychological and even 
social adjustment. As Freeman (Freeman, 1948) has observed, when the 
tendency of the organism or the individual is to maintain its normality 
against internal and external disrupting agencies, the alterations made by 
him in his relations to physical and social surroundings are the phenom-
ena are called psychological. Psychological adjustments are homeostatic 
phenomena writ large. Thus, from physiological homeostasis as exempli-
fied by maintenance of body temperature or oxygen–carbondioxide bal-
ance and so on which are largely automatic, the concept has acquired a 
psychological connotation to include perceptual, intellectual functioning 
of the individual and even social relationships. It is a compensatory 
adjustment to meet any threat to personality (Drever, 1952) or a state of 
balance the individual maintains during the process of living. The balance 
is continually upset and recreated through complex interactions. There-
fore, homeostasis is a dynamic equilibrium, because the individual is con-
stantly taking corrective/adjustive action to restore the equilibrium.

The organism has learned to achieve a state of balance even on psycho-
logical and social planes, which is to be taken as an important component 
of individual’s psycho-social well-being. In fact, individual’s constant effort 
for such an equilibrium, which of course is dynamic and ever changing, 
is a useful way of describing many of the varieties of interactions between 
the individual and his world.

As it has already been observed, in traditional Indian treatise on medi-
cine, similar idea of maintaining balance has been constantly emphasized 
in the context of health and ill health. Having various qualities in right 
or natural quantities (sama) is considered essential for health. Asantulan 
(imbalance) is the cause of illness:

Vikaro dhatuvaisamyam, samyam prakritiruchayte, Sukhsamgraka-ogyam,
 vikaro duhkhameva cha. (chapter 9, sloka 4).

(Any disturbance in the equilibrium of dhatu—vata, pitta and kapha—is known 
as disease, and on the other hand, the state of their equilibrium is health) 
(Sharma and Dash, 1976).
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This aspect of avoidance of extremes and thereby maintaining an equi-
librium is considered vital to man’s health: 

Ati sarvatra varjayet

(Excess is to be avoided everywhere.)

This is true not only with regard to bodily functions, pleasures of senses, 
but with the total life and conduct. In Buddhist philosophy also, avoid-
ance of extremes and adoption of middle (madhyama) path has been em-
phasized all through, which implies maintaining a kind of equilibrium.

In Sankhya philosophy, however, the idea of equilibrium has been 
greatly elaborated. The world is constituted by the three gunas or quali-
ties called the sattva or the element of pleasure and illumination, rajas or 
priniciple of activity which on the affective side is the cause of all painful 
experiences and is of the nature of pain (dukha), and Tamas or principle of 
passivity that clouds our intellect thereby producing ignorance, confusion 
and bewilderment (moha). Tamas by obstructing activity induces sleep, 
drowziness and laziness, and produces the state of apathy or indifference 
(vishada). The relation among the three gunas constituting the world is 
one of the constant conflict as well as cooperation. These three always go 
together, and the nature of things as well as the state that the individual ex-
periences is determined by the predominant guna. It is on the basis of pre-
ponderance of one or the other guna that one becomes intelligent, active 
or indolent, and experiences various degrees of well-being or otherwise. It 
is the state of samyavastha or equilibrium of the three that holds the secret 
to an individual’s well-being.

According to Sankhya, our life on this earth is a mixture of joys and 
sorrows, pleasures and pains. There are many pleasures of life, and though 
many creatures have a good share of them, many more are the pains and 
sufferings of life, and all living beings are subject to them. There are three 
kinds of pain that go against our well-being, namely, the adhyatmika, 
adhibhautika and adhidaivika. The first is due to intra-organic causes like 
bodily disorders and mental affections which include bodily pains, pangs 
of fear, anger, greed and so on. The second is produced by extra-organic 
natural causes such as snake-bite, pain on being hit by objects, murder and 
so on. The third kind of suffering is caused by extra-organic supernatural 
causes such as pain inflicted by ghosts, demons and so on.

All men desire to avoid every kind of pain, and attain a state of enjoy-
ment and well-being for all times by putting an end to all sufferings. But, 
on this earth we cannot have pleasure only and exclude pain altogether. 
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Therefore, during one’s earthly existence the best a person can do is to 
maintain a kind of balance or equilibrium which is itself a state of well-
being. However, for complete freedom from all pain and suffering and 
experiencing a state of absolute well-being, attainment of liberation is 
essential. It is only after the removal of our ignorance and gaining know-
ledge into the nature of reality that liberation (mukti) can be attained. The 
Sankhya philosophy like other Indian systems of knowledge has laid down 
the necessary steps for removal of ignorance and ending all sufferings.

The idea of avoidance of extremes and maintaining a kind of bal-
ance or equilibrium in all human functioning is repeatedly considered 
in Bhagavadgita to be the characteristic of a person who is wise and can 
enjoy a state of psychological well-being. Of the numerous verses stating 
the idea, a selection of them is given here. Along with the emphasis on 
equipoise, a number of psychological qualities have been indicated which 
are regarded as essential for well-being. The characteristics that have been 
emphasized are that a calm man is the same in pain and pleasure (chapter 
II verse 15: samadukha-sukhatndhiram); he is equipoised in success and fail-
ure: sidhyasidhyoh samo (chapter II, verse 48); he is content with what comes 
to him without effort, is unaffected by conflict, and is free from envy; he 
is even-minded in success and failure and is not bound even while acting: 
Yadrichchhalavasantustho dvandvatito vimatsarah, samah sidhavasiddhou cha 
kritvanapi na nibadhyate (chapter IV, verse 22). Further, he hates no crea-
tures and is friendly and compassionate towards all (advesta sarvabhutanam 
mitram karuna eva cha), and who is free from the feelings of ‘I’ and ‘mine’, 
even-minded in pleasure and pain (nirmamo nirahan-karah samdukhasukha 
kshami), forbearing, ever content, steady in meditation, self-controlled 
and possessed of firm conviction (chapter XII, verses 13 and 14: santustam 
satatan yogi yatatma dhriranischaya) ;he is such as cannot be agitated by 
the world (lokan-nodvijate) or is free from joy, envy, fear and anxiety 
(chapter XII; verse 15: harsdmarsabhayodvegaimukto) ;he is free from depend-
ence (anapekshah), pure and prompt (shuchirdakha), unconcerned and un-
troubled (udasino gatavyathah), renouncing every undertaking (sarvaram-
bhaparityagi) (chapter XII, verse 16). In the next three verses, a few more 
characteristics have been enumerated: he neither rejoices nor hates (na hri-
syati na dvesthi), neither grieves at the parting of beloved object nor shows 
longing for it (na shochati na kanksati), he renounces both good and evil 
(shubhashubha parityagi) and is full of devotion (bhaktiman); he who is same 
for friend and foe and in honour and dishonour (samah shatrau cha mitre’ 
cha tatha manapamanayah), he is same in cold and heat and is free from all 
attachment (shitosnasukhadukhesu samah sangavivarjitah); for him censure 
and praise are equal, is silent, content with anything, homeless, steady 
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minded and full of devotion (tulyanindastutirmauni santusto yenakenachit 
aniketah sthirmatirbhaktimanme).

The qualities and the psychological characteristics outlined above are 
of course ideal. However, they give an idea of the psychological, moral, 
and spiritual characteristics of an individual that would ensure his total 
well-being. It would be too much to expect the presence of such qualities 
in the average person. But when considering what constitutes well-being, 
these cannot be ignored, and should be regarded as normative and indica-
tive of those features in man which are valued in the society.

Another concept which is relevant and integral to well-being is that of 
competence. It refers to individual’s capacity to control and master his 
environment. It is the skill to deal with the environment in such a way as 
to satisfy his needs as well as maintain a state of balance or equilibrium 
within himself and with the environment. Which one of these two aspects 
of competence is emphasized varies from culture to culture. In the West 
generally, competence in the sense of exercising control over environment 
is stressed so that one has the capacity to utilize the available resources 
for his own well-being. In India and in some other eastern cultures, this 
aspect of control and exploitation of environment for one’s own good 
is underplayed, and competence is regarded more as a capacity to develop 
and maintain a harmonious relationship with environment which is vital 
to individual well-being. It is more a question of being in tune with one’s 
environment. Analogy of jungle fighting could be advanced to bring out 
the difference in emphasis. In one case it would mean remove the jungle 
to fight (as the US army seems to have tried in Vietnam), and the other ap-
proach would be to fight in the jungle (as the Vietnamese guerrilla fighters 
had done). In fact, it is related to the whole question of model of man that 
is prevalent in the culture concerned. As has been pointed out (Sinha, 
1981, p.7), the model of man in the West is one of ‘man and the environ-
ment’. A kind of dichotomy between the two is implied. As far as the 
Indian tradition goes, the model is ‘man–environment’ or ‘man–society’, 
i.e., a kind of symbiotic relationship between man and his society or the 
environment where you cannot separate one from the other. Unlike in 
the West where well-being implies to a great extent mastery and control 
over environment and exercising control over others, in the Indian ethos, 
it consists to a great extent in establishing harmony with the environment 
and unfolding of one’s own potential therein. Unfolding of potentialities 
of the self is emphasized more and mastery over external environment 
is considered only secondary to one’s well-being. For well-being, one is 
expected to develop a relationship with environment that is not distract-
ing or disturbing. It is implied in the expression nirlipt or non-involvement, 
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and in the definition of a well-developed wise man given in Bhagavadgita: 
that he is not unduly perturbed in sorrow, and in happiness he is not 
overwhelmed.

In recent years, a related concept that has entered both scientific dis-
cussions and popular conversations is that of quality of life. It is considered 
to be a composite measure of physical, mental and social well-being as 
perceived by each individual or group of individuals, and of happiness, 
satisfaction and gratification involving mainly such non-esoteric life con-
cerns as health, marriage, family, work, housing, financial situation, edu-
cational opportunities, self-esteem, creativity, competence, belongingness, 
and trust in others (Andrews and Withy, 1976; Campbell and Converse, 
1970). It generally covers overall satisfaction as well as satisfaction in 
the component areas. Being somewhat polymorphous, it tends to cover 
a variety of areas such as physical and psychological complaints, feeling 
of well-being, personal functioning and general limitations (Nagpal and 
Sell, 1985). Thus, the quality of life can be evaluated by taking a number 
of aspects of a person’s life and assessing person’s subjective feelings of 
happiness or unhappiness about the various life concerns.

Like all other indicators of well-being, it has both objective and subject-
ive components. The former relates to things like education, employment 
status, financial resources and comforts of modern living, i.e., what is gen-
erally known as standard of living. In an United Nations publication, a 
parallel expression is used, ‘level of living’ (United Nations, 1961) which is 
said to consist of nine components: health, food consumption, education, 
occupation and work conditions, housing, social security, clothing, recre-
ation and leisure, and human rights. All these characteristics are supposed 
to influence human well-being. Further, it is felt that mere availability of 
goods and services to the individual or the community does not, in itself, 
determine his satisfaction and well-being but also his expectations and per-
ceptions of reality which is often referred to as the subjective component 
of quality of life or subjective well-being, or well-being as experienced by 
each individual. It is believed to be a function of the degree of congruence 
between the individual’s wishes and needs on the one hand and environ-
mental demands and opportunities on the other.

It is, however, to be noted that the relationship between economic 
resources and objective components of well-being and his subjective well-
being is not linear, but curvilinear and complex. It is generally observed 
that up to a certain level of living, the major determinant of well-being is 
the ‘fit’ or matching between objective or situational characteristic and 
the individual’s expectations, abilities, and needs as perceived by the in-
dividual. At a lower level, every increase in amenities is likely to result in 
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a direct increase in subjective well-being. But beyond a certain point, the 
relationship is not so direct, and any prediction becomes difficult. Beyond 
that threshold even an increase in economic resources, housing or leisure 
time need not necessarily be accompanied by high level or an increase in 
individual satisfaction or well-being.

Quite frequently the problem of well-being is viewed within the frame-
work of Maslow’s theory of hierarchy of needs. Man’s most vital needs 
are concerned with his survival. His social needs relate to his security and 
the community comes in later, while the higher order ego-related needs 
concern his self-fulfilment and are designated as self-actualization. It has 
been contended that there is a general tendency to ignore higher order 
needs until those relating to his survival have been satisfied. But once this 
is done, higher order needs become more salient. Thus, as a policy the 
first essential step towards man’s well-being is to guarantee the satisfaction 
of the basic needs that ensure his survival, health and physical welfare. 
Once that is achieved, it is not enough merely to be concerned with reduc-
ing morbidity and mortality and protecting his health. At that stage, the 
entire spectrum of his well-being and quality of life undergoes a transfor-
mation, and there is an increasing emphasis on psychosocial aspects of 
living. Therefore, any social policy on human well-being has to take into 
cognizance sooner rather than later the satisfaction of his social and com-
munity needs and ensuring a sense of self-fulfilment.

Thus, there is certain amount of difference not only about the concept 
itself but also in what is regarded as well-being among various cultural and 
subcultural groups. By and large in the conceptualizations made in the 
West, the ability to satisfy one’s needs, avoidance of frustrations and stress 
and exercising certain amount of control on the environment are empha-
sized. Even with regard to the concept of homeostasis, it is the disturbance 
caused in the bodily state, and thwarting or blocking of one’s needs that 
lead to a state of disequilibrium which the organism/individual tends to 
avoid. Since it is the environment that provides the inputs that lead to 
need satisfaction, the strategy that inevitably suggests itself is one of con-
quering or exploiting it to enhance the satisfaction of personal and social 
needs. Even social environment is sought to be influenced and shaped so 
that it satisfies various psychological and social needs of the individual. 
In the Indian tradition, the approach is entirely different. Firstly, control 
over the senses is considered essential. While total denial of needs is not 
implied, what is emphasized through and through is the maintenance of 
balance between extremes of satisfaction and denial, as also the adoption 
of a path of moderation. Secondly, realizing the inevitability of frustra-
tion, failure as well as success, sorrows and joys, it is repeatedly emphasized 
that not being overwhelmed by either is the essence of one’s well-being.
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Lastly, adjustment does not so much consist of controlling and exploit-
ing the environment as in maintaining a harmonious relationship with it. 
Here, the key concept is being in tune rather than conquering the environ-
ment. Thus, the values in child rearing that are likely to be emphasized, 
and the behavioural qualities inculcated in the child through socialization 
and education for the sake of his well-being are likely to differ from cul-
ture to culture depending upon the world view and the nature of man–
environment relationship that is conceptualized. Therefore, in spell-
ing out indicators for psycho-social well-being, cross-national and inter-
community differences in conceptualization of well-being have to be kept 
in mind.
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5

Cultural Perspectives on Nature 
and Experience of Happiness 
ASHOK K. SRIVASTAVA AND GIRISHWAR MISRA

The ultimate aim of all human activity can broadly be described as an 
ongoing quest for greater happiness. To be happy is the very core of all 
human motivation. In almost all societies, people rank the quest for happi-
ness as one of their most cherished goals in life (Diener and Oishi, 2000). 
Fordyce (1987) conducted several hundred polls with students and adults 
to know ‘what is the most important thing in life’. The most common 
response was ‘happiness’, which was followed by ‘love’, ‘success’, ‘good 
health’ and ‘my religion’. In a survey (Diener and Lucas, 2004) across 48 
nations, people desired high levels of happiness and fearlessness for their 
children. Considering the importance of happiness, the Government of 
Bhutan has already declared itself concerned with gross national happi-
ness (Bond, 2003). In the Indian context, a questionnaire was adminis-
tered to 817 people aged 25–55 years, residing in eight major cities (Out-
look, 2005). About 75 per cent respondents reported that they were happy. 
About 99 per cent respondents believed that their parents were happier in 
comparison to them. More than half reported that peaceful state of mind 
provided them happiness (52 per cent), which was followed by health 
(50 per cent), success at work (43 per cent), family (40 per cent), money 
(38 per cent), love (33 per cent), etc.  

People in general across the world report that they would need fol-
lowings, in order of priority, for their lives to be completely happy: ma-
terial living conditions, happy family life, personal or family health, 
interesting job and personal characteristics such as emotional stability, self-
discipline, etc. (Easterlin, 2004). Rice and Steele (2004), in a recent study, 
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have shown that the aspects of culture that influence subjective well-being 
are passed from people who lived centuries ago to their contemporary 
descendents and also travel with people as they emigrate to faraway lands. 
The societies seem to have normal baseline levels of well-being that are 
culturally determined, which does change but the change is slow 
(Inglehart and Klingemann, 2000). 

The experience of happiness shows considerable degree of individual 
and group variations. Some people have the capacity to be remarkably 
happy, even in the face of adverse circumstances or hard times. They 
appear to have a talent for happiness, see the world around them through 
rose-coloured glasses, make out the silver lining even in misfortune, live in 
the present and find joy in the little things from day-to-day circumstances 
and events. In contrast, there are persons who, even in best of times, seem 
chronically unhappy, peering at the world through grey coloured glasses, 
always complaining, accentuating the negative, dwelling on the down side 
of the trivial and sublime and generally deriving little pleasure from life. 
Thus, anecdotal evidence and everyday experience alike suggest that one 
of the most salient and significant dimensions of human experience and 
emotional life is happiness.

Happiness as a state of mind may be universal, but its meaning and 
conceptualization vary across cultures. The cultural syndrome of individu-
alism–collectivism seems to be prominently related to happiness. Studies 
(Diener, Diener and Diener, 1995; Schyns, 1998; Veenhoven, 1997) have 
shown that people in individualist cultures tend to report higher satisfac-
tion and happiness with their lives than in collectivist cultures. In indi-
vidualist cultures, happiness is often seen as a reflection of personal 
achievement. Being unhappy may mean that one has not made the most of 
one’s life. Individualists are more likely to see themselves as separate from 
other people (autonomous self), and thus, individuals’ needs, goals and 
desires are weighted heavily. In contrast, the collectivists often see the self 
as intertwined with other people (interdependent self), and relations with 
others are emphasized. In collectivistic cultures, behaviour and emotions 
are dependent on norms and duties of the collectivist group (Kitayama and 
Markus, 1994; Triandis, 1994). It may, therefore, be appropriate to assume 
that meaning of happiness would vary in individualistic and collectivistic 
cultures. It has been argued (Kitayama and Markus, 2000) that happiness 
in individualistic cultures is bound to be subjective, personal or individual 
in scope, while it is more relational, intersubjective, communal and col-
lective in scope in collectivistic societies. Kinnier, Kernes, Tribbensee and 
Von Puymbroeck (2003) examined what eminent people have said about 
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the meaning of life. Ten themes were identified from the writings of 195 
eminent people. About 17 per cent of the sample endorsed the view that 
life is ‘to enjoy or experience, enjoy the “moment”, “the journey”’. The 
second theme, life is ‘to love, help, or serve others; to show or experi-
ence compassion’, was endorsed by 13 per cent of the sample. Mohandas 
Gandhi and the Dalai Lama were among the people who endorsed the 
second theme. Gandhi said, ‘My consolation and my happiness are to be 
found in service of all that lives, because the Divine essence is the sum total 
of all life’ (Durant, 1932, p. 84). Studies (Chang, 1996; Kitayama, Markus 
and Kurokawa, 2000; Lu, Gilmour and Kao, 2001; Lu and Shih, 1997) 
further reveal that the conception of happiness in the East Asia refers to 
harmony of interpersonal relationships, achievement at work and content-
ment with life. It particularly refers to a tranquil state of mind achieved 
through harmony with other people, with society and with nature. 

This chapter clarifies the meaning of happiness and other related con-
cepts. It further analyses the nature of happiness as understood and prac-
ticed in the West. In view of the variations in the nature of self in the 
Western and Eastern cultural contexts, the unique characteristics of hap-
piness in the Indian context have been discerned.

MEANING OF SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING, 
HAPPINESS AND SATISFACTION

The terms happiness and SWB have been used interchangeably in the 
research literature to indicate a psychological construct, the meaning 
of which everybody knows but the definition of which nobody can give 
(cf. Argyle, 1987; Myers and Diener, 1995). Robert Lane (1991), a polit-
ical scientist, considers that SWB consists of happiness and satisfaction 
with life as a whole. Subjective Well-being is generally agreed to be more 
than the absence of negative affect or cognition. Diener (1984) listed three 
hallmarks of the construct: (1) it resides within the experience of the in-
dividual; (2) it includes positive measures; and (3) it involves global assess-
ment of all aspects of a person’s life. Subjective Well-being was defined as 
‘a person’s evaluative reactions to his or her life—either in terms of life sat-
isfaction (cognitive evaluations) or affect (ongoing emotional reactions)’ 
(Diener and Diener, 1995, p. 653). Ryff and Keyes (1995) proposed that 
well-being has six aspects: self-acceptance, positive relations with others, 
autonomy, environmental mastery, purpose in life and personal growth.
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Happiness is often presented as synonymous with SWB. It has both 
objective and subjective meanings. In the objective sense, happiness is 
living in good conditions, such as material prosperity, peace and freedom. 
In the subjective sense, happiness is a state of mind. This context refers 
to momentary feelings as well as a stable appreciation of life. Veenhoven 
(2000) defined happiness ‘… as the degree to which someone evaluates 
positively the overall quality of his or her present life as a whole’ (p. 267). 
In other words, happiness is about how much one likes the life one lives. 
According to Lyubomirsky (2001), happiness refers to ‘the experience of 
joy, contentment or positive well-being, combined with a sense that one’s 
life is good, meaningful and worthwhile’ (p. 239). 

The concept of happiness denotes an overall evaluation of life on mul-
tiple criteria. The object of evaluation is life in its entirety and not a spe-
cific domain of life, such as the family life. The enjoyment of family life 
adds to the appreciation of life, but does not constitute it. The appraisal 
of life can concern different periods of time: how life has been, how life is 
now and how life will probably be in the future.

It is assumed that the term life satisfaction carries the same meaning 
and is often used interchangeably with happiness. An advantage of using 
the term life satisfaction over the word happiness is that it emphasizes the 
subjective character of the concept. Though happiness and satisfaction 
are related, sometimes they are not the same. For example, in a study 
(Campbell, Converse and Rodgers, 1976) it was found that Americans 
younger than 35 years were most happy and those over 75 years were the 
least happy group. Yet, the satisfactions expressed by the older group were 
higher than the satisfactions expressed by the younger group. It was argued 
that young may be happy, but they are yet to realize their goals. Therefore, 
they may be less satisfied than the older group who may find in their later 
years that they are better off than they had anticipated and thus feel satis-
fied with their lives. The life satisfaction, thus, may be viewed as cognitive 
conceptualization of happiness or SWB, which may involve judgments 
of fulfilments of one’s needs, goals and wishes. Happiness is an affective 
construct and the life satisfaction is a cognitive one. Measures of happi-
ness and life satisfaction share a maximum of 50–69 per cent common 
variance. The life satisfaction involves one’s evaluation of one’s life or life 
accomplishments against some standard. Happiness, on the other hand, is 
more emotional. People simply report they are happy. This is an emotional 
response, a gut reaction, without knowing why they feel the way they do.

Assessment of Happiness: The study of SWB began with the development 
of valid and reliable measures of the concept in the 1960s and 1970s. 
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The most common measures involve asking people how satisfied or happy 
they are with their lives. These self-report measures usually correlate highly 
with each other and with other non–self-report indicators of well-being, 
such as informant data, memory measures and physical behaviour. A 
large number of self-report measures have been developed (for details, see 
Sirgy, 2002).

RESEARCH ON HAPPINESS IN THE WEST: AN OVERVIEW

The scientific study of happiness started in 1960s in USA with a view to 
chart mental health. Two major books were published during this period 
by Gurin, Veroff and Feld (1960), and Bradburn (1969). At that time, 
happiness was also a topic in an innovating cross-national study on human 
‘concerns’ by Cantril (1965). Happiness was a central theme in several 
American Social Indicator studies during the 1970s. Landmark books were 
published by Campbell, Converse and Rogers (1976), and Andrews and 
Withey (1976). The theme was studied in other countries as well: in the 
Nordic countries by Allardt (1976) and in Germany by Glatzer and Zapf 
(1984). In the 1980s, a first large-scale longitudinal survey on happiness 
was completed in Australia by Heady and Wearing (1992). Reviews of re-
searches have been published by Veenhoven (1984), Argyle (1987), Myers 
(1992), Diener, Suh, Lucas and Smith (1999) and Lyubomirsky (2001).

Reviewing the research literature related to happiness more than three 
decades ago, Wilson (1967) had concluded that the happy person is a 
‘young, healthy, well-educated, extroverted, optimistic, worry-free, religious, 
married person with high self-esteem, job morale, modest aspirations, of 
either sex and of wide range of intelligence’ (p. 294). In the three decades 
since Wilson’s review, researchers now know a great deal more about the 
correlates of SWB. This type of research indicates that happy people are 
simply those with the most advantages—for example, a comfortable income, 
robust health, a supportive marriage and lack of tragedy or trauma in their 
lives (see Argyle, 1999; Diener et al., 1999; Eysenck, 1990; Myers, 1992, 
for review). However, researchers in recent years are now less interested 
in simply describing the demographic characteristics that correlate with 
it. The reason is that objective circumstances, demographic variables and 
life events do not predict more than 8–15 per cent of the variance of hap-
piness (Andrews and Withey, 1976; Argyle, 1999; Diener, 1984). There-
fore, in recent years efforts have been directed towards understanding the 
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processes that define and underlie happiness. This trend represents a 
greater recognition of the central role played by people’s goals, coping 
efforts and dispositions.

According to Myers and Diener (1995), four traits consistently charac-
terize happy people: self-esteem, optimism, extraversion and a sense of personal 
mastery or control. Happy individuals have social, outgoing personalities, 
as well as positive feelings about themselves, their sense of mastery and 
the future. These attitudes can be self-fulfilling, leading happy people to 
experience more positive events and more fulfilling social relationships, 
which can further enhance well-being. Furthermore, happy people’s posi-
tive attitudes and judgements may lead them to perceive life experiences in 
a way that sustains their positive moods. Since SWB is commonly defined 
as an aggregate of life satisfaction and the balance of affect, it is not surpris-
ing that happy individuals demonstrate both high satisfaction with their 
lives (Myers and Diener, 1995, for reviews) and frequent positive moods. 
Since happy people are satisfied with their lives, it is not surprising that 
they would be satisfied with specific life domains, such as work, friend-
ship, marriage, health and the self (Argyle, 1987; Diener et al., 1999). Not 
surprisingly, loneliness is negatively correlated with happiness, especially 
in older adults (Lee and Ishii-Kuntz, 1987), and positively correlated with 
depression (Seligman, 1991).

Who Is Happy?

When asked about their happiness, people across the world paint a rosier 
picture (Inglehart, 1990; Myers, 1993). Myers and Diener (1996) have 
aggregated data from 916 surveys of 1.1 million people in 45 nations. They 
calibrated SWB onto a 0–10 scale (where 0 is the low extreme, such as very 
unhappy or completely dissatisfied with life, 5 is neutral, and 10 is the 
high extreme). The average response was 6.75.

Much against the belief that there are unhappy times of life, such as 
times of adolescent stress, middle crisis or old age decline, repeated sur-
veys across the industrialized world reveal that no time of life is notably 
happiest and most satisfying (Myers and Diener, 1995). Similarly, despite 
the well-known gender gaps in misery—men more often act antisocial or 
become alcoholic, women are more often ruminate and get depressed or 
anxious—men and women are equally likely to declare themselves very 
happy and satisfied with their lives. Extroverted persons are likely to de-
clare themselves to be happier.
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Wealth and Happiness

Majority of the people do not agree to the proposition that money can buy 
happiness. But they do agree to the fact that a little more money can make 
them little happier. Americans believe that more money can improve their 
quality of life (Campbell, 1981). ‘The modern American dream seems to 
have become life, liberty and the purchase of happiness’ (Myers, 2000, 
p. 58). In economics, the generally asked question is whether increase in 
material prosperity is accompanied by increases in SWB. Krugman (1998) 
wrote, ‘in the end, economics is not about wealth, it’s about the pursuit 
of happiness’ (p. 24). 

The question that arises is: Does being well-off indeed produce—or at 
least correlate with—happiness? Diener (2000) reports that there is some 
tendency for wealthy nations to have more satisfied people. The Swiss 
and Scandinavians, for instance, are generally prosperous and satisfied. 
However, in nations among Gross National Product (GNP) of more than 
$8,000 per person, the correlation between national wealth and well-being 
evaporates. The countries like Germany and Japan with GNP higher than 
$24,000 per person report moderate happiness. Happiness tends to be 
lower among the very poor. Once comfortable, however, more money pro-
vides diminishing returns on happiness. Human capacity for adaptation 
helps explain a major conclusion of SWB research: objective life circum-
stances have a negligible role to play in a theory of happiness (Kammann, 
1983). Compared with their grandparents, today’s young adults have 
grown up with much more affluence, slightly less happiness and much 
greater risk of depression and assorted social pathologies. Myers (2001) 
calls it the American Paradox. The more people strive for extrinsic goals 
such as money, the more numerous their problems and the less robust 
their well-being (Kasser and Ryan, 1996). Lane (1996) argued that while 
SWB increases on the way up the economic ladder to modernity, once 
societies ‘arrive’, their level of happiness plateau briefly and then begin to 
turn downward as values and expectations change. Subjective well-being 
follows a curvilinear path: where the affluence effect meets the economist 
fallacy, there is a downturn in felicity. Optimism is necessary to avoid de-
pression, but optimism has been declining with economic development.

To the poor, though money is important, but it is their desire to have 
a say in matters related to them that made them happier. For example, in 
a study, The World Bank (cited in Wolfensohn, 2004) conducted a study 
of 60,000 poor people in 60 countries to know their views about poverty. 
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The $1 a day or $2 a day that they live on was almost the last thing men-
tioned. What mattered was voice, an ability to contribute to their future, 
women not wanting to be beaten up and an opportunity for their kids. 
That is, there was a yearning for participation in these countries; a yearn-
ing to be heard; a profound value in knowing what is happening around 
them.

Goodwin (1997) has proposed three models about the relationship be-
tween economic growth and human well-being. The first model assumes 
that all economic growth contributes to the well-being (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: All Economic Growth Contributes to Well-being

Source: Goodwin, N. R. (1997). Interdisciplinary perspectives on well-being. In 
F. Ackermann, D. Kiron, N. R. Goodwin, J. M. Harris and K. Gallaghar 
(Eds), Human well-being and economic goals (pp. 1–14). Washington: Island 
Press.

This model considers satisfaction of consumer wants and preferences to 
contribute to human well-being. It gives no value to the experience of human 
beings in their economic role as producers, regulators, merchandisers, etc. 
(let alone other human roles, such as citizens, parents and others).

The other two models assume that economic growth is a smaller set 
than human well-being. In these models the two concepts are not only 
portrayed as overlapping sets, but also some part of economic growth lies 
outside of human well-being (Figures 5.2 and 5.3).

Figure 5.2 indicates that all aspects of economic growth that lie out-
side the larger set are neutral in their effect on human well-being. Figure 
5.3, however, depicts a different belief: some aspects of economic growth 
not only do not contribute to, but actually detract from the more general 
human well-being. Some examples of the third type could be: economic 
growth causing pollution, giving rise to selfishness or breakdown in the 
community, shooting of criminal activities, etc.
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Construal of Happiness

One reason for the low correlation between objective circumstances, life 
events and happiness has been that people do not experience events or 
situations passively; rather, they are ‘cognitively processed’ (Scarr, 1988, 
p. 240)—i.e., construed and framed, evaluated and interpreted, contem-
plated and remembered (Bruner, 1986; Ross, 1990)—so that each in-
dividual may essentially live in a separate subjective social world. Thus, 
understanding of cognitive and motivational processes is essential for 
understanding the dynamics of happiness, i.e., why some people are hap-
pier than others. Research efforts have focused on exploring hedonically 
relevant psychological processes, such as social comparison, self-evaluation 

Figure 5.2: Some Economic Growth is Neutral with Respect to Well-being

Source: Goodwin, N. R. (1997). Interdisciplinary perspectives on well-being. In 
F. Ackermann, D. Kiron, N. R. Goodwin, J. M. Harris and K. Gallaghar 
(Eds), Human well-being and economic goals (pp. 1–14). Washington: Island 
Press.

Figure 5.3: Some Economic Growth may detract from Well-being

Source: Goodwin, N. R. (1997). Interdisciplinary perspectives on well-being. In 
F. Ackermann, D. Kiron, N. R. Goodwin, J. M. Harris and K. Gallaghar 
(Eds), Human well-being and economic goals (pp. 1–14). Washington: Island 
Press.
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and person perception that distinguish between the chronically happy and 
unhappy individuals.

People select and construct different social worlds through their own 
acts. Research evidence suggests that comparison with how one’s peers 
are doing (Diener and Fujita, 1997; McFarland and Miller, 1994), with 
one’s experiences in the past (Tversky and Griffin, 1991) and with one’s 
desires and ideals (Carver and Sceier, 1998) influence whether the present 
makes one happy.

It has been reported that content and structure of the goals that 
people choose, as well as the amount of personal goal-related progress they 
perceive, impact the experience of well-being. Western literature shows 
that happiness and satisfaction are enhanced when people’s goals are: 
(a) intrinsic—i.e., concerned with community contribution, emotional in-
timacy and personal growth (Kasser and Ryan, 1993; 1996); (b) self-concor-
dant and congruent with one’s motives and needs (Sheldon and Elliot, 1999); 
(c) feasible and realistic (Diener and Fujita, 1995); (d) valued by one’s culture 
(Cantor and Sanderson, 1999; Suh, 2000); and (e) not conflicting (Emmons, 
1996). Furthermore, people appear to be relatively happier when they: 
(a) choose to pursue success, rather than to avoid failure (Elliot and 
Sheldon, 1997); (b) are highly committed to their goals (Cantor and 
Sanderson, 1999) and believe that they are making progress towards them 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990).

People’s appraisal of ordinary and extraordinary life events have also 
been found to be associated with different levels of well-being. For ex-
ample, happier and more satisfied people are relatively more likely to be 
characterized by optimistic strategies and biases expressed in the response 
to life’s victories and defeats. Happy people perceive and frame life circum-
stances in positive ways (DeNeve and Cooper, 1998), expect favourable life 
circumstances in the future (Scheier and Carver, 1993; Seligman, 1991), 
feel control over one’s outcomes (Bandura, 1997) and confidence about 
one’s abilities and skills (Lyubomirsky and Lepper, 2000). In addition, 
inclination to encode into memory the negative aspects of events (Seidlitz 
and Diener, 1993) and to dwell and reflect excessively on oneself and on 
one’s problems (Lyubomirsky et al., 1999) have been inversely related to 
well-being.

The theoretical models of coping with stress describe cognitive and 
motivational processes that people use—whether actively and consciously 
or through habit—in ways that appears to diminish distress and to enhance 
happiness. For example, studies reveal relatively higher level of well-being 
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among the people: (a) who show positive illusions, i.e., bolstered percep-
tion of themselves, their futures and the extent of their control (Armor 
and Taylor, 1998); (b) who derive positive meaning from negative events 
(Folkman, 1997); (c) who use humour (Martin and Lefcourt, 1983; Nezu, 
Nezu and Blissett, 1988), and spirituality and faith (Folkman, 1997) in 
coping with adversity; (d) who do not engage in repetitive, self-focused 
rumination (Nolen-Hoeksema and Morrow, 1991), and who use social 
comparison in adaptive ways (Ahrens, 1991).

Comparing Happy and Unhappy People

Happy individuals appear to be less sensitive to social comparison infor-
mation than the unhappy ones. Unhappy individuals are deflated rather 
than delighted about their peer accomplishments and triumphs and are 
relieved rather than disappointed in the face of their colleagues’ and 
acquaintances’ failures and undoing (Lyubomirsky and Ross, 1997). Thus, 
happiness and unhappiness are the phenomenon of seeing the glass as half full 
or half empty, respectively. Chronically happy and unhappy individuals have 
also been found to differ in the ways in which they respond to life events 
and daily situations. Happy people perceive, evaluate and think about 
the same events in more positive ways than do unhappy ones. Further, 
happy people tend to recall both positive and negative life events more 
favourably and adaptively—for example, by drawing humour or didactic 
value from adversity or by emphasizing recent improvement in their lives 
(Lyubomirsky and Tucker, 1998). Happy individuals are relatively better 
equipped to manage life’s stresses, downturns and uplifts.

Is Happiness a Stable Trait?

Though happiness is a relatively stable condition, it is not a once-and-forever 
thing. Adaptation is susceptible to change over time as events, conditions, 
key transactions and processes in a person’s life unfold. This view indi-
cates that as happiness can erode under conditions of adversity, favourable 
conditions or processes, both natural and engineered, can enhance it. The 
challenge lies in identifying factors or conditions that advance or restrict 
happiness, which can be used to shape informed effort to promote it. 
The factors that shape happiness become more numerous and complex, 
and assume different strengths as the person gets older. Whereas for the 
infants, happiness is defined largely by the behaviour within a delimited 
family micro-system, in later childhood it is defined within the broader 
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mesosystems that reflect interfaces within the family, peer and school 
determinants. In adulthood, happiness is importantly shaped by the 
society’s complex, albeit often overlooked, macro-systems that underlie 
formal and informal social structures. Thus the happiness challenge will, 
in the aggregate, need to embrace person-related, transactional-contextual 
and environmental-societal determinants (Cowen, 1991).

In sum, a happy person in the Western world seems to be the one who 
possesses health and wealth, and lacks tragedy in social lives. The stud-
ies, however, show that economic growth after a certain point becomes 
detrimental to human well-being. The experience of happiness is a com-
plex phenomenon, which depends upon comparison with others, past ex-
periences, goals and ideals, biases, etc. It seems that happy individuals are 
less sensitive to social comparison information and are better equipped to 
manage life’s stresses. 

THE INDIAN VIEW OF HAPPINESS

Happiness is one of the great and pervasive themes of Indian thought. 
As Halbfass (1997) noted, ‘Its meaning and ambiguities, its relevance for 
the human condition, its pursuit and its transcendence have been the 
subject of intense philosophical, psychological and soteriological inquiry 
and debate’ (p. 150). The Indian tradition, in general, has recognized the 
natural desire of all human beings to be happy at every stage and in every 
aspect of life. ‘Let all people be happy’ (Sarve bhawantu sukhina) has been 
the highest ideal of human life. The Charaka Samhita, the ancient work 
on the Hindu system of medicine, described the concept of sukhswarup 
(happy life). In daily life, the younger ones’ greetings are responded with 
the blessings as ‘khush raho’ (be happy) by the elders. The Sanskrit equiva-
lent of happiness, that is ‘sukham’ (su = plenty, kham = space) indicates that 
the state of happiness is a natural state of (limitless) space. According to 
Bhagavadgita, a happy state indicates larger accommodative mental space 
within the individual (Menon, 1998). Bharata, in his Natya Shastra, iden-
tified eight rasas (aesthetic relish) with their corresponding eight bhavas 
(common human emotions). Hasya (comic) is one of the important rasas 
with its corresponding bhava of hasa (mirth) (Paranjpe and Bhatt, 1997). 
A number of terms indicating the happy state of the individual such as 
sukha, ananda, ullasa, priti or santosh, prasanna, mast, harsh, khusi, lalita, as 
well as their semantic cognates and their counterparts in the terminol-
ogy of unhappiness and pain (dukha, aprasanna, vishad, klesha, paritap, etc.) 
have been used and discussed in a number of ways. 
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The classical Vaisesika system recognizes happiness or pleasure (sukha) 
as one of 24 qualities (gunas) of human beings, which occur in the presence 
of pleasant or desirable things. It generates such symptoms as gratification, 
affection, brightness of the eyes, etc. (anugrahabhisvanganayandiprasadajanaka). 
In case the pertinent objects are not actually present, their recollection 
or anticipation may produce sukha. However, the kind of sukh enjoyed by 
wise people (or seers) is altogether different which is manifested even if 
there is no actual object of enjoyment, nor any recollection or anticipation 
is present; it is based entirely on knowledge, inner space, contentment and 
a special kind of good karma (or deeds) (vidyasamasamtosadharmavisesanimitta) 
(Halbfass, 1997). The opposite of sukha is dukha, which is associated with 
undesirable objects and bad karma (adharma) and produces such feelings 
as anger (krodh), distress (upghata) and depression (dainya). The Vaisesika 
discriminates ‘happiness of the wise’ from the ‘regular’ sukha. The latter 
refers to an affective response to an external stimulant based on gratifica-
tion of desires (anugraha). The former refers to a dispositional happiness 
based on the inner resources of a person, which is characterized by trans-
formation or transcendence. It is argued that humans should search for 
inner source of happiness, called satchitanand (sat = being truthful, chit = 
being aware or conscious of and anand = bliss). 

The Indian tradition in general recognizes the scheme of four ‘goals 
of man’ (purusartha). These goals are: dharma (religious duty), artha (polit-
ical and economic success), kama (pleasure, especially of erotic kind) and 
moksha (liberation). In this list, kama seems to correspond most directly to 
sukha (moksha to absence of pain). However, a closer look would indicate 
that the acquisition of power and wealth (artha) and the accumulation 
of religious merit (dharma) do imply the potential to enjoy pleasure and 
well-being at a later time. This later time may even be located beyond the 
limits of our current existence. For example, dharma is the means to secure 
the rewards of heavenly well-being or the enjoyment of a pleasant rebirth. 
According to Hindu philosophy of prarabdha karma (accumulated deeds), 
the happiness or sorrow one gets in the present life is a consequence of 
both of actions performed by him in the present life and his actions in 
the past lives. It is, therefore, possible that right actions in this life may 
be accompanied by sorrow and wrong ones by happiness as a result of 
consequences of actions in past lives (Chaturvedi, 2001). The Kautilya’s 
Arthashastra propagated a normal balance in life between dharma, artha 
and kama, without giving undue prominence to any one of them. How-
ever, it considers wealth or artha to be the first and most necessary of these 
objects of human life. It further states that wealth and pleasure (or kama) 
are the only objects of human pursuit (Jolly and Schmidt, 1923).
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The swastika is the most auspicious symbol in Hindu traditions. For 
every holy occasion (for example, birth, marriage or any joyous occasion), 
swastika symbol is drawn or painted, carved or sculpted at the place of 
worship. Swastika stands for universal welfare. ‘Swasti’ means well-being of 
one and all, ‘ka’ means symbol. Thus, swastika indicates happiness, safety, 
fertility and prosperity. The four corners of the swastika represent four 
purusharthanas (aims of life), namely, dharma, artha, kama and moksha, and 
the perfectly symmetrical shape indicates the balance. The four stages in 
a man’s life—brahmacharya (celibacy), grihastha (housekeeper), vanaprashta 
(seclusion) and sanyasa (renunciation)—are also said to represent the four 
corners of swastika, and the life being the one connecting them in a bril-
liant embrace (Kamat, 2003).

Relational Nature of Happiness

The Indian way of thinking is characterized as context sensitive (Misra, 
1999) and operates with abstract generalization and universal categories. 
The Indian perspective on reality and human functioning is holistic, rec-
ognizes coherence and natural order across all life forms, emphasizes self-
discipline and gives dharma as the sacred moral code.

Peace of mind and being free of worries has been emphasized as aspect 
of self in India (Roland, 1984). The individual feels good and happy by 
acting as is expected of him/her by the family and friends, sacrificing his/
her interests for the in-group, displaying affection towards in-group and 
maintaining harmony with in-group. Marriott (1976) argued that Hindu 
conceptions assume that the self is an open entity that is given shape by 
the social context. This has been beautifully described by Kakar (1978). 
Miller, Bersoff and Harwood (1990), in a carefully controlled study on 
moral reasoning, found that Indians regard responsiveness to the needs of 
others as an objective moral obligation. It has been argued that the Indian 
child is encouraged to develop an adult self which is more responsive to 
family and community demands and responsibilities, and more dependent 
on family status, prosperity and approval. Indians thus develop a more 
‘familial self ’. Salve (2000) argues that living in the present is an essential 
key to happiness and stress-free life. To him, ‘Discarding all prejudices, 
ideologies, presumptions and assumptions, living in the present moment 
and giving the credits of the final results to the Almighty, one can definitely 
experiences bliss—a state that is beyond happiness’ (Salve, 2000, p. 14).

The interdependent nature of happiness becomes more evident in fol-
lowing prayer:
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Sarve bhavantu sukhinaha, sarve santu niramaya
Sarve bhadrani pasyantu, ma kaschid dukhabhaga bhavet.

(May all be happy, may all be free from disease, may all perceive good and 
may not suffer from sorrow).

This is a more inclusive view which emphasizes interconnectedness across 
all life forms and conditions. Kautilya’s Arthashastra, which incorporated 
raj dharma (duties of the king), also advocates that a king’s happiness lies in 
the happiness of the people, and his welfare is related to the welfare of the 
people. The king should not give priority to his own interests; rather, he 
should consider the interest of the people. The Chhandogyopanishad argues 
that happiness lies in the vastness, greatness; happiness is not found in 
smallness; undoubtedly happiness lies in greatness; therefore, one should 
always try to know that greatness (Yo vai bhuma tatsukham; Nalpe sukhmast; 
Bhumaiva sukham; Bhuma twewa vijigyasitvyah).

The Indian philosopher Sri Aurobindo believed that true happiness 
lies in finding and maintenance of a natural harmony of spirit, mind and 
body. Happiness comes from the soul’s satisfaction, not from the vital’s 
or the body. Only when egoism dies and God in man governs his own 
human universality can this earth support a happy and contended race 
of beings. The happy heart is smiling, peaceful, wide-open and without a 
shadow. Mahatma Gandhi emphasized minimization of human needs and 
greed for attaining happiness.

Complementarity in Happiness and Unhappiness

A story in India goes like this: 

Once a rich man wanted to be happy. He was in search of a wise man who 
could guide him on how to be happy. Some villagers assured him that a Sufi 
mystic who lived in the forest would be able to help him. The man found 
the mystic sitting peacefully below a tree. He stopped his horse and told 
him that he was unhappy. The mystic said that to find happiness he would 
have to hand over his jewels. The man gave him a bag of diamonds. Taking 
the jewel bag the mystic ran away. Thinking that he has been robbed, the 
man chased the mystic but failed to catch him. Desperate for his diamonds 
he returned to the forest. To his surprise he found the mystic sat in silence 
with his eyes closed at the same spot and the bag lay in front of him. 
Grabbing it, he danced with joy. The mystic opened his eyes and asked the 
man if he was happy to recover his riches. The man fell at his feet. The mys-
tic added: You have to know suffering; only then you know what happiness 
is (in Shashin, 2004, p. 18).
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Human life consists of a mixture of both happiness and sorrow or misery. 
In fact, in the Indian tradition, the search for knowledge begins with the 
realization of suffering (dukh), and moksha was treated as liberation from 
suffering. It may be noted that humans do not always pursue happiness; 
rather, on many occasions (for example, marriage of daughter), we will-
ingly give up some amount of happiness to get our life narratives moving 
in the right direction, improving in general. 

It is believed that the end of one marks the beginning for the other. As 
it is reported in Mahabharata, ‘Days end with the sun’s setting and night 
with the sun’s rise. The end of pleasure is always pain and the end of 
sorrow is always pleasure’. It is accepted that all the pleasures, even the 
highest joys of life, do not continue forever. They pass away, leaving pain in 
their wake. The Indian poet Kalidas in his Meghdoot noted that happiness 
and unhappiness do not remain forever. It is like a rotating wheel where 
sometimes happiness and sometimes unhappiness takes the front side. 
Thus, happiness and unhappiness are complementary and follow each 
other. According to Adhyatma Ramayana, happiness lies within misery and 
vice versa. It is similar to mud containing to water and soil together.

It should not be assumed that unhappiness is always to be avoided. It 
also gives meaning to life in certain ways. First, happiness following misery 
is joyful. It is similar to the experience of reaching under the shadow of a 
tree after a long walk under the sun. If there is no misery, there would not 
be happiness at all. Second, the legendary poet Rahim believed that short-
lived misery is beneficial as it provides an opportunity to discriminate 
friends from foes. 

Equanimity in Opposites

The quality of equanimity is considered important for cultivating stable 
state of happiness. Equanimity reflects the attitude of the person who is 
neither affected by the joy or sorrow, good or evil, pleasure or pain and gain 
or loss. He/she is said to maintain his composure in spite of life’s circum-
stances. He/she treats others as if they were the person himself and has 
no desire or expectation from them. His/her senses remain under control, 
the person is free from love and hatred and gives equal treatment to joy 
and sorrow. According to Bhagavadgita, as a happy person, the agent does 
not concentrate on the results. Hence, the result does not alter his/her 
state of mind by presenting either an elating or a depressing mood. The 
converse of this proposition is that an agent who tries to be happy in his/
her own self receives the results of his/her work equanimously. His/her 
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intention remains focused on the goal and his/her attention on the pro-
cess of activating towards this goal (Menon, 1998). Thus, a happy person 
is neither elated in happiness nor depressed in unhappiness. Surveying 
the research literature on poverty, Misra and Mohanty (2000) observed 
that the Indian view of happiness comes quite close to being equidistant 
or even tangential to both affluence and poverty. 

Happiness and Education

In the Indian context, education is considered a key to success as it em-
powers human beings by facilitating realization of human potentials and 
bringing in excellence in action (yastu kriyawan purushahsa vidwan). It is 
through education and learning—sadhana of vidya—that one may attain 
liberation and realize true self (Sa vidya ya vimuktaye, vidyamritmashnute). 
As narrated in one of the famous Sanskrit verses, education imparts intel-
lectual culture; intellectual culture secures capacity and stability; capacity 
and stability enable to secure wealth; wealth so secured enables to perform 
dharma, which in turn secures happiness (Vidya dadati vinayam, vinayam 
yati patratam, patratwad dhan mapnoti, danaddhamam tatag sukham). Happy 
people typically feel empowered and remain in control of situations. 
Those who feel empowered rather than helpless typically would do better 
in school, cope better with stress and live more happily. When people are 
deprived of control over one’s life, they suffer lower morale and worse 
health (Srivastava and Misra, 2003). Therefore, the ultimate pursuit of 
education should be to make people happy.

In conclusion, it can be said that the model of man in the Indian soci-
ety is altogether different from that of the Western world. The self in the 
Indian context is more relational and interdependent. As a consequence, 
the experience of happiness is not restricted to personal accomplishments; 
rather, happiness is seen in terms of fulfilling familial and social obliga-
tions and maintaining harmony with in-groups. Pleasure and pain are con-
sidered two aspects of the same coin. On many occasions, people welcome 
suffering, which becomes a cause for happiness. Moderation in behaviour 
is the key element of happiness in the Indian context.
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Introduction
The domain of health is located in the societal context and the challenges 
for ensuring health for all can be meaningfully understood and addressed 
only in the context of the sociocultural configuration of the groups and 
communities under consideration. In the Indian setting, the contextual 
dimension assumes greater degree of complexity as Indian society has to 
deal with cultural diversity being shaped by the forces of continuity and 
change. The Indian people simultaneously live with many of the age-old 
traditions and beliefs as well as modern ideas side by side. They have assimi-
lated many modern influences during the last two centuries, particularly 
under the colonial rule. During the period spanning a little more than a 
half century after gaining political independence in 1947, the forces of 
westernization, urbanization and industrialization have introduced many 
new elements in the social and economic order. More recently the forces 
of globalization, privatization and liberalization have added new dimen-
sions to this context. The newer conditions require more complex skills 
for adaptation. The economy, ecology and the mindset of the people are 
seized by many new challenges in the wake of these developments. 

This section tries to bring into focus some of the psychologically sig-
nificant developmental and social aspects that have bearing on health. 
By placing health in the developmental and social context, we recognize 
the fact that during our life course our health is shaped by a variety of 
factors (Resnick and Rozensky, 1996). For instance, the roles and respon-
sibilities vary with age, and age is correlated with diverse types of vulner-
abilities. Thus, while chronic diseases are more likely to affect the health 
of middle aged and elderly, the younger population is more vulnerable to 
accidents and unintentional injuries, and have distinctive health-related 
issues (Kapur, 1995). We think that sociocultural factors immensely con-
tribute to the states of health and disease. Also, we must recognize that 
there are gender-bound health problems and gender barriers to health 
care. The gender bias in treatment and health care has been pointed out 
by many researchers (Davar, 2001; Ussher, 1997). In addition to gender, 
our belongingness to a particular type of family, social support, poverty 
and community and the kind of identity that we hold also play important 
role in determining our health (Dalal, 1995; Patel, Ricardo, Mauricio and 
Ana, 1999).
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In particular, the stages of life to which we belong become a crucial 
determiner of the nature of health-related issues and priorities. It is well-
known that human lifespan is organized in certain major developmental 
stages, which have specific developmental tasks. As Erikson states, the 
stages are characterized by specific conflicts and virtues and smooth transi-
tion occurs only when the conflicts are properly resolved. The precondi-
tions of optimal development are met in certain groups, but in many, the 
developmental ecology is impoverished and functions at below that level. 
In fact, certain disadvantaged and marginalized groups are put under 
unhealthy circumstances (Misra and Tripathi, 1980). 

Coming to the developmental context, we are reminded of the view 
that according to the Indian tradition, the human lifespan is organized 
in four life stages, i.e., brahmcharya, grihastha, vanprastha and sanyas. These 
stages are sequentially arranged in such a manner that they are linked 
with preparation, acceptance of the adult societal role, development of 
detachment and providing space and opportunity to the younger genera-
tion and finally withdrawing from the various worldly responsibilities 
and concentrating on spiritual development. Following the metaphor of 
seed and tree, this scheme maintains the continuity of life across different 
births. The traditional Indian view posits that one has to grow and equip 
to meet the life challenges, play the designated and chosen roles and learn 
to happily withdraw from the scene. One is required to live a life to realize 
all the four goals (purusharthas), i.e., dharma, artha, kama and moksha. The 
life in contemporary conditions has changed but it still shows certain par-
allels with the traditional view (Kakar, 1978). 

It has been noted that certain stages of development, like childhood 
and old age, are intrinsically more vulnerable. Within the health sector, 
there is a trend to attend more to the health problems of adults. Simi-
larly womenfolk, due to the patriarchal and hierarchical nature of society, 
lack of education and opportunities, do remain largely unattended. The 
people with handicap or some kind of disability are also put to specific 
health problems. Keeping these variations in view, this section tries to sen-
sitize the readers to the problems of these neglected groups. Also, journey 
in one’s life is often a personal story written by the circumstances peculiar 
to that person. The study of individual lives is often very instructive and 
helps one to learn and reflect on one’s own conditions. This idiographic 
orientation is often missed in the quantitative research that looks for the 
generalization. Keeping this in mind, the selections included in this sec-
tion present a cross section of work that involves review of a problem 
domain, study of a group as well as the life story of a person. The purpose 
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is to show the readers the diversity of perspectives or vantage points from 
which health can be viewed and understood. 

The younger children grow and move towards adolescence, which has 
often been termed as a period of increased stress. The physiological and 
psychological changes taking place during this period transform the lives 
of adolescents. The first chapter of this section addresses some of these 
issues through a qualitative inquiry. Namita Rangnathan has provided 
a qualitative account of the experiences of stress during the transforma-
tive period of adolescence among girls. Puberty and sexuality are closely 
related. However, their representation and analysis is oftentimes obscured 
by myths, fallacies, fantasies and apprehensions. Rangnathan draws atten-
tion to the kind of change in ethos that is taking place due to media and 
advertisements. The study shows an innovative way to address a very sensi-
tive topic. Using samples from a public school and a government school, 
an effort was made to develop an experiential account of the perceptions 
of puberty, concomitant changes in body and related feelings and physio-
logical changes like breast development and menstruation. The method 
adopted was focused on group discussion that allowed sharing and ex-
ploring the different perspectives of adolescent girls. The approach had 
an added advantage of avoiding socially desirable responses. The analysis 
offers insights into girls’ perception and experience of sexuality and work-
ing with related stresses. Rangnathan observes that while girls were deal-
ing about sexuality, they resorted to vicarious and sublimated methods of 
dealing with it. This was largely due to training received from cultural and 
social institutions. It is clear that puberty in adolescence do have elements 
of discontinuities and incongruities. The author draws attention to the 
gendered socialization practices that accentuate the feminine identity, 
thereby facilitating, accepting puberty and sexual development as ‘natural’.

While the preceding chapter shared the life story of one person, the 
problems of health and well-being have a societal angle also. Vindhya, 
Kiranmayi and Vijayalakshmi have analysed the problems of women in 
psychological distress using hospital setting. The data are used to argue 
that a biomedical perspective undermines and ignores the role of socio-
cultural factors. The psychological disorders are often distributed in the 
population by gender. This denies the pattern in community samples 
that show that female patients outnumber the male counterparts. There 
is gross gender-based inequity of access to health care in India. Also, it 
seems that the various methods used by doctors are not adequate for deal-
ing with the illnesses of women. In the absence of alternate approaches 
to health care, the women remain deprived of health care facilities. 
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The chapter also explores the biases and difficulties in the academic 
discourse of psychological disorders among women. It is indicated that 
changes in life course, particularly in the case of menopause, are not 
intrinsically related to psychological trauma. A number of social factors 
like occupation, education, mental life, etc., are related to it. The chapter 
strongly makes the case that health cannot be understood in isolation 
from the social context, which in the case of women, owing to unequal 
social status, leads to mental health problems. 

In the preceding chapters, the aspects of health relevant to the com-
mon man or the general population were taken into account. The prob-
lems often multiply in groups, which live in special circumstances or have 
additional disadvantages. Leena Kashyap has looked at the problems faced 
by females with people suffering from disability as any limitation experi-
enced by the impaired or challenged person with reference to physical 
function or affecting any specific organ (see Ghai, 2002). The nature and 
type of the disability has been described. Disability has been distinguished 
from other terms like handicap. The analysis based on various studies tries 
to analyse the effects on the family. The interrelationships, expectations 
and everyday functioning and present problems are highlighted. This area 
is less researched and many domains have not been covered. Within the 
family, a number of factors like parental attitude play important role. The 
family’s coping strategies and the need of professional intervention have 
been examined. Counselling, facilitating parent child interaction, parent 
education, need further research. It is concluded that the ultimate goal 
is to reach the physically challenged through their family. Role of profes-
sional social worker is important in this context. 

In general, the chapters included in this section underscore the need 
to address the problems of health at the level of multiplex reality and 
the order of society. It may, however, be noted that it would be wrong to 
emphasize on the social or developmental context alone. Health status 
behaviour is determined by a complex interaction of biological, social and 
psychological factors. These factors mutually influence each other and 
operate in a systemic manner (Dalal and Ray, 2005). 
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6

Puberty, Sexuality and Coping: 
An Analysis of the Experiences 
of Urban Adolescent Girls
NAMITA RANGANATHAN

With acceleration and preponement in the age of puberty, adolescence 
no longer remains a transitional stage which can be dismissed as a brief 
experience in the life of a growing girl. With the shortening of childhood, 
puberty and adolescence have got elongated and, therefore, warrant rec-
ognition as legitimate phases in the human life span, especially in the 
urban context. As Saraswathi (1999) has noted in an urban context and 
especially among the middle and upper social classes, it was indeed an 
emerging reality. Since the advent into adolescence is now much earlier, it 
is important to document and understand how girls feel about this phase 
in their lives because psychological impact of pubertal events is a product 
of both biological and social forces (see Berk, 1996; Rice, 1993)

Puberty is thus no longer interpreted as a biological phenomenon with 
adolescence being its consequential social construction. This study is em-
bedded in this interactionist framework, but goes a step further, in that it 
lays greater emphasis on the inner voices and experiences of the growing 
girls as their bodies change and their sexual desires take shape.

Dealing with puberty and sexuality often remains a matter for indi-
viduals to make independent sense of, using their own resources and 
abilities. As a consequence, many myths, fallacies, sexual fantasies, fears, 
apprehensions and worries often emerge.

Further, given that adolescence has been redefined by contemporary 
theorists as an age of ‘challenge and potential’ as opposed to the traditional 
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notions of viewing it as a period of ‘storm and stress’, there is an urgent 
need to know and understand the experiences of adolescents from a differ-
ent perspective. The expansion in media, especially women’s magazines, 
help-line columns and television programmes which strive to either directly 
or indirectly address issues concerning girls’ and women’s changing bodies 
and sexuality have also enhanced the awareness levels of girls in general. 
The boom in beauty pageants and extensive advertising of women’s beauty 
products have also contributed towards focussing girls’ attention on their 
bodies. All these factors gave impetus to the present study. The specific 
objectives were as follows:

1. To know how girls perceive and describe the experience of puberty.
2. To identify the changes which they observe in their bodies and how 

they feel about them.
3. To know their reactions and feelings towards breast development 

and menstruation, in particular.
4. To locate their sources of knowledge and information about issues 

concerning puberty and sexuality.
5. To document and evaluate their experiences at home, school and 

with friends during this phase of their lives.
6. To understand how they feel about their emerging sexuality and the 

methods of coping which they use.

METHOD

The Setting

Each of the above listed objectives were studied with a view to identifying 
general adolescent trends and take cognizance of class differences wher-
ever they occurred. The rationale for including social class as a factor was 
that society and culture place different standards of behaviour and expect-
ations on different socio-economic strata. It was thus deemed worthwhile 
to study class as a factor mediating pubertal experiences and sexuality. 
This has already been studied in a Western context wherein some interest-
ing trends have emerged (Dornbusch et al., 1987; Martin, 1987; Simmons, 
1987). Accordingly, a sample of 120 girls drawn from three different types 
of schools—an elite Public School with a very high fees structure, a Kendriya 
Vidyalaya and a Government Girls school run by Delhi Administration 
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were identified. The schools were located within a radius of three 
kilometres from each other. It was felt that since schools reflect the class 
structure in society by virtue of the fees charged by them determining ac-
cess, the public school would typify the upper class, the Kendriya Vidyalaya 
which charges a relatively low fees and is largely patronized by the govern-
ment and quasi government children would represent the middle class, 
and the state government school which charges a very nominal fee and 
consists mainly of children from the lower strata and lower middle class 
would typify the lower class. The total sample of 120 girls was equally 
distributed across each of the three types of schools to ensure adequate 
representation of adolescent girls from different social and cultural back-
grounds and also to report class differences wherever they existed, with 
more conviction. The girls were selected at random depending upon their 
willingness to participate in the research. They were all studying in class 
XI and XII, with their age ranging between 16–18 years. The rationale for 
focussing on this age group was that having experienced puberty over a 
span of a couple of years, they would be in a better position to articulate 
and discuss their experiences, including their feelings of sexuality and the 
methods of coping which they use. Furthermore, it was expected that by 
the stage of late adolescence, the psychological concomitants of puberty 
would be well inscribed in their personalities, thereby facilitating a more 
relevant and meaningful understanding of them. It must be pointed out 
here that since the study dealt with a relatively unusual theme especially in 
the Indian cultural context, considerable time and effort had to be given 
to building up rapport with the girls, before any data collection could be 
done. The concerned school principals and teachers also had to be con-
vinced about the necessity and significance of this kind of a study.

Methodological Strategy

The study used ‘focussed group discussions’ which were held in groups 
of 10 girls each. These were done in each of the three schools. In these 
discussion groups, the themes which were probed and explored, centred 
around issues encompassed within the objectives. The focussed group dis-
cussions which were transformed into sharing occasions were held over 
several sessions with each group, ranging from at least 6–8 sessions of 
60–90 minutes duration each over a span of 3–5 weeks. The discussions 
were recorded and later transcribed. The focussed group sharing sessions 
were used since they helped many girls to shed their inhibitions and share 
their perceptions and feelings more freely. In the rapport formation stage 
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itself, the self consciousness and discomfort level of the girls in addressing 
issues allied to their pubertal experiences and sexuality had been diag-
nosed by the researcher. It was thus felt that using a group approach in a 
sharing mode would be more worthwhile than administering individual 
questionnaires or interviews, where girls were likely to be awkward or felt 
compelled to give socially desirable answers. The data were recorded and 
later transcribed. The transcribed data were analyzed with reference to the 
focus of each of the objectives.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of the data was done at two levels—the first attempting to 
delineate trends for adolescent girls in general, and the other relating to 
identification of class differences, wherever they surfaced. The findings, 
however, are being presented holistically.

The Experience of Puberty

With respect to the perceptions and descriptions about the experience 
of puberty, majority of the girls had negative associations and memories. 
These included:

1. ‘It is horrid.’
2. ‘I wish I was a boy and could escape it all.’
3. ‘It’s a curse to be born a girl.’
4. ‘I dread every month as the time comes closer because I get cramps 

and stomachaches.’
5. ‘Why should girls suffer like this?’
6. ‘Changing sanitary napkins is just so difficult.’
7. ‘I’m always worried that my school uniform which is white will 

stain.’
8. ‘Could God have not thought of other ways for girls to grow up?’
9. ‘When I first started, I thought I had cut a vein, or had cancer or 

AIDS.’

From these descriptions it is clear that the girls had interpreted 
puberty very narrowly, as almost being synonymous and inter-change-
able with menstruation. They seemed oblivious of the fact that puberty 
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was actually a long process which began with breast budding, followed 
by a number of secondary sex changes and culminated with menarche. 
There were hardly 10 or 12 girls who knew these facts and they had also 
either been told by their mothers or elder sisters or had read about them. 
Secondly, most of the girls had no scientific awareness or understand-
ing of what puberty actually entailed, even though four to five years had 
elapsed since they had entered this phase. They complained that they had 
not been given any prior preparation for breast development or menstrua-
tion before they had themselves started the cycle. The few who knew about 
menstruation had discovered these phenomena either through friends or 
television programmes, or the magnanimity of some empathetic women 
in their families whom they were close to. They expressed a great deal of 
surprise when they were told that boys also undergo pubertal processes 
and should thus not be objects of girls’ envy. They were, however, not 
convinced and felt that ‘at least boys don’t suffer month after month’. It 
was clear that the strongest association in girls’ minds with puberty was 
menstruation. Further, in comparison with boys, there was an element of 
self-pity at being girls and a distinct feeling of gender inequality.

There were no discernable class differences with respect to the experience 
of puberty, excepting for the fact that the girls from the public school were 
much more articulate and vociferous in stating their views and opinions.

Breast Development and Menstruation: 
Feelings and Reactions

In the context of reactions towards breast development, most girls recalled 
feeling very awkward and self-conscious at the time of initial breast devel-
opment and also at the time when they first began to wear bras. Some of 
them said that they had begun ‘to stoop their shoulders’, others used ‘to 
cover their chest with a book or with their hands folded across.’ Some girls 
said that ‘they kept their plaits in front to cover the chest region’ . They 
felt that breast development had reduced their running and jumping activ-
ities since they had felt uncomfortable until they started wearing bras, to 
give their breasts support. After this however, their worries changed to the 
adequacy of their breast-size and having a good bust-line consonant with 
socially upheld norms and standards of what constituted a good figure. 
This was very much their current concern. Breast size was seen as a deter-
minant of the ability or inability to dress fashionably.

There were noticeable class differences with respect to the experience 
of breast development. While the reactions of self consciousness and 
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awkwardness at the initial stages were found to be similar among all the 
adolescent girls, the persistent pre-occupation with bust-lines and breast 
size thereafter was seen much more prominently in the public school girls. 
Girls from the Kendriya Vidyalaya and government school seemed to have 
accepted breast size as a natural acquisition and were more concerned 
about body proportion in the context of the total figure, rather than breast 
size alone.

In their reactions towards menstruation too, apart from the consensus 
in the physical discomfort and the nuisance of a recurrent monthly cycle, 
there was found to be considerable variation in the myths and fallacies 
associated with menstruation. Girls from the Kendriya Vidyalaya and gov-
ernment school, for instance, had been led to believe by their mothers 
that ‘menstrual blood was impure thereby warranting that they avoid 
going to temples or performing puja on those days’. Many of the Kendriya 
Vidyalaya girls said that they had questioned these notions and practices 
on scientific principles and often resisted following them, but found them-
selves getting into many conflicts with their mothers as a consequence. 
However, they all seemed to think that ‘having one’s period was to be 
a top secret never to be divulged to their fathers or brothers’. They thus 
attributed a strong hush-hush orientation to menstruation. This was also 
the case with many of the public school girls who also admitted ‘to not 
being free enough with their fathers or brothers to talk about menstrua-
tion’. They also seemed to believe that ‘menstrual problems and difficul-
ties were to be shared with their mothers’. Some of them expressed ‘acute 
self-consciousness at having to buy sanitary napkins from male sales per-
sons who they claimed felt equally awkward at having to sell them’. Some 
of them also admitted to being victims of strictures based on religious 
considerations imposed on them by their mothers, but the number in 
comparison to Kendriya Vidyalaya and government school girls was much 
lower. For the girls of the government school there was a meek acceptance 
of all the strictures which menstruation imposed on them. They, however, 
admitted to feeling angry about the restrictions on entering the puja room, 
the kitchen, touching the pickle jars of the household and being asked to 
eat food in separate vessels, but felt helpless and unable to do anything 
about them in their present life situations. They unanimously said that 
‘they would never subject their own daughters to these practices’. Thus, 
while on the one hand there was reconciliation to being female, there was 
a sense of optimism and hope that they could mediate change when in a 
position of power and control, on the other.
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Bodily Changes and Allied Feelings

Most of the girls focussed on height and weight gain, development of 
adult-like figures, broadening of their hips, and breast development. 
While height gain did not bewilder them, weight gain and broadening 
of the pelvis, they said, was a source of great worry to them. They often 
‘wondered why their arms and thighs were becoming fat and their hips 
expanding’. This was a concern expressed by most girls, excepting those 
with thin, skeletal figures, and cut across all the three classes.

Another prominent source of tension and anxiety for many of the girls 
was their skin colour, texture and the emergence of acne and pimples. 
They said that, ‘they were perplexed at the change in their skins and their 
sudden proneness for pimples’. They also admitted to becoming more 
self-conscious about their appearance. Many girls expressed discomfiture 
with too much facial hair around the eye-brows, side-bums and upper lip 
regions. Most girls admitted to spending much more time looking at them-
selves in the mirror and examining their facial features in detail. Many 
girls of the public school had very noticeably shaped their eye brows, 
removed their unwanted facial hair and waxed their arms and legs. In fact, 
the public school girls seemed to be very concerned about the shape of 
their legs and were seen to always wear ankle length socks in their quest to 
display their legs. Body-image had undoubtedly become a very important 
component of the life of the adolescent girls. The role models for most 
girls varied, but were all derived from the glamour industries of fashion, 
television or films. Within body-image, the two major sub-concerns were 
firstly, the overall figure determined by body contours, and the second was 
the general appearance in terms of how they looked, dressed, wore their 
hair and used accessories to highlight their features.

While body-image, especially mediated through personal appearance 
was a very important component of the adolescent girls’ ‘psyche’ in gen-
eral, once again it! surfaced much more prominently for the public school 
girls. Almost all of them went to beauty parlours for grooming, routinely. 
In fact, the public school girls had begun to evaluate their sex-appeal and 
rate their attractiveness on various critical dimensions such as glossiness 
of hair, skin quality, facial features, shape of the legs, overall figure, etc. 
These dimensions in turn were derived from the points of emphasis in 
beauty pageants and international design and fashion magazines. For the 
Kendriya Vidyalaya and government school girls, while being ‘too short, 
too tall, too fat, too thin or too dark’ were issues of concern, they did not 
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seem obsessed with their body-image and the culture of beauty parlours 
was still alien to most of them. However, there was a general desire to 
‘look nice’.

Home, School and Peer-Related Experiences

With respect to the factors of home, school and peer-related experi-
ences, almost all the girls reported major changes. They all felt that the 
naturalness and spontaneity with which they used to previously interact 
with members of their family, especially males had disappeared. They now 
had a more formal and distant relationship with their fathers, uncles and 
elder brothers. The public school girls felt that their fathers had distanced 
themselves from their daughters, in that they very seldom kissed them, 
fondled them or hugged them, which had not been so when they were 
younger. The government school girls in fact reported, ‘having very little 
verbal communication with their fathers after coming of age’. Girls from 
the Kendriya Vidyalaya said that ‘while personal issues and difficulties 
were discussed with their mothers, father’s were consulted for educational 
or career related guidance, although this had not been so when they were 
younger’. Many of them recalled ‘having being scrubbed and bathed by 
their fathers when they were much younger’.

The mother–daughter relationship also seemed to have undergone a 
transformation. Mothers were perceived by most girls to be ‘like regulatory 
control authorities’ who kept reminding their daughters that they had 
grown up and must thus behave in a more mature and controlled manner. 
For the government school girls, growing up meant ‘having to shoulder 
the responsibilities of domestic chores, especially cooking, cleaning and 
washing and looking after younger siblings’. They also felt that 

… their freedom to play and interact in the neighbourhood had been 
curtailed. They were discouraged by their parents to go out to the market or 
spend the evening walking with friends—both being activities they had en-
gaged in when younger. They were encouraged to remain indoors instead.

The girls of the Kendriya Vidyalaya also felt that their mothers were 
constantly monitoring them and questioning them on ‘whom they were 
talking to on the telephone, or whom they were playing badminton with, 
or why they wanted to go out with their friends every evening’. Also, strict 
deadlines were imposed on them in terms of having to return home by 
7.00 p.m. or before it became dark. They also reported feeling very unhappy 
at having to leave the telephone number and address of their friends at 
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home whenever they went over to their houses. Some girls reported serious 
conflicts with their mothers on matters of dress. All of them unanimously 
said that ‘their mothers’ encouraged them to be friends with girls and not 
with boys and if any boy came over or rang up, it became a matter of great 
storm in the house’. In fact, ‘it was carried to the extreme with reference 
to the neighbour’s son whom they had played with all along, becoming an 
object of their mothers’ suspicion’, as some girls said.

In the case of the public school girls, mother–daughter conflicts were 
found to be high on matters of ‘dress, fashion, use of cosmetics, wanting 
to be with friends, wanting to go to parties, having long telephone chats 
with friends and returning home late’. Most girls reported that their 
mothers were like ‘detectives who kept a continuous vigil on them’. They 
reported that ‘their mothers were constantly warning them, about undesir-
able men and girls being at risk’ unless they were careful. Their mothers 
also disapproved of male friends, unless it was in a large group.

With regard to school life, the girls of the government school said that 
since they were in a single-sex school, life at school continued in the same 
way for them, excepting that sometimes they felt that their teachers were 
very critical of them and demanded very adult-like, mature and controlled 
behaviour from them. They were also very strict about the girls’ adherence 
to the school uniform, especially the length of the skirt and socks. They 
made the girls tie their hair in two plaits with ribbons and any digres-
sion from this was punished. Their teachers often spoke about the need 
for girls to ‘be virtuous, modest, simple and more focussed towards their 
studies’. All the girls complained that there was not a single teacher whom 
they could approach for personal problems related to matters of body-
image, puberty or sexuality, as these were seen as extraneous to the school 
curriculum.

The experiences of the girls in the Kendriya Vidyalaya were also similar 
with the additional burden of their behaviour being under constant scru-
tiny from their teachers, especially in their interaction with boys. They felt 
that although their school was co-educational, this was only notional since 
in spirit it operated more like ‘an all boys school’ and ‘an all girls school’, 
with intermingling of the sexes being discouraged. While this was not 
the case in the public school, girls felt that ‘their teachers, especially the 
female teachers were always gauging the length of their skirts, asking them 
to pull up their socks to knee length and observing their interaction and 
friendship patterns with the boys of their class’. They, however, mentioned 
that there were some ‘empathetic teachers who could be approached for 
personal counselling’.
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As far as friends were concerned, all the girls felt that friends were their 
biggest support system. Friends were persons

… whom one could freely talk to, discuss even the most confidential matters 
with, seek advice on personal difficulties from, discuss matters of fashion, 
body-size, dressing up, cosmetics, etc. They felt non-threatened and com-
pletely at ease with their friends and relished the fact that they could be 
themselves without fear of being watched or analyzed.

From the above cited experiences of the adolescent girls, it is evident 
that during puberty and adolescence they are looking for empathy and 
uncritical and unconditional acceptance which seems to be forthcoming 
only from their friends, which is why friendship assumes such strength 
and significance. Also, since their friends themselves are undergoing simi-
lar changes and transformations, the element of peer solidarity is very high.

Sexuality and Coping

When the girls were asked to describe their sexuality, they initially drew a 
blank, not knowing how to respond. They kept saying that they had not 
thought about it. The researcher began to realize that the term ‘sexuality’ 
was evoking reactions of alarm and resistance since the girls were probably 
interpreting it in terms of heterosexual relationships and physical intimacy, 
both of which carried social and moral taboos which had evidently been 
internalized by them. It was only after being prodded about their feelings 
towards the opposite sex and their concern about their appearance that 
they began to share their feelings and experiences. All of them admitted to 
‘having strong personal desires to look attractive’. While some girls were 
more vocal in stating this fact, all the others seemed to nod in agreement. 
They also said that they felt ‘attracted towards boys and enjoyed being 
in their company’. Some government school girls who usually walked to 
school said that while they felt angry at men staring at them or making 
passes at them on the road, they also felt glad at having been noticed by 
these men. They also admitted to harbouring secret dreams about mar-
riage, sex and family life. The Kendriya Vidyalaya girls and public school 
girls described some of the very enjoyable moments which they had in 
class, especially with the boys. Some girls also spoke about crushes which 
they had on some boys and how glad they felt when they were noticed by 
those boys. It is thus quite evident that all girls experience sexual feelings 
during the phase of puberty and adolescence, but because of the ‘guilt 
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and shame orientation’ which culture and society socialize them into on 
matters of sexuality, they are apprehensive about discussing these issues or 
even thinking about them. At best they derive satisfaction from vicarious 
or disguised, often sublimated, sources. For instance, reading romantic 
fiction, watching Hindi films and television serials, especially those based 
on themes of love and romance, enjoying music centred on these themes, 
glancing through magazines dealing with fashion, glamour and dressing-
up, having detailed debates and discussions on film and television heroes 
and heroines, anchors and video and disc jockeys—are all activities the 
girls engage in, which constitute their forms of ‘coping with sexuality’. 
Their conversations with their friends focus mainly on boys, marriage, sex, 
romance, love, honeymoons, boy–girl relationships in their school and 
neighbourhood, latest fashions and any sex-related scandals which they 
come across. For the public school girls, there was an additional dimen-
sion of going out in groups with their friends and mixed parties. Very few 
girls admitted being involved in a heterosexual relationship and almost all 
of them rejected the ideas of sexual experimentation, dating, going steady 
and pre-marital sex. They felt that there ‘was an appropriate time and 
place for everything and thus relationships and sex could also wait’—an 
idea which culture had evidently socialized them to internalize. Marriage 
was seen as the legitimate institution for this.

It was thus quite clear that while girls were aware about their sexuality, 
they resorted to vicarious and sublimated methods of dealing with it, re-
sulting from the training given to them by culture and society. Also, the 
associative bonds which they had formed with the term ‘sexuality’ were 
largely moralistic in tone and flavour ‘which good girls did not think 
about or engage in’ and in their quest to be ‘good girls’ they felt the need 
to conform.

It would be meaningful to point out at this juncture that studies on 
puberty and sexuality experiences in the West have also obtained similar 
findings. The travails of menstruation, breast development, heightened 
mother–daughter conflict emanating from the controls exercised by the 
mother, fears of unwanted pregnancy, importance given to chastity and 
virginity and sublimated approaches to dealing with sexuality during the 
stage of adolescence have all been identified by researchers (Brooks-Gunn, 
1987; Brooks-Gunn and Ruble, 1983; Brooks-Gunn and Zahaykevich, 
1989; Crockett and Peterson, 1987; Delaney et al., 1988; Koff, 1983; 
Martin, 1987).
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CONCLUSIONS

The findings of this study have raised some very fundamental but 
potent issues about ‘growing up female’. It is quite evident that puberty 
and adolescence are fraught with internal conflicts, discontinuities and 
incongruities for growing girls brought about by the basic mismatch be-
tween biological forces on the one hand and societal interpretations of 
them on the other. While there are class-related variations in the intensity 
of these conflicts and discontinuities, there are many issues in growing up 
female which merit attention.

For instance, a major incongruity exists between the developmental 
needs of adolescent girls such as freedom, autonomy, self expression, iden-
tity and sexuality and the sensitivity shown towards these needs by signifi-
cant others around them, which is reflected in the rigorous moral codes, 
advanced social expectations and ‘you have grown up; girls don’t do this’ 
syndromes used by parents, teachers and other adults.

Yet another basic discontinuity exists between the stage of child-
hood on the one hand and adolescence on the other, which prevails in 
the popularly held and practised perception that childhood and adoles-
cence represent two mutually exclusive categories, with advent into ado-
lescence symbolizing the magical and dramatic end of childhood and, 
therefore, the emergence of a completely new set of expectations from the 
growing girls. Actually, adolescence should be perceived as the stage of 
transition which allows for overlap and continuity with childhood. This 
will then safeguard against the development of a discontinuity in socially 
approved roles, expected behaviour and levels of indulgence experienced 
by the girl child and the adolescent girl.

It has also to be recognized that vesting sexuality, which is a natural 
process, with moral overtones leads girls to develop a guilt and shame 
orientation and considerable unfulfilled curiosity about their sexuality, 
which in turn causes high levels of anxiety, conflict and dilemma.

Further, during puberty and adolescence, the internalization of a 
feminine personality characterized by traits like being virtuous, obedient, 
conforming, adaptable and submissive brought about by gendered social-
ization leads to the development of learned helplessness, feelings of depen-
dence, inferiority and acceptance of male supremacy in the growing girls. 
This gendered socialization constantly reminds the girls that the three 
most important aspects of feminine identity are ‘being good daughters, 
wives and mothers’. Sexuality is also expected to be synthesized with these 
roles. These then become the primary goals in many girls’ lives, leading 
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them often to sacrifice their competence in other spheres which may later 
generate feelings of bitterness, resentment, etc. This gets further impetus 
from the fact that social rewards are usually given to girls who conform 
to the ‘good girl’ image. As a consequence, many girls have to deny what 
their inner subjective world and experience tell them and replace this with 
what is desirable as objective external reality. Even their sense of self and 
identity is defined in relation to others.

It is thus important that puberty and adolescence be given the due 
importance and attention which they warrant and growing girls be suit-
ably prepared for and facilitated to make their ‘growing up’ experiences 
more worthwhile and memorable. This can be achieved by harmonizing 
the girls’ inner subjective experiences and their wishes and desires with the 
objective reality of their life situations. A beginning can be made by accept-
ing puberty and sexual development as natural developmental processes 
which are as integral to a human being as are cognitive, social, emotional 
and moral development. This will help to facilitate the required attitudinal 
and experiential transformation of society. A major onus for this can be 
undertaken by schools in this regard by making Sexuality Education a core 
component of the school curriculum.
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Mental Disorders in 
Women: Evidence from 
A Hospital-based Study1

U. VINDHYA, A. KIRANMAYI 
AND V. VIJAYALAKSHMI

INTRODUCTION

In the past few decades, significant changes in mental health research have 
come from epidemiological findings and in particular from the recogni-
tion that mental illness had social as well as biological and psychological 
causes. In recent years, it is being increasingly demonstrated that mental 
illness has an identifiable social distribution and that elements of each 
kind of mental disorder and sociocultural structures are inexorably de-
pendent with regard to causation, labelling, classification and response 
(Prior, 1993). 

Mental health problems currently are said to constitute about 
8 per cent of the global burden of disease and more than 15 per cent of 
adults in developing societies are estimated to suffer from mental illness 
(World Health Organization, 2001). According to the new concept of 
measuring disability called Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALY), mental 

1 This chapter is partly based on the doctoral dissertations of the second and third 
authors, supervised by the first author. An earlier version was presented at the Regional 
Seminar on Women and Regional Histories, organized by the Indian Association for 
Women’s Studies and University of Hyderabad, 30 August—1 September, 1999, at 
Hyderabad.
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disorders constitute a significant part of total disability adjusted life years 
(8.1 per cent) more than the disability caused by several well-recognized 
disorders such as cancer (5.8 per cent) and heart diseases (4.4 per cent) 
(World Health Organization, 2001). In our country, it is estimated that 
more than 3 crores of individuals suffer from mental illnesses every year 
and that 1.75 lakh new cases are added every year (Prabhu and Raghuram, 
1987), indicating the magnitude of the problem of mental illness. The 
overall prevalence rate estimated from psychiatric surveys in the past four 
decades has been found to be about 11 per cent, with men averaging 10 
per cent and women 15 per cent (reviewed in Davar, 1999). 

It was commonly believed that the prevalence of mental illness in 
India was much less than in the western countries, citing the ‘oriental phi-
losophy of life’, the limited urbanization and industrialization, the strong 
family ties as factors responsible for this ‘low prevalence’ of mental illness 
(Prabhu and Raghuram, 1987). Representative surveys of mental morbid-
ity were also not taken up till the 1960s. Since then, however, the accu-
mulated evidence, based either on hospital data or community samples, 
points out that the prevalence rate of mental illness is not significantly less 
than it is in the west (Prabhu and Raghuram, 1987). However, much of the 
work in the area of mental health continues to be directed at treatment of 
illness rather than towards preventive or promotion efforts.

More women than men the world over are said to suffer from mental dis-
orders. And yet, psychological distress of women has not been articulated 
as a distinct agenda by mainstream psychological approaches. Viewing 
mental illness from the biomedical model, these approaches usually con-
sider somatic and psychological factors in their diagnostic efforts, ignoring 
the impact of sociocultural and socio-demographic factors (Haslam, 2000). 
Opponents of the biomedical model point to evidence of the substantial 
roles of exogenous life circumstances and social influences on psychopa-
thology, and to the inadequacies of reductionist analyses of psychological 
processes (for example, Meehl, 1995). Challenging both biomedical and 
intrapsychic approaches to mental illness, feminist psychological research 
has pointed out that consideration of women’s mental health needs re-
quires recognition of the impact of the social context on mental health 
(Carmen, Russo and Miller, 1981). The unique aspects of women’s health 
are those which are affected by women’s social roles, and not purely by 
their biology. The feminist psychological viewpoint has been at pains to 
present mental illness of women in an expanded explanatory context of 
life circumstances and stresses, social influences and stereotyping, vul-
nerabilities and developmental pathways, rather than locating cause in 
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any specific abnormality (Nicolson and Ussher, 1992). The feminist con-
ception of women’s health and illness is in fact in line with the recent 
biopsychosocial perspective that examines the interaction of biological, 
psychological and social factors rather than focusing on aberrant somatic 
processes to identify the cause of an illness as in the traditional biomedical 
model (Stroebe and Stroebe, 1995).

Mental disorders are not randomly distributed throughout a popula-
tion but rather subgroups differ in the frequency of various disorders. 
Knowledge of this uneven distribution can be used to investigate causative 
factors and to lay the groundwork for programmes of prevention and con-
trol. Epidemiological studies attempt to relate the distribution of mental 
disorders to population characteristics. When a high rate of disorder is 
found to be associated with a particular population characteristic, a pos-
sible implication is that this characteristic contributes to producing the 
disorder.

The demographic, social and ecological factors that are believed to be 
associated with psychological disorders are age, gender, marital status, eco-
nomic conditions, educational level, occupation, social class, social mobil-
ity, density of habitat, family structure, opportunities for work and recre-
ation, trauma, injury, addictions, etc. By themselves, these factors may not 
be the only causative factors but they interact with others such as genetic 
and psychological to give rise to disorders in predisposed individuals.

Although epidemiological investigations of mental health in our 
county have been conducted since the 1960s, albeit in a scattered manner, 
studies on mental health of women are meagre. It was only recently that 
a gender-sensitive analysis, perhaps the first of its kind in the country, of 
the data gathered in these epidemiological studies was made, questioning 
the gender-biased assumptions of this research and highlighting the psy-
chosocial stressors associated with women’s position and roles in society 
(Davar, 1999). 

There is a dearth of region-specific studies also and, to the best of our 
knowledge, no research attempting to determine the vulnerable groups in 
the population in terms of socio-demographic correlates has been done in 
the state of Andhra Pradesh so far.

With these considerations in view, it was felt that a growing urbanized 
and industrialized city like Visakhapatnam and its surrounding villages 
and smaller towns in Visakhapatnam district in north coastal Andhra 
Pradesh would constitute an appropriate locale to ascertain not only 
the extent of mental disorders in the population, but also to explore the 
factors in the socio-demographic environment, which may be causally 
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linked with these disorders. Although Visakhapatnam has the oldest hos-
pital for mental care in the state (established in 1863, as some records 
indicate) an epidemiological study of this kind, drawing upon a psycho-
social model and with a focus on gender-specific distribution of mental 
disorders, has not been conducted so far.   

The aim of the present chapter is to delineate the mental illness pro-
file of women seeking psychiatric help and the construction of a socio-
demographic profile of these women. The larger project was concerned 
with obtaining a global picture of the distribution of various psychological 
disorders and their relationship with socio-demographic variables such as 
age, educational and income levels, occupation, marital status, number 
of children and place of residence. For reasons of space, only a few major 
findings that serve to illustrate the theoretical underpinnings of the pre-
sent research will be highlighted here. While qualitative in-depth studies 
can reveal much about social processes that women experience and per-
haps hold the key to discovering the quality of women’s mental health 
problems, empirical data as from the present study lay the preliminary 
groundwork for intensive research on women in psychological distress. 
While representation of numbers may appear rather gross, they are an 
obvious measure of the magnitude of the problem and are essential for an 
understanding of some of the social factors that relate to mental illness.

WOMEN AND MENTAL ILLNESS

Considerable research in the West has been devoted to interrogation of 
the scientific and social underpinnings of the mental health discourse 
that determine the health status of women. Since the 1970s, due to the 
influence of feminist theory and the women’s movement, research studies 
began to document the complex ways in which gender bias, gender role 
stereotyping and devaluation of women affect the nature, diagnosis and 
treatment of mental health problems (Zuckerman, 1979). The feminist 
critique of psychology’s construction of women’s mental illness has been 
cited widely enough to need further elaboration here (for example, Chesler, 
1972). It is being increasingly recognized that gender inequalities and the 
stresses that differentially affect women by virtue of their unequal social 
status have led to pervasive mental health problems for women. There 
is accumulating evidence that links mental disorders with alienation, 
powerlessness and poverty, conditions most frequently experienced by 
women (Dennerstein, Astbury and Morse, 1993). In fact, three of the five 
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priority areas outlined in the National Institute of Mental Health docu-
ment in the USA, namely, violence against women, multiple roles and 
poverty focus specifically on the ways in which women’s actual experience 
and their subordinate position in society contribute to problems in their 
mental health (Russo, 1990). All these issues are as of much relevance and 
concern to the conditions of women’s lives in our country as well.

Both community surveys and hospital-based studies indicate that wom-
en are disproportionately affected by mental health problems and that 
their vulnerability is closely associated with their marital status, work and 
roles in society (Russo, 1990). Examination of women’s position in society 
reveals that there are sufficient causes in current social arrangements to 
account for the depression, anxiety and distress experienced by women. 
Recent research has demonstrated the ways in which social inequities and 
social assumptions about womanhood influence different aspects of wom-
en’s lives, and thereby their physical and emotional health (Lee, 1998). 
Whether it is poorer nutrition, health care and education; limited access 
to material resources; or less compensation for a disproportionate share of 
socially necessary labour or sexual and other forms of physical and mental 
abuse across the lifespan; research evidence globally points to women be-
ing at the greatest risk (Dennerstein, Astbury and Morse, 1993). These 
issues not only fall within the rubric of human rights but also are those 
that understandably affect mental health. Furthermore, women’s repro-
ductive role of bearer and nurturer of children produces unique potential 
for stress-related effects. Thus, the well-documented higher morbidity in 
women’s health across the lifespan has clear biosocial underlying causes 
(Dennerstein, Astbury and Morse, 1993). 

Consideration of women’s mental health requires, therefore, recogni-
tion of the impact of social factors on mental health, a position that chal-
lenges traditional intrapsychic, biomedical approaches to mental illness. 
Central to the sociocultural perspective is the idea that there are two main 
routes through which women’s position in society might contribute to poor 
mental health outcomes; one more indirect and insidious and the other 
more direct and extreme. The first is concerned with role-related stressors 
including multiple role strain, role overload and role conflict. The second 
route which is more direct and extreme has just begun to capture sub-
stantial research interest, although these experiences of women have long 
been identified as crucial forms of oppression by the women’s movement. 
These include actual sexual victimization whether through brutal stressors 
like rape, battering, incest or other forms of violence against women 
(Russo and Green, 1993). While experiences of gender oppression—ranging 
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from employment discrimination and sexual violence to the trivialization 
of women’s work—occur, to quote Rubin (1975, cited in Frederickson and 
Roberts, 1997) with both ‘endless variety and monotonous similarity’, 
the variety of intra-individual psychological consequences leading to poor 
mental health outcomes in women are just about beginning to be identi-
fied. Accumulation of such experiences help account for mental health 
risks that disproportionately affect women: unipolar depression, anxiety 
and somatization disorders, eating disorders and some phobic disorders 
(Russo, 1990). 

Frequencies and patterns of mental disorder have also been found to 
be different for men and women. In the western context, the widely ac-
knowledged and cited National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), USA, 
Epidemiological Catchment Area Programme, which sampled the non-
institutionalized population, found that for the 15 diagnostic categories 
studied, there were substantial gender differences in prevalence rates of 
lifetime diagnoses: (a) women predominated in diagnoses of major de-
pressive episodes, whereas men predominated in antisocial personality 
and alcohol abuse/dependence; (b) women were more likely than men 
to have received a diagnosis of dysthymia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, 
schizophrenia, somatization and panic disorders; and (c) no gender differ-
ences were apparent in manic episode or cognitive impairment (Eaton and 
Kessler, 1985). 

Patterns of gender differences for six-month prevalence rates also indi-
cated that major depression, phobias, dysthymia and obsessive-compulsive 
disorder were the most common diagnoses for women. Men, on the other 
hand, predominated in alcohol abuse/dependence (Myers et al., 1984). 
This pattern of gender differences in diagnoses has also been found to 
vary by marital status and class. While single and widowed/separated men 
have been found to have higher overall admission rates than women in the 
same marital status categories, married women have higher admission 
rates than married men. This has been the pattern in the Western context, 
despite variations across samples of different ethnic categories (Russo, 
Amaro and Winter, 1987). In India, however, in addition to the higher 
frequency of illness in married women, a higher frequency has been found 
in single women as well when compared to single men (Chakraborti, 
1990). The difference between the findings of the Western and Indian 
studies can perhaps be attributed to cultural differences in the centrality of 
the institution of marriage. While the potential stressors associated with 
marriage are reported to be applicable to women, the social stigma and 
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related tensions attached to single status have more adverse effects on 
women once again. 

The findings underscore the importance of understanding complex 
relationships among gender, ethnicity, sex roles and mental health if 
effective mental health policies and programmes are to be developed. 
Furthermore, the psychosocial nature of these variables points to the 
need to go beyond narrow biomedical approaches in building the research 
knowledge base.

In the Indian context, there have scarcely been any focused studies on 
gender differences in the prevalence of disorders or access and utilization 
of mental health services, or on the specific vulnerabilities of women in 
various age, occupational, socioeconomic groups. Drawing on the data 
gathered by epidemiological studies conducted in our country since the 
1960s, Davar (1999) in her critique of these studies pointed out that de-
spite their methodological shortcomings and politically misleading infer-
ences, the data converged qualitatively on some significant dimensions 
of being a woman in psychological distress in India. Women were found 
to be at least twice as frequently ill as men in the case of common mental 
disorders or the erstwhile neuroses, while no gender difference was seen 
in the prevalence of severe mental disorders (See Table 7.1 for classification 
of severe and common mental disorders). 

These epidemiological surveys have indicated that around 1 per cent 
of men and 1.3 per cent of women received a diagnosis of severe mental 
disorder, whereas 6.7 per cent of men and 10–11 per cent of women were 
diagnosed with common mental disorder (Davar, 1999). In other words, 
where mental illness has a biological basis, as in the case of severe mental 
disorders, frequency of illness is the same across gender. On the other 
hand, where mental illness has a psychosocial basis, women are more men-
tally ill than men. Therefore, a biomedical approach to women’s mental 
health is inadequate since a larger part of mental disorder epidemiology 
in women is constituted by the common mental disorders which have a psy-
chosocial etiology. This underscores the necessity of adopting a different 
and exclusive approach to women’s mental health concerns. 

The National Mental Health Programme (NMHP, introduced in 1982), 
however, does not have a women’s mental health agenda, despite its stated 
objective of ‘ensuring availability of minimum mental health care for 
all … particularly to the most vulnerable and under-privileged sections 
of the population’ (GOI, Directorate General of Health Services, 1982). 
Furthermore, adverse implications for women follow from the focus 
of the NMHP on the mental illness categories that it has chosen for 
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TABLE 7.1: Diagnostic Categories of Mental Illness

Severe Mental Disorders Common Disorders

Schizophrenia Stress and Adjustment Disorders
Paranoid schizophrenia Brief depressive reaction
Schizophrenia unspecified Mixed anxiety and depression
Prolonged depressive reaction
Acute transient psychoses 

(with symptoms of schizophrenia) 
Puerperium
Schizoaffective disorders
Other categories in schizophrenia
(catatonic, hebephrenic, delusional 

and residual)

Mood (affective) Disorders Behavioural and Emotional 
Disorders 

Manic Episode Hyperkinetic disorder
Depressive Episode Conduct disorder 
Bipolar Disorder
Dysthymia

Mental Disorders Due to Brain Damage  Neurotic Disorders

Organic brain syndrome Somatoform disorder
Panic disorder

Dementia (presenile, senile, 
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s)

Anxiety disorder  

Obsessive-compulsive disorder 

Seizures Psychoactive Substance Use

Epilepsy Substance abuse and dependence
General tonic clonic seizures Substance psychosis 
Temporal lobe epilepsy

Source: Goldberg and Huxley (1992). 

intervention, namely, epilepsy, mental retardation and the psychoses, 
which are severe disorders. Although these disorders are marked by severe 
impairment of functioning in all three areas of psychological life—cogni-
tive, emotional and relational—their symptoms are stable and the epileptic 
and psychotic disorders, in particular, respond swiftly to chemotherapy 
and electrotherapy, which are the dominant modes of treatment in most 
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psychiatric institutions. The NMHP prioritizes the severe mental disorders 
for intervention because of the exclusive reliance on the biomedical ap-
proach. Such a prioritization is especially problematic for women since 
more women than men have been found to suffer from common mental 
disorders, whose clinical picture and treatment vary considerably from 
that of severe disorders. Such a prioritization in effect therefore, denies 
delivery of appropriate mental health services to women.    

This is not to suggest that there is a conspiracy on the part of the NMHP 
to keep women out of the ambit of mental health care services. However, 
the point to be noted here is that the ways in which care and treatment of 
psychiatric disorders are organized serve to reflect the sociopolitical organ-
ization of institutionalized psychiatry in India. The NMHP was and re-
mains basically a psychiatric preserve; its illness-driven approach to mental 
health care and mental health financing does not respond adequately to 
mental health needs of women. 

METHOD

Sample

Data collected from hospital case records of 11,726 patients registered 
in two major psychiatric facilities over a five-year period, i.e., 1991–1995, 
were analyzed, for the purpose of the present chapter, to construct socio-
demographic and mental illness profiles of women who have sought psy-
chiatric help. The first admission cases in the two mental health facilities, 
i.e., the cases who were attending the hospitals as inpatients or outpatients 
for the first time constituted the sample. 

Locale of the Study

The two institutions from which the data were taken were the Govern-
ment Hospital for Mental Care (GHMC) and a private psychiatric facility 
named Shantiniketan Hospital (SNH), both located in Visakhapatnam 
city in the north coastal region of Andhra Pradesh. 

The GHMC, located in Visakhapatnam, is one of the two government 
hospitals in Andhra Pradesh and caters to not only the people of the city 
but also to those in Visakhapatnam district and in the adjoining districts 
in the north coastal region. Established in 1863, it has a bed strength of 
300 (225 for males and 75 for females). Shantiniketan, started in 1984, is 
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the only private clinic in the city rendering both inpatient and outpatient 
services and has a bed strength of 12. There is understandably a variation 
in the socioeconomic profile of patients who seek the facilities of the gov-
ernment hospital and those of the private clinic.      

The catchment area of these facilities is not only the city of 
Visakhapatnam but the entire north coastal region, which is characterized 
predominantly by economic backwardness. The city itself has grown from 
a small fishermen’s village in the beginning of the century to a bustling 
city with a heavy concentration of both public and private sector indus-
tries and ancillary units. The city has one of the fastest growth rates in 
Asia; large-scale migration of people from rural areas and smaller towns 
in the region has contributed to the striking growth of the city and has 
been a significant feature of economic and demographic transformation. 
Most of the industries, however, are capital-intensive, utilizing high tech-
nology, and the high growth rate of population poses a problem of labour 
absorption. As a result, problems like unemployment and underemploy-
ment, pressure on civic facilities, congestion, pollution, etc., which can af-
fect the psychological well-being of people have increased in recent times. 
A recent study also documented a high rate of domestic violence against 
women in the city, with Visakhapatnam showing the highest incidence of 
deaths due to such violence (per lakh of population) when compared to 
the other major city, Hyderabad, and representative districts of the three 
distinct regions (coastal Andhra, Telengana and Rayalseema) of the state 
(Vindhya, 2000).

These aspects of structural and socio-demographic change have been 
elaborated because they serve as a backdrop to our understanding of 
mental health problems in this region.

Procedure

Information about the socio-demographic variables and the psychiat-
ric diagnoses was taken from the hospital case records of the patients. 
The diagnoses, made by the psychiatrist on duty, were as per the Tenth 
Revision of the International Classification of Disorders [ICD-10] of the 
WHO. It needs to be mentioned here that in view of the ICD-10 coming 
into use from 1993, the case records of earlier years (i.e., 1991 and 1992) 
were recorded according to the latest revision of the ICD. Also, since sei-
zures are not included in ICD-10, the third revision of the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual (DSM III) of the American Psychiatric Association 
(APA) had been used by the psychiatrists in the two hospitals for diagnos-
ing seizures. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Socio-demographic Profi le of Mentally Ill Women

Prevalence of mental disorder has been studied through different param-
eters such as age, literacy levels, marital status and occupation in order to 
construct a socio-demographic profile of women affected by mental illness 
(Table 7.2). Evidence from our data identified the following groups to be 
the most affected: (a) women in their reproductive years (16–40 years); 
(b) those who were married; (c) those who are principally housewives; 
(d) those who were employed as agricultural or daily wage unskilled 
labourers; and (e) those with no or little formal education. 

Table 7.2: Socio-demographic Profi le of Women Patients

(n = 4,458)

Age
Childhood and Adolescence
(1–17 yrs) 6.1 %
Reproductive Years
(18–45 yrs) 80.5 %
Menopausal and Elderly
(46 yrs and above) 13.4 %

Education
No Formal Education 55.3 %
Primary 15.4 %
Secondary 22.7 %
College and Above 6.6 %

Marital Status
Married 69.3 %
Unmarried 22.1 %
Single (separated, widowed,
divorced) 8.6 %

Occupation
Daily Wage/Agricultural Labourer 20.0 %
Cultivator 10.1 %
Housewife/Unemployed 67.0 %∗

Sources: Kiranmayi (1999); Vijayalakshmi (2000). 
Note: ∗Rest of the sample was found scattered across occupation categories such 

as clerical, business, services, etc.
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Traditional and sociobiological theories have suggested that women’s 
well-being declines once their biological usefulness has passed, after about 
40 years of age (Gergen, 1990). Feminist researchers, however, have not only 
questioned the view that menopause translates to psychological trauma 
(for example, Ussher, 1989), but have also argued that midlife may in 
fact be women’s prime of life related to increased autonomy and self-
determination (Mitchell and Helson, 1990). Certain features such as iden-
tity certainty or the subjective sense of having a strong and clear identity; a 
sense of generativity or an enlarged vision of one’s role in the social world 
and a sense of responsibility and commitment; feelings of confident power 
or efficacy and finally a conscious and direct awareness of aging itself have 
been shown to be experienced as central by women in middle age (Stewart 
and Ostrove, 1998). These findings, admittedly, pertain to currently 
middle-aged, college-educated middle class white women. Although there 
is scarcely any research that has focused on the impact of different aspects 
of social location such as class, caste and historical circumstances might 
make to the experience of middle age in India, we could perhaps speculate 
that a realistic sense of aging and an enhanced sense of personal identity 
would be shared by several sections of currently middle-aged women in 
our country. 

Furthermore, in contrast to the menopausal theory, widely-held both 
by mental health practitioners and the lay public, the reproductive years 
have in fact been identified as the most vulnerable years of women’s lives 
in terms of psychological distress. The reasons for such vulnerability are 
not far to seek and can be located in the psychosocial context of women’s 
lives. 

It is not surprising that marriage and reproduction related events like 
pregnancy and motherhood are implicated among the social stressors im-
pinging on mental illness in view of the cultural imperatives associated 
with the centrality attributed to the institution of marriage. Much has 
been written about the socialization of Indian women, and the social 
stressors acting on women relating to marriage, family and ageing. Current 
research in the West has indicated that it is not just women who figure 
more prominently in psychological disorders, but rather that it is mar-
ried women who experience more emotional distress than married men, 
while within each of the single statuses (unmarried, divorced or widowed), 
men were found to have higher rates of mental illness when compared to 
their female counterparts (Gove and Geerken, 1977). In short, this means 
that marriage is more advantageous for men because their emotional wor-
ries are laundered and processed by their wives while the same cannot be 
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said for women who seem to be left with their own dependency needs 
unfulfilled. Studies focusing on interaction of marital status and employ-
ment have revealed that from the point of view of mental illness, the un-
employed housewife is the most vulnerable. While such findings have by 
now been documented widely enough (Gove and Geerken, 1977; Brown 
and Harris, 1978), what is of interest to note is that our data showed mar-
riage to be stressful for both men and women. Admittedly, the proportion 
of married people in the population may be sizeable compared to those 
who are single; even so, the high frequency of mental illness among men 
who are married points to the psychological costs of marital life for men 
as well and implicates the lack of fulfilling marital relationships as a con-
tributory factor to mental distress. By and large, in our context, marital 
relationships are so closely bound within kinship structures of family life 
that intimate interaction between the spouses is minimized, with a har-
monious and egalitarian relationship often being discouraged. Marriage, 
viewed more in terms of responsibilities and duties rather than in terms of 
companionship, may perhaps thus act as an inhibiting factor in forging an 
equitable and mutually satisfying relationship.

Among the occupational categories, those most affected by mental 
illness were found to be housewives and daily wage labourers. It is not 
as if the feminine role identity of the housewife is especially related to 
psychological distress. Rather, factors like lack of paid employment, unre-
lieved child care (in fact, correlation of number of children with mental 
illness showed women with three or four children to be the single largest 
group), responsibility for care-giving functions in the family and a poor 
non-confiding marital relationship associated with mental illness among 
housewives could mean lack of instrumentality, i.e., the perceived freedom 
to be active and instrumentally effective in directing one’s life. In the case 
of daily wage labourers, this lack of instrumentality is born out of the defi-
cits, obstacles and threats to health inherent in poverty and the chronic 
life conditions imposed by lack of basic amenities, disproportionate expo-
sure to dangerous environments and crime, violence and discrimination, 
isolation from information and the like.

Finally, lack of education was found to be correlated with mental ill-
ness. Given the low literacy levels in our country and the lesser than the 
national average in Visakhapatnam district (48.6 per cent for men and 
29.8 per cent for women), it is not surprising that a large proportion of 
those with little or no education are represented among the mentally ill. 
Research has indicated that education seems to have a positive effect on 
psychological well-being, the impact being more on women than men, 
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with education being associated not only with an increase in knowledge 
but also with skills that can enhance one’s coping potential and one’s 
sense of competence, mastery and life control, thereby alleviating psycho-
logical distress (Radloff, 1975).  

Overrepresentation of Male Patients

The two hospital samples showed a predominance of male patients with 
61.9 per cent of the total sample being men, while only 38 per cent were 
women patients (Table 7.3). The gender gap was slightly narrowed in the 
case of the private hospital sample where the proportion of male and 
female patients was 56.2 per cent and 43.7 per cent, respectively; in the 
case of the government hospital, it was 63.1 and 36.8 per cent, respec-
tively. This preponderance of male patients in psychological disorders is 
in line with several earlier hospital-based studies (reviewed in Davar, 1999) 
done in our country but is at variance with community samples (for ex-
ample, Chakraborty, 1990) and with trends reported in the West where 
asylum statistics from 1850s onwards have confirmed that female patients 
outnumber their male counterparts (Kromm, 1994).

Table 7.3: Distribution of Male and Female Patients

Men Women Total
7,268 (61.9 %) 4,458 (38.0 %) 11,726

Hospital Men Women Total

GHMC 6,139 (63.1 %) 3,579 (36.8 %) 9,718
SNH 1,129 (56.2 %) 879 (43.7 %) 2,008

Sources: Kiranmayi (1999); Vijayalakshmi (2000).

Most epidemiological studies employ either data obtained from hospital 
records or from field surveys in the community. While the advantage with 
field data is that the prevalence rate of psychological disorders (even un-
treated) in the community can be known, the present study had to suffice 
with hospital data. Studies based on hospital data as the present one, 
therefore, indicate the prevalence rate of only treated disorders and the 
utilization and access to hospital care and facilities. Such studies provide 
information about the socio-demography of those receiving mental health 
care, since who has access to what kind of mental health services in our 
country depends to a considerable extent on the user’s social location, 
including social and economic status and gender.
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The hospital-based studies conducted in India have recorded a pre-
dominance of male patients from which researchers have concluded that 
there is a greater frequency of mental illness among men. The explanation 
offered by some of these researchers (for example, Sethi and Manchanda, 
1978, cited in Davar, 1999) is that it is men who carry the onerous burden 
of responsibility and stress while women have a relatively stress-free time. 
In her critique of epidemiological studies in the country, Davar (1999) 
points out that such explanations are too facile and ‘methodologically 
questionable and politically misleading’ (p. 287). She argues that first, 
these studies have been based on hospital samples using data on utili-
zation of hospital facilities and services as if they were prevalence data. 
While doing so, these researchers, according to Davar, have glossed over 
the fact that there is gross gender-based inequity of access to health care 
in this country. Second, to say that it is only the male role that is stressful 
is to overlook the compelling and crucial issues that the women’s move-
ment over the past several years has been drawing our attention: the poten-
tially stressful factors affecting women’s psychological health such as the 
unequal work distribution, unequal decision-making power, unpaid labour 
and rigid role functions and stereotyping. To ignore these issues there-
fore and to conclude that the supposedly greater prevalence of mental ill-
ness among men is due to greater stress reveals a gender-blind approach. 

Community surveys, on the other hand, from the 1970s to the 1990s, 
have recorded a greater female morbidity (Chakraborty, 1990). Patterns 
of mental disorder too vary markedly for men and women, whether data 
from community surveys or from hospital studies are used. Most of the 
studies show that women report significantly more frequent symptoms of 
common mental disorders. The overall gender-based difference in preva-
lence of severe disorders, on the other hand, is negligible compared to the 
overall difference in the prevalence of common disorders.

From a gender perspective, this divergence between the data obtained 
from hospital samples and community surveys, and between patterns of 
mental disorder in men and women has important implications for the 
mental health programme in the country. Two inferences can be drawn 
from these findings:

a) The pattern of predominance of male patients in hospital statistics 
indicates restricted access of women to health care services. The fact 
that in community surveys across the country more ‘unidentified 
cases’ of women have been reported indicates that women’s men-
tal distress is either untreated or they may be seeking help from 
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alternate settings (Primary Health Centres [PHCs] and General 
Practitioners [GPs]) or from native healers.  

b) The approach of hospital services and treatment programmes, char-
acterized chiefly by electrotherapy and chemotherapy and geared for 
severe mental disorders, is inadequate for dealing with the illnesses 
of women, which differ in nature and etiology and the kind of treat-
ment required.

Since there is a paucity of traditional psychiatric services such as counsel-
ling and psychotherapeutic centres in the country, what this means, in 
effect, is that women, for whom a biomedical approach is inadequate 
to deal with the symptoms of common mental disorders, do not have 
recourse to appropriate psychological help. These inferences have been 
borne out in our study too.

The two hospital samples showed a predominance of male patients 
with 62 per cent of the total sample being men, while only 38 per cent 
were women patients. The gender gap was slightly narrowed in the case of 
the private hospital sample. The implications drawn from research find-
ings mentioned in the section above seem to hold good for this study too. 
Hospital statistics confirm an overall overrepresentation of male patients, 
although this might not correlate with prevalence rates of distress in the 
community. The deduction then is that women are underserved by hos-
pital services.

The patient profile of the government and private hospitals showed 
further differences, which are again in accordance with earlier research 
findings in psychiatric epidemiology. While patients from rural areas and 
lower socioeconomic groups formed the bulk of persons seeking help in 
the government hospital, the private hospital had a relatively higher urban, 
better educated and economically advantaged clientele. It is women from 
the urban, educated and comparatively higher socioeconomic groups that 
had access to the facilities of the private hospital. Therefore, despite the 
higher frequency of male patients in both the samples, the related findings 
mentioned above point to the relatively better access of women from the 
upper socioeconomic strata to the private facilities and the poorer access 
of women from disadvantaged sections to state hospitals. In fact, it has 
been recognized in recent years that mental health services are not evenly 
distributed in the country. Access and quality of such care services has 
been found to be the best for economically advantaged men in the cities, 
with women from city slums and rural areas receiving the least satisfactory 
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services in the country (Raghavan et al., 1995). Once again, these findings 
underscore the importance of making available mental health services 
to sections like economically disadvantaged women from rural areas and 
poorer settlements in the cities.

Mental Illness Profi le of Women

The multiple ways of being female in a society impact women’s subjective 
experiences in negative ways, which can accumulate and contribute to a 
subset of mental health risks. The disorders commonly affecting women, 
as revealed in our study, were found to be stress and adjustment disorders 
and neurotic disorders (Table 7.4). Both these categories are common mental 
disorders whose origins are closely associated with women’s work and 
roles in society. In these categories, it was prolonged depressive reaction in 
the category of stress and adjustment disorders and somatoform and dissociative 
disorders in the category of neurotic disorders that were found to be the most 
frequent diagnoses. 

Table 7.4: Prevalence of Common Mental Disorders in 
Male and Female Patients

Type of Disorder Men Women

Stress and Adjustment Disorders 30.7 % 53.9 %
Behavioural and Emotional Disorders  3.8 % 2.3 %
Neurotic Disorders 19.9 % 40.6 %
Substance Abuse 45.5 % 3.2 %

Sources: Kiranmayi (1999); Vijayalakshmi (2000). 

Certainly, not all women experience and respond to potential stressors 
in the same way. Unique combinations of class, caste, age, physical and 
personal resources undoubtedly create unique sets of experiences across 
women, as well as by experiences shared by particular subgroups. Yet, amid 
the heterogeneity evident among women, being female in a culture that 
devalues women may create a shared social experience, which, in turn, 
may create a shared set of psychological experiences and of mental health 
risks and outcomes. It is significant to note here that despite the diversity 
in socioeconomic status of patients seeking consultation in the govern-
ment hospital and private clinic, a commonality in the type of disorders 
was evident across the sample of women patients in the two hospitals.
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Depression

Stress and adjustment disorders, in the ICD-10 classification, have been 
further subdivided into brief depressive reaction, prolonged depressive 
reaction and mixed anxiety and depression; women from both the hospi-
tal samples in our study predominated in the category of prolonged de-
pressive reaction. This finding is in line with community-based studies 
and studies of treatment-seekers in many western countries and in com-
munity studies in India which have indicated depression to be the most 
frequently encountered women’s mental health problem (Dennerstein, 
Astbury and Morse, 1993; Goldberg and Huxley, 1992; Russo and Green, 
1993; Chakraborty, 1990).

Depressive reactions, characterized by prolonged depressed mood, 
loss of pleasure in most activities are common in both men and women; 
even so, women are about twice as likely as men to become depressed 
(Nolen-Hoeksema, 1990). A related finding of our study was that even in a 
category such as mood (affective) disorders, the two binary extremes—
mania and depression—were represented by a predominance of men and 
women, respectively, confirming the stereotype of the manic male exter-
nalizing mental disorder as an aggressive and potentially combative figure 
with constant physical agitation, elation of mood and activity, and of the 
depressive female on the other hand, as primarily a self-abusing figure who 
internalizes mental disorder.

Multiple theories have been advanced to explain the consistent gender 
difference in risk for depression. These theories can be distilled into three 
classes of explanations. The fist, focussing on female biology, attributes 
gender differences in depression to women’s hormonal fluctuations and 
periodically low levels of estrogen. Puberty, premenstrual phases, the post-
partum period and menopause are thus identified as times when women 
should be highly susceptible to depression. Empirical investigations of 
these life phases, however, offer only mixed evidence, suggesting that the 
direct relationship between hormonal changes and depression is weak, at 
best temporary and far from universal (Nolen-Hoeksema, 1990).

A second category of explanations for women’s greater depression 
focuses on women’s inferior social status and relative lack of power. Enu-
merating the social conditions that are stressful in women’s lives and pre-
cipitate illness is an elaborate task that is beyond the scope of the present 
chapter. However, among the correlates of depression identified in com-
munity studies, high levels of depressive symptoms have been associated 
with long-term social adversity, including poverty, homelessness and eco-
nomic dependence, role strain and an overload of role-related functions, 
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a poor non-confiding marriage and lack of intimacy with the spouse, 
particularly the lack of spousal approval for employment and violence 
and victimization (Brown and Harris, 1978; Pearlin and Johnson, 1977). 
While environmental adversity including poverty, joblessness, inadequate 
housing, etc., has been associated with psychiatric morbidity in men as 
well, it is important for the mental health disciplines to take into con-
sideration of the low social status of women and the particular stresses 
associated with such status in their evaluations of mental distress.

Learned helplessness theory (Seligman, 1975) and other cognitive 
models of depression have been used to explain how powerlessness 
that women experience in relationships and in the workplace can lead 
to reduced motivation and depression. The critical component of these 
models is the learning that one’s actions have little or no effect upon 
the environment. This lack of consistency between behaviour and con-
sequences becomes internalized, producing the expectation that nothing 
matters; this contributes to passivity and fatalism and has been termed 
learned helplessness. The theory also helps to explain why women who 
are low-income, single parents are particularly likely to become depressed 
(Russo, 1990). Given the multiple sources of oppression faced by women 
of colour, a power-status explanation would predict that ethnic minority 
women ought to experience depression at higher rates than white women. 
This, however, does not appear to be the case (Frederickson and Roberts, 
1997). The lack of a neatly consistent relationship between depression and 
low social status points to the complex and nuanced factors affecting the 
susceptibility of people to psychological illnesses such as depression.

In our country, we do not have research that specifically addresses the 
question of depression in women (or men) in lower socioeconomic classes, 
although there is some evidence of psychiatric morbidity being high in the 
most deprived sections and unclassified categories of the workforce such as 
beggars, prostitutes and domestic maids (Davar, 1995) and in low-income, 
slum-dwelling and uneducated women (Blue et al., 1995).

A third class of explanations describe how certain personality character-
istics, more typical of women than men, can increase risk for depression. 
Women are often characterized as nurturant, emotional, non-assertive, 
self-sacrificing and relationship-oriented. Even if we consider these traits 
to pertain more to the ‘private domain’ (where such characteristics are 
manifested in the context of women’s relationships with their family) 
rather than to the ‘public sphere’, a range of theories has been offered to 
explain how women develop these characteristics and how they can com-
promise mental health. Carol Gilligan’s theory, for instance, is illustrative 
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of such theories which suggest that women’s strivings for interpersonal 
intimacy, combined with cultural prescriptions for being a ‘good woman’, 
combine to create an experience that has been described as ‘loss of self’ 
(Gilligan, 1989; Jack, 1991). According to these theorists, loss of self can 
result when, in efforts to smooth and protect valued relationships, women 
develop habits of censoring their own expression and restricting their 
own initiatives (Gilligan and Brown, 1992; Jack, 1991). Over time, ha-
bitual self-censorship can lead to a duplicity of experience in which outer 
compliance is paired with inner confusion and frustration, often with en-
suing depression ( Jack, 1991). 

Despite the lack of consensus across explanations for the gender differ-
ence in depression, strands of each of these classes of explanations can be 
drawn together. Building on a view advanced by researchers in the bio-
psychosocial tradition (for example, Goldberg and Huxley, 1992), an 
integrated explanation can be posited which suggests that biochemical 
stressors (like hormonal fluctuations) and psychosocial stressors (from 
the external social environment) work through the person’s own cognitive 
appraisal mechanisms, i.e., the person’s interpretation or meaning given 
to the event, or one’s schema for organizing reality resulting in experience 
of distress. As Davar (1999) has pointed out: ‘In the end, the comparative 
importance that one justifiably gives to the physical, the cognitive and 
the social components of mental distress would be determined by negoti-
ating a pool of facts within an integrated research domain’ (p. 304).

Somatoform and dissociative disorders

Among the neurotic disorders, women patients in our study were found to 
predominate in somatoform and dissociative disorders. Both these classes 
of disorders essentially focus on the body. Somatoform disorders involve a 
pattern of recurring multiple, clinically significant bodily complaints with-
out any diagnosable general medical condition to account for the physical 
symptoms. The essential feature of dissociative disorders is a disruption 
in the usually integrated functions of consciousness, memory, identity or 
perception of the environment. While dissociative amnesia belonging to 
this category is perhaps a frequently seen condition in popular films, a 
more frequently diagnosed condition in hospital data is depersonalization 
disorder, characterized by a persistent or recurrent feeling of being de-
tached from one’s mental processes or body, precipitated by severe stress 
and subsequent to life-threatening traumatic situations.

It is not surprising that women’s mental ill-being is predominantly 
manifested through disorders such as somatoform and dissociation. 
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Medically unexplained symptoms, preoccupation with physical illness, 
trance-like experiences characteristic of these disorders may constitute cul-
turally shaped ‘idioms of distress’ that are employed to express concerns 
about a broad range of personal and social problems. Although the forms 
of these symptoms may reflect cultural ideas about acceptable and credible 
ways to express distress, what is important to note is that women’s idioms 
of distress are expressed through the body.

In the traditional debate between biological and environmental deter-
minants of psychological gender differences, the body has most often been 
explored in terms of its anatomical, genetic or hormonal influences on per-
sonality, experience and behaviour. Feminist psychologists have been un-
derstandably suspicious of such perspectives because of their deterministic 
flavour and essentialist stance, and have done a great deal to illuminate 
the multiple ways that the body conveys social meaning and how these 
meanings shape gendered experience (for example, Kaschak, 1992; Ussher, 
1989). According to these theorists, accumulation of experiences in cul-
tures that objectify the female body may help account for mental health 
risks that centre around the ‘normative discontent’ women feel towards 
their bodies and that disproportionately affect women: somatoform, dis-
sociative and eating disorders.  

CONCLUSION

Issues related to women’s mental health in our country have not received 
much attention from mainstream psychological approaches. Viewing 
mental illness from the biomedical model, these approaches have, by and 
large, ignored the impact of sociocultural factors. However, in an area such 
as women’s mental health, it is all the more necessary to consider the 
sociocultural context of their health since it is being increasingly recog-
nized that the stresses that differentially affect women by virtue of their 
unequal social status have led to pervasive mental health problems for 
them. This chapter has attempted to map the mental illness profile of 
women seeking psychiatric help and construct a socio-demographic profile 
of these women. Data from hospital case records of 11,726 patients in 
two major psychiatric facilities in the city of Visakhapatnam in Southern 
India formed the empirical basis for the study. The disorders that 
women were found to be affected most were common mental disorders 
such as depression, dissociation and somatoform disorders, whose origins 
are closely associated with women’s position, work and roles in society. 
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The socio-demographic profile of the mentally ill women indicated that 
women in their reproductive years, those who were married, those em-
ployed as agricultural labourers or as housewives and those with little 
education were the most affected groups. It is not surprising to recognize 
these sociocultural barriers that diminish women’s psychological well-
being and limit their potential; what is surprising but heartening is that 
despite the enormity of these stressors, women continue to be resilient 
and negotiate for spaces and a position for themselves. 
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8

Research on Families with 
Disabled Individuals: 
Review and Implications
LINA KASHYAP

A paradox of the phenomenal advances in medical and engineering 
sciences, in technology and research, is the increasing number of disabled 
individuals. There has been a gradual increase in the incidence of these 
conditions as a result of improved methods for early detection, diagnosis 
and treatment and intensive public education. The control achieved over 
contagious diseases has also led to an increase in life expectancy.

However, the concern today is not just to save life; the quality of sur-
vival is now regarded as of equal, if not of greater significance. Hence, 
the realization that physical restoration is only one aspect of total reha-
bilitation; inseparable from it are psychological and social adjustments. A 
vast number of disabled individuals are being cared for by their families 
generally throughout their life-time. Yet, until the early twentieth century, 
very little was known about their social non-medical needs or about the 
needs of their family members who cared for them or about the manner in 
which the perceptions and attitudes of the family influenced their overall 
rehabilitation.

The past few decades have seen tremendous changes in the philosophy 
and provision of services for such individuals. There has been a definite 
movement away from the concepts of custody, care and treatment to the 
concepts of prevention, education and rehabilitation. Institutional services, 
till recently, were the major forms of specialized care provided to such 
individuals. In recent years, there has been a growing movement towards 
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de-institutionalization and the development of community-based rehabili-
tation services. This trend has received impetus from an emphasis on the 
‘normalization’ principle, which seeks to promote conditions which would 
allow such individuals to develop their full potential and live as ordinary a 
life as possible. Another major change has been the growing emphasis on a 
multi-disciplinary team approach, in which each specialist contributes his 
or her knowledge and skills towards providing comprehensive rehabilita-
tion services. There has been a growing recognition among specialists that 
these individuals cannot be viewed as isolated entities, but need to be seen 
within their familial and societal contexts because of the reciprocal and 
interdependent relationships between such individuals and their families, 
and the influence that the family exerts on their overall rehabilitation. 
Since the family can play a vital role in supporting such members, its di-
rect involvement in the rehabilitation process, as an active partner in the 
multi-disciplinary team, is increasingly considered necessary.

At the same time, it is being accepted that the presence of a disabled 
family member disrupts family equilibrium. The reactions of the family to 
this member are as crucial as the actual impact of the presence of such a 
member on the family’s daily life. Therefore, families need guidance, train-
ing and comprehensive counselling in order to meet their own needs, as 
well as to adjust to their member’s condition, and to function effectively 
as a member of the rehabilitation team. Thus the disabled individual 
needs to be seen in his or her familial and societal context, and profes-
sional intervention needs to be focused not on him or her alone, but on 
his and her family also taken together as a unit.

DEFINITION OF KEY CONCEPTS

In the literature on the disabled, the terms ‘impairment’, ‘disability’ and 
‘handicap’ are often used synonymously and interchangeably. They are 
not synonymous. Impairment refers to any loss or abnormality of psy-
chological or anatomical structure or function (WHO, 1980). Disability 
refers to any restriction on, or lack of ability (resulting from impairment) 
to perform the activity within the manner or within the range considered 
normal for a human being (WHO, 1980). Disability, therefore, refers to 
any limitation experienced by the impaired person with reference to his 
physical function, whether locomotor or sensory, or affecting any specific 
organs. The effects of the disability generally extend beyond a particular 
pathological condition and embraces the psychological, educational and 
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vocational aspects as well. The term handicap refers to a disadvantage for 
an individual with an impairment or disability, which limits or prevents 
the fulfilment of a role that is normal, depending upon sex, age and social 
or cultural factors (WHO, 1980). A disabled person feels handicapped 
or is made to feel handicapped. Thus, more than the disability, it is the 
psycho-social handicap that adversely affects the life of the disabled, as it 
has its root in the stigma attached to disability or impairment.

The primary goal of intervention programme is to prevent or reduce 
the occurrence of an impairment, prevent an impairment from develop-
ing into a disability, and prevent the deterioration of a disability into a 
handicap. Thus, rehabilitation refers to the restoration and development 
of disabled persons to their fullest physical, mental, social, vocational and 
economic potential and the prevention of their disability from turning 
into a lasting handicap, or at least reducing its handicapping effects to its 
minimum.

Four categories of disabilities have been considered in this paper, namely, 
blindness, deafness, orthopaedic handicap and mental handicap.

When a person has visual acuity of 20/200 or even less, he is con-
sidered legally blind (Government of India, 1978). If the visual acuity in 
the better eye is 20/70 or less, he is considered to have impaired vision, 
and visual ability is substantially reduced. Visual impairment also includes 
loss of peripheral or central vision.

The deaf are those in whom the sense of hearing is non-functional for 
the ordinary purpose of life (Brill, 1974). These are people for whom the 
sense of hearing is so impaired as to have precluded normal acquisition 
of language hearing. The hard of hearing are those in whom the sense of 
hearing, though defective, is functional with or without a hearing aid.

The orthopaedically handicapped are those who have a physical defect 
or deformity which causes interference with the normal functioning of the 
bones, joints and muscles (Government of India, 1978). There are a var-
iety of orthopaedic handicaps, such as those caused by congenital anomaly 
such as club foot, absence of limbs, etc., impairments caused by diseases 
such as poliomyelitis, bone tuberculosis, etc. and impairments from other 
causes such as cerebral palsy, amputation, etc.

A mentally handicapped person is one who has sub-average general 
intellectual potential and slow intellectual development, which may be 
the result of genetic factors, trauma, organ damage or social deprivation 
(Barker, 1987). The retardation may be of different degrees ranging from a 
mild form of mental retardation or dullness to severe retardation.
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SCOPE

This paper attempts to examine the type of research studies done in India 
on families having disabled individuals, indicate significant trends in this 
field and point out gaps in research.∗

For the review, only those studies have been selected which are wholly 
or partly concerned with some aspect of the effect on the family of the 
disability of a member, and/or the influencing factors within the society 
and the family, leading to problems in coping with such members and/
or the family’s coping strategies and/or the professional intervention for 
helping the family to cope. Although there are quite a few studies which 
have focused on surgical and technological research and innovations in 
the educational and vocational training of this special group, as well as 
on demographic or socio-economic, or personality characteristics of such 
individuals, they have been excluded from the review, unless these char-
acteristics have been looked at by the researchers in their studies as pre-
cipitating factors within the family or as influencing the family’s coping 
strategies. By and large, master’s level research has not been considered, 
but doctoral dissertations have been reviewed. The review has been lim-
ited to the more general aspects of the research studies and only main 
findings have been included.

The disabled, their needs and problems have drawn more attention 
from researchers in the present decade, as is evident from the fact that of 
the 36 studies reviewed for this paper, as many as 25 of them have been 
undertaken in this decade.

Of the four categories of the disabled, the mentally handicapped and 
their families have received the maximum attention, as 21 studies deal 
with some aspect relating to such individuals and their families. Only four 
studies could be found on the visually handicapped and their families and 
four on the orthopaedically handicapped and their families. In four more 
studies, the sample consisted of an equal number of individuals from the 
four categories. Only three studies could be located on the hearing handi-
capped and their families.

Nine studies have been conducted by multi-disciplinary teams and these 
were hospital or clinic based. One team was from the National Institute 
of Visual Handicap. All the remaining studies have been conducted by 

∗ The research methods of the studies are not reviewed here as they are reviewed in 
detail by J. C. Sharma later on.
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researchers from single disciplines, foremost among them being psycholo-
gists, followed by psychiatrists. Other disciplines which are beginning to 
show interest in research in this field are professional social workers, child 
development and home science specialists, occupational therapists and 
medical teams.

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

Research on families having disabled members has been reviewed with 
reference to the following aspects:

1. The effect on the family of the presence of a disabled individual.
2. The influencing factors within the family.
3. The family’s coping strategies.
4. Professional invervention for helping the family to cope.

It may be noted, that some studies have been cited in more than one 
area, depending upon the number of aspects examined by them.

Effect on the Family of the Presence of 
a Disabled Individual

No family is prepared for the presence of a disabled person. Therefore, the 
occurrence of a disabling condition in a family member shakes the family 
to its foundations. The perceived condition of the disabled person affects 
not only every member of the family, but the reactions of each of these 
will, in turn, have their effect on each of the others including the disabled 
person. It, thus, affects family inter-relationships and may call for an ad-
justment of certain family functions. It will affect the family’s expectations 
from their disabled family member. It will also affect the practical aspects 
of the family’s daily life.

Seven studies have focused on the effect on the family of the presence 
of a disabled member. Of these, four are on families of mentally handi-
capped children (Gera, Wellington and Purohit, 1978; Seshadri, Verma, 
Verma and Pershad, 1983), Behere and Sinha, 1985 and Rastogi, 1984); 
two on families of deaf children (Kashyap, 1983, 1986); one on families 
of adults suffering from head injury (Sabhesan, Arumugham, Andal and 
Natarajan, 1988); and one on families of different categories of disabled 
children (Gandotra, 1984).
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Family inter-relationships

As the family is a system of inter-dependent relationships, it follows that 
the presence of a disabled person in it affects the relationship between all 
its members.

Gera et al. (1978) studied the social interaction between 15 pairs of 
mother–mentally retarded child in a simulated game situation. It was 
observed that the mother’s perception of dependency in the retarded child 
seemed to have a positive correlation with her verbal interaction with the 
child in a game situation. The mother’s verbal interaction had a negative 
association with the child’s verbal interaction. But her non-verbal interac-
tion was positively associated with the child’s non-verbal interaction.

One medium of interpersonal interaction is communication. Kashyap’s 
study (1983) on 100 deaf children in the age group of 5 to 14 years, study-
ing in special schools in Bombay, has brought out the nature and extent 
of communication between mother–child, father–child and child–sibling 
dyads. It was found that there was a greater amount of communication 
between mother and child than between father and child. Of the three 
family members, the deaf child expressed himself to the greatest extent to 
the mother, next to the sibling and least to the father. On the whole, the 
overall extent of communication within the family was at a medium level. 
It was low while communicating in situations related to eliciting action 
from the child and in situations related to helping the child understand 
self. It was medium in situations related to information exchange, explain-
ing cause-and-effect relationships and for eliciting emotional expression. 
There was also a high degree of reciprocity between mother–child and 
between father–child dyads. A high degree of such reciprocity coupled 
with just low or medium levels of communication from either person in 
the two dyads led to a low level of responsive communication from the 
other. The conclusion arrived by the researcher was that the initiative in 
raising these levels must obviously rest with the parents.

Kashyap has also talked about the relationship between other family 
members. The mothers of 30 per cent of the children studied expressed their 
concern over the fact that there was a decrease in their interactions with 
their other children. Sibling relationship was also affected. The mothers 
of more than half the children in the study reported that they had to 
cope with sibling rivalry between their deaf child and their other children. 
The study by Sabhesan et al. (1988) of seventy-five male agriculturists who 
had suffered head injury and who were followed up for one and a half 
years has brought out that psychological sequelae, particularly cognitive 
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disturbances and disturbed interpersonal relations, were some difficul-
ties prevalent among the patients and they affected their occupational 
resettlement.

The first two studies have depicted that there is a reciprocity in the level 
of interaction between members of the family and the disabled individual.

Seshadri et al. (1983) studied 30 families having a mentally retarded 
child. They observed that the children’s degree of mental retardation had 
not affected the marital adjustment between the parents, as there was no 
significant marital disharmony in the sample. Kashyap (1986) has brought 
out similar findings in her study of 100 school-going deaf children. In her 
study, too, a majority of the parents felt that the presence of the deaf child 
had not affected their marital relationship. However, of significance were 
seven mothers and four fathers who confided that they had come closer to 
their spouse in their common concern over the deaf child, and an equal 
number of parents stated that their marital relationship had deteriorated. 
It can, therefore, be surmised that the presence of a disabled member will 
not create marital disharmony in a stable marriage, but it may precipi-
tate conflict between marital partners when their personalities and inter-
actions have already predisposed them to conflict.

Expectations from disabled persons

Most families have some expectations from each of their members. The 
occurrence of disability in a family member, however, calls for consider-
able adjustment on the part of the family regarding its hopes and plans for 
that individual’s future.

Behere and Sinha (1985), who studied the expectations of 38 parents of 
mentally retarded children, have stated that a majority of the respondents 
were illiterate and had unrealistic expectations from their child as well as 
the clinic. Most of these unrealistic expectations were that their mentally 
retarded child would be able to take education on a par with other normal 
children, and be able to share the financial burden of the family. Parents 
also expected a miracle cure following the administration of ‘brain tonic’ 
demanded by them from the clinic.

There is a variation in parental expectations from their deaf children, 
according to Kashyap’s data (1986). While 39 per cent and 36 per cent of 
the mothers and the fathers, respectively, had positive expectations from 
their deaf child, the remaining parents had low or unrealistic or no ex-
pectations at all. In this sample, the mother’s expectations were signifi-
cantly related to the child’s age group, but not the father’s. Moreover, the 
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parent’s age and educational level did not affect their expectations from 
the deaf child.

The effect on the practical aspects of daily life

The presence of a disabled person can have an effect for better or worse 
on some of the practical aspects of daily life, such as social life, leisure-time 
activities, household responsibilities, work life, etc.

Gandotra’s study (1984) has made an analysis of the problems faced by 
25 home-makers having disabled children. The sample consisted of five 
families from each of the groups: orthopaedically handicapped, blind, 
deaf–mute, mentally retarded and cerebral palsy affected. Deaf–mute 
children were perceived as the least dependent on others for carrying out 
day to day activities and the cerebral palsy children, the most dependent. 
So according to this study, the nature and extent of the disability affected 
the problems faced by the family members. The main problems identified 
were in the areas of direct care, social contacts, inadequacy of day-care 
facilities for the disabled family member, lack of funds, time and expense 
of treatment and physical health of the home-maker.

In Kashyap’s study (1986), mothers of almost half the deaf children 
reported an increase in household responsibilities. A few complained of 
deterioration in their social life and leisure-time activities. Three mothers 
stated that they had to give up their careers because of the deaf child. Half 
the mothers and a quarter of the fathers felt an adverse effect on their 
health.

Rastogi’s study (1984) of the personality patterns of parents of 50 men-
tally retarded children reports that both the parents of mildly retarded 
children obtained high scores on scales of anxiety, phobia and depression. 
A higher degree of neurotic traits were found in the mothers of retarded 
children rather than in the fathers.

Gaps in research

From the above review it is clear that very little and very limited research 
has been done on disabled people and their families. Not all categories of 
the disabled have been included in the research either.

Though there is some research on the inter-relationship patterns be-
tween disabled children and their families, specifically the parents, re-
search is also needed to understand the inter-relationship patterns among 
other members of the family, for example, between the disabled child and 
its siblings, as this will have implications for professional intervention. 
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Moreover, the inter-relationships between a disabled adult or a disabled 
parent and his or her spouse, children and other members of the extended 
family arc still unexplored empirically, in spite of the growing number 
of adults disabled due to accidents, which create a family crisis, needing 
professional intervention. Also, many disabled persons are now marrying 
either similarly disabled partners or able-bodied persons. Interpersonal re-
lationships in both groups need research for more effective intervention.

The expectations of family members with reference to all the disabled 
groups need study. It would be of relevance to determine the nature of 
basic family functions which such families arc able to perform, the degree 
to which they perform certain functions and the factors influencing their 
performance, as it will have implications for professional intervention 
as well as for social policy. For example, the economic function is basic to 
all families. During his or her early years, a disabled child usually makes 
greater demands on the family’s financial resources by way of medical 
care, prosthetic aids and appliances, special educational services, trans-
port costs, etc. The ability to provide these facilities would depend upon 
the economic and employment status of its members, and the number 
of children it has. Not only does the disabled child increase demands on 
the family’s financial resources, he may also decrease its productive power 
when members have to give up lucrative jobs or promotions to take care of 
the needs of the disabled person.

The effect of the presence of a disabled individual on the practical 
aspects of daily life also needs deeper research for all the disabled groups. 
Such studies would indicate the type of support services needed by the 
family. It would also give some indication of the family’s reactions to the 
disabled person and its capacity to cope with the situation.

Infl uencing Factors within the Family

A number of factors within the family influence its perception and coping 
strategies vis-à-vis the disabled individual. It is obvious that certain factors 
influence the type of problems faced by a family having a disabled per-
son and the coping strategies used by it. These factors could be related to 
the family’s characteristics, such as composition, mobility, socio-economic 
status, stage of the family life cycle, role expectations and role behaviour, 
reactions to the disabled person, etc.

Fourteen studies have dealt with the influencing factors within the 
family. Eight studies are on parents of mentally handicapped children, two 
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are on parents of deaf children, one each on blind women and on families 
with adults recovering from head injury. In two more studies, the sample 
consists of groups of children having different types of disabilities.

One major influencing factor is the attitude of the family towards the 
disabled individual. It is interesting to note that 12 out of the 14 studies 
in this area have examined only this factor. Only two studies, Gandotra 
(1984) and Kashyap (1983), have discussed other influencing factors.

Parental attitudes towards mentally retarded children were reported as 
negative by Chaturvedi and Malhotra (1983), Rastogi (1981) and Prabhu 
(1968). Rastogi also observed that mothers had more negative attitudes 
than fathers. According to Jehan and Ansari (1981) and De Sousa and 
Iyer (1968–69), a majority of the parents had a rejecting attitude, though a 
few parents did have an accepting attitude towards their mentally retarded 
child. In complete contradiction to these studies, Seshadri et al. (1983) 
report that most mothers of the 30 mentally retarded children in their 
study had favourable attitudes towards their mentally retarded child. It is 
of interest to note that only Seshadri et al. used the Parental Attitude Scale 
(Bhatti and Narayanan, 1980), for investigating this aspect, whereas, all the 
other researchers used either the interview schedule or a structured ques-
tionnaire. Seshadri’s findings also showed that the higher the education, 
the more favourable the attitudes. Also, the child’s degree of retardation 
was not correlated to parental attitudes. A study by Mudgil, Singh and 
Srivastava (1982), of 100 mentally retarded children from a child guidance 
clinic, has related child’s behaviour to parental attitudes. The authors in 
this study have surmised that psychological symptoms, such as hyperactiv-
ity, bed-wetting, temper tantrums, aggressiveness and anti-social behaviour 
could be a reaction to the disease and are partly caused by parental atti-
tudes of rejection and indifference.

Ishtiaq and Kamal (1981), in a comparative study of mentally retarded 
and blind children, found that the former faced more negative attitudes 
from their families than the latter. This study used the case-history method 
to analyze the social climate of the respondents. In a study of attitudes 
of parents of deaf and hard-of-hearing children towards total rehabilita-
tion of their children, Nigam and Kakar (1981) found that the parents 
were more interested in ‘medical and surgical treatment’ than in ‘educa-
tional treatment’, although most of them reported satisfaction about the 
overall treatment. Forty out of 45 blind women employed in a sheltered 
workshop and contributing to the family income, when interviewed by 
Sethuram (1979), felt that their employment had not changed the negative 
attitude of their parents and relatives towards them.
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Sabhesan et al. (1988) reported that among the male agriculturists who 
had recovered from head injury, those who were overprotected by the 
family took a longer time to go back to work, and that this protective 
attitude was often derived from certain culture-sanctioned concepts about 
the nature of head injury.

Gandotra’s (1984) analysis of the managerial behaviour of 25 home-
makers, who had a major role in the care of a disabled family member, 
indicated that the extent of the problem faced by home-makers in caring 
for their disabled child, was related to the economic status of the family, 
family structure, extent of help received by her from other members of 
the family and lack of awareness about facilities available in the city. Her 
follow-up study showed that families could tackle the problem of reha-
bilitation of the disabled person better when they became aware of the 
available facilities.

Gandotra’s study also considered the age of the disabled persons and 
the nature and extent of the disability as other influencing factors. Thus, 
in her sample, the deaf–mute group had the lowest disability score and 
the cerebral palsy group, the highest. In contrast to this data, a study by 
Channabasavanna, Bhatti and Prabhu (1985) on attitudes of parents 
towards their mentally retarded children showed that the degree of retar-
dation did not affect the attitudes, and neither did the socio-demographic 
variables of these families. The authors have surmised that in their sample, 
the attitudes were dependent on the parents’ level of knowledge of the 
handicap and, therefore, removal of misconceptions brought about a posi-
tive change in them.

In her study of deaf children, Kashyap (1983) observed that among 
55 per cent of the families, both parents had poor knowledge of the disabil-
ity, and only one mother had a good knowledge of the disability. The rest 
had only average knowledge. Of the parents who had poor knowledge, the 
majority did not see this lack of knowledge affecting their ability to cope 
with the disabled child. However, among those who had average know-
ledge, the majority felt that this lack of information adversely affected their 
coping ability. This implies that only when parents have some knowledge 
of the disability, do they realize that the lack of full knowledge affects their 
communication and interaction with the disabled child.

Most of the studies reviewed have focused on the attitudes of parents 
and family as an influencing factor and only two studies have indicated 
other influencing factors. More studies for all categories of the disabled 
and their families are required, which will comprehensively study this area, 
as only thorough knowledge of the factors influencing the family’s coping 
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strategies will enable professional intervention and service provision to 
be more need-based and, thus, more effective. The family’s perception of 
the availability of and extent of usefulness of supportive and educational 
services also needs to be explored empirically.

Family’s Coping Strategies

Disability in a family member is a major crisis in the family and all families 
go through a reactive period of mourning, but eventually most of them 
evolve strategies for coping with this situation. Knowledge of the family’s 
manner of and the extent of ability to do so will throw light on the type 
of professional intervention needed by it in this endeavour. In spite of 
the importance of this topic, there is an absolute paucity of research in 
this area, which is evidenced by the fact that only one research study has 
examined this topic.

Only Gandotra (1984) has studied the ways and means used by 
25 home-makers to cope with the problems arising from the presence of a 
disabled person in the family. Her case studies on these families show that 
the high-priority goals of the families studied were to make the disabled 
person self-reliant with respect to daily needs and to find employment 
for him. Towards this end, families secured the necessary aids for their 
disabled family members and made relevant changes in certain house-
hold facilities. A lot of time and expense were spent on their treatment 
and members of the family did overtime jobs in order to meet financial 
needs. Gandotra reports that in some families, home-makers were relieved 
of some of their household chores, so that they could have more time to 
meet the needs of the disabled family member. Other family members also 
helped in the disabled child’s care. Education and vocational training were 
provided by most families for their blind, deaf–mute and orthopaedically 
handicapped members, but only a few families did so for their mentally 
retarded and cerebral palsy members. They made efforts to help the dis-
abled person to be self-employed or to get a job outside, although not all 
families succeeded in this endeavour. Finally, all families made efforts to 
provide for the future financial security of the disabled person.

The important area of coping strategies has been almost totally unex-
plored empirically. Research in this area is important because it is neces-
sary to know in some depth the family’s actual coping strategies in dealing 
with the presence of a disabled member. Such data would help in arriving 
at a typology of families, based on the extent of their coping abilities. For 
example, there will be some families who will be able to cope with the 
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situation with their own resources, while others will be able to cope only 
with the help of professional intervention and other available services. 
There will be still others who will not be able to cope with the situation at 
all and will require services on a more permanent basis. The characteris-
tics, ability to cope and manner of coping of all three types of families will 
differ and will have implications for the type of professional intervention 
and supportive services needed.

Professional Intervention for Helping Families to Cope

Many families seem willing to assume total responsibility for their disabled 
member, despite considerable financial, physical and emotional burdens. 
However, since most families need some guidance to assume such a role, 
it is desirable that they get to know about the rehabilitation facilities avail-
able. Comparatively speaking, the family experiences little difficulty in 
obtaining a diagnosis. The major problems encountered are in the area 
of availability of therapeutic services. Families need help in coping with a 
painful situation in a way most constructive to their disabled member as 
well as to the family as a unit. They need help in understanding their dis-
abled member, guidance in the use of resources, encouragement for active 
participation in remedial programmes and support and acknowledgement 
for the care provided in the home.

From a review of research on professional interventions, one thing 
that stands out is that in this aspect too, the mentally handicapped group 
has received maximum attention from professionals. Of the seven studies 
reviewed, five are on mentally handicapped persons. Except for one study 
which assesses an intervention programme for mentally retarded children, 
all the other studies have assessed parent-training programmes.

Mehta and Ochaney (1984), Singh and Kaushik (1982) and Kaushik 
(1984) have evaluated training programmes in which parents of mentally 
retarded children were trained in behaviour-modification techniques. 
Kaushik (1984) felt that the critical factor in the programme was the 
method of training. Singh and Kaushik (1982) observed that the demon-
stration procedure was very important for teaching behavioural skills. 
Mehta and Ochaney were of the opinion that the involvement of one or 
both parents, as co-therapists, contributed to the success of the programme.

The parent-training programmes assessed by Embar (1979), Parikh 
(1981) and Siddiqui, Sultana and Ahmad (1984) for parents of mentally 
retarded children had a more broad-based approach. Though the tech-
niques used in different programmes differed, as did the assessment tools, 
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all the studies reported an improvement in social behaviour of the men-
tally retarded children and the parents’ ability to cope with them as a 
result of the training. There was positive acceptance of the programmes 
from the parents. Siddiqui et al. found that the younger the child, the 
better were the effects of behavioural training given by the parents on the 
advice of professionals.

Deshmukh and Rawat (1977) had experimented with teaching simple 
passive exercises to rural illiterate mothers to work on at home with their 
polio-affected children. They found that these mothers were able to fol-
low the exercises so well that they were able to prevent complications in 
their children, such as deformity or contractures. They concluded that 
rural people can be taught simple physiotherapy methods that achieve the 
same results at home as in a modern hospital. Mathur, Chokshi and Singh 
(1986) have focused on a community-based rehabilitation programme for 
rural blind individuals and have surmised that community-based pro-
grammes are definitely effective in terms of cost-benefit and rehabilitation 
measures in the home environment.

The maximum attention of professionals has been on the mentally 
handicapped and their families. Here also, the emphasis has been on 
educational programmes for training parents in behaviour modification 
techniques. The outcome of different kinds of professional interventions 
with all the categories of the disabled and their families, such as individ-
ual, group and family counselling programmes, vocational rehabilitation 
programmes, community-based rehabilitation programmes, programmes 
enhancing parent–child relationships, parent-education and community-
education programmes, etc., need to be assessed in terms of their useful-
ness and effectiveness. A variety of research methods such as need survey, 
monitoring programmes, documentation of services provided, implemen-
tation, evaluation, process analysis of the delivery system, research on uti-
lization of services, cost-benefit analysis, follow-up research, etc., could be 
used, depending upon the type of intervention to be assessed.

IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE, 
TEACHING AND SOCIAL POLICY

One of the basic needs of the disabled people and their families is to re-
ceive comprehensive, instructional and therapeutic counselling to enable 
them to meet their own needs and to achieve a wholesome adjustment to 
the disabling condition of their family member.
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The social work professional trained in working with individuals and 
families is well equipped to provide family-counselling services to families 
having disabled individuals. Family-centred programmes are viable means 
of reaching the disabled person because although the primary thrust of 
therapeutic attention is directed towards the family, its ultimate goal is to 
reach the disabled individual through the family. As the approach of most 
of the other specialities in the field is client- or patient-centred, the social 
work professional can be a vital link between different professionals and 
the family and the disabled individual on the one hand, and between the 
family and its disabled member on the other. In addition, professional 
social workers also have the necessary skills to participate actively at the 
community level in developing local services, advocating on behalf of the 
rights of the disabled and working to prevent the occurrence of the chronic 
problems through programmes of community education.

The social worker’s role as a team member is gradually being recognized 
as a significant one in the rehabilitation process by social workers them-
selves, as well as by the other members of the rehabilitation team.

From the review of research on the effects on the family of the presence 
of a disabled person, it is quite clear that the presence of a disabled person 
affects family relationships. The entire inter-relationship pattern in the 
family needs to be strengthened, specially parent–child, sibling and mari-
tal inter-relationships. It is seen from the studies that family expectations, 
especially parental expectations, are mostly negative or unrealistic, except 
in a few rare cases. Therefore, many parents will need guidance in setting 
up realistic expectations about their child’s performance and accomplish-
ment. They often need encouragement to believe in the possible achieve-
ments of their handicapped child. They need guidance in understanding 
the limitations imposed by the child’s handicap on certain aspects or the 
child’s development, as well as his or her capacities for full growth in most 
areas. Therefore, a major task of the social worker would be to help par-
ents resolve feelings about their child’s handicap, in terms of its effect on 
the practical aspects of daily life and parental expectations.

The fact that the practical aspects of daily life are negatively affected 
has implications for social policy in terms of the need to provide support 
systems such as day-care services, respite care, etc. This could also sug-
gest the need for a scheme to give aid to families having severely disabled 
individuals. Counselling services would also be required to look after the 
mental health of the caregivers.

The review on precipitating factors within the system has pointed to 
the adverse attitudes of society towards the disabled. This has implications 
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for social policy in terms of the use of mass media for community edu-
cation. For social workers, it shows the need for organizing community-
education programmes for specific groups of people in whom attitudinal 
changes are sought.

The findings have pointed out that families do not have much know-
ledge of the disability of their family member and its consequences on 
his or her development and prospects. This shows the need for family-
education programmes, to give the whole family a better understanding 
of the ramifications of the disability. This will, in turn, inculcate more 
positive attitudes.

As the essence of professional social work is to help families to help 
themselves, the study on the family’s coping strategies has clearly pointed 
to the type of help that families require, both from the support services 
and from the professionals. This should give clear indications for social 
work intervention.

The review of research on professional intervention for helping fami-
lies to cope had some interesting findings, which have implications for 
social work intervention. Firstly, it has shown chat parents are ready to 
accept professional intervention. Secondly, the fact that programmes di-
rectly involving parents were more effective than those where parents were 
mere passive receivers shows the need for professional intervention to be 
experiential. One study has also brought out the need for treating parents 
as active partners in the rehabilitation process and not just as care-takers 
or go-betweens. Thirdly, parent-education/training programmes helped 
parents to cope better with their child, but did not change attitudes. Social 
work professionals need to keep all these points in mind while designing 
intervention strategies.

One of the main reasons why fewer professional social workers have ven-
tured into this field, as compared to other fields such as child or women 
welfare, is that social work practice with this special group has not received 
adequate back-up from professional social-work training programmes. 
According to the University Grants Commission’s Curriculum Develop-
ment Centre for Social Work Education at the Tata Institute of Social 
Sciences, there arc barely two schools of social work in India, which offer 
practice-based courses on social work intervention with the disabled and 
their families. Social workers desiring to work with the specific problems 
experienced by disabled children, adults and their families would require, 
in addition to generic social work knowledge and skills, some specialized 
knowledge and skills, which would equip them to provide appropriate and 
useful information, counselling and support to this special group.
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The social work tasks that have been drawn up based on the review 
of research in this area have provided clues regarding training that will 
be required to prepare social workers for working with the disabled and 
their families. Broadly speaking, the training inputs will have to be in the 
areas of knowledge, attitudes and skills. Knowledge covers the needs and 
problems of families having disabled individuals, factors influencing their 
coping strategies and information on available resources. Skill training 
will be required for selection and use of appropriate intervention strate-
gies. Attitudes essential for being sensitive, emphatic and positive towards 
families of the disabled and for effective social work intervention will need 
to be inculcated first in social workers themselves, before these profession-
als can attempt to change family and societal attitudes towards this special 
group of people.

Since independence, there has been a marked development in the 
national concern for the disabled in India. However, the trend in the 
planning and administration of services for the disabled is more towards 
a centralized approach to the problem. At present, different types of 
national schemes, programmes and concessions have been formulated for 
education, training and employment of the disabled. Four national insti-
tutes for each of the four categories of disabled have been established to 
serve as apex bodies to develop manpower and suitable service models, 
and to serve as premier information and documentation centres. Serious 
attempts to formulate a national policy for the disabled during the Inter-
national Year of the Disabled in 1981 failed to produce anything tangible. 
Also, though some of the national schemes and programmes for disabled 
persons indirectly benefit their families, there are no family-based schemes 
or programmes in spite of the pressing need for such services as studies in 
this area have shown.

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this review has been primarily to summarize the findings 
of available Indian research studies on families having disabled individ-
uals. What has emerged is a clear picture of the areas studied and the gaps 
in research in this field.

From among the four categories of the disabled, the mentally handi-
capped and their families have received maximum attention from re-
searchers. The effects on the family of the presence of a disabled family 
member have been studied with reference to inter-relationships between 
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different members of the family, the expectations of parents from their 
disabled children and the effects on practical aspects of daily life. Areas 
that have remained unexplored are sibling relationships and those be-
tween the disabled adult and his/her spouse, children and other members 
of the extended family. The effect on family functions also needs to 
be examined empirically. The attitudes of society as well as the family 
have been researched to some extent, but not other influencing factors. 
The family’s coping strategies is one area which, though very important, 
has been almost left unexplored. Research on professional intervention on 
helping families to cope has been very limited, considering the variety of 
interventions made by professionals from different disciplines. Finally, the 
review has given good indication for the direction that social work prac-
tice and teaching should take. The implications drawn for social policy 
and intervention need further prompting and action on the part of all 
the professionals involved in the rehabilitation of the disabled and their 
families.
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Introduction
Healing is a concept that draws attention to a process of restoring health 
and well-being primarily by an internal mechanism which is self-regulatory. 
In common usage, we do refer to healing of a wound. In this process, we 
recognize some kind of malfunctioning and utilize internal and external 
supports to resume the state of fitness necessary to conduct ourselves in 
everyday affairs. Thus, thinking about ‘healing’ necessarily implies a state 
of disequilibrium or disturbance that is unwelcome to the state of being. 
This may emanate from physical or bodily malfunctioning or may be caused 
by the frustrations, losses, aspirations that may happen at the psycho-
logical plane (Kazarian and Evans, 2003). The efforts involve various strate-
gies that get rid of incapacitating symptoms, facilitate effective functioning 
in social and personal lives and feelings of well-being. Healing also occurs 
at social and spiritual planes when we empathize and experience pain for 
the community or people at large and move on the path of self-realization 
and inner growth. In any case, healing starts from within and takes care of 
the problems in such a way that the person starts feeling rejuvenated and 
again starts investing his or her energies in the efforts aimed at personal 
growth. Keeping the significant role of healing in peoples’ lives, societies 
have created various formal and non-formal systems of healing. Being a 
process located in the sociocultural context, any understanding of healing 
has to attend to the diversity of healing systems. 

In the Indian tradition, healing is a multifaceted process and many 
institutions and people participate in it. For instance, the institution of 
guru still operates in many parts of India. The literal meaning of guru is a 
person who destroys darkness. People have their gurus who act as healers 
and help in restoring health of people by guiding, supporting and extend-
ing help in various ways. Having a spiritual guru is a common experience. 
In the bhakti tradition, devotional surrender is emphasized and a guru is 
treated as lord. In the tantra tradition, idealization of mystery and power 
was emphasized. Therefore, the disciple moved from the status of a man to 
a child and the guru moved from the status of man to God (Guruh sakhat 
parabrahama). In recent years, the role of a guru as healer of emotional suf-
fering and various somatic manifestations is becoming increasingly prom-
inent. Guru is being treated as the physician of world diseases. In terms of 
Kohut’s framework, there is idealizing transference, with its strong need 
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for the experience of merging into a good and powerful, wise and perfect 
self-object—the guru. When a disciple forms a relationship with a guru, the 
disciple is in fact forming a relationship with his own best self. 

Today we find a number of Babas, Swamis, Sadhus, Bhagwans and 
Matajis in different parts of India, to whom people of different faiths are 
devoted. Also, there are many sacred places where people go and wor-
ship to feel better and to get healed. In fact, there is a wide spectrum of 
such resources that cater to the needs of people in trouble. In Shamans, 
Mystics and Doctors, Sudhir Kakar (1982) has provided fascinating and rich 
accounts of the healing process in three traditions, i.e., local and folk, 
mystical and medical. The case studies of various healing institutions and 
masters included by Kakar are the Pir of Patteshah Dargah, Balaji, Oraon 
Shamana, lama of Macleodganj, Radha Soami sect and Mata Nirmala Devi. 
Kakar also provides an analysis of healing in the Ayurveda and tantra sys-
tems. In all these traditions, the role of sacred is very important. As Kakar 
notes, it is the introduction of the sacred in the assumptive worlds of 
the healer and his patient’s being that they jointly seek to make well. These 
traditions offer a glimpse of social values as well as the symbolic universe 
of the Indian society. As Kakar says, the Indian emphasis has been on 
the pursuit of an inner differentiation while keeping the outer world con-
stant. He also thinks that the Indian society is organized around the pri-
macy of the therapeutic. Protection and care has received more attention 
than performance or equality. The Indian healing traditions emphasize 
on the supportive–suggestive processes. Also, health is considered more 
in a relational term. In the medical tradition, India has a pluralistic sys-
tem. In addition to the Western style biomedicine (allopathy), we have the 
Ayurveda, Siddha and Unani-Tibb systems. These systems employ differ-
ent methods of healing. 

Anthropologist R.S. Khare (1996) notes that in India, accessibility 
and affordability are important considerations. Because of the socioeco-
nomic considerations, we must attend to the diverse forms of health care 
practices. Khare discussed the health models rooted in the culturally 
shared assumptions, ethical values, reasoning patterns and sensibilities. 
Khare noted that the medical reasoning shows continuity from the Vedic 
period onwards, and context-sensitive reasoning runs across all the traditions 
in the Indian subcontinent. It leads to plurality and overlaps with the 
practiced medicine. Khare rightly observed that practiced medicine does 
have to confront the issues of cultural alienation, economic affordability 
and just safe and accountable availability of medical services. 
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This section presents contributions which relate to indigenous and 
contemporary perspectives on healing. In the first contribution, Kakar 
examines the eastern spiritual healing traditions in relation to psycho-
analysis. He observes that the religio-spiritual phenomena have often been 
treated as antithetical to psychoanalysis. However, spiritual practices like 
meditation do have therapeutic value since both view mind as the centre 
that creates suffering and disturbance. They do share the view that life 
happens through us and we are responsible for our distress. The impuri-
ties of mind are treated as the causes leading to mental illness, distress and 
disease. A purified mind makes for a pure body and a perfected mind for 
the perfection of the body. Here, it is important to note that the spiritual 
disciplines are believed to be accompanied by alterations in the bodily 
system. 

Kakar observes that Kohut’s theory is most pertinent for understand-
ing healing in eastern traditions. It views cure in terms of restoring to the 
self the empathic responsiveness of the self-object. In spiritual healing, 
patients often display access to archaic modes of contact in which a hallu-
cinatory image of the guru is created to sustain a self in danger of losing its 
cohesion. Also, surrender is indispensable for the mutative changes in self 
as it is the full-flowering of the idealized transference. The idealizing trans-
ference, leading to the merging experience, is thus the core of the healing 
process in the guru–disciple relationship. In this context, empathy is em-
phasized. A complete empathic knowledge of another person is supposed 
to involve the activation of a normally dormant higher faculty of conscious-
ness. Kakar thinks that the Eastern meditative discipline can become part 
of training. By emphasizing on the guru’s empathy and in claiming that 
meditative practices radically reduce the noise and glare produced by the 
sensual self the teacher-healer’s empathic capacity can be significantly 
enhanced.

Adulthood is a stage in which people have to share a number of respon-
sibilities and perform diverse roles. People have to become bread-earners 
and relate to various social institutions. The increase in the range or scope 
of responsibilities also increases the possibility of challenges, problems and 
possibilities. However, the narratives of people are very different. Every 
one of us has a different story to tell. Jyoti Anand has explored the prob-
lem of handling emotional pain. Using narrative inquiry with a case of 
an adult woman, she has looked at her life struggles and the way healing 
takes place. We find that the life challenges can be taken in such a way that 
the adverse conditions do not continue to hamper health and well-being. 
The narrative shows a series of emotional episodes which challenge the 
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whole existence of a person. The study is important in the sense that life 
does not move normally in a logical, rational and linear manner. Also, 
some sort of self-directed self-rejuvenation does occur even in the adverse 
conditions. People do grow out of those traumatic conditions. The pro-
cess of self-transformation and healing by the use of resources within and 
personal strengths is exemplified in the reported case study. Working with 
emotions in the course of life struggles is not unusual in a country like 
India where patriarchy and traditions are very strong. The study throws a 
challenge in the sense that any given theoretical model developed in the 
Western world does not suit to explain the social and personal reality in the 
Indian context. Devotion to God (bhakti), working with emotions, healing 
and contemplation do play an important role in self transformation. 

Ravi Kapur, a psychiatrist by training, has described the state of mind 
from the Yoga perspective. In this third contribution of this section, 
we find a new methodological approach which may be termed as a 
first person perspective. He views Yoga as a science for positive mental 
health. Yoga, defined as inhibition of fluctuation of mind (yogaschittavriti 
nirodhah), involves psychophysiological processes, conscious control of 
instinctual demands, surrender to a higher will and reordering of one’s 
relationship with the external world. Kapur shares his own experiences of 
Yogic training and the concomitant changes. He received training over a 
period of one year under the guidance of a guru. He wrote his own obser-
vations everyday in the evening. He started with experiencing Yoga and 
subsequently learned the Yogic texts from a guru. He observed that the 
witness function of purush is central to the entire process. Prakriti consists 
of the three gunas, sattva, rajas and tamas, which stand for ethics, creativity 
and negative/destructive impulses, respectively. Purush is tainted by prakriti 
and its gunas. Mind fails to distinguish which leads to kleshas or sufferings. 
To end miseries, one engages in karma, vasana and sanskar. Yoga leads to 
actions that have no consequences. As a result, one engaged in Yoga be-
comes inert and sequence or chain of actions is resolved. Practice (abhyasa) 
is needed for controlling the emotional as well as cognitive fluctuations 
that frequently take place and work as obstacles. Therefore, one has to 
follow austerity, contemplation and surrender to a higher will (ishwar). 
Following the path of eightfold (ashtang) Yoga, one may move towards 
kaivalya—a state of non-attached being. Kapur’s own journey of personal 
experiences showed gradual change. He experienced spontaneity, order 
and flexibility, self-awareness and self-examination, slowing of thoughts 
and feelings, willed control, reduction in anxiety and worry, perceptual 
sensitivity, more space in mind, control over thoughts and emotions, re-
laxation, strong will and joy. 
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In the next contribution, Alok Pandey examines psychotherapy in the 
Indian tradition. He begins by questioning the past- and future-oriented 
therapies. He notes that the attempt to discover causes in the past and 
preparing the person for the future has limited value. Working from a 
different vantage point, Pandey proposes that the point of crisis in one’s 
life may be taken as a learning experience for growth and progress. Pandey 
offers a critique of the divergent worldviews of man and his goal, as devel-
oped in the Western thought and Vedant. The solutions offered by both 
are problematic. Pandey asserts that detachment and non-involvement 
in this world as a solution for health is not the only way out. In actual prac-
tice, it may lead to many problems. As an alternative, he draws attention to 
certain powerful and positive streams of Indian thought. 

Pandey introduces the ideal of inner purification and argues in favour 
of moderation and balance through an enlightened reason and discrim-
ination, sattvashudhi. It is a conscious and deliberate cultivation of the 
positive qualities of the mind and heart which help one grow into sukham 
or gladness and prakasham or light of wisdom. Referring to different levels 
of spiritual development along tamsic, rajsic and satvik gunas, he says that 
all of us are mixtures of the three but there is a predominance of one guna 
or another that leads to afflictions. The therapeutic intervention shall 
take place according to the level of one’s development. Establishing the 
harmony of mind and body is the goal of Yogic, meditative practices. Re-
ferring to the Bhagvad Gita, Pandey articulates the following key assump-
tions: man is essentially an imperishable soul, using an enlightened will to 
discover his own sublime realities; divinity dwells within the human being 
and it is the task of each one to bring it out rather than stifle it; and con-
flicts are a cry for an evolutionary change. The principle of nishkam karma 
states that our everyday actions can lead us to a glad and happy state of 
being if we do them in a selfless spirit. It would lead to equanimity. God 
will deliver us from all fear and evil if we can learn to surrender ourselves 
into His hand. 

Pandey notes that Sri Aurobindo has made a synthesis of the great trad-
ition of knowledge. In his synthesis, the universal self is present but it is 
also projected in an individual soul—the psychic being or the secret divinity in 
us. It is veiled by the surface nature and its movements. The psychological 
maladies spring from our inability to dwell in the psychic consciousness. 
It is the growth in consciousness which can be thought as the aim of 
human life and solution of human misery and suffering. The more we 
grow in consciousness, the more we become progressively free of ignorance 
and limitations. Illness is a barometer to discover our hidden weaknesses 
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or points that need to be developed and perfected. As Pandey states, ‘the 
goal of psychotherapy is not just warding off of the present symptoms but 
the discovery of the inner healer who can heal not only this but all other 
anomalies of life in all times to come’. The experience of the divine within 
and around us as the one single simultaneously objective and subjective 
experience is the path as well as the destination for well-being. 

The contributions included in this section bring into focus the broad 
range of perspectives on healing in the sociocultural context. The emphasis 
has been on the practices that are usually neglected in the mainstream dis-
cussions on healing but represent reality as found in the case of masses. 
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9

The Guru as Healer
SUDHIR KAKAR

The contemporary images of the Indian guru, the sacred centre of Hindu 
religious and philosophical traditions, are many. He is that stately figure 
in spotless white or saffron robes, with flowing locks and beard, to all ap-
pearances the younger brother of a brown Jehovah. To be approached in 
awe and reverence, he is someone who makes possible the disciple’s fateful 
encounter with the mystery lying at the heart of human life. He is also the 
Rasputin lookalike, with piercing yet warm eyes, hypnotic and seductive 
at once, a promiser of secret ecstasies and radical transformations of con-
sciousness and life. The guru is also the venerable guardian of ancient, 
esoteric traditions, benevolently watchful over the disciple’s experiences 
in faith, gently facilitating his sense of identity and self. He can also be (to 
use the imagery of Pupul Jayakar, the biographer of the Indian sage Jiddu 
Krishnamurti), ‘the silent, straight-backed stranger, the mendicant who 
stands waiting at the doorways of home and mind, holding an invitation 
to otherness’, evoking ‘passionate longings, anguish and a reaching out 
physically and inwardly to that which is unattainable’ (Jayakar, 1987, p. 9).1

In the above snapshots, we find little trace of the old polarity which 
characterized the guru image. This polarity consisted of the worldly, orthodox 
teacher guru at one end representing relative, empirical knowledge, and 

1 Here I must add the caution contained in Brent’s observation that:

In a country where there are perhaps ten million holy men, many with their own 
devotees, acolytes and disciples, some of them gurus with hundreds of thousands of 
followers, all of them inheritors of a tradition thousands of years old, nothing that 
one can say about them in general will not somewhere be contradicted in particular. 
(See Brent, 1973).
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the otherworldly, mystic guru at the other pole who was the representative 
of esoteric, existential knowledge. In Hindu terms, the dominant image of 
the guru seems to have decisively shifted towards the moksha (liberation) 
guru rather than the dharma (virtue) guru, towards the bhakti (devotional) 
guru rather than the jnana (knowledge) guru or, in tantric terms, towards 
the diksha (initiation) guru who initiated the novice into methods of 
salvation rather than the shiksha (teaching) guru who taught the scriptures 
and explained the meaning and purpose of life. 2

This was, of course, not always the case. In Vedic times (1500–500 BC), 
when man’s encounter with the sacred mysteries took place through 
ritual, the guru was more a guide to their correct performance and an 
instructor in religious duties. A teacher deserving respect and a measure 
of obedience, he was not yet a mysterious figure of awe and the venerated 
incarnation of divinity.

In the later Upanishadic era (800–500 BC), the polar shift begins in 
earnest as the person of the guru starts to replace Vedic rituals as the 
path to spiritual liberation. He now changes from a knower and dweller 
in Brahman to being the only conduit to Brahman. Yet, the Upanishadic 
guru is still recognizably human—a teacher of acute intellect, astute and 
compassionate, demanding from the disciple the exercise of his reason 
rather than exercises in submission and blind obedience. When, in the 
seventh century AD, the great Shankara, in his project of reviving the 
ancient Brahminical tradition, seeks to resurrect the Upanishadic guru, 
he sees in him a teacher who: 

is calm, tranquil, childlike, silent and free from distracting motivations. 
Although learned, he should be as a child, parading neither wisdom, nor 
learning, nor virtue itself ... He is a reservoir of mercy who teaches out of 
compassion to the multitude. He is sympathetic to the conditions of the 
student and is able to act with empathy towards him (Cenker, 1983, p. 41). 

In the disciple’s spiritual quest, Shankara’s guru places reason on par with 
scriptural authority and constantly exhorts the student to test and verify 
the teachings through his own experience. Every student needs to discover 
anew for himself or herself what is already known, a spiritual patrimony 
which has to be earned each time for it to become truly one’s own. Here, 
the ideal of the Hindu guru was not too far removed from the Buddhist 

2 For a comprehensive historical discussion of the evolution of the guru institution, on 
which this introductory section is based, see (Steinmann, 1986). See further (Cenker, 
1983).
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master who, too, constructed experience-near situations to illustrate a 
teaching and who saw the master–disciple relationship as one of perfect 
equality in self-realization, with radical insight as its goal. The relationship 
between the guru and disciple was of intimacy, not of merger. Both the 
guru and disciple were separate individuals, and potentially equals, though 
striving for ever-greater closeness.

From the seventh century onwards, the swing away from the teacher 
image of the guru received its greatest momentum with the rise of the 
bhakti cults in both North and South India. Devotional surrender on the 
part of the disciple, with such 1ectures as ritualistic service to the guru, 
the worship of his feet, bodily prostration and other forms of veneration, 
and divine grace (prasada) on the part of the guru, mark the guru–disciple 
relationship. ‘Guru and Govind [i.e., Lord Krishna] stand before me’, 
says the fifteenth century saint-poet Kabir, and asks, ‘Whose feet should 
I touch?’ The answer is: ‘The guru gets the offering. He shows the way to 
Govind’ (cited in Gold, 1987, p. 104). The operative word is now love 
rather than understanding. To quote Kabir again:

Reading book after book, the whole world died
And none ever became learned

He who can decipher just a syllable of ‘love’
is the true learned man (pandit)

With the spread of tantric cults around 1000 AD, the guru not only shows 
the way to the Lord, but is the Lord. ‘There is no higher god than guru’, 
tantric texts tell us: ‘No higher truth than the guru’. ‘The guru is father, the 
guru is mother, the guru is the God Shiva. When Shiva is angry, the guru 
is the Savior. But when the guru is angry, there is no one who can save 
you’ (cited in Steinmann, 1986). The guru is now an extraordinary figure 
of divine mystery and power, greater than the scriptures and the gods, and 
all that the disciple requires to realize his own godlike nature, his extra-
ordinary identity, as Lawrence Babb (1987) puts it, is to merge his substan-
tial and spiritual being with that of the guru. The ambiguities of thought 
and the agonizings of reason can be safely sidestepped since the way is no 
longer through Upanishadic listening, reflection and concentration but 
through a complete and wilful surrender—the offering of tana, mana and 
dhana (body, mind and wealth) in the well-known phrase of North Indian 
devotionalism. The responsibility for the disciple’s inner transformation is 
no longer that of the disciple but of the guru. ‘One single word of the guru 
gives liberation’, says a tantric text. ‘All the sciences are masquerades. Only 
the knowledge flowing out of the guru’s mouth is living. All other kinds of 
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knowledge are powerless and cause of suffering’ (KulanirvanaTantra, cited 
in Steinmann, p. 103).

The combined forces of the bhakti and tantra pushed towards an ever-
increasing deification of the guru, a massive idealization of his mystery 
and power. The thirteenth century Marathi saint Jnaneshvara writes of the 
guru (Abhayananda, 1989):

As for his powers,
He surpasses even the greatness of Shiva,

With his help,
The soul attains the state of Brahman;

But if he is indifferent,
Brahman has no more worth than a blade of grass.

Complementary to the movement of the guru from man to god is the 
shift in the disciple from man to child. The favoured, the ideal disciple 
is pure of heart, malleable of character and a natural renouncer of all 
adult categories, especially of rational inquiry and of the sexual gift. These 
images of the guru and disciple and their ideal relationship pervades the 
Hindu psyche to a substantial extent even today. ‘Guru is Brahma, guru is 
Vishnu, guru is Maheshwara’, is a verse not only familiar to most Hindus 
but one that evokes complex cultural longings, that resonates with what 
is felt to be the best part of their selves and of the Hindu tradition.

Let me not give the impression that the triumphant procession of the 
liberation/salvation guru in Hindu tradition has gone completely un-
challenged. In traditional texts, there are at least two instances question-
ing the need for a guru, admittedly an insignificant number compared 
to hundreds of tales, parables and pronouncements extolling him. The 
first one is from the Uddhava Gita in the sixth century text of Bhagvata 
Purana where Dattareya, on asked to account for his self-possession and 
equanimity, lists elements of nature, the river, certain animals and even a 
prostitute (from whom he learned autonomy from the sensual world) as 
his 24 gurus. The parable of Dattareya ends with the exhortation,: ‘Learn, 
above all, from the rhythms of your own body’. The second incident is 
an episode from the Yoga Vasistha, a text composed between the ninth 
and twelfth centuries in Kashmir, wherein Princess Cudala, setting out on 
her inner journey of self-exploration, deliberately eschews all gurus and 
external authorities, and reaches her goal through a seven-stage self-analysis.

In more recent times, beginning in the nineteenth century, there have 
been reformers who have sought to revive Vedic rituals and Upanishadic 
religion. They would, at the most, sanction the teacher guru, such as the 
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socially engaged intellectual swami of the Ramakrishna Mission or of the 
nineteenth century reformist movement, Arya Samaj. There have been 
also reluctant gurus, such as Krishnamurti, who vehemently denied the 
need for a guru and in fact saw in him the chief obstacle to spiritual 
liberation. For him and some modern educated Indians, the guru insti-
tution as it exists today is a focus of all the anti-intellectual and authori-
tarian tendencies in Hindu society (Chaturvedi, 1990). Yet, for the great 
mass of Hindus, the mystical, charismatic, divine guru image continues to 
be a beacon of their inner worlds. The all-pervasiveness of this image is 
due to more complex reasons than the mere victory of irrationality over 
reason, servility over autonomy or of a contemporary dark age over an 
earlier golden era.

What I am suggesting here is that the shift from the teacher to the 
master image is inevitable given the fact that perhaps a major, if not the 
most significant, role of the guru is that of a healer of emotional suffering 
and its somatic manifestations. This psychotherapeutic function, insuffi-
ciently acknowledged, is clearly visible in well-known modern gurus whose 
fame depends on their reported healing capabilities rather than deriving 
from any mastery of traditional scriptures, philosophical knowledge, of 
even great spiritual attainments. Of course, in cases of international gurus, 
the healing is tailored to culture-specific needs. In India there will be more 
miracles and magical healing, while in the West there will be a greater use 
of psycho-religious methods and techniques which are not unfamiliar to a 
psychotherapeutically informed population (Steinmann, 1986).

The importance of the healing guru comes through clearly in all 
available accounts. Ramakrishna’s disciple-biographer writes (Swami 
Saradanand, 1983, p. 521):

The spiritual teacher has been described in the Guru-gita and other books 
as the ‘physician of the world-disease.’ We did not at all understand that so 
much hidden meaning was there in it before we had the blessing of meeting 
the master. We had no notion of the fact that the Guru was indeed the phy-
sician of mental diseases and could diagnose at first sight the modifications 
of the human mind due to influence of spiritual emotions.

Perhaps the most vivid recent account of the therapeutic encounter 
between a guru and a disciple is contained in Pupul Jayakar’s moving de-
scription of her first one-to-one meeting with Krishnamurti. The narration 
could very well also have been of an initial interview with a good analyst. 
In her early thirties, outwardly active and successful yet with intimations 
of something seriously wrong with her life, Jayakar is apprehensive and 
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tries to prepare for the meeting. She begins the interview by talking of 
the fullness of her life and work, her concern for the underprivileged, her 
interest in art, her desire to enter politics. As the first flow of words peters 
out, Jayakar gradually falls silent. ‘I looked up and saw he was gazing at me; 
there was a questioning in his eyes and a deep probing.’ After a pause he 
said, ‘I have noticed you at the discussions. When you are in repose, there 
is a great sadness on your face.’

I forgot what I had intended to say, forgot everything but the sorrow within 
me. I had refused to allow the pain to come through. So deep was it buried 
that it rarely impinged on my conscious mind. I was horrified of the idea 
that others would show me pity and sympathy, and had covered up my sor-
row with layers of aggression. I had never spoken of this to anyone—not even 
to myself had I acknowledged my loneliness; but before this silent stranger, 
all masks were swept away. I looked into his eyes and it was my own face 
I saw reflected. Like a torrent long held in check, the words came ( Jayakar, 
1987, p. 4).

Jayakar talks of her childhood, of a sensitive lonely girl, ‘dark of com-
plexion in a family where everyone was fair, unnoticed a girl when I 
should have been a boy’. She talks of her pregnancies, in one case the baby 
dying in the womb, in other the birth of a deformed child, a girl who dies 
in childhood. She tells Krishnamurti of the racking pain of her beloved 
father’s death and the tearing, unendurable agony she feels as she talks. 

In his presence the past, hidden in the darkness of the long forgotten, 
found form and awakened. He was as a mirror that reflected. There was an 
absence of personality, of the evaluator, to weigh and distort. I kept trying 
to keep back something of my past but he would not let me. He said, I can 
see if you want me to. And so the words which for years had been destroying 
me were said (Jayakar, 1987, p. 5).

Krishnamurti is one of the most ‘intellectual’ of modern gurus, with a 
following chiefly among the most modern and highly educated sections of 
Indian society. It is nonetheless the news of his ‘miracle’ cures—deafness in 
one instance, an acute depression in another—which spreads like wildfire 
through the ashrams all over the country. Crowds of potential disciples 
gather at his talks, striving to touch his hand, to share in his benediction. 
‘These incidents and the vastness of his silent presence impressed people 
tremendously’, Jayakar writes somewhat ruefully. ‘The teaching, though 
they all agreed it was grounded in a total nonduality, appeared too distant 
and too unattainable’ (Jayakar, 1987, p. 211).
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In my own work with gurus and disciples, I found that many of the 
latter shared a common pattern in their lives that had led them to a search 
for the guru and to initiation in his cult (Kakar, 1982). Almost invariably 
the individual had gone through one or more experiences that had 
severely mauled his sense of self-worth, if not shattered it completely. In 
contrast to the rest of us, who must also deal with the painful feelings 
aroused by temporary depletions in self-esteem, it seems that those who 
went to gurus grappled with these feelings for a much longer time, some-
times for many years, without being able to change them appreciably. 
Unable to rid themselves of the feelings of ‘I have lost everything and 
the world is empty’, or ‘I have lost everything because I do not deserve 
anything’, they had been on the lookout for someone, somewhere, to 
restore the lost sense of self-worth and to counteract their hidden image of 
a failing, depleted self—a search nonetheless desperate for its being mostly 
unconscious. This ‘someone’ eventually turned out to be the particular 
guru to whom the seekers were led by events—such as his vision—which in 
retrospect seemed miraculous. The conviction and the sense of a miracle 
having taken place, though projected to the circumstances that led to the 
individual’s initiation into the cult, actually derived from the ‘miraculous’ 
ending of a persistent and painful internal state, the disappearance of the 
black depressive cloud that had seemed to be a permanent feature of the 
individual’s life. Perhaps a vignette from a life history will illustrate this 
pattern more concretely.

Harnam was the youngest of four sons of a peasant family from a North 
Indian village who had tilled their own land for many generations. As 
the ‘baby’ of the family, Harnam had been much indulged during his 
childhood, especially by his mother. She had died when he was 18, and 
ever since her death, he said, a peculiar udasinta (sadness) had taken pos-
session of his soul. Though he had all the comforts at home, enough to 
eat and drink, and an abundant measure of affection from his father and 
elder brothers, the udasinta had persisted. For 15 long years, he said, his 
soul remained restless, yearning for an unattainable peace. His thoughts 
often dwelt upon death, of which he developed an exaggerated fear, and 
he was subject to crippling headaches that confined him to the darkness 
of his room for long periods. Then, suddenly, he had a vision in a dream 
of the guru (lie, had seen his photograph earlier), who told him to come to 
his ashram to take initiation into the cult. He had done so; his sadness had 
disappeared as did his fear and headaches, and he felt the loving omnipres-
ence of the guru as a protection against their return.
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Besides cultural encouragement and individual needs, I believe there 
are some shared developmental experiences of many upper caste Hindu 
men which contribute to the intensification of the fantasy of guru as healer. 
In an earlier work, I have described the male child’s experience of ‘second 
birth’, a more or less sudden loss of a relationship of symbiotic intimacy 
with the other in late childhood and an entry into the more businesslike 
relationships of the world of men (Kakar, 1978). Two of the consequences 
of the ‘second birth’ in the identity development of Hindu men are first, 
an unconscious tendency to ‘submit’ to an idealized omnipotent figure, 
both in the inner world of fantasy and in the outside world of making a 
living, and second the lifelong search for someone, a charismatic leader 
or a guru, who will provide mentorship and a guiding worldview, thereby 
restoring intimacy and authority to individual life. I would interpret the 
same phenomena more explicitly in terms of self psychology. Since I 
believe some of the concepts of self psychology to be of value in illuminat-
ing the healing process in the guru–disciple relationship, these concepts 
may first need a brief elucidation.

The major focus of the Kohutian psychology of the self is what he called 
a self-object (Kohut, 1971; 1977). One exists as a person, a self, because a 
significant other, the self-object, has addressed one as a self and evoked the 
self-experience. Self-objects, strictly speaking, are not persons but the sub-
jective aspect of a function performed by a relationship. It is thus more apt 
to speak of self-object experiences, intra-psychic rather than interpersonal, 
which evoke, maintain and give cohesion to the self (Wolf, 1989). The very 
emergence and maintenance of the self as a psychological structure, then, 
depends on the continued presence of an evoking-sustaining-responding 
matrix of self-object experiences. Always needed, from birth to death, the 
absence of these experiences leads to a sense of fragmentation of the self, 
including, in extreme states of narcissistic starvation, the terrors of self-
dissolution.

The mode of needed self-object experiences, of course, changes with 
age from the simple to the more complex. In a child, the required self-
object experience occurs primarily, though not exclusively (remember the 
importance of the glow in the mother’s eye and of the affirmative timbre 
in her voice), through physical ministrations. In the adult, symbolic self-
object experiences supplied by his culture, such as religious, aesthetic 
and group experiences, may replace some of the more concrete modes of 
infancy and childhood. In the language of self psychology, the guru is the 
primary cultural self-object experience for adults in Hindu tradition and 
society. For everyone whose self was weakened because of faulty self-object 
relations during crucial developmental phases or for those who have been 
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forced into defensive postures by the self’s fragility where they are cut off 
from all normal sustaining and healing self-object responses, the guru is 
the culture’s irresistible offer for the redressal of injury and the provision 
of self-object experience needed for the strengthening of the self.

It is the immanence of the healing moment in the guru–disciple rela-
tionship which inevitably pushes the guru image towards that of a divine 
parent and of the disciple towards that of a small child. Western psychia-
trists have tended to focus more on the pathology and the malevolent 
regression unleashed by the psychic shifts in the images of the self and 
the guru when therapeutic expectations of the disciples take firm hold 
(Deutsch, 1982; Lorand, 1962). They have talked of the extreme submis-
siveness of the disciples, of a denial of strong unconscious hostility, of the 
devotee’s deepest desire being of oral dependence on the mother, etc.

I believe the Western psychiatric emphasis on the pathological and 
regressive—‘bad’ regressive—aspects of the guru–disciple relationship 
does it injustice. However, one may prefer the Enlightenment virtues of 
reason and ideological egalitarianism, the universal power exercised by 
what I would call the guru fantasy is not to be denied. By guru fantasy I 
mean the existence of someone, somewhere, who will heal the wounds 
suffered in the original parent–child relationship. It is the unconscious 
longing for the curer of the ‘world-disease’, a longing which marks all po-
tentially healing encounters, whether they are or not officially termed as 
such. This fantasy invariably exerts its power in changing the self-image 
of the seeker and of the healing other in the directions I have described 
above.

My own profession, psychoanalysis, in its theories of cure has not 
escaped from the ubiquitous power of this fantasy. Patients, of course, 
have always approached analysis and analysts with a full-blown guru fan-
tasy. Analysts, on the other hand, tended at first to believe with Freud 
that healing took place through knowledge and an expansion of conscious 
awareness. Yet, beginning with one of the most original of the first gen-
eration of analysts, Sandor Ferenzci, there has been a growing body of 
opinion which holds the person of the analyst and his interaction with 
the patient, in which the analyst counteracts the specific pathogenic defi-
cit of the parent–child relationship, as the prime barriers of the healing 
moment. Franz Alexander was perhaps the most outright advocate of 
the analyst adopting corrective postures, but the stress on the role of the 
analyst as someone who makes up in some fashion or other for a defi-
cient non-empathic parent is met with again and again in analytical litera-
ture, especially in the school of object relations. Winnicott, for instance, 
believed that with patients who suffered from not-good-enough early 
maternal environment, the analytic setting and the analyst, more than his 
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interpretations, provided an opportunity for the development of an ego, 
for its integration from ego nuclei. Kohut’s self psychology with its stress 
on the curative powers of the analyst’s empathy moves further in the same 
direction. As Ernst Wolf states the self psychological position: 

It is not the content of the information conveyed to the patient, not the 
substance of the interpretations and interventions made, not the correct-
ness of the therapist’s conjectures, not even the therapist’s compliance with 
demands to “mirror” the patient or to be his or her ideal that is pivotal: It is 
decisive for the progress of the therapeutic endeavor that the patient experi-
ence an ambience in which he or she feels respected, accepted and at least a 
little understood ... The person who is the therapist then becomes as crucial 
a variable as the person who is the patient (Wolf, 1989, p. 100)

Many years earlier, Sacha Nacht had captured this shift in the psycho-
analytic view of healing when he said, ‘it is of more value from the cura-
tive point of view, to have a mediocre interpretation supported by good 
transference than the reverse’ (Nacht, 1962, p. 208). In interviews with 
devotees, the unconscious expectation that the guru will counteract spe-
cific parental deficits becomes manifest in the way an individual selects 
a particular guru. It seems to be a fact that often the master who is expe-
rienced as an incarnation of the Divine by his own disciples leaves other 
seekers cold. In the politics of gurudom, reverence and worship by your 
own devotees does not ensure that you are not a figure of indifference, 
even of derision and contempt, to other gurus and members of their cults. 
Let me illustrate.

Amita, a 30-year-old woman who is a lecturer in Hindi in a local 
college, is one of the closest disciples of a contemporary female guru, 
Nirmala Devi. Born into an orthodox middle-class Brahmin family, she 
has been engaged in the ‘search’ ever since childhood. ‘My mother used 
to worship five hundred and sixty million gods every day’, she says in 
a bitter, contemptuous voice, ‘but it didn’t change her a bit. She was a 
hot-tempered, dried-up woman with little human sympathy or kindness. 
So what was the use of observing all the rites and praying to the gods?’ As 
Amita talks of her past, it is clear that she has been in a hostile clinch with 
her mother all her life. Amita went to see many gurus but was dissatisfied 
with every one of them till one day, a few years ago, she attended one of 
Mataji’s public meetings. Her conversion was instantaneous, and she has 
remained a devoted disciple ever since. ‘Mataji is like the cloud that gives 
rain to everyone’, she says. I am struck by the juxtaposition of her imagery 
in which mother is dry while Mataji brims over with the rain of love.
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For Amita, then, Mataji’s parental style has elements of both the fa-
miliar and the strange. The familiarity is in Mataji’s fierceness, the ‘hot 
temper’; the difference, and this is indeed crucial, is in the preponderance 
of warmth and love in Mataji as compared to Amita’s early experience 
of the indifference of her mother’s ‘style’. A guru like the late Maharaj 
Charan Singh of the Radhasoami sect, I would suggest, is too remote from 
Amita’s central conflict, while the late Bhagwan Rajneesh, of Oregon and 
Pune fame, would be too threatening to the moral values of a girl brought 
up in an orthodox, middle-class Brahmin family. Mataji’s parental style, 
on the other hand, dovetails with Amita’s self-object needs and social 
experience.

That the guru–disciple relationship is in important ways an extension 
of the parent–child relationship, constituting a developmental second 
chance for obtaining the required nutrients for the cohesion, integration 
and vigorousness of the self, is implicit in some of the older devotional lit-
erature and is often explicitly stated by modern gurus. Basava, the twelfth 
century founder of the Virsaiva sect, identifies the guru god with a particu-
lar aspect of the mother (cited in Steinmann, 1986, p. 36):

As a mother runs Close behind the child 
With his hand on a cobra Or a fire

The lord of meeting rivers Stays with me
Every step of the way And looks after me.

In his instructions to disciples, a contemporary guru, Swami Satyanand 
Saraswathi, tells us: 

Now in relation with guru, the disciple chooses one bhava (emotional state) 
for himself, according to his personality and needs, and develops that to 
its fullest potential. If he feels the need for a friend, he should regard the 
guru as his friend. Or, if he has been lacking parental love, the guru can be 
his father and mother ... It all depends on your basic needs and which area 
of your personality is the most powerful. Sometimes in adopting a certain 
bhava toward the guru, the disciple tends to transfer his complexes and 
neurosis too. If he has become insecure due to the suffering meted out to 
him by harsh parents, then in relationship with guru too, he feels insecure 
(Saraswathi, 1983, p. 92).

Swami Satyanand’s remarks also tell us of the difficulties in the path of 
surrender to the guru, an emotional experience which is indispensable for 
mutative changes in the disciple’s self.
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If there is one demand made by the guru on the disciple, it is of sur-
render, an opening up and receptivity of the latter’s psyche which is 
sometimes sought to be conveyed through (what men imagine to be) the 
imagery of female sexual experience. Saraswathi writes: 

When you surrender to the guru, you become like a valley, a vacuum, an 
abyss, a bottomless pit. You acquire depth, not height. This surrender can 
be felt in many ways. The OM begins to manifest in you; his energy begins 
to flow into you. The guru’s energy is continuously flowing, but in order 
to receive it, you have to become a womb, a receptacle (Saraswathi, 1983, 
p. 77).

Surrender of the self is, of course, ubiquitous in the religious traditions of 
the world. In his The Varieties of ReligiousExperience, William James called it 
regeneration by relaxing and letting go, psychologically indistinguishable 
from Lutheran justification by faith and the Wesleyan acceptance of free 
grace. He characterized it as giving one’s private convulsive self a rest and 
finding that a greater self is there. ‘The results, slow or sudden, great or 
small, of the combined optimism and expectancy, the regenerative phe-
nomenon which ensues on the abandonment of effort, remain firm facts 
of human nature.’ He added: 

... you see why self-surrender has been and always must be regarded as the 
vital turning point of religious life ... One may say the whole development 
of Christianity in inwardness has consisted in little more than greater and 
greater emphasis attached to this crisis of self-surrender ( James, 1902, 
pp. 107, 215).

In Sufism, too, surrender to the master is a necessary prerequisite for 
the state of fanafil-shaykh or annihilation of oneself in the master. Of the 
iradah, the relationship between the Sufi master and his disciple, the Sufi 
poet says: 

O heart, if thou wanted the Beloved to be happy with thee, then thou must 
do and say what he commands. If he says, ‘Weep blood!’ do not ask ‘Why?’; 
if He says, ‘Die!’ do not say ‘How is that fitting?’ (Nurbaksh, 1978, p. 208)

In terms of self psychology, surrender is the full flowering of the ideal-
izing transference, with its strong need for the experience of merging into 
a good and powerful, wise and perfect self-object—the guru. ‘This is the 
secret of the guru–disciple relationship’, says one guru. ‘The Guru is the 
disciple, but perfected, complete. When he forms a relationship with 
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the guru, the disciple is in fact forming a relationship with his own best 
self’. The disciple, in experiencing his or her self as part of the guru’s self, 
hearing with the guru’s ears, seeing with the guru’s eyes, tasting with the 
guru’s tongue, feeling with the guru’s skin, may be said to be striving for 
some of the most archaic self-object experiences.

Ramakrishna, the arch example of the Indian penchant for using nar-
rative form in construction of a coherent and integrated world, of its pre-
ference for the language of the concrete, of image and symbol over more 
conceptual and abstract forms, tells us the following parable.

One day while driving with Arjuna (the warrior hero of the Epic 
Mahabharata), Krishna (who is both God and Arjuna’s guru) looked at 
the sky and said, ‘See, friend, how beautiful is the flock of pigeons flying 
there!’ Arjuna saw it and immediately said, ‘Quite so, my friend, very 
beautiful pigeons indeed.’ The very next moment Krishna looked up again 
and said, ‘How strange, friend, they are by no means pigeons.’ Arjuna saw 
the birds and said, ‘Quite so, my friend, they are not pigeons at all.’ ‘Now 
try to understand the matter,’ Ramakrishna exhorts us. ‘Arjuna’s truthful-
ness is unquestionable. He could have never flattered Krishna in agreeing 
with him both the times. But Arjuna’s devotional surrender to Krishna 
was so very great that he actually saw with his own eyes whatever Krishna 
saw with his’ (Swami Saradanand, 1983, p. 454).

Devotees come to the guru, as do patients to the analyst, in conflicted 
state. On the one hand, there is the unconscious hope of making up for 
missing or deficient self-object responses in interaction with the guru. On 
the other hand, there is the fear of invoking self-fragmenting responses 
through the same interaction. The omnipresence of fears of injury to the 
sell and of regression into early primitive states of self-dissolution is what 
forces the devotee to be wary of intimacy. It prevents the desired surrender 
to the guru however high the conscious idealization of the values of sur-
render and letting go might be. Gurus are of course aware of the conflict 
and in their various ways have sought to reassure the disciples about their 
fears. Muktananda, for instance, writes:

There are only two ways to live: One is with constant conflict, and the 
other is with surrender. Conflict leads to anguish and suffering ... But when 
someone Surrenders with understanding and equanimity, his house, body 
and heart becomes full. His former feeling of emptiness and lack disappears 
(Mutkanand, 1983, p. 35).

And one of his disciples puts it in a language which the modern self psy-
chologist would have no hesitation in acknowledging as his own: 
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We live in countless fleeting relationships, always seeking, finding and 
losing again. As children and adults, we learn through these relationships. 
We learn by taking into ourselves our loved ones’ thoughts and voices, 
absorbing our loved ones’ very presence along with their knowledge 
(Muktananda, 1983, p. 35).

Gurus, gurus have always emphasized, are not human beings, not objects 
in the inelegant language of psychoanalysis, but functions. They are the 
power of grace in spiritual terms and intense self-object experiences in the 
language of self psychology.

The psychological term ‘intense selfobject experience’ of course trans-
fers the location of the fount of ‘grace’ from the person of the guru to the 
psyche of the devotee. It is a grace we have all experienced as infants when 
the mother’s various ministrations transformed our internal world from 
states of disintegration to one of feeling integrated, from dreaded intima-
tions of fragmentation to blissful experiences of wholeness. The persistent 
search for this inner metamorphosis in adult life is what makes the guru 
in India—to use Christopher Bollas’ concept—a primary ‘transformational 
object’ (Bollas, 1979). He is the culturally sanctioned addressee of a collec-
tive request for the transforming experience which goes beyond healing in 
its narrow sense. The guru’s grace is, then, the devotee’s recollection of an 
earlier transformed state. It is a remembrance, Bollas reminds us, which 
does not take place cognitively but existentially through intense affective 
experience, even when the latter is not on the same scale as in early life. 
The anticipation of being transformed by the guru inspires the reverential 
attitude towards his person, an attitude which in secular man, especially 
in the West, is more easily evoked by the transformational objects of art 
than those of religious faith.

The idealizing transference, leading to the merging experience, is thus 
the core of the healing process in the guru–disciple relationship. The heal-
ing is seen in terms of an alchemical transformation of the self: ‘When 
iron comes in contact with the philosopher’s stone, it is transmuted in 
gold. Sandalwood trees infuse their fragrance into the trees around them’ 
(Muktanand, 1983, p. 4). Psychoanalysts, of the object relations and self 
psychology schools, will have no quarrel with this formulation of the 
basis of healing. Their model of the healthy person, however, requires an 
additional step—of re-emergence; the drowning and the resurfacing are 
both constituents of psychological growth, at all developmental levels. In 
Kohut’s language, healing will not only involve an ancient merger state 
but a further shift from this state to an experience of empathic resonance 
with the self-object.
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Gurus are generally aware of the dangers of self-fragmentation and 
the disciple’s defences against that dreaded inner state. Modern gurus, 
like Muktananda, talk explicitly about the agitation and anxiety a disciple 
may feel when he is close to the guru. The training required en route 
to surrender is hard and painful. Merger experience, they know, takes 
place not at once but in progressive stages as, for instance, depicted in 
Jnaneshvara’s description of the unfolding of the guru–disciple relation-
ship in the imagery of bridal mysticism (Steinmann, 1986). They are aware 
of the resistances and the negative transferences, the times when the 
devotee loses faith in the guru, and doubts and suspicions tend to creep 
in. Do not break the relationship when this is happening, is the gener-
al and analytically sound advice. The development of inimical feelings 
towards the guru are part of the process of heating transformation. What 
is important about the feelings towards the guru is their strength, not 
their direction. Whether devoted or hostile, as long as the disciple remains 
turned towards the guru, he will be met by total acceptance. Muktananda 
describes the ideal guru’s behaviour: 

A true guru breaks your old habits of fault finding, of seeing sin, of 
hating yourself. He roots out the negative seeds that you have sown as well 
as your feelings of guilt ... You will never hear the guru criticize you. Instead, 
when you are in his company, you will experience your own divinity. You 
will never be found guilty in the guru’s eyes. You will find in them only the 
praise of your hidden inner God (Muktanada, 1983, p. 85).

The ‘ambience of affective acceptance’ provided by the guru and his 
establishment, the ashram, will, the master knows, make the disciple feel 
increasingly safe, shifting the inner balance between need and fear towards 
the former. Old repressed and disavowed self-object needs will reawaken 
and be mobilized, making the transference more and more intense. Or, 
put simply, as the conflict between need and fear recedes, the guru, like 
the analyst, will become the focus for the freshly released, though old, 
capacities for love, which push strongly towards a merger with the be-
loved.

If there is a second word besides surrender with which the guru–disci-
ple relationship can be captured, it is intimacy. As Lawrence Babb remarks 
of his interviews with the devotees of Sai Baba: 

What emerges as one general theme in these accounts is the same kind 
of visual, tactile and alimentary intimacy that is so central to devotional 
Hinduism in general. The devotees long to see him, to hear him, to be near 
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him, to have private audiences with him, to touch him (especially his feet) 
and to receive or consume, or use in other ways, substances and objects 
that have been touched by him or that originate from him (Babb, 1987, 
p. 173).

This striving for intimacy not only marks the disciple’s response to the 
devotional, but also to the knowledge of the guru. Pupul Jayakar, in talk-
ing of her response to the ‘intellectual’ Krishnamurti, says: ‘I was driven by 
the urge to be with him, to be noticed by him, to probe into the mysteries 
that pervaded his presence. I was afraid of what would happen, but I could 
not keep away’ (Jayakar, 1987, p. 3).

The sought-for intimacy is of an archaic nature, before the birth of lan-
guage which separates and bifurcates. In the intimacy scale of the sixteenth 
century North Indian saint Dadu (cited in Steinmann, 1986, p. 290):

The guru speaks first with the mind
Then with the glance of the eye

If the disciple fails to understand 
He instructs him at last by word of mouth 

He that understands the spoken word is a common man 
He that interprets the gesture is an initiate 

He that reads the thought of the mind Unsearchable, 
unfathomable, is a god.

In the desired preverbal intimacy with the guru, Jnancshvara highlights 
the devotee’s infantile quiescence (Muktananda, 1983, p. 85):

To say nothing is your praise 
To do nothing is your worship 

To be nothing is to be near you.

Analysts are, of course, familiar with the regressive movements in the 
patient’s psyche occasioned by the growing transference towards the ana-
lyst. The regression gives the patient a double vision, both in relation to 
himself and to the analyst. Within the transference, he ‘sees’ the analyst 
as a parental self-object; in the real relationship as a helpful doctor. The 
two images, in flux over time, constantly condition each other. Because 
of the co-presence of the patient’s adult self, the illusion of relation to 
the analyst, though it waxes and wanes, remains more or less moderate 
(Moeller, 1977).

The patient’s illusion of the analyst corresponds to another illusion 
in relation to the self. Patients in analysis often report feeling childlike, 
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even childish, also outside the analytic setting. They imagine themselves 
at times to be smaller and more awkward than their actual adult selves. 
The infantile and the adult in relation to the self shape each other and 
are often in a state of partial identity. In the guru–disciple relationship, 
the identity between the actual and the infantile selves of the disciple on 
the one hand and the real and parental representations of the master 
on the other overlap to a much greater extent and for longer periods of 
time than in psychoanalysis. The double vision in relation to both self 
and guru representations tends to become monocular. In other words, 
the guru–disciple interaction touches deeper, more regressed layers of the 
psyche which are generally not reached by psychoanalysis. The devotee, 
I believe, is better (but also more dangerously) placed than the analysand 
to connect with—and correct—the depressive core at the base of human 
life from which a self first emerged and which lies beyond words and in-
terpretations.

The healing techniques of the guru are thus designed to foster deeper 
regressions than those of the analyst. Elsewhere, I have talked of the im-
portance of looking and being looked at as a primary technique of the 
master–disciple intercourse (Kakar, 1985). I discussed the identity-giving 
power of the eyes that recognize, i.e., of their self-evoking and self-sustaining 
functions. Taken in through the eyes, the guru as a benign self-object 
opens the devotee’s closed world of archaic destructive relationships to 
new possibilities. The technical word, used in scriptural descriptions of 
the initiation process, is darshanat, ‘through the guru’s look’ in which, as 
Muktananda observes: ‘You are seen in every detail as in a clear mirror’. 
(Muktanand, 1983, p. 37). To the utter clarity of the look, he might have 
added its absolute love and complete forgiveness. To adapt Dostoyevski’s 
remark on the lover’s vision, in darshanat the devotee is looked at, and is 
enabled to look at himself or herself, as God might have. Even gurus with 
thousands of disciples, whose devotees might conceivably doubt that a 
one-to-one recognition by the guru is taking place at regular intervals, are 
at pains to confirm the operation of darshanat in spite of the large num-
bers involved. To quote Muktananda again: 

Many people become angry with me out of love. They say ‘Baba did not 
look at me,’ or ‘When Baba looked at me, he didn’t smile!’ People who 
say these things do not understand that when I sit on my chair I look at 
everyone once, silently and with great joy ... True love has no language. If 
I look at someone, silently emitting a ray of love, that is sublime. This is 
true and should be understood: love is a secret ray of the eyes (Muktanand, 
1983, p. 109).
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What about the guru’s words, the discourses to which the devotees listen 
with such rapt attention? To someone reading such a discourse or listening 
to it apart from a devotee group, it may seem trite, repetitious and full of 
well-known homilies. The power of the guru’s speech, however, lies not 
in its insight, but has a different source. ‘I did not understand but I came 
away with the words alive within me’ is a typical reaction ( Jayakar, 1987, 
p. 8). The psychological impact of the words is not through their literal 
meaning but their symbolic power, through the sound which conveys the 
experience of the guru’s presence within the psyche. They are a form of 
early human contact, much as the experience of a child who is soothed by 
the mother’s vocalizations even when he is physically separated from her 
and cannot feel her arms around him. In psychoanalysis, a patient will 
sometimes comment on the quality of the therapist’s voice when he feels it 
as a psychological bridge which joins the two or when he feels it as distanc-
ing and evoking a self-fragmenting response. Susan Bady has suggested 
that it is not only the psychological reaction to the therapist’s voice but 
its virtual ingestion by the patient in a concrete way which is significant. 
Taken into one’s vocal chords, the pattern and rate of breathing, the move-
ment of the diaphragm, the relaxed and self-assured voice of the therapist 
or the guru will calm his agitation, infuse hope and courage into his own 
timid and hesitant voice.

The concrete physical and psychic manifestations of the guru’s speech 
and sound are immeasurably enhanced by the group setting in which a 
disciple normally hears his words. To quote from my own experience of 
listening to a guru in a large crowd: 

At first there is a sense of unease as the body, the container of our indi-
viduality and the demarcator of our spatial boundaries, is sharply wrenched 
from its habitual mode of experiencing others. For as we grow up, the touch 
of others, once so deliberately courted and responded to with delight, in-
creasingly becomes ambivalent. Coming from a loved one, touch is deli-
ciously welcomed; with strangers, on the other hand, there is an involuntary 
shrinking of the body, their touch taking on the menacing air of invasion by 
the other. But once the fear of touch disappears in the fierce press of other 
bodies and the individual lets himself become a part of the crowd’s density, 
the original apprehension is gradually transformed into an expansiveness 
that stretches to include the others. Distances and differences of status, 
age and sex disappear in an exhilarating feeling (temporary to be sure) that 
individual boundaries can indeed be transcended and were perhaps illusory 
in the first place. Of course, touch is only one of the sensual stimuli that 
hammers at the gate of individual identity. Other excitations, channelled 
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through vision, hearing and smell, are also very much involved. In addi-
tion, as Phyllis Greenacre has suggested, there are other, more subliminal 
exchanges of body heat, muscle tension and body rhythms taking place in 
a crowd. In short the crowd’s assault on the sense of individual identity ap-
pears to be well-nigh irresistible; its invitation to a psychological regression—
in which the image of one’s body becomes fluid and increasingly blurred, 
controls over emotions and impulses are weakened, critical faculties and 
rational thought processes are abandoned—is extended in a way that is both 
forceful and seductive (Kakar, 1982, pp. 129–30).

Other techniques employed in the guru–disciple interaction perform a 
similar function of psychic loosening and fostering deep regression—an 
increasing surrender to the self-object experience of the merging kind. The 
taking in of prasada, food offerings touched or tasted by the guru, drinking 
of the water used to wash his feet, helps in a loosening up of individual 
bodily and psychic boundaries, transforming the experience of the guru 
from that of a separate Other to one of coming in line with a self-object. 
Gurus and devotees have always known that meditation on the guru’s 
face or form or the contemplative use of his photograph, as required in 
some cults, will contribute to and hasten the merging experience. As 
Muktananda observes: ‘The mind that always contemplates the guru even-
tually becomes the guru. Meditation on the guru’s form, immerses the 
meditator in the state of the guru’ (Muktananda, 1983, p. 3).

In a sense, my use of the term guru–disciple interaction has been a 
misnomer since it has had the disciple’s rather than the guru’s inner state 
as its focus. Perhaps this is as it should be given the fact that ostensibly 
the disciple is the one in search of healing, and that we know infinitely 
more about the inner processes of disciples than those of the gurus. Yet 
an analyst has to wonder how a guru deals with the massive idealizing 
transferences of so many disciples. Negative transferences and malignant 
projections are of course easier to handle since they cause severe discom-
fort, compelling us to reject them by discriminating inside between what 
belongs to us and the alien attributes that have been projected onto us. 
This painful motivation for repelling the invasion of the self by others 
does not exist when projections are narcissistically gratifying, as they 
invariably are in case of the adoring followers.

The problem is further complicated by the fact that for the self-
sustaining and self-healing responses to be evoked in the follower (or 
in the patient), the guru (and the analyst) must accept being the wiser, 
greater and more powerful parent. To accept and yet not identify with 
the disciple’s parental representation demands, the guru remains in touch 
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with his own infantile self. The best of the gurus, as we saw in the case of 
Ramakrishna, clearly do that; their own relationship to the Divine keeps 
intact self-representations other than those of the omniscient parent. But 
for many others, I would speculate, the temptation to identify with the 
disciple’s projected parental self is overwhelming. As the parent and the 
stronger figure in the parent–child relationship, it is easier to unload one’s 
conflicts and the depressive self onto the child. In the case of the analyst’s 
counter-transference, as Michael Moeller points out, the identification 
with the parental role is a source of twofold relief: one, in the transfer-
ential repetition of the relationship with the patient, the analyst is the 
stronger and the less incriminated parent, and two, in reality he is not 
parent at all (Moeller, 1977). The empirical finding on the anti-depressive 
effect of the psychoanalytic role also applies to the guru. His calm, cheer-
ful, loving mien is perhaps a consequence rather than a cause of his role 
as the healer.

I have mentioned above that the dangers of the guru role lie in the 
disciples’ massive parental projections, which the guru must process in-
ternally. Although the guru shares this danger with the analyst, or more 
generally, with any healer, the intensity of these projections, their duration 
and the sheer number of devotees involved are vastly greater than in the 
case of his secular counterparts. These idealizing projections are subver-
sive of the guru’s self-representation, constitute an insidious assault which 
a few gurus—again, like some therapists—are not able to successfully resist. 
A regression to an omnipotent grandiosity is one consequence, while in 
the sexual sphere a retreat into sexual perversion has been reported often 
enough to constitute a specific danger of the guru role. It is sad to hear or 
read reliable reports about 70-year-old gurus who become peeping Toms 
as they arrange, with all the cunning of the voyeur, to spy on their teen-
aged female disciples (generally Western) undressing for the night in the 
ashram. The promiscuity of some other gurus, pathetically effortful in the 
case of elderly bodies with a tendency to flag, is also too well-known to 
merit further repetition.

The sexual aberrations, however, have not only to do with pathological 
regression in stray individual cases, but are perhaps also facilitated by the 
way the fundamentals of healing are conceptualized in the guru–devotee 
encounter. For instance, given the significance of a specific kind of inti-
macy, there is no inherent reason (except cultural disapproval) why inti-
macy between guru and devotee does not progress to the most intimate 
encounter of all and be seen as a special mark of the guru’s favour; why the 
merger of souls does not take place through their containers, the bodies. 
If substances which have been in intimate contact with the guru’s body are 
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powerful agents of inner change when ingested by the devotee, then the 
logic of transformation dictates that the most powerful transforming sub-
stance would be the guru’s ‘purest’ and innermost essence—his semen.
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10

Working through Emotional 
Pain: A Narrative Study of 
Healing Process
JYOTI ANAND

Life is beset with tragedies and traumas of varied nature, viz., bereavement, 
life threatening diseases, loss of material possessions and relationships, etc. 
People not only learn to live with their losses, but many emerge enriched 
and invigorated. How people handle their emotional pain is an area of 
research rife with many possibilities of growth and self-enhancement. The 
main objective of the present study was to augment our understanding of 
the experience of emotional pain and to trace the process of healing. The 
study also examined the reconfiguration of self as healing progresses. A 
healing narrative of a middle-aged woman was generated and analysed to 
illuminate how people work through their pain and gain new insights.

Emotional pain refers to a feeling of loss and vulnerability, in the face 
of major life crises. It is akin to an experience of losing a part of oneself. It 
includes in its gamut a feeling of brokenness and loss of control (Bolger, 
1999). Bolger considers emotional pain as a natural consequence of living 
in this world that gets complicated as a result of a tendency to avoid or 
deny painful feelings. Clinical interventions aim at working through pain 
as a necessary task to induce changes in the inner self and ultimately in the 
ability to cope with life in healthier and more satisfying ways (Bradshaw, 
1990). Taylor (1997) has called attention to a profound sense of isolation, 
meaninglessness, hopelessness and despair as major accompaniments of 
emotional pain. According to him, emotional pain tends to isolate a per-
son from the flow of contemporary events. One may often be ridden with 
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the feeling of being abandoned and having been left alone. Bakan (1968) 
has focused on intimate relationships and considers emotional pain as a 
loss of familial world, which evokes fear of annihilation. Jain (1994) has 
shown in his work how emotions are construed within the Indian cultural 
context. Misra (2004) has further viewed all emotional experiences within 
the social constructionist framework. Accordingly, the experience of emo-
tional pain is situated in a matrix of meanings, identities and relationships 
specific to a particular culture. Analysing the relevant scriptures, Paranjpe 
(1998) and Misra (2004) have argued that in the Indian culture, the oft-
used term for emotion is ‘bhäva’, which considers cognition and emo-
tion as indistinguishable and has its genesis in aesthetics and the bhakti 
(devotional) movement.

Healing may be understood as the other side of emotional pain. It is 
anexperience of an inner sense of well-being, harmony, balance and peace.It is a 
process through which the harmony between mind, body and spirit is 
restored. It would involve a reconstruction of one’s reality, a change in 
emotions and broadening of one’s perspective. Thus, healing does not 
change the life conditions causing emotional pain, but engenders hope, 
acceptance, release of trapped psychic energy, resolution of internal con-
flicts and new insights (Kakar, 1982). Healing will not be enduring till the 
painful emotions are acknowledged, worked through and released from 
one’s system.

Siegel (1991) says: ‘When you put your feelings outside, you may heal 
inside. And you will certainly heal your life, if not your disease’; ‘for emo-
tional repression prevents the healing system from responding as a unified 
entity to threats from inside or outside’(p. 188). ‘Anger, anxiety, depres-
sion, fear and many other feelings are unhealthy only if they remain 
buried inside, unexpressed and not dealt with’ (p. 191). When one goes 
beyond one’s surface emotions and begins to acknowledge one’s real fears, 
one can break through the resentments and disappointments one holds, 
and herein begins the process of true healing. True healing, in this sense, 
means one’s ability to become ‘whole’ again, to gather together the many 
fragmented pieces of one’s life and make peace inside. True healing means 
one’s ability to discover oneself and one’s sense of purpose and meaning 
in this life. This is a painful and difficult process and what Campbell 
(1968) refers to, as‘the hero’s journey’.

Taylor (1997) contends that forgiveness forms the very basis of healing. 
One cannot ‘pretend’ to forgive oneself or others. One needs to cour-
ageously go within and feel one’s hurt and sadness and grieve one’s losses; 
acknowledge one’s failures and mistakes, even when one may feel they 
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were justified or deserved; forgive oneself through the hard and difficult 
path of self-disclosure and honesty. One can find one’s true strength and 
healing only by acknowledging and accepting one’s own humanity, one’s 
vulnerabilities and one’s limitations (Dalai Lama, 1992). The healing pro-
cess (of any type) is an emotionally charged experience (Frank and Frank, 
1984), and the salience of any social or spiritual practice lies primarily in 
their ability to elicit healing emotions.

Scientific evidence for the healing power of self-disclosure of emotions 
and honest self-examination comes from the work of James Pennebaker 
(1991). Pennebaker found that writing about traumatic experiences for 
as little as 15 minutes a day for four days can reduce physician visits for 
illness, improve serum immune function and enhance work performance 
up to six months’ time. That is to say, that sharing one’s true feelings and 
needs helps one to unlock the power of one’s healing system. Why does 
this disclosure improve one’s health and trigger one’s healing system? The 
disclosure is a deep and sometimes painful exploration of one’s deepest 
thoughts and feelings involved in the traumatic event. Somehow, when one 
moves one’s disturbing thoughts, feelings, fears, hurts, disappointments 
and resentments onto paper, one takes that energy ‘out of our bodies’ 
in an appropriate manner (i.e., not dumping it onto others or kicking the 
cat) and begin to ‘free up’ one’s own internal healing energies.

The present study has relied on the narrative approach to illuminate 
the process of healing emotional pain. Narratives are life stories. Narra-
tives are about the past happenings of one’s life, which are reconstructed 
as a sequence of events in a story form. Because narratives are constructed 
retrospectively, they also reflect the ways in which the narrator has come 
to understand his/her own experience (Jacobson, 2001). While talking 
about one’s personal experiences, a narrator endeavours to move from 
confusion and meaninglessness to greater clarity (Jackson, 1994). Thus, 
a life narrative is more than a simple description of past events. It is a 
process through which events are construed as having a meaningful and 
coherent order, through which events and experiences are interpreted and 
through which the narrator acquires an identity, like a character in fic-
tion (Good, 1994). Under conditions of adversity, individuals often feel a 
pressing need to re-examine and re-fashion their personal narratives in an 
attempt to maintain a sense of coherence and identity. The self is, thus, 
reconstructed through narrative.

The narrative analysis respects and upholds this self of the narrator in 
responding to crisis predicaments in a creative manner. When a layperson 
constructs and communicates through the narrative of one’s personal 
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experience, one does so within cultural settings, which provide specific 
forms of language, values, role expectations and modes of living. As Kelley 
(1994) has noted,‘people develop a sense of self, and attempt to construct 
a public identity for themselves on the basis of the way they talk about 
coping’ (p. 6).

The narratives are compelling because not only do the narrators con-
vey their emotional pain, but they attempt to reconfigure their experience 
and wrest meaning from the same. Healing narratives amount to reliv-
ing painful memories and trying to find meaning in the experience of 
traumatic events. Williams (2000) argues that healing narratives provide 
insights into how people reconstruct some sense of purpose in their lives. 
In this exploratory study, a narrative of a woman who went through severe 
emotional pain was taken, to systematically follow the trail of self-healing.

METHOD

The narrative discussed in this chapter is Madhur’s life story. Madhur 
is a 50-year old woman who has three grown up children, two married 
daughters and a son looking after the family business. Madhur hails from 
a traditional upper middle class background. She got married in a joint 
family when she was just 17. Her husband was the eldest son and was 
involved in the family business. A few years after her marriage, Madhur 
underwent a series of life crises (marital distress, bereavement and illness 
in family). When she was contacted for an interview, she had considerably 
recovered. She was willing to talk and share her inner experiences of hav-
ing lived through the various upheavals of her life.

Madhur was interviewed at her residence. Despite the fact that it was 
the first time that I was meeting her, she was very cooperative, willing and 
gave her very best in sharing her most innermost feelings and experiences. 
She was quite eager and forthcoming in her narration, and there were 
places where she became emotional. But due credit goes to her for re-
counting all her experiences from the very beginning and reliving her pain 
and all the associated feelings of those experiences. It seemed, as though, 
she was pouring out her heart without any attempts to withhold or con-
ceal anything. The researcher is not without some guilt for having raked 
up her past memories, but towards the end of the interview, it was reassur-
ing to learn that Madhur has happily graduated from her past crises. It was 
an exceptionally intense session that continued for almost four hours.
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The interview was recorded after taking Madhur’s prior consent. The 
language of the narrative was a mix of both Hindi and English language, 
and was transcribed verbatim. In the narrative discussed here, the names, 
locales and backgrounds have been altered to preserve anonymity of the nar-
rator. The effort was to stay as close to the narrative as possible, and to use 
the closest possible English translation of the Hindi language. Wherever 
it was felt that the translation would alter the meaning or sense of the 
expression as the narrator had used it, the Hindi word/expression was 
retained as it was.

Analysis and Interpretation

The narrative script was chronicled in the order the events unfolded. As 
far as possible, the events were documented along with the context in 
which they occurred. Efforts were made throughout to make sense of the 
narrative from the narrator’s perspective. The main focus was: on the emo-
tional pain which Madhur suffered in her relations and bereavement, on 
her search for an anchor in her own self, on her release from her emo-
tional cocooning and on subsequent attaining of inner peace and tran-
quillity. Madhur’s narrative provides an insight into the way emotions play 
a pivotal role in reorganizing the self to efficaciously deal with life crises. 
The attempt has been to stay with the flow of her narration to delineate 
the process of emotional healing.

The Experience of Emotional Pain

After marriage, Madhur gave herself fully to her husband’s family and 
tried to live up to everyone’s expectations. She earned an enviable place 
for herself in the family, so much so, that her father-in-law would often 
seek and act upon her opinion in family matters, much to the chagrin 
of her husband, who did not enjoy as much say. Some time later, when 
Madhur discovered her husband’s infidelity, she was very distressed. 
She felt she had lost all grounds with her husband. Her sense of failure 
multiplied when she confronted the indifference of her (in-laws) family. 
She had served and catered to them as her own family, but none of them 
stood by her when she needed their support in the time of her crisis. In 
response to her husband’s illicit relationship, which was an event almost 
20 years in the past, she narrated her plight as if it had happened 
yesterday.
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I used to be very upset, I could not sleep in the night. I suffered from 
insomnia and became dependent on sleeping pills, for without them 
I couldn’t sleep in the night. I used to keep awake the whole night ... I told 
the family members also, but no one helped me ... Then I realized that 
perhaps this is no one else’s problem, this is only my problem ... Then I 
started finding faults in myself that there is something lacking in me and 
so he’s doing this(having a relation outside marriage).I used to ask him also 
that do you also (find something lacking in me)? He used to say, ‘No, there’s 
nothing wrong with you, please don’t think in this manner ever’ ... I started 
looking for a reason, that is there something lacking in me, but I found 
nothing lacking in myself ... Gradually I started understanding that perhaps 
he was suffering from some complex, and was unable to take my goodness 
and my abilities in a positive manner and was taking them negatively. This 
was my own psychological analysis that stands till today. 

She further added:‘Suddenly one day something came up in our conversa-
tion (between husband and wife), it must have been for just a minute, and 
I went into severe depression, and I was drowned in that for two and a half 
years ...’She continued: 

He mentioned his friend’s name—he said something, exactly I don’t want to 
remember, and I got such a shock, like(I’d been hit by)an electric current, 
and I felt that I am drowning in it ... deep inside ... and I won’t be able to 
come out of it ... I had that feeling inside ... and the feeling that I’ve become 
a failure in life ... that after doing all this(for everyone)I have become a 
failure ... I tried a lot that somehow he gets improved, but his heart was not 
in his business ...

It was an emotional trauma for Madhur and she plunged into an abyss of 
depression. Her self-esteem was badly bruised. She found her world crum-
bling, both within (herself) and without. Her emotional investment in her 
husband and his family was so intense that she felt cheated and dejected. 
Her depression left her emotionally drained and washed-out. She lost in-
terest in household work and was mostly confined to her room, brooding 
over her failure in life. She had no one to share her problems with, and 
slowly became a recluse.

As Taylor (1997) observed, the initial phase of depression entails a 
feeling of loss and isolation, and one is mired in unresolvable emotional 
conflicts. One may feel incapable of expressing any kind of emotion and 
may find it difficult to relate with people in one’s social world. One expe-
riences constant pain that has no boundaries. All one knows is that one 
cannot bear these feelings, yet, must continue to endure them.
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In Madhur’s own words:

I started feeling that the family members were not my own. Slowly I started 
feeling that all are selfish, this whole world is selfish, and that I have to 
fight my battles myself. Most of the time I would feel my children to be a 
burden. How do I look after them, what do I do? I was so warped in my own 
problems that I didn’t understand what guidance to give them ... I used to 
do the household work but I used to get very tired. I used to feel that its 
better that I die. Many times I had suicidal tendencies, but I always resisted 
the impulse, that if I attempt suicide then I would be faced with a question 
mark. If I commit suicide then I would be at peace, and somewhere I felt 
that I would take revenge from the family members also, but ... then what 
will happen to my children? It would be a stain on their lives forever, i.e., 
that their mother has committed suicide. So I could never take that step. 
But from inside there was great anger brewing, which could never come out, 
and it became so intense that I went into depression ... It was such severe 
depression that the whole day I would just keep lying down, would not get 
up, and it took me two and a half to three years to come out of it ... I did 
not want to discuss this thing outside. I never discussed it outside. Even my 
parents never came to know ... 

I started getting the sympathy due to a sick person. And I don’t know, 
maybe when that sick person gets mentally sick, so his/her body mecha-
nism also becomes such that it begins to seek sympathy, and it begins to get 
solace in this. Or I used to feel that perhaps my bodily and mental mecha-
nism would work in such a manner that I may get my husband’s attention. 
Because I was always an analyzing person, so I used to feel that (perhaps) 
this was my attitude that I wanted his attention, therefore I was sick. But 
that had got so deeply entrenched within my body that despite my desire to 
get well, I was not improving.

Reclaiming the Self in Depression

Madhur emotionally intended to use her depression and misery as a way to 
seek attention and sympathy of her husband, who, she thought, still loved 
her very much. Instead, he started avoiding her. That was probably the 
turning point. Madhur was not the one to give up. She took the cudgels 
in her hands to salvage herself from drowning in the quicksand of depres-
sion. It was during this period that she indulged in a lot of introspection, 
auto-counselling and cognitive reappraisal to derive meaning out of the 
existing situation, because somewhere this realization had dawned on her 
that she only could help herself; if she relied on outside sources for help, 
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she would be left wanting. This conviction indeed helped her to come out 
of her chronic depression. Depression has the effect of putting a person 
into a form of painful hibernation where one becomes aware that there is 
something wrong with one’s life and where one has a chance to discover 
what is wrong and to put it right (Rowe, 1982). She was rediscovering her 
inner strength to become self-reliant in dealing with her life situation. This 
episode of her life, as though, set the stage for self-reflection and greater 
maturity.

I became a totally different person ... I took treatment on my own, I nursed 
myself, reasoned out with myself slowly and gradually, every day—when 
I used to be lying down, I used to (think), that I have to get out of this. 
There was a lot of anger also, but I have to get out. I cannot change him; 
now I only have to gel out of this situation. May the Lord give enough 
strength that I come out of this(situation).When the depression lessened, 
I began understanding things; that I cannot change him ... I felt that both 
of us were so good and as a couple we did not deserve this ... But I never 
wanted to take that step, that I divorce him—it was not palatable to me. I 
loved him very much ... despite everything, till date, no one has ever been 
so dear to me as he was to me, because I loved him very much.

But, she continued: ‘I have my own integrity, I have my own identity. Why 
should I trouble myself over this? I became matured by then?’

... slowly I began to prepare myself to take on all the responsibility on my-
self; I look over the complete care-taking of my children ... I withdrew myself 
from the (larger) family because my energy was limited; I could either give 
to myself or to the family ... This was again a new chapter for me, that you 
try to equip yourself in such a manner that you are the only person who can 
manage all this. To prepare oneself each day is a very difficult thing, and 
without sharing this with anyone, and without anyone’s guidance. These 
were all my own thoughts, and these seemed right. 

Certain things were brewing in the family that forced Madhur to come out 
of her shell and take stock of the situation. It was about the family and 
business. Despite her depression and sickness, she was sensitive enough 
to perceive that these developments were not favourable for both her 
husband and herself. Seeing them preoccupied elsewhere, other family 
members were attempting to usurp the family business and her husband 
was getting marginalized. She also noticed that her husband was devel-
oping depressive symptoms and was losing interest in his business. She 
offered him her unstinted support in his work and personally as well.
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Her husband’s misery and depression somehow became instrumental 
in facilitating her re-emergence into the world. In the experience of her 
own pain and agony, she had gained certain insights and had become 
sensitive enough to realize the seriousness of her husband’s predicament. 
Putting aside all previous grudges, she jumped into the arena to rescue 
her husband from the throes of his depression. He was holding his father 
responsible for his failings in the business and used to be very angry with 
him. Alarmed by his suicidal tendencies, Madhur took him to a psychia-
trist. She approached her father-in-law and other family members, voicing 
her apprehensions and pleaded for some urgent action. But help was not 
forthcoming. Once again, Madhur stood disillusioned.

Again it was very painful for me, that what is the use of family ... what is the 
use of me and my sacrifices, what did I get in return?

Tormented by his anger, bitterness and depression, Madhur’s husband, 
having given several hints, committed suicide. Madhur had had a strong 
premonition about the same, and despite her best efforts could do noth-
ing to avert it.

I don’t know how, somewhere inside ... I was getting this sense that some 
day he would do something and I would he left alone ... I would lose him ... 
as though my conscience from within, like my sixth sense, or you may call 
it my intuition—there was such a strong intuition that later people told me 
that yes, you had said this, which I don’t remember.

Although her husband’s death was not very unexpected, yet Madhur was 
deeply pained. She was pained by the inaction and insensitivity of her 
family. For her, it was the most tragic thing to happen.

When this happened, I went to the hospital and the doctor declared that 
he’s no more. He died ... I was left speechless ... I was deeply pained and 
I fell that I have lost the whole thing, and I have lost my battle (jung).

Paradoxically, whereas on one hand her husband’s death was painful for 
Madhur, perhaps in some remote corner she felt confident that she could 
make a new beginning. Now she had to think only for her immediate 
family and was no longer bound by the expectation of the larger family. 
She could take her own decisions and was not constrained or helpless as 
she was when her husband was alive. She had a sense of freedom from all 
emotional and social bondages.
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Janoff-Bulman (1992) writes extensively about the growth that people 
may experience after coming to grips with tragedies and the shattered 
assumptions that result from them. From these losses, one may develop 
new and more realistic assumptions. Essentially, one may learn to be 
tougher about the nature of life and how it regularly involves losses for 
oneself and others. That is just the way it is. To successfully adapt, one has 
to learn to make the best of it.

My husband passed away ... I lost everything ... but deep inside in my heart, 
on one hand I was crying also, was feeling upset also, but deep inside, some-
where there was this feeling that I will live it up ... What has happened has 
happened, the worst that could happen in anyone’s life has happened ... My 
suffering was very much there, but somewhere it was going on in my mind 
that whatever had to happen, now this chapter of my life is closed. I have to 
begin a new chapter of my life now. In that new chapter I don’t know where 
my destination is, and I don’t even know the way ... and I didn’t even know 
how much support I’d get. But I had immense confidence in myself, which 
was my inner strength. I was questioning myself, I searched within myself, 
there were no regrets anywhere, till date I have no regrets ... I was very confi-
dent that despite having lost everything in life, I still have something within 
me! I had this strong feeling inside which I could not share with anyone ... 
I had this faith within myself, I will not lose from life, and I will live it up 
and show it to them what living means!

Closeting Emotions to Brave the World

Madhur took upon the new and changed situation as a challenge and 
began to invest all efforts in the direction of dealing with the same. She 
did not allow her pain of losing her husband to weaken her resolve or act 
as a shackle in any way. She did not want her vulnerability and her weak 
moments to become apparent before the world!

My pain was in its place, but my mind was working on the lines that what 
do I have to do now ... Then I thought that I have to break this emotional 
barrier myself, because one becomes helpless at the hands of one’s emo-
tions only ... If anyone else attempted to break this barrier it would hurt me 
... suddenly this realization dawned on me ... Let me put all this aside and 
explore other possible avenues

Somewhere, Madhur’s single-handed struggle during her depression days 
and a certain amount of preparedness about what was going to ensue 
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(regarding her husband’s suicide) had instilled a great deal of confidence 
in her to take on life and whatever the situation at hand was, as a chal-
lenge. She was not prepared to let others control her and her children’s 
lives.

I said, either everything will get ruined or I’ll get everything back—it was a 
gamble. But it will only happen when I’ll do something.

A month after her husband’s death, against the wishes of her in-laws, 
Madhur started going to her husband’s factory and learning the trade. She 
knew nothing about the business but had the confidence that she could 
manage it. She immersed herself in her work so deeply that she withdrew 
from everything else.

I thought that like a labourer who toils every day and earns his meal, and 
doesn’t know what will happen about his meal the next day, I’ll also think 
likewise. I work today, I come back, have my meal and go to sleep, get up in 
the morning and go to work again ... I used to keep taking my sleeping pills 
so that I’m able to work in the morning, not that I forget everything. 

Madhur suffered from insomnia and could not sleep without the aid of 
medicines. But now her orientation and approach was problem-focused 
rather than self-indulgent, i.e., her reason for taking sleeping pills was to 
enable her mind to function properly.

Simultaneously, she used to keep counselling herself that if she had 
that spirit to learn, she would be able to pick up the skill probably better 
than the other workers. She never let her ego become a barrier in enabling 
her to learn the tricks of the trade from anyone and everyone who knew it 
better than her. She kept her target in sight that she had to stand up and 
make it on her own, together with tending to her children.

I became a stronger person, a very firm person gradually. I used to think 
that I have to do my work—that was my target—I have to do my work and 
prove myself and give my children everything by the dint of my efforts, in 
a right manner ... I never felt deprived. I used to feel that this is my world 
and I was satisfied with it.

Sublimation of the Emotional Self

When her husband committed suicide, Madhur was very upset with 
God.
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‘I used to feel really angry at God that you have done all this with such 
a true and honest person as me. I had stopped going to the temple.’ But 
her faith remained intact. ‘I used to earnestly pray to Him whenever in 
trouble, that if you are really there, then you tell me what to do now.’She 
had challenged God:‘If there is God then let him ward off (this pain). If 
He’s there, let Him save (me), we’ll see how He saves. I felt that one who 
is alone and has no support, He is there with him/her.’

She would keep giving herself these messages to reinforce her faith and 
confidence. After putting in all her efforts and mind when the results were 
not forthcoming, Madhur surrendered before Him. Surrendering cannot 
come as a result of cognitive appraisal and efforts—it is very essentially a 
manifestation of overwhelming emotions, a feeling and realization of utter 
helplessness and an implicit faith in the Supreme Order.

When I actually surrendered before God that you only have to do whatever 
is to be done—this I surrendered when everything slipped away from my 
hands, when I had failed completely, then God said, ‘see this can happen 
in this manner’. My vision cleared and I saw that this is also possible, (and) 
acceptance came. Maybe it was then that I fell God’s presence.

She continued:

When I didn’t know my way around, the family members were also the 
same, the circumstances were more difficult, and there were so many prob-
lems, then ... there was some power which was pulling me along. My inner 
strength was there, but ... I feel (mera man) that it was God’s power only ... 
the strength that He gave me, means the present situation was absolutely 
opposite of the earlier circumstances ... I lost everything, I lost my husband, 
love had gone out of my life and I had lost faith in life and truthfulness ... 
Still I had so much faith in myself.

Madhur’s share of trials were not over as yet. About four years later, 
Madhur almost lost her son in a tragic car accident, in which her father-
in-law died and her son was battling with life itself. That was another 
juncture of her life when her faith in God got reinstated.

The night the accident took place, I felt that neither money, power, doc-
tors, facilities, nothing mattered at that juncture. Only one thing works 
here, and that is God ... That night I literally handed him(her son,)over 
to God, because even if I had gone and placed all my wealth there, and 
would have used all the powers of the city, and would have done everything 
possible ... I didn’t know whether I could have saved my son ... I was sitting in 
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the night(in the hospital)—I said, ‘O God now I have handed him to you—I 
don’t know what is appropriate for me. My heart would wish that my son 
stays with me but what is right for me, this you decide. If it was in my hands 
I would spend all my wealth, even if I finish off everything, still I don’t 
know whether I will be getting him back or not ... I was sitting alone and 
praying ... Now you decide what is to be done with him (her son)’ and I kept 
sitting like that that whole night.

For almost a fortnight, till her son was out of danger, Madhur did not 
sleep a wink. For all those people who helped her during that period, she 
felt they were all god-sent. When her son started responding to the treat-
ment that was being given to him, and the doctors proclaimed him out of 
danger and promised to return her son as he originally was, Madhur put 
in all her best efforts and energy in nursing him and attending to all his 
needs herself. Once again, her faith in God got a fillip. It was a significant 
day for Madhur when her son returned home. Such great was her satisfac-
tion and happiness that she admitted forgetting everything related to her 
past suffering and never missed her husband after that. Somewhere it gave 
a boost to her confidence also; that despite the entire trauma that she 
suffered, her strength did not weaken and held her in good stead through 
it all.

Release of Emotions That Healed

Healing never takes place unless emotions are healed. Madhur’s is a 
good example of such emotional healing. After her husband’s suicide, 
Madhur had seemingly taken hold of her situation. She had immersed 
herself totally in her work. It was a lopsided existence that she was 
leading—in the sense that she had neglected herself totally, and a certain 
emotional isolation and apathy had set in. She had almost stopped crying 
after her husband’s death. In the process of making herself strong, she 
continued to bury her pain deep inside.

I never used to cry. But because of that the pain kept accumulating inside, 
I was upset from within, but it didn’t show apparently.

It was when she joined a preliminary course ofThe Art of Livingand prac-
ticed meditation as part of the course, something happened which took 
her by surprise. In one of the sessions she broke down and cried as she 
had not cried in years. Madhur shared that she cried so bitterly, profusely 
and so loudly that she could not stop crying for almost 15 days. It seemed 
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as though all the emotions that she had been suppressing all these years 
burst forth with a vengeance, as though a dam had broken free. All the 
pent up pain, fury, bitterness, frustration and anguish of so many years, 
as though, got washed away in her tears. When a person suddenly con-
fronts her pain, she becomes overwhelmed by the realization that her 
numbness was protecting her from her deep hurt, and that she had not 
healed as yet (Taylor, 1997).

‘I broke down and it seemed as though a storm was let loose.’She 
continued:

I remained disturbed for about 15–20 days. I went into a sort of depres-
sion. But all my emotions which had been suppressed, they surfaced ... I 
had started becoming very dry. I used to feel very irritated (chid), a kind of 
detachment was taking hold.

When she did the advanced course, she again had those crying spells:

I was feeling that the more I was crying the lighter I was feeling, means, 
as long as I sat for meditation, my tears were flowing continuously. But after 
that advanced course, I danced so much, the first day I sang a bhajan ... 
(Earlier) I just could not listen to bhajans, kirtans and harmonium ... There 
was a transformation and I felt as though I became very light from within. 
Then I realized that indeed my emotions had been suppressed and they had 
surfaced now.

Feeling buoyant and relieved, when Madhur sang bhajans and danced 
as she had never done before, it was the expression of her inner self 
which had experienced the release after such a long period. According 
to Madhur,‘everything goes through a process’.Some years back, she had 
such hatred for her family members that she would curse them. Today, 
Madhur claims that there is no bitterness, anger or complaints within her; 
rather, there is forgiveness in her heart for all those who had wronged 
her. Instead, she is at peace with herself, and it was visible in her 
countenance.

As Atwood and Martin (1991) commented, one’s pain and suffering 
can be a vehicle for helping one to connect with one’s sensitivity. This 
acknowledgment and acceptance of one’s limitations without attempting 
to raise any defences loosens up the blocked flow within one’s innermost 
layers of consciousness. It is a humbling and an elevating experience at 
the same time. Therein begins the healing process. Thus, the crisis situa-
tion has not changed, but the individual experiencing it has, in attitude, 
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orientation and emphasis. In such a scenario, there is evidence to show 
that the faith in the goodness of humankind and hope in the benevolence 
and justice of the Higher Order, all give credence to the fact that the ex-
perience of emotional pain does not often maul their spirits—rather, they 
resurface from its depths, enriched and peaceful. Kakar (1982; 1991) has 
written extensively about how shamans and gurus transform the self of 
the person and radically change one’s perception that facilitates a feeling 
of well-being.

In another study, Anand, Srivastava and Dalai (2001) also found that 
one of the major outcomes of the healing process is a sense of liberation. 
The perception about oneself changes from that of a helpless victim to 
that of a person who is in control of one’s life, and develops better insights 
into one’s problems and conflicts. Considering healing as a spiritual expe-
rience, Taylor (1997) argues that personal loss can be the springboard for 
transcendence and a sense of freedom.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This study attempted to examine the experience of emotional pain and 
subsequent reconstrual of the self in the process of healing. Madhur’s 
narrative provided rich insights about how such healing takes place. 
Emotional pain for Madhur was quintessentially the outcome of a loss of 
an intimate relationship and that of a familial world, seriously undermin-
ing her sense of self. This resulted in severe depression and anger. Though 
she silently suffered in her depression, it played its facilitative role by 
affording the much needed time, solitude and personal space to Madhur 
for contemplation, self-reflection and reconstrual of her painful experi-
ence. This enabled Madhur to enlarge her vista and spectrum of under-
standing, of coming in touch with her unrealized potential and strength 
and resultantly reclaiming her natural self. Furthermore, having lived and 
worked through her emotional pain imparted the keen penetration and 
insight into the machinations of such suffering and empathic sensitiv-
ity to deal with her husband who too plunged in severe depression. Her 
husband’s deteriorating mental state alarmed Madhur and led to her com-
ing out of her self-imposed ostracism. Her anger towards the other family 
members for having wronged her husband and herself also provided the 
outlet to come out of her shell. Thus, whereas depression pulls a person 
inside, Taylor (1997) observed that anger brings the person back in con-
tact with the world outside.
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After her husband’s demise, Madhur was left alone to face the world 
and to bring up her children single-handedly. Her self-reflections during 
her bout of depression had made her aware of her strengths and vulner-
abilities. She took it on herself to run her husband’s business despite the 
disapproval of her in-laws. She wanted to prove herself and did not allow 
her negative emotions to become impediments in her path. She emotion-
ally insulated herself and effectively managed to keep her inner and outer 
worlds separate from each other.

It was during the next traumatic phase of her life, when her son 
met with a near fatal accident and was battling with life that she real-
ized the ineffectiveness of all worldly resources and support systems she 
had, in the recovery of her son. It was at this juncture that Madhur came 
face-to-face with her acute vulnerability and helplessness. The accep-
tance of the same apparently facilitated her surrender before the Divine. 
Because she had sought Divine intervention for her son’s recovery, it did 
not lessen the pain closeted in her. But perhaps her confrontation with, 
and realization of her limitations and vulnerability prepared the ground 
for subsequent healing which was to manifest later. As Siegel (1991) 
observes, ‘In our acceptance of our vulnerability is our healing’ (p. 268). 
When one is able to confront one’s losses and fears, one’s pain and inca-
pacities, one acknowledges one’s vulnerabilities. This acknowledging the 
reality of this sense of vulnerability would tantamount to a beginning of 
healing (Fife, 1994).

With time, when Madhur was able to prove her mettle and started to 
live life on her own terms and conditions, perhaps she no longer needed 
the defences that had been erected to prevent the eruption of painful and 
unpleasant emotions. One day while attending a spiritual discourse, with-
out any forewarning, the floodgates of her blocked emotions opened up 
and she could not stop crying for days. This, as though, washed away all 
her negative emotions, and healed her.
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Yoga and the State of Mind
R. L. KAPUR

Most psychiatrists would agree that while their profession has done much 
to alleviate mental illness and emotional distress, they have very little un-
derstanding of techniques which would promote mental health and bring 
about in the individual a more or less pervasive sense of well-being, joy, 
alertness, energy, etc. Some Eastern mystical traditions claim to do just 
that and Yoga is one of the techniques used to bring about a state of what 
may be called positive mental health.

Yoga is a system of concrete steps to attain what Patanjali (Taimini, 
1971) refers to as an ‘inhibition of fluctuations of mind’. The steps involve 
some psychophysiological exercises, a conscious control of instinctual 
demands, a surrender to a higher will, and on the basis of these, a reorder-
ing of one’s relation with the external world. Though most closely related 
to the samkhya philosophy, Yoga is flexible enough to enable its insertion 
into other philosophical systems, for example, tantra, Buddhism, Advaita 
and also that of the Bhagavadgita.

A lot of research has been carried out to examine the effect of Yoga on 
neurophysiological, hormonal and metabolic parameters, but while it is of 
interest that Yogis can control their heartbeat or change their brain waves, 
the crucial question from the psychological point of view is whether they 
can control their mental fluctuations. Indian tradition claims that the 
only way to understand the impact of Yoga on the subjective states is by 
experiencing it yourself.

A few years ago, I took a year off from my work to do just that. I ap-
prenticed myself to a guru and devoted myself to Yoga, spending about 
five hours everyday on yogic practices, every evening. I would spend an 
hour or two recording my observations regarding what had happened to 
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my own mental state. After the completion of one year, I once again stood 
outside my experience and examined whether my daily observations re-
vealed any consistent patterns. It is my understanding that if a few fellow 
professionals go through similar training and report their conclusions in 
a similar manner, some commonalities can be culled out to form a body 
of phenomenological knowledge around the Yoga technique. Walsh has 
done such an exercise for vipasana meditation but I am not aware of any 
with respect to Yoga.

This chapter gives an account of my exploration. In Section I, I men-
tion some basic principles of Samkhya philosophy and Patanjali’s Yoga 
sutras, pertinent to my study. It may be noted that while for the sake 
of clear comprehension I put this section first, in actual fact, my guru 
allowed me textual research only after the experiential research had been 
completed—so as not to bias my results. The second section picks up from 
my diary, in chronological fashion, some details which give a flavour of my 
experiences. Finally, in the third section, I describe the conclusions of my 
research.

YOGA CONCEPT OF COSMIC AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL REALITY

1 Yoga borrows from the Samkhya the concept that reality consists of 
two opposite but equally substantive principles—purusha (self) and 
prakriti (nature). Purusha is the pure, timeless, unchanging, quality-
less awareness. Purusha is not an agent to any happening, but is a 
witness to all that happens. All change is in the domain of prakriti. 
Chitta or the mind-complex is a part of prakriti and not of purusha, 
for the mind is ever-changing. While all the emotional and cognitive 
activities occur in the mind, the witness function of the purusha is 
essential to an awareness of the mental activities. Purusha is like a 
light in a room full of things: while it does not alter anything in the 
room, without it the contents of the room remain invisible.

2. Prakriti is composed of three genetic constituents called the gunas. 
These are the sattva, rajas and tamas. Sattva is the element of enlight-
enment, rajas of activity and tamas of torpor, sloth and destruction. 
The human psyche also contains these three elements which bal-
ance each other. While sattva helps us to achieve understanding and 
ethical behaviour, it is the rajas which pushes the sattva to activity, 
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when the need arises. Further, tamas is also essential because of its 
destructive qualities: only by negation and destruction can the new 
be created.

3. In an ordinary existence, the purusha is tainted by prakriti in such 
a way that the mind does not understand the difference between 
the two. This is the cause of all kleshas or miseries. These miseries 
include egotism, attractions, repulsions and fear of death.

4. Naturally, one would like to end miseries. This desire leads people to 
different actions or karma. All actions leave residues in our existen-
tial core besides producing their effect in the world. These residues 
or samskaras rise up as vasanas or personality traits and determine 
the manner in which we relate to the world.

Samkhya and yoga accept the theory of reincarnation. What gets reborn 
is this collation of samskaras and vasanas. What follows from the above is 
that: (a) our personality is determined by our actions; (b) each new action 
interacts with the previous collation, modifying the personality according-
ly; and (c) our future actions (in this life and the life after) get determined 
by our personality.

While it is impossible to cancel the effects of karma once performed, 
it is possible through Yoga to make our future actions inert (i.e., not leave 
any samskaras or vasanas). One reaches a state of moksha (liberation) when 
all the accumulated karma has had its effect.

Yoga practices for liberation: The oft-quoted aphorism in the Yoga sutras 
is ‘Yoga Chitta Vritti Nirodha’. Translated, it means: ‘Yoga is the inhibi-
tion of the fluctuations of the mind’. Patanjali talks of inhibiting not 
only the emotional fluctuations but also cognitive fluctuations. The 
most important conditions for achieving this aim are abhyasa or constant 
uninterrupted effort and vairagya, i.e., detachment from desires. The high-
est point in the practice is to achieve a state of Samadhi or one pointed 
concentration.

The path of Yoga is not easy. There are many obstacles or vikshepas in 
the way of those doing it. These are disease, dullness, carelessness, laziness, 
greed, a tendency to misjudge and misinterpret, mental instability and dis-
tractability. These obstacles may cause despair and nervousness. The first 
step in Yoga is to carry out practices to remove these vikshepas. These can 
be removed through: (a) actively cultivating the attitudes of friendliness, 
compassion, gladness and equanimity; (b) taking long breaths; (c) concen-
trating on happier experiences of our past; (d) thinking of those who are 
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themselves steady of mind; (e) by self-realization which comes through an 
examination of one’s sleep and dreams.

Once the vikshepas are attended to, one starts modestly on the path 
of Yoga by performing kriya Yoga, a preliminary set of practices. These 
include certain austerities, a contemplation of what goes on in one’s mind 
and development of an attitude of surrender to a higher being. The last 
would mean that whatever happens to you, good or bad, is ascribed to a 
higher will. This higher will is that of ishwara, which must not be equated 
with God. The description which follows is, in the Yoga sutras, more that 
of an ideal state of being than of being itself.

Once a certain degree of comfort is acquired in the path of kriya Yoga, 
one launches into what may be called Yoga proper or ashtanga—the eight-
limbed path. It is not clear from the Yoga sutras whether the eight direc-
tions are to be taken one at a time in a certain order or simultaneously. 
Commentators vary in their interpretation. In my view, one may start with 
any one, whichever seems easier and then go on to the others.

The ashtanga or the eight-limbed path of Yoga is as follows:

Yamas are the vows of self-restraint. These include abstention from vio-
lence, falsehood, sexual continence and acquisitiveness.

Niyamas are the vows of observances. These include purity, contentment, 
austerity, self-study and self-surrender to a higher will. Together the yamas 
and niyamas may be considered the essential ethical dos and don’ts.

Asanas or physical postures are an important element in the practice of 
Yoga. While certain other kinds of Yoga, for example, hatha Yoga have 
developed an elaborate system of bodily postures, Patanjali asks one just 
to ‘sit in a steady and comfortable posture with relaxation of effort and 
concentrating on the concept of endlessness’.

Prauayama consists of sophisticated techniques of breath control devel-
oped in hatha Yoga, but Patanjali says only that ‘Pranayama is the practice 
of temporary cessation of breath in inspiration, expiration or between 
inspiration and expiration’.

Pratyahara is the withdrawal of senses from objects. According to 
Patanjali—when separated from objects, the senses follow as it were the 
‘nature of mind’. I understand this as the deliberate cutting off of the 
processes, which provide meanings to the objects—meanings derived from 
our previous experiences and conditionings.
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Dharana, Dhyana and Samadhi are the three stages of one continuous pro-
cess, which may be roughly equated with meditation. Dharana is the con-
centration of mind on a limited area, be it an object, mental image, word, 
syllable or a concept. When dharana continues without interruption for a 
long enough time, it becomes dhyana. When in dhyana, the ‘I’ disappears 
and only the object remains, it is samadhi. In the deepest of samadhis, 
called the nirbeeja samadhi, even the object disappears and what remains 
is pure awareness.

With regular practice, the Yogi acquires sidhis or special miraculous 
powers. By concentrating on an object or an event in deep samadhi—a 
process called samyama—the Yogi can manipulate it. Amongst other things, 
one can gain knowledge of the past and future, meaning of sounds pro-
duced by all beings, knowledge of what goes on in the minds of others, 
the ability to be invisible, strength equal to that of elephants, etc.! Patanjali 
insists that there is nothing unnatural about it and that these activities are 
inherent in all of us—only that in normal consciousness they are blocked, 
just as the natural flow of water in a channel is blocked if we put an 
obstruction. Doing samyama is like removing an artificial obstruction—so 
that the natural abilities start flowing again.

A Yogi is advised not to remain attached to these special powers. If 
he is able to resist this attachment, he gradually becomes aware of the 
separateness of purusha and prakriti. This leads to his supremacy over all 
states and forms. A non-attachment to this supremacy produces a sense of 
bliss or kaivalya. This bliss is transcendental, and in this state there is the 
cognition of all objects simultaneous and there is a conquering of space 
and time. A non-attachment to this bliss leads to the dharma-megha samadhi 
or liberation.

AN EXPERIENTIAL ACCOUNT

One year is too short a period to reach moksha or even to understand what 
it means. However, one can, in this period, attain some deeper under-
standing of the mind and experience psychological state(s) which is closer 
to what may be defined as positive mental health and which could, with 
constant practice, become a permanent part of one’s being.

‘The first step is to create some order around yourself’, said my guru 
when he took me on.
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Order—not for its own sake—but to get things so well arranged that one 
could leave them anytime and walk away. Order gives freedom. So-called 
spontaneity is chaos. Real spontaneity arises after an order has been cre-
ated. Your room should be kept clean. Your books should be properly 
arranged. You should order your sleeping, eating and work habits.

He went on to say that order was firm though not rigid. Order and flex-
ibility were complementary. 

When friends come, entertain them by all means. However, if you visit 
others less, less people would visit you. I do not want you to cut out 
your social life entirely, but cut away the unnecessary. You know what is 
necessary.

It took me a month to painfully understand how difficult it was to keep 
up the discipline, simple though it seemed. After this, my guru started 
teaching me Yoga practices. Initially, I carried out those practices for about 
half to one hour a day, but by the end of three months, I was doing these 
practices for about five hours a day. The practices I learnt were some asa-
nas, pranayama, meditation, tratak and Yoga nidra.

The first three months were very difficult. The Yoga practices made 
me more aware of my own personality characteristics—both good and bad. 
I was tormented by the discovery of my negative characteristics. I became 
aware of my physical infirmities, my jealous nature, my suspicious mind 
which doubted even my own research. ‘What are you doing in a game like 
this? How will you show your face to your colleagues if nothing comes out 
of this research?’ I became aware of my pathological concern for justice but 
an insufficient courage to do something to bring it about.

A dream during this period illustrates my state of mind. I am walking 
on the road with friends. Four people catch hold of others walking on 
the road and mercilessly chop them with cutlasses. The bits and pieces of 
bodies are strewn all over. The others on the road just look and go away. 
I try to scream but my friends stop me, saying it will not help to scream. 
When I point out that what was happening was terrible and the killers 
must be punished, I am told that it would not help me to agitate because 
no one will respond. There is also a threat in the air that if I say anything, 
I shall be the next victim. The assassins smile after the act, even laugh 
loudly, and I cry with impotent rage.

All these experiences caused a lot of depression and had my guru not 
been there, I would have abandoned my Yoga. I feel that this increased 
‘self awareness’ is the reason why most people leave Yoga practices after a 
month or two, and I believe this is the reason why a guru is so necessary.
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After this period of predominant depression, there were days when 
I would become overconfident. During these periods, I had sudden desires 
to eat a lot or indulge in sex. This period, which I would call the period 
of ‘mood swings’, lasted for another month or so, after which I entered a 
period which I can only call ‘letting go’. I became more and more able to 
just watch my emotions without reacting to them. My guru described this 
as adopting a ‘witness attitude’.

During this phase, my thinking slowed down. There was less pressure 
of thoughts and less background chatter. My need to talk, eat and sleep 
became less. I became more tolerant, felt less tired and became less sen-
timental. I was more able to postpone decisions till I could examine all 
aspects of a situation, but decisions once taken became less prone to 
doubt. My need to consult others about my decisions diminished and the 
compulsion to explain myself or apologize for my mistakes became less. 
Some incidents during this period illustrate my state of mind quite well.

In the first case, I had gone to see a friend at his invitation. When I 
reached, the guesthouse where my friend stayed, I found him busy with 
someone else. He asked me to wait in the next room. When 10 minutes 
passed without his appearance, I took out my diary and started writing. 
The friend came in after two hours and tried to explain that he was han-
dling a crisis situation. Previously I would have fidgeted, felt hurt and 
angry, and perhaps walked away. But now I had no rancour in my mind 
and we took off from there.

Another incident occurred when an internationally renowned sci-
entist who is a close friend rang up and said that he had consulted an 
astrologer and the latter had suggested floating six coconuts in moving 
water to prevent a future mishap! Previously I would have got annoyed 
and told my friend off for believing in an astrologer in spite of being a 
renowned scientist. We left at 4 am, for a stream 50 kilometres away, and 
floated the coconuts at 7 am. We even giggled like school girls because 
the coconuts got stuck in the muck and we found ourselves 50 kilometres 
away from home, watching people at their morning ablutions!

Dreams during this period contrast well with the dream described ear-
lier. In one dream, there is a party going on. A number of children are 
playing, running about and knocking each other down. I am also playing. 
Suddenly I find my dog dancing gracefully. I find a few people taking a 
freshly cut tree in a truck. My heart feels sad and I wonder how the tree 
would be feeling. Suddenly, a tiger jumps out of the truck right in front of 
me and becomes nervous of the moving traffic. I am more concerned with 
the possibility of his being run over rather than his attacking me. I pet him 
and take him to safety across the road.
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This stage was followed by a period when I would get ideas as if they 
had freshly jumped onto my mental screen without any chain linking them 
to past thoughts or future anticipations. Often, these would appear very 
profound to me and had great emotional significance. I call this period the 
stage of ‘insights’. For example, ‘It is humiliating for me that my happiness 
should depend on the actions of others. From now on I shall determine 
my own mental state’, or ‘an awareness of failure is not necessarily harmful 
for it leads to self-surrender. Self-surrender in return neutralises the sense 
of failure’.

I also had some ‘unusual experiences’. Previously I used to say to my 
friends: ‘All of you have had miraculous experiences—why don’t miracles 
happen to me?’ During this period, things happened which did not look 
like chance happenings. For example, I phoned a friend whom I had not 
met for a very long time. No one answered the telephone. After some 
time my phone rang and I had a conviction that the call was from the 
same friend—and it was. I went home excitedly to tell my wife what had 
happened. Before I could open my mouth, she told me that since morning 
she was thinking of ‘synchronicity’ and what Jung had written about it. 
Such experiences occurred when my mind was still, i.e., when the thinking 
was slow, there was less background chatter, emotional reactivity was less 
and receptivity to external stimuli was more.

The Yoga experience was not uninterrupted bliss. There were ups and 
downs. I do not know whether it was my own rhythm or whether Yoga 
itself is a discontinuous process with the mind needing a rest before going 
on to the next stage.

I have given a few glimpses of my personal experiences. Now let us look 
at the conclusions I have drawn.

EFFECT OF YOGA ON SUBJECTIVE MENTAL STATES

1. All Yoga exercises increase self-awareness asanas, slowly and prop-
erly carried out increase the awareness of the body in relation to 
space. Pranayama increases the awareness of breath and the related 
autonomic activities. Meditation increases the awareness of our 
thoughts and feelings while yamas and niyamas increase the aware-
ness of our temptations and failings.

2. Self-awareness induces self-examination. There is no choice but to 
look at one’s self and this proceeds even when one is not actively 
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involved in the practices. One looks at one’s life and one’s short-
comings. These do not go away but the yamas and niyamas do come 
to one’s help by setting up ideals towards which one could move in 
a conscious manner.

 3. There is a slowing down of the thought processes and feelings, a 
reduction of internal dialogue and a greater willed control over the 
direction in which thoughts move. Consequently, there is a reduc-
tion in impulsive thinking and behaviour. This slowing down is 
brought about mainly by meditation and pranayama, but even the 
yamas and niyamas help by restraining desires.

 4. Because of the slowing down of the thought processes, there is a 
reduction in worries about the past or anxieties about the future: 
one lives more in the present.

 5. There is an increase in perceptual sensitivity and hence a greater 
attention to the events around oneself. While these events are reg-
istered, there is a reduction in the conditional responses to these 
perceptions in terms of associative memories, rise in emotions and 
stereotyped behaviour.

 6. Because of the reduction of internal dialogue and fluctuations of 
thoughts, it seems there is more ‘space’ in the mind to receive and 
process new information. This leads to more accurate decisions.

 7. With the slowing of thoughts, an ability to control the movement 
of thoughts and emotions, success in the pursuance of yamas and 
niyamas, there is a subjective experience of an increase in will 
power.

 8. There is a feeling of relaxation both physical and mental.
 9. There is less of a need to talk, eat and sleep.
10. The combined experience of relaxation, perceptual sensitivity, 

mental alertness, reduced impulsivity and a sense of stronger will 
produce a sense of joy and an emotional ‘high’, which is noticed by 
oneself and by others.

To sum up, I have described the results of one year of intense Yoga prac-
tice. I have subsequently conducted Yoga, though less intensively, and have 
used Yoga in clinical work as well. Yoga has clinical uses: as a relaxation 
therapy, as an exploratory technique and as a method of personality recon-
struction, so that one lives more in harmony with other human beings and 
the cosmos as a whole.
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The ideal, according to the Bhagavadgita, is to reach a state of mind 
when one follows one’s own svadharma—one’s own code of conduct, but 
the person is so much in tune with the universal will that at the same 
time one is fully autonomous and fully in consonance with the cosmos. 
This ideal will perhaps never be reached, but through Yoga, one can start 
understanding what this means.
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Psychotherapy and 
Indian Thought
ALOK PANDEY

INTRODUCTION: THE TWO APPROACHES

If psychotherapy is the science and art of changing the psychological 
patterns that give rise to mental distress and disorder, then it must be 
rooted in the comprehensive understanding of the nature and potentials 
of human being. Much of psychotherapy is however based on what a 
human being was, either in his remote and hoary past as a race (a pack 
of animals that can speak and think as some would say) or in his more 
recent yesteryears of infancy and childhood. Tracing the roots of the pre-
sent problem in this fashion, it tries to put a corrective by setting things 
right there. The principle sounds good in its own right but there are two 
fundamental difficulties with it. First, how far back does our past go? 
Second, is the goal of psychotherapy to return the client to his past when 
he was healthy or his present maximum possibility? Or is it to utilize his cri-
sis for an evolutionary journey towards a more meaningful future? That is 
to say using the crisis as a learning experience for growth and progress. It is 
here that we come across divergent worldviews of man and his goal that 
offers a different understanding of man’s past and future. Broadly, these 
can be divided into two main categories:

1. Man is a creature of the mud formed by a process of chance evo-
lution. He is essentially a physical or perhaps a chemical being. 
Psychologically, he is nothing more than an outgrown animal or 
worm that has managed to form itself through a series of mutations. 
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There is no essential goal or purpose of his life except to struggle 
and survive as other creatures do, and this tussle between his indi-
vidual instinct to save himself and the social or collective instinct to 
save others the source of his inner conflict. The crude animal is his 
past, the refined animal his maximum scope.

2. In contrast, the other view holds man as a creature of heaven fallen 
here upon earth, though high and sublime in his origin and parent-
age. Psychologically, he is a soul, a miniature divinity shut in the 
prison house of matter seeking for release and escape. His goal and 
purpose is to find his true and spiritual self. An animal in his nature 
but divine in his essence, he is a cross between the two and that is 
the secret of his difficulty and conflict. The animal nature is the 
trap; freedom from this trap is his hope of salvation.

As we can see, so different are these two views and so disparate their under-
standing that to think of a reconciling synthesis becomes near impossible. 
Therefore they have existed side by side in each civilization and culture in 
one form or another, but without any reconciling station. There have been 
some compromises here and there, such as the one attempted by Descartes 
himself, giving each idea its scope in its own domain. Sometimes their 
fortune seesawed. The Sophists of old, the later day positivists and the 
modern materialist try to explain everything on the basis of our material 
sense perception and the struggle of animal life denying every other experi-
ence as a hallucination or poetic imagination. Equally strong has been the 
rejection of material life as a vanity of vanities, a delusion and nightmare 
of the soul by the anchorites and the ascetics. 

THE NEGATIVE VEDANTIN SOLUTION 
TO PSYCHOLOGICAL SUFFERING

This view of the mayavadin1 and the illusionist rejects the problem in 
toto by labelling it as something non-existent, a fever and malady of the 
soul which can be cured by abolishing the world along with the problem. 
The solution therefore becomes a greater problem for those who are left 
behind, the cure so radical as to fell the body along with the disease. 

1 One who believes that the sense of the world and all its attendant experiences are a 
state of delusion.
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All life is summarily dismissed as a painful illusion, and escape from it 
the sole remedy. In its radical extreme outlook, birth is seen as an illness, 
the grand sire of all illnesses and human life a supreme opportunity to 
escape from this cycle of birth and death and all that lies in-between. The 
soul or whatever else (for some views do not admit the possibility of an 
individual soul, though they do not deny it either) will continue to experi-
ence some form of psychological suffering as long as it chooses to be born 
upon earth. The reasons attributed to this suffering may be construed dif-
ferent in different doctrines. Some blame it again on the past, not on the 
individual past of this life alone, but other lives as well. Others blame the 
root cause of suffering to a larger than individual, a cosmic principle of 
ignorance, avidya.2 It is this child of maya that clouds the soul and keeps it 
a slave and prisoner of ignorance with its natural consequence of suffering. 
Still others speak of the cosmic principle of desire that is the source of all 
misery and a cessation from desire, the state of blissful calm and freedom 
or nirvana. It may be noted that suffering according to these conceptions 
is not only the one that is consciously experienced, but a deep unconscious 
and greater suffering experienced by the soul because of being trapped in 
this world of ignorance. Yet, so long as the soul chooses to be part of this 
avidya, it will continue to suffer in some way or the other. 

The task of a counsellor of this type, if there is one, is to awaken the 
soul out of this earthly nightmare reminding of its essential nature. The 
only solution is to cease from birth. The experience of conscious suffering 
is only used as a strong point of support, a lever to develop vairagya, a state 
of detached indifference towards life and world leading thereby to non-
affliction. It is a kind of desensitization or de-addiction programme for 
our world-addiction and craving for material happiness that brings much 
suffering in its wake.

In actual practice, however, one does not take this extremist approach. 
The mind of the client is led through a cognitive framework, starting from 
his present crisis, to reveal the transient rather than illusory nature of this 
world and all its events. The mind is made to see the utter impermanence 
of things that are today, and tomorrow will be not, the riches and wealth, 
the position and the fame, the women and children one has, the fortune 
no less than the misfortune, all are too little to grieve for. To this, the God-
believer adds that the only thing worth in life is that which is eternal and 
imperishable, the soul in man and the Divine above, or as some roll both 

2 The principle of division leading to the sense of multiplicity, separativeness and par-
tial or incomplete knowledge.
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these individual and universal aspects of the Divine into a single formula, 
Brahman.3 Brahman, however, should not be confused with this or that god 
though all gods and everything else originate from It. Brahman is rather the 
stable, unchanging and eternal basis of all existence. Brahman alone is the 
object of our pursuit and not this that men seek hereafter, tadevabrahman 
tvamviddhi, nedamyadi damupasate,4 (Know That to be the Brahman and 
not this that men seek hereafter). Another Upanishad, the Katha, de-
scribes through a beautiful verse the transient nature of worldly goods 
attachment to which brings only grief and suffering and in the end death. 
Death in these passages of exquisite beauty lauds Nachiketa, the young 
aspirant for his choice of shreyas, the truly worthy good of the soul, over 
preyas, the momentarily pleasant and the transient worldly good. 

Thus, through examples and narrative, drawn both from everyday life 
of the client, the dress he wears and the crisis he has faced and passed 
through, as well as from the cultural context, the person is led gradually 
away from the psychological suffering and helped to focus his attention 
within, towards the true and ultimate goal. In its partial forms, even the 
first step is regarded as good enough, since by impressing upon the mind 
the transience and impermanence, he is able to detach himself from his 
malady and feel lighter and freer.

But one may proceed a step further, depending upon the readiness of 
the client. One may, for example, help the person view the problem more 
objectively, since now detached from its emotional and other effects. A 
certain distancing is always known to help us see better and understand 
the situation more clearly. This impermanence far from being a cause of 
grief becomes a positive thing, since it also means that grief and unhappi-
ness, tragedy and fall, sorrow and suffering are not an eternal damnation 
or a permanent doom. They are only a temporary setback. The journey of 
the soul does not stop with temporary stations but goes on and will go on 
till one has found the goal.

This much is common to all Vedantic systems. That is to say that this 
world is not what it seems to be. And that our values are misplaced and 
wrong due to the mind’s conditioning through centuries and millenniums 
of evolutionary process (series of births and rebirths). The psychotherapist 
corrects this cognitive error through a dialectic process involving thought 
and utilizing the experiences of the person to demonstrate this. But there 

3 The Supreme Reality, the stable, unchanging and eternal basis of this ever-changing, 
phenomenal world.
4 The Kena Upanishad.
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is a later divergence too. It is in the goal put forward before the soul after 
it has thus disengaged itself and is able to look at the problem and enigma 
of human life and its events dispassionately.

Useful as this method is for a certain class of problems, it has its own 
drawbacks. First, it presumes a certain degree of intellectual development, 
though perhaps less than is required, for understanding the complex 
dynamics of the classical Western models of psychotherapy. The second 
and even more serious difficulty is that this system proposes that most 
souls are trapped in the snare of worldly maya. So how can the blind lead 
the blind or the trapped rescue the trapped? Only that has a convincing 
value which is deeply lived by oneself. The rest touches only the surface 
and the outer mind, and cannot bring about the inner and radical change. 
Third, the solution if taken to its logical extreme may induce a tendency 
for a total indifference towards the world. While this may be appreciated 
by certain extremist schools, yet the seers who propounded this thought 
were careful enough not to create confusion in the minds of the average 
person. An overemphasis on this other-worldliness may well lead to inertia 
justified under the holy name of vairagya.5 One often enough finds such 
escapists who have joined the nirvana6 bandwagon to avoid responsibilities.

Therefore, there is an insistence by the wise ones not to delude the 
minds of the average man who is not ready for this by enrolling all and 
sundry into the list of candidates for such a counselling, na buddhibhedam 
janyedajnana karmasanginam.7 He who is established in the knowledge (true 
knowledge or jnana) should not create confusion in the minds of the 
ignorant (who are still attached to their egos and not yet ready). In other 
words, the doctrine requires such a high degree of inner development of 
the counsellor that even many a theoretical pundits would be considered 
unfit to impart or facilitate an effective psychotherapeutic process through 
this.

It is important to understand here that the far ancient Indian thought 
saw in this experience of impermanence only a passage towards a higher 
Permanence. The illusion was to be understood and torn only to find the 
Real and not to rest in the midway house built upon the sands of nowhere. 
But that other thing needs effort, a strong predisposition, a positive seek-
ing which few can command. Yet, if the psychotherapist of this type can 
take this final and crucial step of turning a negative experience into a 

5 Non-attachment.
6 Release from the cycle of birth and death and rebirth.
7 The Gita.
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positive seeking for the eternal, then it would mean a great and a true 
release of the client. An example of this type of counsel appears in the 
classical treatise of Yogavasistha wherein the sage Vasistha counsels Rama, 
while the latter is experiencing a state of utter non-involvement towards 
life in the world. 

This form of counselling, while useful for a select group of clients who 
mainly suffer from depressions arising due to life situations, is of little 
use in other forms of psychological disorders. Though it may have utility 
in counselling for those who suffer because of the psychological suffering 
of their near and dear ones. To take just one example among many, the 
depressed and suicidal mother of a mentally handicapped was asked how 
she would have reacted if this child was her sisters and she had yet to bring 
him up for some treason or the other. The reply was evident. She would 
do all that she was doing now, perhaps a few things more but without 
the touch of depression, perhaps even with a joy born of doing a selfless 
good for someone. As she replied, she could see the obvious, to live in 
this world without a sense of attachment or possessiveness. A single short 
session was enough to change her self-view and worldview. She actually 
recovered and remained so for years to come.

Be it as it may, Indian thought is not only about mayavada and illu-
sion. Despite the current emphasis on other-worldliness, there have been 
other equally powerful and positive streams of Indian thought. From a 
psychotherapeutic point of view, it is these that can be even more effective 
in dealing with human problems of the mind. Some of these major trends 
can be roughly classified into the following.

The Ideal of Inner Purifi cation

According to this thought, psychological pain and suffering is the twin 
of pleasure and thrill. They are two sides of the same coin. To strive after 
thrill and vehement egoistic form of pleasure is to invite suffering in return. 
What is necessary therefore is moderation and balance through an en-
lightened reason and discrimination, sattvasudhi. This is actually in a sense 
the ideal of a sane moderation, something similar to Aristotle’s golden 
mean. It is a conscious and deliberate cultivation of positive qualities of 
the mind and heart which help one grow into sukham or gladness and 
prakasham or light of wisdom. The source of human misery according to 
this view comes at a certain middle stage of our psychological evolution that 
is called the rajasic. To put it in a nutshell, the human soul evolves through 
at least three levels in its several rounds of birth before it is ready for the 
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highest spiritual good. The lowest of these three levels is the tamasic or the 
darkened state of inertia, obscurity and utter resistance to change. Here he 
is driven by the law of the masses, the rule of the herd like a subconscious 
beast or a half-conscious man. 

Next comes the rajasic or the state of kinesis and dynamic movement. 
This second stage can be further subdivided into two. One, the prelim-
inary or the predominantly rajo-tamasic wherein the being is engaged in 
self-flattering gross indulgences of every kind. The other is the rajo-sattvic 
wherein the individual begins to seek some ideal rule of inner law to gov-
ern his unruly nature, which he begins to perceive as the source of inter-
nal disturbances. Finally, the third or sattvic stage wherein the individual 
learns to subordinate his ego and take from life only what is rightfully his. 
He seeks instinctively for harmony and is balanced in his conduct and the 
distribution of life energies. 

Now in the primitive or the tamasic stage, there is not much conscious 
suffering to the individual, though he may be the cause of suffering to 
many others. The need for violent sensations to feel just a little alive drives 
some of these people towards alcoholism and violent acts and practices. 
Others simply sulk as in depression, refusing to budge or outgrow their 
state. The second stage is one of fiery pleasures and equally swift swing to 
the blues. An inordinate self-seeking, an excess of ambition with its nat-
ural fallout of anger, fear, hope and expectations and frustrations, brings 
in its wake opposite reactions from their environment and this egoistic 
narrowness makes them extremely susceptible to misery. This suffering 
is actually a corrective of nature and helps them to push forth here and 
there to find a way out of their miserable existence. So, lastly comes 
sattva, the great balancer after the soul has experienced these lesser rungs 
of existence and grown through them. 

A counsellor who works along these lines will first roughly place the 
scale at which the individual stands in his inner evolution. Elaborate de-
scriptions abound in ancient Indian thought especially the Gita and the 
Ayurveda as to the type of inner personality and constitution according 
to the three gunas as these three evolutionary stages are better known. It 
may be mentioned that all of us are a mixture of the three, but there is a 
predominance of one or the other gunas which leads to physical and psy-
chological afflictions. The kind of therapy and advice given is according 
to the scale. Thus while a sattvic person who may also suffer due to his at-
tachment to idealism and sympathy with others is advised and helped and 
encouraged to develop a still deeper and spiritual outlook, the rajasic man 
of a higher type advised to do his work with trust in God and according to 
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the right inner law of his nature, svabhava and svadharma. The lower type 
of rajasic man is counselled and helped towards moderation in life habits 
and outlook, to tone down the excess onrush of desires that torment and 
trouble him feverishly. The unruly and excess uncontrolled energy that 
bursts in his nature is channelled into healthy activities like sports and vig-
orous games. One has to learn from the army how well they use the rajasic 
type of man and channelize his energies for war. But to the lowest type 
of man, very little works by way of counselling unless something shakes 
him up, some terrible misfortune of sort which effects him personally and 
arouses the sleeping energies in him. Anything, almost anything that can 
stimulate in this type a will to do work with concentration and persever-
ance is a good counsel. Fine crafts, manual work that requires physical 
concentration helps this state as is seen in some psychotics and extreme 
forms of depression. Also, anything that can stimulate in them a sense of 
joy, like eating a dish they relish or simple things that give pleasure. The 
last thing to be advised to this lot is spirituality of the meditative ascetic 
type. They immediately hold on to it and as mentioned above, use it as an 
excuse to stay a recluse or to justify inertia and addictions to drugs that 
easily transport us to altered realms without any inner effort. 

The Harmony of Body and Mind

If illusionism is most commonly (mis)understood as representative of 
Indian thought, then some kind of mind–body harmony through 
Yoga exercises is the most commonly sought after for therapeutic pur-
poses. Especially the special forms of Hathayoga exercises8 (better termed 
as asanas or yogasanas), pranayama9 and meditation are among some of 
the most well-researched importation from India that has already found 
a place in the modern psychotherapeutic systems. Many researches done 
in the East and the West right from the 1960s (perhaps even earlier) has 
demonstrated the efficacy of these simple stress buster techniques. 

In Hathayoga and pranayama, the practitioner tries to first regulate and 
then still the otherwise restless physical and vital energies. But this is a 
preliminary first step. The next and more important is that he tries to 
in-gather and concentrate these energies so as to reach their divine source 

8 Hathayoga exercises are not merely physical exercises, according to the Indian system, 
but means to open up subtle channels within the body for smooth flow of energy.
9 Pranayama or the science and art of mastering the breath, and through the breath, the 
life force which uses breath for its effective exchange and interchange.
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and bring out their deeper divine possibilities. Once this divine possibility 
comes out, and even much before that, the energies of the body and life 
force become forceful, effective, balanced, harmonious and thereby cura-
tive. This is excellent for those who are not so psychological-minded and 
for those less inclined towards an esoteric spirituality. It is besides quite 
effective and has been used with considerable success in treating psycho-
somatic disorders. The disadvantage is a technique dependency. These 
methods to be fully effective have to be practiced regularly. They consume 
a lot of time and need often the supervision of a qualified expert. They are 
best used as an adjunct in a wide range of disorders including psychotics.

Meditation is however slightly different, even though it comes under the 
broad categories of ‘techniques’ evolved by the Eastern paradigm though 
nowhere with the wide range and variation as in India. It is a vast subject 
in its own right and one need not go into all the details of the different 
techniques and their relative efficacy. But suffice it to say that one of its 
well-known effects recognized now world over is in toning down the re-
sponse of our SNS. This way it creates a sense of calm at the most physical 
level. There may be deeper reasons, though since the nervous system, 
more specifically the autonomic nervous system, is a sort of interface 
between the gross physical energies and the energies of life and mind pour-
ing upon matter and influencing it. 

Two meditative techniques are specifically helpful. One, the Buddhist 
method of a witnessing self—reflection and introspective meditation. This 
technique is quite useful for undoing certain habitual nervous responses, 
anxiety states, obsessive patterns of thoughts and behaviour, anger man-
agement, even in studying oneself and thereby controlling oneself. The 
essential steps here are thought observation, witnessing, control and mas-
tery. But this is a little more difficult, usually demands some isolation on 
the part of the practitioner and needs a somewhat developed mind to be 
able to separate one part of it from another. The other and more popular, 
easier-to-do yet very effective, technique is that of dynamic meditation and 
its scientific child guided imagery. This method relies on the faculty of 
imagination and can be considered a first cousin of autosuggestion. In 
fact, the two are often combined together. The role is again largely in psy-
chosomatic disorders, anxiety disorders, etc. 

The Integral Thought of the Gita

The Gita, unlike many other similar scriptures, is an attempt at synthesis 
of various truths known till then. In addition, it adds something unique 
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and profound and new, enriching the old with a fresh insight. Its key sutras 
are as follows: 

1. The truth that man is essentially an imperishable soul who uses the body 
as a charioteer uses the chariot. It reverses the heavy dependence of 
man’s psychological states on his physical events and happenings by 
constantly reminding us that we are first and foremost eternal and 
imperishable souls that assume a transient body as a person wears 
a dress. This doctrine has had so much impact on the ages to come 
that till date there is hardly any more effective counselling for grief 
and pain of death. Millions of people have used the Gita in times 
of their crisis, especially loss events and found solace and strength. 
This is the first thing to remember that we are essentially souls that 
cannot be destroyed by the catastrophes of life and of nature.

2. The soul is not merely as an article of faith (though faith is a great 
power, the blind man’s indispensable staff till he has begun to see 
the higher truths). He can discover this soul and out of the many 
ways that the Gita would outline for different categories of people, 
one such is the enlightened use of his intelligent will. Instead of turning 
it constantly outward and downward to satisfy our desire, this intel-
ligent will in man can be turned upward and inward to discover our 
own sublime realities which free us from bondage to grief and error 
and suffering and pain.

3. We are not abandoned helplessly upon earth without support and 
God Himself is concerned with the march of civilization towards some 
ultimate good. What that ultimate good would be is left unsaid or 
only hinted but it incites us to take it as a word of God that He is 
concerned intimately with earth and men. Each element of the uni-
verse has hidden within it a divine superconscient (not the superego 
or the conscience which are human things, aspects of our mind and 
ego’s constructs) and not just a subconscient animal principle (in-
stincts as the base of everything) as much of Freudian psychology at 
one time asserted. The Gita clearly hints that divinity dwells within 
the human being and it is the task of each one to bring it out and be 
guided by it, rather than stifle it. 

4. War and conflict are unavoidable evolutionary necessities so long as 
earth and mankind is imperfect. Our inner conflicts are essentially 
evolutionary conflicts, our inner and outer crisis are essentially a cry 
for an evolutionary change. Man can choose to remain in his dark-
ened state in which suffering pursues him till sense is knocked into 
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his head and he once again takes the path to the eternal good, which 
is also the collective good. The Gita elaborately describes towards 
the closing chapters and in great detail the nature of the powers of 
light and of darkness. Thus man if he wants to be free of error and 
grief has to consciously cultivate the qualities of light and truth.

5. According to the doctrine of nishkama karma, our everyday actions, 
even the most trivial, can lead us to a glad and happy state of being 
if we do them in a selfless spirit of dedication to The Divine Master 
and remain equal to the fruits that they may bring. This stress upon 
a tranquil mind equal under every circumstance, in the seemingly 
pleasant and the seemingly unpleasant, in success and victory no 
less as in failure and defeat is a great liberating principle of the Gita 
that takes the wind out of much of our everyday psychological and 
even physical suffering. This equality is not indifference but a state 
of equal joy by dwelling constantly in The Lord’s remembrance and 
abiding solely by His Will. Equanimity is therefore anther very prac-
tical method prescribed by the Gita to free us from the stress of 
everyday life.

But the greatest and crowning word of the Gita comes towards the end 
with the great assurance that God will deliver us from all fear and evil if we 
can learn to surrender ourself in His hand. Now modern psychology born 
of a sceptic temper suited to material pursuits has little sympathy with the 
idea of God. Nay, it may even regard it as blasphemous to talk of God in 
matters of science. But we must remember that psychology is not a physi-
cal science. It does not deal with physical but psychological phenomenon 
and whether we like it or not, due to our own individual biases, the fact 
remains that God and seeking for divinity and good, faith and surrender 
are very much psychological phenomenon as ancient or even more ancient 
than the roots of our hills, at the same time modern and as modern as 
the quantum theories of the space and the universe. It will be a great loss 
to psychology if this great body of our psychological self-experience is left 
unutilized because, well, one does not know why. 

The Path of Tantra or An Inner Technology

And yet reconciliation is possible. The first attempt to reconcile the 
two, the material and the spiritual, is that great and now lost tradition 
of the tantra. The Gita seeks to reconcile life in the world (the problem of 
the practical man) and spiritual realization. The tantra seeks to reconcile 
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the energies moving this cosmos (the field of the scientist) and the 
Supreme Energy from which these lesser forms and forces and energies 
derive themselves. If that be so, then it is possible to master or conquer the 
lesser energies by the stronger and greater ones. This is the fundamental 
principle of tantra to understand, possess, control and master forces and 
powers of nature as well as of supernature. Seen thus, it is closer to our 
conception of science though with a much wider application.

Thus, while science studies and tries to master physical forces and ener-
gies of matter, tantra goes deeper to study and master other occult ener-
gies beyond and behind the play of our material universe. It sees physical 
phenomenon as a by-product or final end result of still deeper and occult 
events happening at other levels of our consciousness. In the field of ill-
ness, for example, it sees entities and beings and forces of disruption and 
disintegration on whom one can act directly if one has the occult know-
ledge, thus curing one of an illness without physical means of interven-
tion. Unfortunately, modern insistence on physical causes alone has done 
much damage to this highly developed science which has its own rationale 
of working. Tantra itself fell into disrepute since few occultists and tantrics 
had the required inner purity to handle such intense forces. Many fell into 
the by-lanes of inner life falling into the corridors of power. 

When we turn to psychiatry, there is a lot that tantra can offer, not 
by way of our modern misreading of its hieroglyphs through the lens of 
psychoanalysis, but in understanding the subtler causes of illness. Thus, 
according to the tantric knowledge, frank insanity is due to possession 
by certain entities from the dark and hostile worlds. These turbulent en-
ergies first enter into the atmosphere of a person who is susceptible to 
them (through affinity of some parts of nature). This is the prodrome 
stage when the first line of occult prevention can be done. Next, they cast 
an influence which usually takes one or the other forms, viz:

1. Early influence leading to some personality changes (towards loss 
of faith and will, doubts, depression, confusion, perverted religios-
ity, excessive self-vanity, sexuality and other appetites, uncontrolled 
impulsiveness, etc.). 

2. Epilepsy, which is more characteristically due to resistance by the 
effected person’s being against the force.

3. Hysteria, especially possession states, dissociation, multiple person-
ality, etc.

4. Active communication with these dark entities through voices and 
other means.
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5. Finally, frank possession/incarnation of one of these stronger dark 
entities leading to a total perversion of thought and feeling and will 
and action and speech creating the cruel tyrant, the psychopath and 
the outright pervert.

Now the tantric, the occultist, the shaman, the thaumaturgist, call him 
whatever, knew about these forces and ways to neutralize them just as a 
modern scientist would know about the forces of wind and rain and fire 
and know how to handle them. These can be further subdivided into two 
main types. The lower type who have within their control some powerful 
entity of the same plane, which would execute their will for good or for 
evil purposes. Others have mastered the higher energies through sufficient 
purity and self-control. These then can neutralize the lower beings with 
the power of light. Naturally, this latter type is not only preferable but more 
permanent so to say, but then this type is rare since it requires too much 
inner austerity on the part of the practitioner.

The lost knowledge of tantra is now recovering itself, though in another 
form more suited to the scientific temper of our times. Reiki, pranic heal-
ing, working with body energy and mind energy, a study of the effects 
of thoughts and other vibrations upon the body and mind, a systematic 
study, etc. It is strange that for all the assault of our infant science, this 
grandmother of sciences is not dead. It is rather seeking a rebirth through 
the parapsychology and other such newer sciences. Physical science itself 
has entered the threshold of the occult and it would not be surprising that 
in times to come, the old ghosts return in the garb of new names and the 
buried are raised in a different attire. 

The Grand Synthesis and More

It is here that Sri Aurobindo steps in with his new Yoga that stretches 
the line of experience of the way of knowledge as well as of the way of 
power to its utmost height where they reconcile and find their supreme 
unity. His Yoga then flows from these remote and inaccessible Himalayan 
heights as Ganges running down from its icy caves to the fertile planes of 
India to bring out that which is already concealed within the bosom of 
our earth. But the Ganges is not simply the melted ice and snow but some-
thing else and much more. So also, Sri Aurobindo’s Yoga is not an eclectic 
combination of different ways and paths though the highest knowledge 
possible to the Vedantin and the greatest power possible to the tantric are 
included in it. And yet there is more, something much more not found 
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elsewhere. What is that and how we can help us in our knowledge and 
practice of medicine and psychiatry to that we can turn now. As we know, 
Sri Aurobindo has shed light on practically every sphere of life. But for our 
present purposes, we shall confine only to the problem of psychological 
well-being and see it in the background of ancient Indian thought by way 
of summing up the main issues involved.

First, as to man himself. Sri Aurobindo confirms the ancient knowledge 
that man is not just an aggregate of physical cells or chemical reactions. He 
is that only in his outer material basis. His true self-identity is that he is a 
soul. Sri Aurobindo does not use the word soul in a vague general sense. 
There is a universal self of all but there is too an individual soul that has 
been projected from the one Self into the drama of our earthly life. This 
individual soul, called the psychic being is an important key to our psycho-
logical well-being. The psychic being is our true being, the secret divinity 
in us. Its very essence is peace and harmony and joy. It has a natural attrac-
tion for the true, the good, the beautiful. However, it is veiled in human 
beings for a long time by the surface nature and its movements. But even 
in the crudest of human natures, it exists behind as a ray of light and hope, 
a little spark of undying truth covered by a heap of darkness. 

The one source of our psychological maladies springs from our inabil-
ity to dwell in the psychic consciousness. We live mostly upon the surface of 
our nature where there is, as of now, nothing but confusion and disorder. 
Our surface nature, unable to have a sure light of guidance, depends heav-
ily upon our outer mind and sense data. The fancy of our desires and 
the pull of our emotions and passions further corrupt this imperfect par-
tial and broken knowledge (called ignorance). The result is a falsification 
of knowledge, a crass ignorance about ourselves and others. This wrong 
identification with the ignorant movements of nature as if that is ‘me’ is 
the origin of our subjective sense of the ego, which appears so very real. 
With this sense of the surface ‘me’ comes also the sense of what is ‘not 
me’, since no real unity or harmony is possible with the ego only at best 
some accommodation, tolerance and adjustment. This is one source of 
our conflict with all that is not perceived as myself, whether it be as seen 
in others or hid in our own subconscient depths, which in essence is the 
same thing. For we almost instinctively see in others a reflection of our-
selves. We also wish to see in others the perfection that we secretly desire 
but have not yet arrived at. 

To put it more truly, the outer conflicts of man are the reflection of his 
inner conflicts. The real inner conflict is a tussle between what we are and 
what we secretly aspire to be, between our animal past and our godlike 
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future. There is no part of human nature that can truly resolve this conflict. 
Reason, even at its best, very often leaves us in a quandary as happens in 
the case of Arjuna. What is the thing to be done and what should not be 
done leaves often the sages too perplexed, says the Master of the Gita. 

Not content with theorizing alone, Sri Aurobindo and The Mother 
have given abundant practical methods for the discovery of our psychic being. 
To discover and uncover the psychic consciousness is to break through 
ignorance, towards our own true nature and unleash the knowledge and 
power of the soul. But this is only a first great step. Sri Aurobindo af-
firms once again the ancient truth of rebirth but he gives it a totally new 
and unique significance. From birth to birth and through experience to 
experience, the soul in us grows till it is ready to manifest its inherent 
divinity upon earth. Mukti, which essentially amounts to an essential free-
dom from our lower nature and its reactions, is only a preliminary step to-
wards something higher to take place in matter. It is the manifestation of a 
higher supernature upon earth. Though our soul is inherently divine and 
its discovery helps us immensely in recovering our true inner poise and 
outlook upon things, yet the nature that the soul wears as a robe around 
it is not a perfect one. As long as our nature that we wear around us as a 
cloak remains fallen and obscure life on earth shall remain a field of error 
and suffering and a hazardous experiment. Our individual soul realization 
will no doubt save us from personal affliction of misery, but the common 
universal problem will continue with its effects of disease and disorder 
on the body and mind. It will be like being a king in a kingdom of rogues 
or the owner of a decrepit estate! 

So the next thing is to ascend to higher and higher levels of spiritual conscious-
ness beyond the mind and with each ascent to take up the lower levels and 
elevate it to a higher quality by the touch of the higher descending into the 
lower. This is the evolutionary aspect of life. Behind the outer evolution, 
there is going on a parallel evolution of consciousness. In animals it is an 
unconscious process, but in human beings it begins to assume a more and 
more conscious process. In other words, we are not just helpless and mute 
witnesses or unconscious automatons in nature’s hands being shaped by 
struggle or whatever else towards a higher and higher development. We 
are and can be active participants; our choices can help or hinder the 
evolutionary pace, though it cannot stop the inevitable outcome. Our 
evolutionary journey stretches through many lives and it is here that we 
discover the real significance of rebirth, that much talked about mystery 
in Indian thought. Our illnesses are not the result of some punishment 
for bad deeds; they, as indeed everything else, are simply a kind of learning 
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process, an inner growth through learning the effects of different types of 
responses to different energies put forth by our nature. 

Here we discover another source of our conflict. The first conflict is 
a general one, between our true spiritual self and the false ego self. The 
other conflict is between the different parts of our nature which dwell on 
different levels of consciousness. This creates an inner disharmony. Thus the 
mind in us may be ready to evolve towards a greater light while the heart 
may refuse to move and remain shut in its narrow boundaries and fixed 
formulas. Or the heart too may be ready to widen, but the life impulse 
may be stuck with lower motives and the body utterly refuses to move due 
to inertia. This creates an inner disharmony leading to psychological and 
physical imbalances. If the imbalance is too strong, and especially the psy-
chic development weak, the cosmic forces of disruption and disorder may 
step in and create more serious imbalances like the ravaging psychotic and 
the perverted sociopath criminal.

A TERRESTRIAL DIVINE PERFECTION: 
THE COMPLETE SOLUTION

To grow in knowledge (the aim of the Vedantic Yoga) and to grow in power 
(the aim of tantric Yoga) and through this growth to discover the ananda 
of becoming is the great human journey. The meeting point of these two 
seemingly different aspects of existence is consciousness, which in the 
ancient Indian conception is at once knowledge and power, chit-shakti. 
A growth in consciousness is the aim of human life and also the solution of our 
human misery and suffering. The more we grow in consciousness (i.e., to-
wards higher and higher levels of knowledge and power), the more we be-
come progressively free of ignorance and limitation, the more we discover 
the peace and ananda hidden as the base and support of everything. 

Illness, in this sense, is a barometer, if we like, to discover our hidden 
weaknesses or points that need to be developed and perfected, or to use 
the Darwinian language, challenges thrown across the soul by nature to 
uncover its own inherent divine potential. Each illness represents as it 
were the obverse side of some potential yet to be discovered. Each shadow 
of the body or mind taking the form of illness is a concealment of some 
possibility of light yet to be born. Our illnesses are therefore evolution-
ary challenges, our crisis and conflict a means for greater self-discovery. 
Nature utilizes our pain and struggle so that a greater being of delight and 
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strength may be born within us. And it is the task of the therapist to assist 
this evolutionary process.

How shall he do it? What will be his means and tools and instruments? 
The first and most important tool and instrument in this catalytic process 
is the therapist himself. It is the consciousness of the therapist interacting 
with the consciousness of the client that effects this change. The main 
task of the therapist is to induce this faith in a higher grace or power and 
awaken in him the will and the possibility of a change. Till that happens, 
the therapist becomes a kind of spiritual midwife to assist the delivery of 
the client in his dark and painful passage through the womb of nature. 
The task is indeed a delicate one, hanging between dependence to some-
thing outside him to his discovery of the only true and authentic freedom, 
independence or autonomy (call it whatever) possible, that of handing 
oneself in the hands of the divinity within. This was the original concep-
tion of guru provided for in the Indian thought and on which so much 
stress is laid. The guru according to the ancient Indian conception is a 
representative of the Divine who is now veiled to the eye of humanity. He 
reveals humanity its own higher part, the spiritual self which is covered by 
our surface consciousness. 

The guru’s light also unmasks the hidden weaknesses in the disciple 
without undergoing the more painful and difficult way of disease and 
crisis, that is the method of nature. It is this growth in sincerity through 
the guru’s intervention, this stripping off of our subconscious defences 
(rather than strengthening them), so that we may see ourselves as we are 
and then, with the guru’s help, grow into our own divine nature that is 
forever free from afflictions and imperfections, full of harmony and peace 
and ananda that is the crucial movement of inner growth. In the ancient 
Indian conception, it is not the ego defences (mature or immature) that 
are strengthened, but the strength of the soul that is cultivated. The ego, 
however necessary it was at a stage of our evolution, becomes a pain and 
a prison at another stage and must be replaced by the soul principle. This 
does not mean a defeatist attitude of inaction as those who know of no 
other identity but the surface ego identity suppose. That is only a warped 
alter ego. It means an exchange of our surface orientation, superficial un-
derstanding and therefore limited responses with a deeper, truer and more 
powerful understanding and response to life and people and the world.

The counsellor in other words leads the client through a progressive 
deepening, heightening and widening of his consciousness using every 
experience as materials for the evolutionary process. Towards this end, he 
may use any and every means again depending upon the client’s readiness 
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of acceptance, his natural bent and temperament, most of all, his con-
stitution and faith. All the methods mentioned above under different 
approaches can be used provided of course that the counsellor knows 
something about them himself. In certain situations he may even refer 
the patient for a particular technique as a temporary aid to one who is an 
expert in that field, say for yogasanas or pranayama if that be felt necessary. 
But he must know that these techniques are merely temporary devices. 
One needs to outgrow them as one needs to outgrow all devices. The goal 
of the psychotherapeutic journey is not just a warding off of the present 
symptoms but the discovery of the inner healer who can heal not only this 
but all other anomalies of life in all times to come. It is this inner discovery 
of the true soul, this ascent to our own higher summits of consciousness 
that will progressively reduce the outer dependence on the outer form of 
the guru since one would have discovered the same guru within.

THE COUNSELLOR–CLIENT RELATIONSHIP 
IN INDIAN THOUGHT

It must be, however, noted that the guru–shisya form of counselling that 
often took place in the ancient Indian setting was not just a ritualistic 
formula or a method but simply a statement of fact. Not everyone could 
be a guru but only the realized man, one who had at least moved far on 
the path of self-realization or God-realization, as the case may be. The guru 
is not an erudite scholar trained in spiritual dialectics or a master in spiri-
tual philosophy. He may or may not be these things. He may not be a 
trained psychologist or perhaps even a man of letters, though if he were 
also these things, it would be an immense advantage. He must at the least 
be a man who had found his true soul and was living consciously in it. If 
he can transmit this soul experience to another, then so much the better. 
This is important to note because the modern mind often misreads in the 
guru–chela relationship, either the dependence of a Freudian type or else a 
convenient device to facilitate the psychotherapeutic process through faith 
alone. Faith is no doubt important in the Indian setting, but the emphasis 
on faith is not by way of sanction to blind and irrational obscurantism but 
as a necessary precondition to arrive at knowledge. It is an enlightened 
faith that is necessary, a faith that is consistent with reason that if there is a 
Divine sense and purpose in this world then surely there must be a means 
to discover it; that if there is a soul that can help heal and succour, then 
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surely there must be a means to find it; that if one man has found it, then, 
given the right means and method, others too can find it. Above all, a faith 
that if there is at all a diviner guidance in this world behind the so-called 
anomalies of life, then there must be a purpose in each trial and tribula-
tion of life, behind each crisis and failure, behind every stumble and fall. 
The guru aids and assists in this process of discovering the real meaning 
and significance of the crisis, and through it the meaning of our own life 
in this seemingly meaningless universe. Faith and surrender to the guru’s 
guidance is the starting point of this discovery, will and effort and aspira-
tion the middle term, knowledge and union with the truth that is found 
are the third and last term of this process. According to the Indian trad-
ition, the counselling ideally does not stop with the immediate recovery of 
the perceived distress but is carried beyond till the person has gone beyond 
all possibility of distress. The distress is only an outer excuse that the soul 
in us uses to start the great journey. Its end is not a temporary relief from 
the transient stresses and satisfactions of life but the establishment of a 
permanent peace and an unfading joy in the being, a radical cure from all 
our present, past and future ills.

And since we are at it, this needs to be mentioned that the spirit of 
counselling is not commercial at all. If we go back to the ancient Indian 
thought, there was only one criterion that the guru used in taking his 
disciple. It was the readiness to evolve along the lines in which this master 
had gained his expertise, the adhikara bheda. But once accepted, all com-
mercial and other considerations were put apart. If the disciple offered 
something out of his own sweet will, it was another matter. Indeed, the 
disciple was expected to offer something by way of guru dakshina at the 
end of the course and it may be something as small as a penny or as big as 
an empire or an object held dear to him. The disciple gave it in faith and 
gratitude trusting that the master knows best. This gift of love at the end of 
the course of instructions was good for the student since of all the lapses 
of life the worse was considered to be ingratitude towards the master since 
his debt one can never repay. Instances are on record how some masters 
took upon themselves the entire outer and inner burden of the disciples 
not only for one life but for all lives to come. 

We may ask as to the relevance of all this in modern scenario, and 
even if it be a wonderful thing, whether it is practicable at all. Here, we 
must understand that the whole drift of ancient Indian thought was to 
make the ideal pragmatic and practically possible and it can be so since 
throughout the ages, the spirit of ancient India is not dead. No doubt it 
is reeling temporarily under the wave and storm of materialistic thought 
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that has blinded our hearts and clouded our vision, but this, I believe and 
hope, is a temporary phenomenon. Even now, such teachers, instructors, 
counsellors and masters exist who continue to go about their task silently 
without any outer considerations of money or fame. The gift of knowledge 
and the help provided by it is the highest that one can envisage. By the very 
fact of it being a gift, it becomes one with love and the two are the most 
potent powers to effectuate a deeper change, which is the goal of all 
authentic psychotherapy.

THE GOAL OF PSYCHOTHERAPY

The goal of psychotherapy can be no different than the general goal of 
mankind in its great evolutionary journey. The crisis is only an incidence 
pushing us further towards the goal through a dark and hasty tunnel dug 
in emergency. The psychotherapist is only a catalyst helping towards this 
journey from darkness to light, providing support through authentic love 
and compassion one with wisdom and strength. The end point is not just 
a temporary restoration of the original status quo but a growth through 
the process, a growth in consciousness towards a greater wisdom, a greater 
love, a greater freedom, a greater harmony that come by our ascent out of 
animality into divinity, by the discovery of our secret soul. 

IN CONCLUSION: A QUESTION OF FAITH

The role of the psychotherapist is not to convert or convince the sick and 
suffering to any particular form of belief, though that may well happen 
incidentally in the process. That is only natural, for man instinctively 
develops faith in something that has helped him in his darkest moments 
of crisis. Faith, we may also say, is not only the common denominator in 
the Eastern but also in the Western, the ancient as well as modern systems. 
A philosophical doctrine remains ineffective for life unless it can seize and 
hold not only the mind’s interest but also the heart and faith and will 
in man. Therefore, the first thing necessary in the practical application 
of ancient Indian thought is that the psychotherapist will live in a wide 
catholicity utilizing the intrinsic faith of the patient as an essential means 
of support to start his work. And if he finds the faith insufficient to sup-
port the change, then he will work towards instilling and widening it along 
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the lines of the client’s natural bent and past evolution rather than trying 
to convert or win over an argument. 

Faith works best when it arises from within, as a flower springs from 
a bud. It works poorly when it is superimposed from without, as the 
scentless artefact of a flower. This blossoming of faith is a very important 
and crucial element in all psychotherapy without which everything else 
remains incomplete. So common is loss of faith in psychological prob-
lems, especially depression, that one may well say that most crises of life 
are actually deep within a crisis of faith.

Faith is a very important element in life, even more than reason and 
one must say with good reasons. For in spiritual things that exceed and 
transcend the mind, it is necessary to suspend mental judgements and 
begin with faith. It is said and rightly so that in the end, this faith is 
fulfilled and justified with knowledge that comes by direct and authen-
tic spiritual experience. In a sense it is true of everything else, including 
science. One begins with faith in a proposition or a method and works 
patiently till one discovers that towards which one’s inner intuition was 
calling. That is why we choose one out of so many possibilities to labour 
and strive for. 

Belief is something outward. It is a system of thought held by our sur-
face mind or a heart, and will condition to respond to certain movements 
by man and society. It belongs largely to the outer man, at best only to a 
fringe of his inner being. Faith is more intrinsic; nay, it is the very grain 
and mark of man, as the Gita says. It is the spontaneous cry of the soul 
often buried within a heap and mass of dead rituals, mechanical beliefs 
and professed creeds. It is the task of the psychotherapist to patiently ex-
tract this intrinsic faith as a careful anatomist extracts the minutest nerve 
rather than the way of the surgeon ready to excise and mutilate in order 
to relieve. Faith is in essence the inner scripture hid in every heart. It is 
this inner scripture that the psychotherapist has to open for the patient 
and help him to read it. This is the Indian version of cognitive therapy 
approaching his mind, not through the mind but through the soul of the 
client. To change from within outward, by using the client’s own faith, is 
therefore the method used by the therapist. 

Towards this end, he naturally moves from the surface to the deeps 
from outer and professed beliefs and non-beliefs towards that which is yet 
hidden and concealed in the secret spaces of the soul. The therapist in this 
process uses the helpful materials offered by the client’s mind and heart 
and will. He works patiently, through timely suggestions and an intuitive 
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guidance, upon the materials that resist this recovery of faith. And it is 
in this process that we find the role of cognitive and other aspects of the 
patient’s inner constitution. 

Despite the enormous complexity and many-sidedness of Indian 
thought, the common cognitive and emotional structures supporting the 
belief as the case may be fairly simple. It can be chiefly summarized as 
a belief in an individual soul, in a personal Divine (whether outwardly 
professed or not in the corresponding philosophical school), a belief in 
rebirth with its attendant reward and punishment theory, a belief in the 
existence of cosmic forces that help or harm us, and finally a belief in 
mukti or liberation as the final goal to which all shall one day arrive. At 
the same time, the Indian mind has had one great advantage of this com-
plexity; it has become very catholic in its approach since it accepts more 
readily than other faiths that there can be diverse approaches to truth and 
freedom and God. The Indian mind is more ready to accept the word of 
an enlightened man without much argument. It is not because of credu-
lousness as is commonly supposed but because of the nature of its inner 
being. The inner being of most Indians is awake to subtler and deeper 
realities and knows that the mind must subordinate itself before the spir-
it. It knows instinctively that the way of arriving at truth is not through 
reason and analysis but through faith and practice. Most of all, he believes 
that God’s grace or the intervention of a highly developed person can help 
us bail out of difficulties, inner or outer. The therapist can use these cog-
nitive structures and emotional bonds already deep rooted in the human 
psyche of the Indian type. 

Truth is not only an external objective reality but even more an inti-
mate subjective reality, false perhaps to the one who does not experience 
it but deeply real to the one who is identified with it. And of all realities 
known to mankind since he began exploring the truths of his own life and 
of his earth, there is none more insistent attractive and universal than the 
experience of the Divine within and around us as the one single simulta-
neously objective and subjective experience. To deny it in the name of an 
artificial science is to deny the very roots of life itself; nay, it is to deny man 
and his total existence. To drown it amidst the noise of our superficial 
material research may do temporary good to some vested interests but it 
will be at a great and permanent harm to the further progression of the 
human race and its hope in conquering pain and evil for good. The limits 
of our sight are not the limits of light! 
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Our science is an abstract cold and brief
That cuts in formulas the living whole.
It has a brain and head but not a soul:

It sees all things in outward carved relief.

But how without its depths can the world be known?
The visible has its roots in the unseen

And each invisible hides what it can mean
In a yet deeper invisible, unshown.

The objects that you probe are not their form.
Each is a mass of forces thrown in shape.
The forces caught, their inner lines escape

In a fathomless consciousness beyond mind’s norm.

Probe it and you shall meet a Being still
Infinite, nameless, mute, unknowable.

—Sri Aurobindo: ‘The Discoveries of Science’
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Introduction
Stress has become an important and inevitable ingredient of contemporary 
life. In course of everyday interactions, people frequently encounter situ-
ations in home, at workplace and at social gatherings that create a threat 
for well-being. As a concept, ‘stress’ has proved to be one of the extensively 
researched themes. Today, it has become a very handy label to voice any 
unwelcome state of being. In psychological literature, stress has been con-
sidered as a major threat to health and well-being of people. As a result, 
coping with stress and managing it has become an important aspect of 
interventions in professional and community circles. 

The study of stress and related phenomena has been carried out in 
different traditions and has provided considerable data on its antecedents 
and correlates (Pestonjee, 1992). In general, psychologists converge on the 
position that the perception of an event and its appraisal determine the 
way we respond to it. The same situation, however, may be appraised as 
threatening/harmful/challenging depending on one’s resources, availabil-
ity of support, perception of control and psychological makeup (for ex-
ample, temperament, presence of optimism, hope, resilience, etc.). Thus, 
there is no one-to-one correspondence between the properties of a stimu-
lus situation and the mode of our response to that. There are people who 
have high degree of stress tolerance and resilience. They grow out of stress-
ful situations and display high degree of adaptability and performance. 
This kind of picture has emerged from a variety of studies across different 
cross-sections of people. 

The studies also indicate that the happenings at individual and soci-
etal levels are correlated. For instance, the conditions of unemployment, 
social displacement, gender disparity and inequity in relationships often 
lead to problems of adjustment causing threats to health and well-being. 
The past research brings out the centrality of the way people cognize their 
life situations. It is critical for health outcomes. People’s beliefs and at-
tributes often mediate and moderate the relationship between stressful 
situations and its impact on health. This section presents Indian contribu-
tions that sample different types of stressful situations, varied age-groups, 
diverse methodological strategies and a variety of psychological attributes 
that shape our responses to stressful situations and make us less or more 
vulnerable leading to differential experiences of well-being. 
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In the first contribution, Namita Pande and R. K. Naidu describe a 
study of an indigenous concept of anasakti (non-attachment) and its im-
plications for health. The perspective is rooted in the Bhagvad Gita. They 
note that the purpose of life is liberation from suffering and realizing the 
identity of self with the ultimate reality. Disengagement of consciousness 
from immediate outcomes and desires is called anasakti. Desire leads to 
sense organs attachment that leads to ego’s asakti or mamatva. Anasakta 
or detached action is one when the actor undertakes action without a 
concern for the outcome. This makes the emotional response to success 
and failure different. It is held that no desire can lead to mental seren-
ity. The key features of anasakti identified and operationalized by Pandey 
and Naidu include effort orientation, emotional equipoise and weak concern 
for external reward. Anasakti relieves one from the anxieties of success and 
failure. Resistance occurs. The study empirically explored the relationship 
of anaskti with stress and strain in a sample of young adults. The results 
showed that anaskti had a negative relationship with distress. It is recom-
mended that progressive detachment may reduce stress and lead to better 
performance. 

How do people respond to a long-term illness was the subject matter 
of the meta-analytic study conducted by Ajit K. Dalal. This contribution 
examined the relationship between cultural beliefs about illness and psy-
chological adjustment to a chronic disease. The findings of five studies 
were meta-analysed. In all these studies, hospital patients suffering from 
various types of health problems were interviewed at different points in 
time, and measures were used to assess their psychological adjustment. 
The findings revealed that patients’ in Indian hospitals consistently at-
tributed their illness to karma and God’s will. These cosmic beliefs were 
found to influence patients’ treatment-related decisions. However, no con-
sistent linkages were unravelled between patients’ illness beliefs and their 
psychological adjustment. It was conjectured that these cosmic beliefs ac-
quire different symbolic meaning when illness and social context change. 
The chapter argues for an integrated health care system combining the 
strengths of traditional healing and biomedical practices.

Near-death experiences (NDE) are the focus of the third contribution. 
In this work, Satwant Pasricha examines two major issues—the prevalence 
of NDEs and their characteristics in a part of the Karnataka state in South 
India. In all, 16 NDE cases were reported among an estimated popula-
tion of 17,192, showing a prevalence rate of about one case per thousand. 
The 16 subjects were interviewed for details of their experiences. Inter-
views revealed that 71 per cent of the subjects seemed to have been to the 
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‘other realms’, where they were taken by some messengers or deceased 
relatives or some religious figures. The subject appeared before Yama (God 
of Death), his book (containing a report of one’s deeds during one’s ter-
restrial life, which forms the basis of judgment for ones next destination) 
was opened, a mistake was discovered and hence he was sent (or asked to 
go) back to his terrestrial life. A comparison was done between these NDE 
experiences and those reported by Sabom on an American population 
which revealed that six (out of 12) features were reported exclusively by 
the Indian subjects. The differences seen within and across cultures may 
be due to actual variations in experiences of persons living in different 
geographical regions, or due to differences in the methods of investiga-
tion. However, it is possible that some of the variations may be due to the 
differences in the understanding or interpretation of an experience in a 
particular cultural context. The commonality in the content of features in 
different cultures is perhaps indicative of a phenomenon which is shaped 
by, but transcends, cultural beliefs.

In the final contribution to this section, Sweta Srivastava and Arvind 
Sinha have dealt with an aspect of positive psychology which looks at the 
human strengths in a systematic manner. The experience of well-being 
is central to their concerns. They tried to examine the linkages between 
well-being, self-esteem and happiness in an adult sample. They introduced 
experiential training and found that resilience is positively related to 
well-being, self-esteem and happiness. Experiential intervention using ‘T’ 
group type training was found to be effective. 
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13

Anasakti and Health:
An Empirical Study of Anasakti 
(Non-attachment)
NAMITA PANDE AND R. K. NAIDU

The study investigated the role of anasakti in the stress process because 
control of emotion and emotional equilibrium are integral components 
of anasakti.

According to almost every system of Indian philosophy, whether 
orthodox or heterodox, realistic or idealistic, the purpose of human life 
is to achieve liberation from suffering and realize the identity of self with 
the Ultimate reality. To be able to achieve the goal of self-realization, dis-
engagement of consciousness from desire is necessary. Desires, which are 
directives of the senses, spring from the identification of self with the ego 
and its concerns of ambition, pride, attachment (asakti) and insistence 
on mineness (mamatva). For this study, description of anasakti given in 
the Bhagavadgita was examined. The reason for selecting the Bhagavadgita 
over other sources was simple. The Bhagvad Gita describes anasakti in great 
thoroughness and works out the various conceivable ramification of the 
concept in all their details.

In the Bhagavadgita, the ideal of anasakti embodies the principles of 
spiritualism as well as exhortations to pragmatism and action orientation. 
Anasakti (the end state) has been explained in terms of anasakt action or 
niskamakarma (which implies to achieve that end state). Anasakti action 
does not refer to physical abstention from activity. It is an intense, though 
disinterested action, performed with a spirit of dispassion, without 
nurturing concerns about success or failure, loss or gain, likes or dislikes. 
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This results in a complete unification of the actor with the act and a con-
sequent task excellence. According to the Bhagavadgita, task excellence 
comes about only when the actor has understood that his concerns lie 
only in actions and not in their results, that actions should not serve any 
personal motives and that these cognitions should not imply inaction. 
Being wedded to the piece of work at hand only implies that while an indi-
vidual is at work, he is allowing his abilities to run to waste in mental pre-
occupations and fears pertaining to the results and consequences. Such 
an attitude towards work significantly affects the emotional response to 
success and failure. Following the relinquishment of desires, mental seren-
ity is acquired and the individual maintains greater emotional equipoise 
in the face of consequence, be it good or bad, desirable or undesirable. In 
other words, by way of recommending commitment and total absorption 
in the task, the doctrine of anasakt action offers an excellent way by which 
our worldly endeavours can become more effective. A theoretical analysis 
of these and other psychological concepts embedded in the Gita is pre-
sented by Thapa (1983). Thapa analysed the dimensions of the concept, 
traced their linkages with current motivational concepts and came up with 
the first draft instrument for assessing effort and outcome orientations as 
an individual difference variable.

THE BEHAVIOURAL REFERENTS OF ANASAKTI

The qualities defining the sthitaprajna helped in the identification of the 
behavioural referents of anasakti, which formed the core of items of the 
anasakti measure. These behavioural referents will be presented in terms 
of characteristics which an anasakta individual is likely to manifest in the 
conduct of his degree of anasakti will:

1. Perceive his work as duty. He is likely to discharge his duties scru-
pulously without mental attachment to the consequences.

2. Shown a lack of concern for the consequences of action. An 
anasakta person is likely to act without much insistence for rewards.

3. Appraise his success and failure in objective rather than in egoisti-
cal terms.

4. Be less governed by external standards such as social approval or 
censor. His behaviour will be guided by his own internal standards 
about correctness of conduct and excellence in performance.
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 5.  Not experience strong negative emotions such as passion, fear or 
anger (‘vitaragabhayakrodhah’, 2: 56).

 6.  Not insist on seeking pleasure and avoiding pain. At the physical 
level, an anasakta person is expected to show greater endurance 
for pain than others. At the social level, he is expected to over-
come temptations and resist hedonistic compulsions. As a result 
of these, it is anticipated that an anasakta person would be able to 
exercise ethical choices more readily against various appetites and 
aversions (Naidu, Thapa and Das, 1986).

 7. Show an absence of egotism or sense of mineness. He would per-
haps be able to replace his smaller personal motives by larger im-
personal goals.

 8. Maintain an emotional equipoise in the face of positive as well as 
negative experiences. He would maintain equanimity of emotions 
while facing the desirable and the undesirable and would remain 
unperturbed by success or failure, auspicious or inauspicious, 
pleasant or unpleasant events.

 9. Show total absorption in the task at hand. He would manifest 
complete involvement in all kinds of tasks that he may under-
take, dissolving the past fears and future expectations (Swami 
Chinmayananda, 1975).

10. Show heightened concentration. An anasakt person would be able 
to focus on the task at hand and would not be easily distractible. 
He would concentrate on any task with a relative ease, regardless of 
what be its affective value for him. 

11. Make an effort towards achieving task excellence. Under no cir-
cumstance an anasakt person would compromise with lower stand-
ards of task excellence.

MEASURING ANASAKTI

The Bhagawad Gita is not only a metaphysical treatise (darsana sastra) but 
also a treatise on ethics (nitisastra). The Samkhyan metaphysical dualism, 
which the Gita embodies, explains material phenomena of the manifest 
world (jagat) as modifications (vrittis) of the primordial matter (prakriti). 
Prakriti reinforces a sense of mistaken identity (imithya bodh) with matter 
(anna), mind (manas), intelligence (vijnana) and egotism (ahamkara); per-
petuates ignorance (avidya) and renders the recognition of the real self 
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(purusa) improbable. However, it is the ethical conduct of life which the 
teachings of Bhagawad Gita systematically deliberate that has made its 
philosophy more comprehensible to the common man. Elabording Karma 
Yoga, the Gita prescribes anasakta (non-attached action) to spiritual seeker 
which can help him avoid bodily excesses of indulgence and resist exter-
nal distractions to become harmonized (yukta) with his actions and get 
detached from all desires for fruits (karma phalasa).

The Gita contends that action performed with a sense of duty enables 
man to achieve control over the modifications of his mind. Besides ex-
plaining the ideological imports of this prescription, the Gita portrays the 
characteristic attitudes, feelings and actions of the sthitaprajna (the man of 
stable wisdom) who is the ideal practitioner of anasakti or niskama karma. 
The sthitaprajna is human being who has transcended the usual human 
levels of experience and behaviour. To operationalize anasakti, descrip-
tions of the attitudes and behaviours of the sthitaprajna, as set forth by the 
Bhagavad Gita, were examined. This description also formed the source for 
the items of the Anasakti Scale.

ANASAKTI AND MENTAL HEALTH

The causal linkage between anasakti and health can now be explicated. It 
can argue that the doctrine of anasakti action conveys a message, which 
is central to coping with life stressors. This argument is based on the psy-
chological literature which demonstrates the significance of cognitive and 
attitudinal systems in determining the manner in which stress-inducing sit-
uations are confronted (Pearlin, Liberman, Menaghan and Mullan, 1981).

The distinctive characteristics of anasakti are effort orientation, emo-
tional equipoise in the face of success and failure, a relatively weak con-
cern for obtaining extrinsic rewards and an intense effort to achieve 
excellence. Therefore, those high on anasakti are expected to experience 
lesser and exhibit fewer symptoms of strain. These arguments will be ex-
tended on the basis of conjectures and empirical evidence.

Frankl (1963) stated that people engage in an active search for meaning 
even in their sufferings. While studying the nature of stressors and coping 
strategies of the physically handicapped children, Srivastava (1981) noted 
that in spite of the various disadvantages that the physically handicapped 
children face, they still view own condition and that of their fellow be-
ings more positively. It is also seen that commitment to some higher goal 
in life enables people to meaningfully reconstruct even those experiences 
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which can be described as damaging. In the light of these facts, anasakti 
action seems to offer an important coping resource. It may be reaffirmed 
here that anasakti action is not without a goal; rather, it has a very def-
inite goal—the goal of self-realization. In performing actions in an anasakt 
manner, the more familiar and common goals are subordinated to the 
less familiar and less common ones. This results in recognizing the spiri-
tual value of action in addition to its material significance. If the goal is 
fixed inwards, the emotional impacts of external success and failure are 
minimized. Once this happens, the consequences—good or bad—will be 
cognized as milestones in the path to self-realization rather than as reflec-
tions of personal capabilities.

Since these intrusive cognitions and emotional excitations are crucial 
in the reaction to stressors, it can be argued that greater concentration and 
absorption in the task at hand will eliminate task-irrelevant thoughts such 
as anticipations about the nature of outcomes. This will perhaps result in 
task excellence. On the other hand, emotional stability acquired through 
mentally dissociating oneself from the outcome will protect the individual 
from emotionally succumbing to the experience of failure. Therefore, it 
seems that anasakti will help the individual in such a way that he does not 
perceive life events as stressors. It may also serve as a significant ‘resistance 
resource’ (Antonovsky, 1980) and increase his physical and psychological 
resistance to distress.

Tripathi, Naidu, Thapa and Biswas (1993) studied the impact of vari-
ous professional and personal life stresses on the health and performance 
of police personnel in Uttar Pradesh. This study was supported by the 
Bureau of Police Research and Development. Attachment to the immedi-
ate surroundings was measured by a brief five-item scale. It was found that 
those high on attachment were characterized by higher Type A Personality 
scores, greater depression, fear and guilt and reported more daily hassles.

A cross-cultural study of the moderator role of anasakti was conducted 
by Naidu and Roseman (1992 ). In this study, 140 American and 287 
Indian university students served as subjects. The Anasakti Scale had 
22 items. For both the American and Indian samples, it was found that 
anasakti was associated with lower level depression and anxiety. Though 
anasakti did not account for a major part of stress–strain relationship, it 
did buffer it to a small but significant extent. The report of this study is 
still under preparation. Currently, work is in progress, which examines the 
relationship between anasakti and mood fluctuations, and further work 
on the impact of this attitude on performance of certain physical and 
mental tasks is at the stage of planning. 
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It was, therefore, hypothesized that attachment would enhance the de-
sired outcome and moderate the adverse effects of stress. 

METHOD 

Sample

The data were collected on 465 adults in the age range of 30–50 years, 
with minimum education up to matriculation level. Of these subjects, 230 
were males and 235 females. The males represented various professional 
groups such as doctors, engineers, lawyers, businessmen as well as those 
employed in public sector undertakings. The mean age of males and fe-
males were 38.14 and 32.44 years, respectively.

Instruments

The Measure of Anasakti. A scale measuring anasakti was developed to 
assess the degree to which people show anasakti in the conduct of their 
daily lives. The scale (in Hindi) consisted of 28 items, which were based 
on the description of sthitaprajna (a man of steady wisdom) given in the 
Bhagavadgita. These items were related to five factors of anasakti. These 
factors were: Outcome Vulnerability, Attachment, Effort Orientation, 
Endurance and Equipoise, and Physical–Sensual Non-identification. Sub-
jects were asked to report the extent to which behaviour described under 
each item was applicable to them on a five-point rating scale ranging from 
one (not at all applicable) to five (entirely applicable). The minimum and 
maximum anasakti scores were 28 and 140, respectively. Details relating to 
the construction of this scale are reported elsewhere (Pande, 1990).

The Measure of Stress. The stress scale used in this study included 76 items 
which covered major events as well as minor ongoing hassles. These items 
were grouped in the following categories of stressors: Stressful Events, On-
going Stressors, Financial, Health of Others, Bereavement, Work/Occu-
pational, Interpersonal, Ego, Family, Separation, Personal Setbacks and 
Major Changes. Subjects were required to report events during the past 
one year. A five-point rating scale was provided for each item. Subjects 
used this scale to indicate the extent to which they had experienced dis-
tress when a given event occurred in their lives. The scale points were one 
(no distress at all), two (a little distress), three (average distress), four (much 
distress) and five (too much of distress).
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The Measure of Strain. A symptom checklist-cum-rating scale to assess ill 
health was used. The scale comprised 45 items; some of these items were 
taken from a health scale constructed by Caplan, Naidu and Tripathi 
(1984), while others were framed to assess the mental and psychological 
health of subjects. These items were related to nine factors of strain, which 
were: Depression, Physical Vitality, Positive State, Self-image, Anger, 
Digestion, Flu, Sleep-lethargy and Inadequacy. Subjects were asked to 
indicate on a four-point rating scale how often they had experienced each 
of the symptoms in the past two weeks. The scale points were: one (did 
not happen at all), two (happened on a few occasions), three (happened 
many times) and four (continued for almost all the time). The minimum 
and maximum strain scores were 45 and 180, respectively.

Computation of Anasakti, Stress and Strain Scores

Anasakti scores were obtained by summating the ratings given by the sub-
jects to all 28 items of the scale of anasakti. Reverse scoring was done for 
items which were negatively rated.

For each subject, three stress scores were computed. The Simple Stress 
Score (SSS) was obtained by counting the number of stressful life events 
experienced by the subject. Of the three stress scores, this was the most 
objective score of stress. The Weighted Stress Score (WSS) was obtained 
by summating the distress ratings given by the subject to the events which 
he/she had experienced. This score was a function of both the objective 
count of events and subjectively perceived intensity of distress. It was a 
composite score of both the environmental event and subjective percep-
tion. The Average Distress Rating (ADR) was obtained by dividing the 
WSS by the number of events experienced or SSS. It yielded a measure of 
the average amount of subjectively perceived distress across the endorsed 
items. Of the three stress scores, this was the most subjective score, the 
purest measure of subjectively perceived distress.

The strain score of each subject was derived by summating the ratings 
which he/she gave to 45 strain symptoms included in the strain measure. 
Reverse scoring was done for items indicative of the subject’s well-being.

RESULTS

This chapter reports a part of the data of a larger study which investi-
gated the moderator role of anasakti in the stress process. In the section, 
data pertaining to the correlation between the measures of stress, strain 
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and anasakti, comparison of the means of these variables of two extreme 
anasakti groups and the identification of predictors of strain will be 
presented.

CORRELATION BETWEEN STRESS, ANASAKTI AND STRAIN

Correlations were computed between stress, anasakti and strain scores. 
The coefficients of correlation between SSS, WSS, ADR, anasakti and 
strain have been presented in Table 13.1.

Table 13.1: Coeffi cients of Correlation between 
SSS, WSS, ADR, Anasakti and Strain

n = 465

SSS WSS ADR AS Strain

SSS –
WSS 0.94∗∗ –
ADR 0.22∗∗ 0.46∗∗ –
AS -0.08 -0.12∗∗ -0.14∗∗ –
Strain 0.29∗∗ 0.33∗∗ 0.26∗∗ -0.39∗∗ –

Note: AS is Anasakti. 
 ∗∗is p < 0.01.
Source: Author

The three stress scores, i.e., SSS, WSS and ADR were correlated positively 
with each other. Subjects, who encountered greater number of stressful life 
events, gave higher distress ratings and on an average felt more distressed. 
A very high correlation between SSS and WSS (r = 0.94) was obtained 
because the computation of WSS was dependent upon SSS, WSS or the 
sum of distress ratings of events endorsed constituted SSS. In comparison 
to the correlation between SSS and ADR (r = 0.22), a higher correlation 
was obtained between WSS and ADR (r = 0.46) because both WSS and 
ADR were related to the perception of distress.

Anasakti was significantly correlated with WSS and ADR but not with 
SSS. This implied that a higher degree of anasakti was related to the per-
ception of lower distress. Compared to the three stress scores, anasakti had 
the highest correlation with strain.

In order to make comparisons between SSS, WSS, ADR and strain 
scores of subjects who were high and low on anasakti, criterion groups 
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of anasakti were identified. Subjects whose anasakti scores were below 
104 (30 percentile of the frequency distribution of anasakti scores) were 
included in the low anasakti group and those who had scored above 118 
(70 percentile) were included in the high anasakti group.

Difference between Means of Stress and Strain Scores

Means of SSS, ADR and strain scores were derived for high and low ana-
sakti groups and significance of difference between means was rested.

Table 13.2: Means of SSS, WSS, ADR and Strain Scores 
of the Criterion Groups

High Anasakti Group 
(n = 117)

Low Anasakti Group 
(n = 115)

t pMean SD Mean SD

SSS 12.12 8.42 12.09 8.12 0.03 n.s.
WSS 36.77 29.41 40.29 29.22 0.91 n.s.
ADR 2.89 0.951 3.23 0.890 2.83 <.01
Strain 71.75 15.12 91.01 23.96 7.29 <.01

SD = standard deviation
n.s. = non significant
Source: Author

The analysis revealed that the two groups were almost identical on mean 
SSS and there was a non-significant difference between the means of WSS 
of the two groups in the expected direction. Thus, WSS failed to reveal a 
significant difference probably because it was very highly correlated with 
SSS. The non-significant difference was perhaps a weak pointer towards 
differences in the manner in which these two groups perceived life events. 
This feature was brought out more clearly in ADR, which was a purer mea-
sure of the perception of distress. Average Distress Rating was significantly 
lower in the case of subjects who were high on anasakti compared to those 
who were low on it.

The capacity of the high anasakti group to cope with stressors and ex-
perience less distress was reflected in the process of somatization also. 
Subjects high on anasakti exhibited fewer symptoms of strain compared to 
those who were low on anasakti.
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Identifying Predictors of Strain

A simultaneous multiple regression analysis was done to determine the 
relative significance of anasakti and stress scores in predicting strain. Since 
SSS and WSS were strongly correlated (r = 0.94), only WSS was entered in 
the regression equation along with ADR and anasakti.

In can be seen from Table 13.3 that anasakti had a significant but nega-
tive regression coefficient. Anasakti and stress scores accounted for almost 
25 per cent of variance in the strain score. The contribution of these three pre-
dictors was found to be statistically significant [F(3,461) = 49.89, p < 0.01)]. 
All the three-predictor variables significantly contributed to prediction of 
strain. Comparing the beta coefficients, it can be tentatively suggested that 
of the three predictors, the contribution of anasakti was higher in predict-
ing strain than the contribution of WSS and ADR.

Table 13.3: Multiple Regression Analysis for Total Sample: Anasakti, WSS 
and ADR as Independent Variables, Strain as Dependent Variable

Variables r B Beta STD Error B F

Non-attachment –0.39 –0.547 –0.348 0.064 72.20∗∗
WSS 0.33 0.186 0.253 0.034 30.50∗∗
ADR 0.26 2.08 0.089 1.078 3.74
Multiple R 0.497
R Square 0.245
F (3,461) 49.89∗∗

Note: ∗∗p < 0.01. 
 ∗p < 0.05.
Source: Author.

DISCUSSION

The concept of anasakti in the spiritual lore means progressive detach-
ment of consciousness from the psychophysical apparatus. Patanjali’s and 
Shankaracharya’s systems envisage five stages of development of con-
sciousness of one who is pursuing the spiritual goal. These five stages are 
termed panchakosha or five sheaths (Swami Ram, Ballentine and Swami 
Ajay, 1976). The concept of panchakosha has a logical consequence for 
psychology. To understand the experience and behaviour of people in the 
five different kosha, different psychologies are needed.
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Most people belong to the manomayakosha, which is the middle level of 
the five hierarchical stages of development. The manomayakosha refers to 
the mental level including the lower and higher minds. The lower mind, 
or manas, serves to coordinate sensory input and motor output after the 
higher mind, the buddhi has adjudged the meaning of the incoming sen-
sory information and has decided on the course of action to be taken.

The manomayakosha is a wide band. Those who are primarily at the level 
of manas would exhibit impulsivity and a strong tendency to seek pleasure. 
Those who are primarily at the level of buddhi would be more discrim-
inating. Therefore, this kosha represents a stage of intellectually controlled 
emotionality; a stage where cognitive structures exert controlling influ-
ence on emotions. Modern psychological theories, which have relevance 
within the framework of manomayakosha, are cognitive theories of stress 
(Lazarus, 1975; Rosenbaum, 1988).

One of the aims of this study was to demonstrate the possibility of con-
ceptual bridges between disparate paradigms. Therefore, the findings of 
this study will be interpreted in terms of the cognitive theories of stress.

Anasakti, Perception of Distress and Strain

The most significant findings which emerged from this study concerned 
the perception of distress in stressful life events. It was found that subjects 
high on anasakti did not significantly differ from those low on anasakti in 
terms of the number of life events which had occurred in their lives (SSS). 
When the number of events, which they had experienced, was controlled, 
the average subjective perception of distress (ADR) was significantly lower 
for subjects who were high on anasakti. The tendency to experience less 
distress, in general, helped the more anasakti subjects to maintain superior 
physical and psychological health compared to those who were low on 
anasakti.

Stress is a multidimensional concept, which necessitates an under-
standing of its personal and environmental antecedents. Lazarus (1975) 
has emphasized the significance of threat appraisals in the perception of 
distress in negative life events. Another important fact of appraisal refers 
to the meaning which is assigned to those events. Negative life events can 
be more deleterious if they are perceived to be central to one’s existence, 
are considered to be stable and are attributed to global causes (Metalsky, 
Halberstadt and Abramson, 1987).

These psychological interpretive mechanisms are crucial in determining 
the emotional reactions to stressful life events. Depending upon whether 
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the situation is interpreted as harmful, beneficial, threatening or challeng-
ing, an individual experiences positive or negative emotion. The interpre-
tation of a situation as involving harm or threat generates such affective 
states as anxiety, nervousness, tension and anger. The affective states, 
which may be the most ubiquitous emotional reactions to situations 
to which are appraised as stressful, interfere with cognitive functioning 
and with coping (Schwarzer, 1984). Two mechanisms of interference have 
been emphasized. First, a motivational one in which attention is diverted 
from the task at hand to more pressing emotional crisis, which is per-
ceived to be associated with a situation (Schonpflug, 1983), and second, a 
cognitive one in which anxiety-related thoughts, which may be unrelated 
to performance, are nurtured. If, however, a situation is interpreted as 
presenting challenges rather than threats, more positive emotions are ex-
perienced leading to effective coping. Folkman and Lazarus (1988) have 
suggested that on certain occasions, focusing on the problem, which is 
causing distress, may lead to an improved emotional state. They refer to 
focusing on the problem as planful problem solving. According to them, 
planful problem solving results in an improved person–environment rela-
tion, leading to a favourable cognitive appraisal and, therefore, to a more 
positive emotional response.

Within this framework, the findings relating to the perception of 
distress can be interpreted. As started earlier, subjects high and low on 
anasakti differed from each other with respect to their subjective percep-
tion of distress (ADR) and symptoms of strain. Since anasakti is charac-
terized by a strong tendency towards effort orientation, those high on 
anasakti were able to evoke action-oriented self-regulatory processes more 
effectively than those who were low on anasakti.

Self-regulatory processes consist of three phases (Rosenbaum, 1988). 
When stressful situations are encountered, these phases involve represen-
tation, evaluation and action. In the representation phase, the individual 
reacts emotionally and/or cognitively to stressors which disruption in his 
daily routine. In the evaluation phase, he evaluates the significance of 
disruption caused by stressors terms of his well-being. In the action phase, 
he responds to stressors in such a way that the disruption may be mini-
mized.

Significant mean differences in ADR suggested that individuals high 
and low on anasakti differed from each other in the manner in which 
stressors were represented. When they confronted stressful life events, 
they felt differentially distressed. Anasakti helped the higher anasakti group 
to evaluate stressful events as presenting challenges rather than threats. 
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They could evolve suitable coping strategies because of their disposition to 
remain emotionally poised. In the case of subjects low on anasakti, threat 
appraisals, emotional instabilities and coping ineptitudes may have led to 
greater perceived distress. These individuals also manifested more symp-
toms of psychological and physical ill health.

Anasakti: The Predictor of Strain

The relative significance of anasakti and stress scores in predicting strain 
was tested. More than the stress scores, anasakti significantly predicated 
strain symptoms. This finding suggested that dispositional factors in-
creased an individual’s susceptibility to stressors more than the situation 
itself. Anasakti represents one facet of human personality which helps 
individuals remain well-adjusted and healthy, despite exposure to stressors. 
It was also found that the contribution of anasakti in predicting strain was 
greater than the contribution of stress scores. The psychological processes 
underlying this finding will be discussed.

As stated earlier, anasakti refers to an end state and also a means to 
achieve that state. The end state is that of self-realization, which can be 
gradually approached through the performance of actions without attach-
ment to their consequences. One who has achieved this end state, the 
siddha, becomes spontaneously anasakti by terminating his identity with 
the ‘empirical self’ (Tart, 1975). He enjoys a state of profound peace, which 
cannot be altered by any crisis. One who aspires to achieve that state, the 
sadhaka, remains in peace because he voluntarily relinquishes all egoistical 
desires and practises anasakti as a means to achieve his goal.

Even the Western literature on stress admits that perception regard-
ing thwarting of desires constitutes major category of stressors and pre-
sents potential dangers to an individual’s well-being. Housten (1987) has 
defined desires as longing for something which one does not have and 
keeping something which one already has. Desires emanate from attach-
ment. Individuals experience distress when their attachment to people 
or things is threatened. Stronger the attachment, greater is the desire to 
protect and preserve, and higher will be the feeling of agitation if that 
desire is thwarted.

Coping with negative life events is influenced by an individual’s 
‘assumptive world’ (Parkes, 1975). This world consists of his strongly held 
assumptions about the world and about his own self. Epstein (1984) has 
asserted that an individual’s personal theory about reality acts as a concep-
tual tool for solving life’s fundamental problems. According to him, this 
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theory incorporates a world theory and a theory regarding self. It may not 
exist in his conscious awareness but as a preconscious conceptual system; 
it may structure his experiences and direct his behaviour. Implicit in the 
ideal of anasakti is a worldview in which self-realization is considered to be 
the goal of human life and identification of self with the material world to 
be a major impediment in the path of self-realization. This worldview per-
haps helped people in changing the perception of life events from stressful 
to being, reducing egotism from strivings and hence softening the impact 
of many stressors.
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14

Living with a Chronic Disease: 
Healing and Psychological 
Adjustment in Indian Society
AJIT K. DALAL

The psychological adjustment of people suffering from chronic diseases is 
an area of research in which a series of hospital studies were conducted 
by Dalal and his colleagues at Allahabad University. These studies were 
conducted on hospitalized patients who were seeking treatment for vari-
ous types of chronic diseases. The major objective of this research is to 
examine the causal attributions which patients make for their illness, and 
the way in which such attributions are related to their health behaviour. 
The relationship between cultural beliefs about illness and psychological 
adjustment is explored. General conclusions based on the findings of five 
studies are presented.

The prevalence of chronic diseases has increased rapidly in last two 
or three decades. Increase in life expectancy, lifestyle, dietary habits, oc-
cupational and environmental stresses along with a host of other factors 
have led to a fourfold increase in the occurrence of chronic diseases in the 
twentieth century. The WHO Report (1996) observed that whereas deaths 
due to acute and infectious diseases had declined from 36 per cent in 
1900 to 6 per cent in 1980, deaths due to chronic diseases had increased 
from 20 per cent to 70 per cent during the same period. For instance, if 
an individual is above 50 years of age, chances are more than 80 per cent 
that he or she would be suffering from some chronic disease. Chronic 
diseases, particularly those like cancer and heart attack, are now central to 
the modern consciousness of what illness means.
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By definition, chronic diseases are long lasting, often lifelong. The 
symptoms may not be present all the time, but the chances of recurrence 
of the symptoms suggest that the prospects of recovery are limited. In most 
cases, therapeutic intervention is limited to symptomatic treatment with 
little possibility of complete cure of the disease. Because of the long-drawn 
nature of the disease, a person is required to integrate the disease into his 
or her daily life. The disease becomes a part of a person’s existence. The 
meaning it acquires in a person’s life largely depends on factors intrinsic 
to the disease, such as the nature of the disease, its severity and spread, as 
well as on factors intrinsic to the social status of the person—age, gender, 
nature of occupation, achievements and obligations, etc. The afflicted per-
son is required to comprehend the significance of the disease in terms of 
the nature of adjustments that he or she is expected to make to live with 
a disease in the world of healthy. Obviously, the person suffering from a 
chronic disease is expected to assume the major responsibility of manag-
ing his or her own disease. The person would be required to identify the 
symptoms, monitor progress of the disease, and control its debilitating 
side effects. It becomes the responsibility of the afflicted person and his or 
her family to manage the medical, occupational, social and psychological 
after-effects, and to restore the person’s sense of self-worth and meaning in 
life. The person is not only expected to live with the illness but also to con-
tinue to participate in everyday life, not as a patient but as a social being.

It is obvious that the medical model of health care has failed to pro-
vide effective services in these cases. Medical treatment, as we know, is 
best suited for the treatment of acute, infectious diseases, and has very 
little to offer to people with chronic diseases, apart from some palliative 
treatment. Whereas medical procedures treat patients as passive recipients 
of the treatment, long-term care in the case of chronic disease calls for 
the active involvement of the afflicted person. Any such therapeutic pro-
gramme has to take into consideration the person’s own understanding of 
the disease and has to deal with his or her social–psychological problems 
as well.

Much of the personal initiative to manage one’s own disease depends 
on the way one understands the experience of illness and its causes. People 
need to be made aware of the causes of their illness to keep their world pre-
dictable, where things do not happen accidentally. Quite often the initial 
reaction to the diagnosis of a chronic disease is one of shock and disori-
entation, threatening their earlier mode of believing and living. A causal 
understanding of the problem is reassuring that they still live in a stable, 
predictable world. Bulman and Wortman (1977) and other researchers 
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have shown that people who have an answer to the question ‘why me?’ 
are much better off than those who have no answer to this question. Such 
knowledge is often essential to formulate a course of action and to make 
treatment-related decisions. Beliefs about causality as well as recovery are 
often part of the implicit theories about the disease and its treatment. 
Leventhal (1984) noted that patients with malignant lymphoma seemed 
to gauge the effectiveness of chemotherapy by monitoring the size of their 
tumours. Paradoxically, patients whose tumours reduced dramatically ex-
pressed a much higher level of distress during therapy than those whose 
tumour showed a more gradual remission. In the latter case, patients 
could attribute their remission to the treatment they were receiving, while 
in the former case, no such reasons were available. They thus had no way 
to predict the future course of their recovery from the understanding of 
the disease (Bishop, 1991). A knowledge of the factors which caused their 
disease and of the factors which would contribute to recovery from it, 
facilitates in long-term adjustment to the chronic problem. Again, an un-
derstanding of the causes gives people a sense of personal control in the 
prevention of its occurrence in future, or in containing the debilitating 
consequences of the disease.

Two factors contribute to the stability of such beliefs about causality and 
recovery from the disease. First, these health beliefs represent a shared un-
derstanding of the disease in particular and of human suffering in general. 
These beliefs are ingrained in the social consciousness of people in every 
culture and shape their health practices. Such health beliefs are mutually 
reinforced and sustained by the social support system on which people in 
crises depend upon. Second, a chronic disease gives people enough oppor-
tunity to test these beliefs in the long duration of the illness. The beliefs 
which are substantiated during this period are likely to be enduring.

The causes to which people attribute their disease are often at vari-
ance with the medical causes. This is specially true in traditional societies 
with alternative health care systems. The work of Arthur Kleinman (1988) 
in Asian countries has shown that more than 90 per cent of the illness 
instances are managed at the family and community level. In these coun-
tries, cultural beliefs about the disease play a crucial role in making health-
related decisions. As the works of Kleinman and Kakar have evidenced, 
the metaphysical causal beliefs constitute the core of the Asian cultural 
belief system. These beliefs find manifestation in the traditional healing 
practices of a society. Studies have reported differences in the health be-
liefs of Euro-American and Indian societies. The works of Blaxter (1983), 
M. S. Joshi (1995) and Taylor (1983) have shown that in the West, people 
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more frequently attribute chronic illnesses to heredity, germs and environ-
ment, whereas Indians make attributions to metaphysical causation, such 
as God and karma.

Not only are there wide cultural differences in the metaphysical be-
liefs which people have about the world and their own disease, but also 
these beliefs in a complex way affect the health status of people. Levin and 
Vanderpool (1991) reviewed a long list of nearly 300 articles published in 
this area in epidemiological, gerontological and behavioural sciences sup-
porting a linkage of religious beliefs and practices with physical health out-
comes. These studies have highlighted both the deleterious and salubrious 
effects of religion on health status. Most of these studies were descrip-
tive in nature and no clear patterns of results were obtained. A process-
oriented approach may perhaps be more appropriate in this field to make 
sense of the resulting relationships between religion and health (Dull and 
Skokan, 1995). The spiritual experience being multi-dimensional and 
context-specific, the issue of relationship between religion and health has 
to be addressed within the larger domain of spiritualism and its relevance 
for an individual.

In traditional Indian society, metaphysical beliefs, i.e., beliefs in karma, 
God and fate are presumed to be important determinants of many hap-
penings in one’s life, including illness and suffering. The theory of karma 
is invoked as an explanation for an array of undesirable life events. This 
theory holds that good and bad deeds accumulate over all previous lives 
and if people have done some wrong in this or previous births, then they 
have to bear the consequences. The present suffering is frequently attri-
buted to one’s own misdeeds of this and previous lives. Another meta-
physical belief—God’s will—is also frequently used as an explanation for 
many events in life. Differing from the principle of karma, God is seen 
as an external agent who controls reward and punishment, not always 
according to what one deserves (Paranjpe, 1984). A person’s bad deeds 
may be condoned by a benevolent God. The belief in fate implies that all 
life events are predestined and one can do little to change their course. 
Though conceptually different, these metaphysical beliefs are quite often 
used interchangeably in everyday parlance.

In this paper, an effort is made to draw general conclusions from a 
series of five studies conducted on hospital patients. In these studies, fac-
tors to which people suffering from various health problems attributed 
both causality and the subsequent recovery were examined. These studies 
further explored how such illness beliefs were linked with patients’ health-
related decisions and responses, which in turn affected their psychological 
adjustment to their chronic disease.
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INTERVIEWING HOSPITAL PATIENTS

In all the five studies, the samples were drawn from different government 
hospitals in Allahabad city. These patients were undergoing treatment for 
orthopaedic problems, tuberculosis (TB), cervical cancer and myocardial 
infarction (MI). Most of the patients studied were Hindus, from lower 
socio-economic strata and rural background, and a majority of them had 
no formal schooling.

The patients were interviewed in the hospital setting using an open-
ended schedule. With doctors’ permission the patients were asked ques-
tions related to their perception of the illness and were given measures of 
psychological adjustment/recovery. All the patients were interviewed on 
at least two occasions. The time taken to complete the interviews varied 
from 30 to 85 minutes.

ABOUT THE STUDIES REPORTED

The five studies were conducted at different points in time by Dalal and 
his colleagues. One of the major objectives of these studies was to examine 
the beliefs patients had about their own illness, particularly beliefs related 
to causes of the disease, factors contributing to recovery and beliefs about 
personal control. The linkages of these beliefs with affective reactions, 
psychological and medical recovery were also examined. The focus was on 
understanding the process through which these health beliefs influenced 
recovery outcomes for the patients who were passing through an acute 
phase of the disease, necessitating hospitalization. In all these studies, dis-
ease and recovery were studied from the patients’ perspective.

The first of these studies (Dalal and Pande, 1988) was conducted on 
orthopaedic patients who were victims of some major accident. These pa-
tients were categorized by the attending doctor as permanently disabled 
(such as amputees), or temporarily disabled due to the accident. They were 
interviewed 2 weeks and 1 month after the accident to record their health 
beliefs and recovery from the illness. The second study (Dalal and Singh, 
1992) examined TB patients convalescing in a local hospital. These pa-
tients were asked questions about the perceived causes of the disease and 
beliefs about recovery. Their psychological and medical recovery was also 
examined. The third study (Agrawal and Dalal, 1993) investigated the re-
covery process of MI patients. Their recovery was monitored at three time 
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points, twice during hospitalization and later at home. The aim was to 
investigate the relation between their disease-related beliefs and the recov-
ery process. The fourth study (Kohli and Dalal, 1998) was conducted on 
cervical cancer patients to examine their explanatory models and 
psychological recovery. Women at different stages of treatment for cervical 
cancer were interviewed to understand their metaphysical beliefs about 
the disease. In the last study (Dalal, Kohli and Agrawal, 1999), perception 
of the hospital environment and its relation with the affective state of the 
patients undergoing treatment for various types of chronic diseases were 
examined.

MAJOR FINDINGS

In this paper, the major findings of these five studies are collated to de-
lineate the overall pattern of the relationship between health beliefs and 
recovery from the disease. Since different questionnaires and measures 
were used in these studies, for purposes of comparison the findings were 
in some instances subjected to some transformation. Again, not all mea-
sures were included in these five studies and the comparisons were made 
wherever it was possible.

Causal and Recovery Beliefs

The mean ratings of causal and recovery attributions were rank-ordered 
to compare findings across the first four studies conducted on differ-
ent groups of patients. The highest mean rating was given the rank of 1 
(see Table 14.1).

The trends of ranks in Table 14.1 show that patients’ health problems 
were most frequently attributed to God’s will and karma, except in the 
case of MI patients. Others’ carelessness was the least cited category of 
causes, except by accident victims. MI patients attributed the blame more 
to themselves than to any other factor.

The pattern was not very clear in the case of recovery attributions. 
Recovery was most frequently attributed to the attending doctor, perhaps 
because all the patients were hospitalized. After the attending doctor, re-
covery was most frequently attributed to God. The other recovery attribu-
tions were contingent on the nature of illness.
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Treatment Decisions and Affective Reactions

The actual ratings of causal attributions as reported in Table 14.1 in the 
case of cancer patients were categorized along three causal dimensions 
and were correlated with delay in seeking treatment and perception of the 
hospital environment. The three causal dimensions were internal (own 
carelessness), external (other’s carelessness, family conditions) and cosmic 
(fate, God’s will and karma). The correlations of these causal dimensions 
with other variables are reported in Table 14.2.

The results show that in the case of cancer patients there was greater 
delay in seeking treatment when these patients attributed their illness to 
internal and cosmic factors. It was also observed that the hospital environ-
ment was perceived as less threatening when the disease was attributed 
to internal factors, and more threatening when causal attributions were 
made to cosmic factors.

Table 14.1: Rank Order of Causal and Recovery Beliefs as Reported 
by the Patients

TB MI Cancer Orthopaedic

n =70 70 114 41

Causal Beliefs

Own Carelessness 3 1 5 4
Other’s Carelessness 6 5 6 3
Family Conditions 5 3 4 5
Fate/Chance 4 – 3 –
God’s will 1 4 2 1
Karma 2 2 1 2

Recovery Beliefs

Self 5 4 4 –
Family 7 2 5 –
Money 4 – – –
Fate/Chance 3 – 6 –
God 2 3 2 –
Karma 6 5 3 –
Doctor 1 1 1 –

Source: Author.
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The findings of the last study (Dalal et al., 1999) are presented in 
Table 14.3. The table depicts patients’ perception of the hospital envi-
ronment and its correlations with their affective reactions. The findings 
revealed that female patients expressed more anger and anxiety during 
hospitalization, whereas male patients more often resorted to mental dis-
engagement (thinking of something else) and transcendence (thinking 
beyond the mundane). It was also observed that patients who perceived 
the hospital environment as threatening, more frequently experienced 
anxiety, depression and helplessness.

Table 14.3: Affective Reactions of Hospital Patients

Affect Male (n = 88)
Female 
(n = 34)

Overall 
(n = 122)

Corr. with 
Hosp Threat+

Anger^ 1.56 1.87 1.64 0.23
Anxiety ^ 1.75 2.17 1.87 0.51∗∗
Depression 2.44 2.66 2.50 0.38∗∗
Helplessness 2.58 2.72 2.62 0.47∗∗
Disengagement^ 2.30 1.96 2.20 –.13
Rationale^ 2.83 2.56 2.75 0.09

Source: Author.
Notes: n = 122, 
∗p < 0.05, 
∗∗p < 0.01.
+ Perceived severity of the health problem was partialled out.
^ Males and females differed on these affective reactions.

Table 14.2: Correlations+ of Causal Dimensions with Delay in Seeking 
Treatment and Perception of Hospital Environment

Causal Dimensions Treatment Delay++ Hospital Envir. Perceiv. Threat

Internal 0.29∗ –21∗
External –.12 0.27∗
Cosmic 0.37∗∗ 0.25∗

Source: Author.
Notes: 
∗p < 0.05, 
∗∗p < 0.01
+ Perceived severity was partialled out.
++Only cancer patients.
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Illness Beliefs and Psychological Adjustment

The two types of beliefs (causal and recovery), as used in some of these 
studies, were correlated with measures of psychological adjustment1 of the 
patients. The indices of psychological recovery varied in these studies, but 
common among all the four studies were items related to disease appraisal, 
hope, mood state and positive attitude. The simple correlations between 
beliefs and psychological adjustment are given in Table 14.4.

Table 14.4: Correlation of Health Beliefs with Psychological 
Recovery/Adjustment Measures

TB MI Cancer

Orthopaedic

Temp Perm

n = 70 70 114 20 21

Causal Beliefs
Own Carelessness 0.22 0.30∗∗ –.010 0.30 0.01
Other’s Carelessness –0.24∗∗ 0.01 –0.14 0.11 0.25
Family Conditions 0.26∗∗ 0.02 –0.31∗∗∗ –0.06 –0.14
Fate/Chance –0.15 – –0.03 – –
God’s will –0.09 –0.37∗∗∗ 0.15 –0.05 0.29
Karma –0.06 –0.19 –0.10 0.39∗ 0.29
Recovery Beliefs
Self 0.05 0.24∗ 0.28∗∗∗ –
Family –0.03 –0.06 0.16 –
Money 0.08 – – –
Fate/chance –0.28” – 0.11 –
God –0.29∗∗ 0.29∗∗ 0.09 –
Karma 0.18 0.29∗∗ 0.02 –
Doctor –0.12 –0.18 0.00 –
Control Beliefs
Self 0.40∗∗∗ 0.21 0.04
Disease 0.18 0.33∗∗ 0.29∗∗

Source: Author.
Notes: ∗p < 0.10,
  ∗∗p < 0.05,
  ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
 Temp = Temporary; Perm = Permanent.

1 In some of the studies reported here the terms ‘psychological adjustment’ and 
‘psychological recovery’ are used interchangeably.
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The results show that, in general, the correlation between causal attri-
butions and psychological adjustment was low and there was no consistent 
trend across different samples. Only in the case of MI patients, self-blame 
was positively correlated with adjustment. Attribution to family condi-
tions was positively correlated with adjustment in the case of TB patients 
and negatively in the case of cancer patients. Cosmic beliefs also did not 
show any consistent pattern. On the other hand, for MI patients, attribu-
tion to self, God and karma was positively correlated with adjustment. The 
pattern of correlation was reverse in the case of TB patients. The two mea-
sures of control, i.e., control over self and over the disease, had significant 
positive correlations with the psychological adjustment of the patients.

Linkages between Psychological 
and Physical Recovery

The measures of psychological recovery/adjustment and medical recovery 
varied for different categories of patients. Medical recovery was assessed 
from the doctor’s report, which also made note of the use of pain killers 
and sedatives. The measures of psychological recovery were correlated with 
doctors’ reports of medical recovery. As shown in Table 14.5, only in the 
case of MI patients, significant correlations were found between these two 
types of recovery. In the case of TB patients, there was no relation between 
psychological and medical recovery. Reports of medical recovery were not 
available in the other studies.

Table 14.5: Correlation of Psychological Recovery/Adjustment 
with Medical Recovery

MI TB

Time 1 0.30∗ 0.07
Time 2 0.36∗∗ 0.16

Source: Author
Notes: ∗p < 0.05,

∗∗p < 0.01.

DISCUSSION

The findings of the five studies reported here clearly revealed that patients 
in Indian hospitals attributed their illness to cosmic factors. This finding 
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was consistent across all the four groups of patients. That Indian patients 
attributed their chronic health problems to karma and God seems to be 
a fairly robust finding. The other factor to which causal attribution was 
more often made was ‘own carelessness’. Patients appeared to blame them-
selves for their own misfortune. On the other hand, they rarely blamed 
others for their problems.

In this context, it is interesting to note that attributions to karma and 
God did not emanate in an open-ended inquiry. Rarely did patients talk 
about it on their own. Only when they were directly asked did they men-
tion God and karma as the most important causes of their present suffer-
ing. M. S. Joshi (1995) also noted in her study in a hospital in Bombay 
that patients rarely mentioned about their cosmic beliefs, unless they were 
categorically asked about them. In the hospital setting, the patients were 
probably shy of sharing such beliefs, lest they were laughed at for being 
ignorant and superstitious. In fact, as was observed in an informal chat 
with the patients, a large number of them were seeking some kind of alter-
native healing, along with the medical treatment.

How do patients reconcile with this contradiction? In fact, most of the 
patients did not see any contradiction in it. They wanted to try anything 
which would work. In his work on health practices in the Garhwal region, 
P. C. Joshi (1988; 2000) reported that the local people made a distinction 
between bis and bimari. For bis, which is primary and a metaphysical cause, 
they visited a local traditional healer. For bimari, which is secondary (bodily 
symptoms), they sought the services of a medical doctor. The patients 
had intuitively learnt to keep these two aspects of the disease separate. 
Kleinman (1988), in his studies in China and other Asian countries, found 
that in all these countries traditional healing and biomedical treatment 
co-exist and are not perceived as contradictory. What lies at the core of 
the Indian (Hindu) belief system is the principle of karma as an explana-
tion for suffering in one’s life. Though this principle of karma acquires 
a different meaning in varying contexts, in general, belief in karma and 
cosmic causation inculcates in the individual an attitude of acceptance 
of his or her own and other’s suffering. Belief in karma and fate, and the 
consequent attitude of acceptance has its basis not only in the religio-
philosophical background, but also in the climate that characterizes the 
Indian subcontinent (such as unpredictable rains on which the economy 
depends) (D. Sinha, 1988). This belief keeps the faith in a just world alive 
even under very adverse conditions, and sustains the hope that good deeds 
will ultimately result in good outcomes (Paranjpe, 1998).
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Attributing illness to metaphysical factors such as God’s will, karmaphala 
and fate also provides patients a convincing and socially acceptable 
explanation for their illness. Whenever people face a crisis, care-givers 
(such as family members) also invoke these cultural beliefs to explain suf-
fering. In other studies conducted on diverse samples from the Indian 
population, it was reported that the poor (Sinha, Jain and Pandey, 1980), 
the disadvantaged (Misra and Misra, 1986 and the depressed ( Jain, 1988) 
frequently made attributions to metaphysical factors.

The findings of these five studies, however, did not unravel consis-
tent linkages of causal beliefs with affective reactions and psychological 
recovery. Attributions to God’s will had a negative and karma had a posi-
tive relationship with psychological recovery. Fate was not correlated with 
psychological recovery across the different groups of patients. In the case 
of recovery beliefs, however, significant correlations were obtained be-
tween cosmic beliefs and psychological recovery/adjustment in the case 
of MI and TB patients. When MI and cancer patients attributed recovery 
to their own efforts, their actual recovery was better. What these findings 
suggest is that though Indian patients have shown a propensity to attribute 
their physical suffering to cosmic factors, there is no direct and linear 
relationship between these beliefs and the recovery process. Two postu-
lates can be advanced to comprehend the findings. First, karma and God’s 
will are part of the complex cultural belief system, their folk meaning vary-
ing in different social–psychological contexts. For example, the subjective 
meaning of belief in karma may range from a fatalistic attitude to hope 
and expectations; from a sense of helplessness to faith in action (Gokhale, 
1961). The same can be said about attribution to God. Second, the rela-
tionship between cosmic beliefs and health status is mediated by many 
other social–psychological–environmental factors. Research studies which 
take into consideration a host of these variables can probably unravel the 
missing links between beliefs and recovery. To our knowledge no such 
work has been done in the past. We are only beginning to understand the 
role of cultural and personal belief systems and it is a long way before we 
can make any definitive statements.

What conclusions can be drawn from these studies? Some of the find-
ings clearly stand out, providing useful insights into the way Indian rural, 
poor, uneducated patients deal with their own health problems. First, all 
these patients are actively engaged in constructing the meaning and causal-
ity of their problems. Many of their explanatory models are rooted in the 
cultural belief system, which clearly determines how they will deal with 
the crisis. Second, the patients’ own representation of the disease is not 
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only contingent on its medical aspects, but also on the cultural meaning 
of the illness experience. They rarely attributed their health problems to 
factors like virus, heredity or environmental pollution, as was observed in 
Western studies, but viewed it as a transcending experience. Third, it is 
against this backdrop that the traditional healers play an important role 
in the psychological well-being of patients. India has more than 5 million 
faith healers and their services in providing relief to people suffering from 
chronic diseases cannot be overlooked. Faith healing in combination with 
biomedical treatment can be a potent treatment regimen for chronic dis-
eases. However, it remains to be seen how medical services and traditional 
medicinal/healing services can be integrated into a unified health care 
system.
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Near-death Experiences in 
South India: A Systematic 
Survey in Channapatna
SATWANT PASRICHA

Some persons after recovering from a close encounter with death from 
illness or other life-threatening situations, report unusual affective, cogni-
tive and seemingly transcendental experiences. These have been frequently 
referred to as ‘near-death experiences’ (NDEs).

In the past two decades a number of reports on NDEs have been pub-
lished from the West—(Greyson and Stevenson, 1980; Moody, 1975; Ring, 
1980; Sabom, 1982; Owens, Cook and Stevenson, 1990; Morse, Conner 
and Tyler, 1985) as well as from India—(Osis and Haraldsson, 1986; Singh, 
Bagadia, Pradhan and Acharya, 1988; Pasricha and Stevenson, 1986; 
Pasricha, Forthcoming). Most (Greyson and Stevenson, 1980; Moody, 1975; 
Ring, 1980; Sabom, 1982; Owens, Cook and Stevenson, 1990; Morse, 
Conner and Tyler, 1985; Osis and Haraldsson, 1986; Singh, Bagadia, 
Pradhan and Acharya, 1988) of these researches are based on hospital 
populations consisting of specific groups of patients or volunteers. However, 
there is a general paucity of studies concerning the prevalence of NDEs. 
Except for one survey each from India (Pasricha, Forthcoming) and the 
US (Gallup, 1982), there are almost no reports of epidemiological stud-
ies, as far as the literature shows, published from any part of the world. 
The present paper is another contribution in this direction and reports 
the prevalence and characteristics of NDEs in an area of the Karnataka 
state of south India.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

The Population

In order to determine the prevalence rate of NDEs and to study the 
features of subjects of the identified cases, a systematic survey was con-
ducted in taluk Channapatna, district Bangalore, of the Karnataka state. 
Channapatna is one of the eleven taluks (roughly corresponding to tehsils 
in northern India and counties in the US and UK) or subdivisions of the 
Bangalore district; it is situated 60 kilometers south-west of Bangalore on 
the Bangalore–Mysore road. This taluk was chosen for (a) the nature of 
its population (it consists of both rural and urban populations) and 
(b) operational feasibility (it was easily accessible from NIMHANS). 
Channapatna consists of 145 villages, of which 12 have been listed as unin-
habited (Census of India 1981). By using appropriate sampling techniques, 
17 survey villages were drawn from the 1981 census lists. The outcome of 
the survey in 13 villages1 will be reported in the present paper.

Two thousand four hundred and thirty-nine households were chosen 
by using voters’ registration lists; one member from each household was 
designated as the target respondent and interviewed. The person inter-
viewed was usually the head of the household, but a younger member was 
interviewed when the target respondent was not available. Of the 2,439 
target respondents, 232 had either moved out of the village or were not 
available at the time of our visits (the respondents who were not avail-
able on two call-backs after the first scheduled visit, were not contacted 
further). Hence, a total of 2,207 respondents were available for the inter-
views. Before conducting the individual interviews, the school teachers 
and village leaders were contacted to explain the purpose of our visits, to 
enlist their cooperation and seek their consent for conducting the survey.

Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents

The ages of the respondents ranged between 16 and 90 years; 1,321 (60%) 
of them were males. One thousand seven hundred and six (77%) were 

1 Due to some operational difficulties, the survey was discontinued after completion of 
work in four villages. It was resumed after a gap of about 18 months. Hence, the find-
ings of four villages surveyed earlier have been separately reported elsewhere (Pasricha, 
Forthcoming).
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illiterate or functionally illiterate, 111 (5%) had attended a primary school, 
170 (8%) had gone to a middle school and 253 (10%) had education up to 
high-school or beyond (28 were college graduates).

Four hundred and nine (64%) of the respondents were cultivators, 190 
(9%) were housewives, 392 (2S%) were laborers and 46 (2%) were caste 
labourers2, 63 (3%) had a shop or had their own business, 41 (2%) were in 
some service (government or private sector), 22 (1%) were not engaged in 
any occupation due to old age and 13 (0.6%) were students.

A majority of the respondents (60%) belonged to the lower middle 
socio-economic class, 211 (10%) to the middle or upper middle class, while 
664 (30%) came from the lower socioeconomic class. The socio-economic 
status was appraised by using a standard tool developed for the rural popu-
lation of India (Pareek and Trivedi, 1964).

The Interviews

The interviews were conducted in two stages. First, with the target respond-
ents for the identification of the NDE cases, and subsequently with the 
identified subjects and/or their relatives to learn at first hand the details 
about the experiences.

An interview schedule was administered to each target respondent. In 
addition to eliciting the usual demographic data, it solicited questions 
about the respondents’ belief, familiarity and knowledge regarding cases 
in which a person had apparently died and revived. Respondents, who 
knew of such cases, were asked to give specific information about the 
location of the subjects. Later, these subjects were interviewed in detail 
about their experiences; in addition, informants who were present when 
the subject revived or narrated his experiences were interviewed in as many 
cases as available. Most of the interviews lasted between 15 and 50 minutes. 
If the respondents did not have any knowledge of or familiarity with a 
case, only their demographic details were noted down, which did not take 
more than 15 minutes; on the other hand, if they knew of some cases and 
details about them or when the informant happened to be a subject or a 
subject’s relative, the interviews lasted for 50 minutes or longer.

When the subjects were interviewed, they were first allowed to narrate 
their experiences spontaneously and then specific questions were asked 

2 For example, a person belonging to the dhobi (washerman) caste did washerman’s 
work and a kumhar (a potter) made pots for his living.
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regarding their NDEs. Initially, the subjects were not asked about the pos-
sible features; subsequently a checklist was prepared (on the basis of earlier 
experiences and the previous studies) to elicit specific information about 
all possible features not mentioned spontaneously.

Criteria for Inclusion of NDE Cases

For determining the prevalence rate of NDEs, the following criteria were 
applied: (a) the subject must have reported some unusual experiences he 
had while unconscious or ostensibly dead, (b) the subject must have been 
a resident of the survey village at the time when the survey was conducted, 
and (c) the subject must have been alive at the time of the survey.

RESULTS

Belief Familiarity and Knowledge of Revival3 and NDE Cases
Four hundred and forty-eight (20%) respondents believed that it was 

possible for a person to die (or almost die), recover from death (or uncon-
scious state) and remember unusual experiences he had had during that 
time. Four hundred and thirty-six (20%) respondents had heard of one 
or more such cases, but all of them had not known of specific cases; only 
161 (37%) of these had heard of cases in their own village and 70 (16%) 
of them in other villages. In all, they made references to 42 cases in the 
survey villages; 15 of the subjects had died long before the survey and one 
subject had moved out of the village. The remaining 26 subjects were ap-
proached for further study, two of whom did not cooperate for interviews. 
Of the remaining 24 cases, eight (33%) subjects, although seriously ill or 
thought to be dead4, had no NDEs. Table 15.1 shows the distribution of 
cases of persons who had seemingly died (or nearly died) and revived, and 
the number of subjects who reported NDEs.

3 The term revival was used to describe the condition wherein the subject of a case had 
ostensibly died and revived; but it was not known to the informants whether or not he 
had had a near-death experience.
4 The villagers generally decide that a person has died by the following signs: failure to 
respond when name called, cessation of breathing and other movement, no pulse or 
heartbeat and pallor of skin.
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The Prevalence of NDE Cases

In all, 16 NDE cases were reported among an estimated population of 17,192 
(based on annual arithmetical growth projections of the 1971 and 1981 
census), showing a prevalence rate of about one case (0.93) per thousand 
population.

The 16 subjects were interviewed for details of their experiences. The 
relatives or friends of the subjects were available for interviews in six cases. 
In addition to the questions about the subject’s physical condition, they 
were asked about their version of what the subject had told them (the 
informants) about his experiences. The versions of the informants who 
were not subjects agreed, in general, with the accounts given by the subjects.

Physical Condition and Location of Subjects 
at the Time of NDE

Seven subjects were reported to have been healthy prior to the NDE, 
while 9 (56%) subjects were suffering from a mild-to-severe physical illness. 

Table 15.1: Prevalence of Revival and NDE Cases in the Survey Villages

Population/Village 1985 (Estimate)∗ No. of Revival Cases No. of NDE Cases

Kudambhalli 3,156∗∗ 6(1.8) 2(0.6)
Arulasandra 1,398 3(2.1) 3(2.1)
Jagadapura 858 1(1.2) 1(1.2)
Kondapura 1,062 0(–) 0(–)
Garkahalli 1,424 1(0.7) 1(0.7)
Neralur 2,131 2(0.9) 2(0.9)
Anigere 930 2(2.2) 2(2.2)
Sankalagere 1,528 5(3.3) 1(0.6)
Aralapura 496∗∗ 0(–) 0(–)
Siddanahalli 845 1(1.2) 0(–)
Mallangere 588 0(–) 0(–)
Chakkere 2,544 5(2.0) 4(1.6)
Nayidolle 232 0(–) 0(–)

Note: Figures within parentheses show prevalence per thousand.
 ∗Estimated annual growth (by Arithmetic Progression [Sunder Rao, 1983]) 

from 1971 and 1981 census figures.
 ∗∗A decrease in population was recorded from 1971 to 1981 census.
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Their illness included a wide variety of complaints such as high or low 
grade fever (4), dysentry (2), typhoid (1), cough and asthma (1) and fits 
of unconsciousness (1). I was able to confirm the physical condition of 
five subjects from the informants; informants were not available for the 
remaining cases. One of the subjects was treated in a nearby hospital and 
had an NDE on the way back from the hospital, all the other subjects had 
their experiences while at home. The hospital records of this subject were 
not available as the episode had occurred several years earlier. The subjects 
who revived at home, almost certainly had no formal measures of resusci-
tation available to them.

Demographic Characteristics of the 
Subjects Who Had NDEs

The median age of the subjects at the time of the NDE was 43.5 years 
(range 9–97 years) and it was 75 years (range 38–108 years) at the time of 
our first interview with them; the median time lapse between the NDE 
and the first interview was 20 years (range 2–70 years). Eleven (69%) of 
the subjects who reported an NDE were females. Most (62.5%) of the 
subjects belonged to a lower middle class, four (25%) to the lower and 
two (12.5%) to the middle socio-economic class. Five (31%) of the sub-
jects were housewives, two (12.5%) were caste labourers (dhobis), three 
(18.7%) were cultivators, two (12.5%) were in government service and four 
(25%) were not working. Thirteen (81.3%) of the subjects were illiterate, 
and one each had been educated up to primary, high-school and inter-
mediate college.

Main Features of NDE Cases

As the checklist was introduced at a later stage, the subjects were not asked 
about all the possible features. Therefore, the data are missing for some 
analyses. Table 15.2 presents the main features of the subjects of the NDE 
cases identified during the survey.

Experience of ‘other realms’: Seventy-one per cent of the subjects seemed 
to have been to the ‘other realms’ where they were taken by some mes-
sengers or deceased relatives or had gone unaccompanied. Some of them 
reported having met deceased relatives or some religious figures. The sub-
ject appeared before the Yama (the god of the dead), his book (containing 
a report of one’s deeds during terrestrial life which forms the basis of 
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judgement for his next destination) was opened, a mistake was discovered 
(about his being in the other realm), and hence he was sent (or asked to 
go) back to the terrestrial life.

Reasons and means of reviving: Forty-six per cent of the subjects reported 
that they were sent back because they were seemingly taken to the other 
realm by a mistake as they had not yet finished their allotted life-span, or 
some one else was due to die. However, unlike the north Indian cases, 
the subject in the present series did not mention the name of the person 
who was supposed to have died. Three of the subjects reported that they 
were either sent back by their loved ones or revived of their own volition 
for the love and responsibility towards the living persons, but not due to 
a mistake.

Other features: Three of the nine subjects reported that they had been 
branded on their body in the other realm. (I was able to see a mark in one 

Table 15.2: Main Features of NDE Cases

Features N n %

Seemed to be in ‘other realms’ 14
Taken by some messengers or by deceased relative 10 71
Found himself there; seemed to go alone 4 29
Saw his own physical body 11 0 –
Went to ‘a man with a book’ 10 7 70
Another person said to be due to die instead of subject 9 1 11
Sent back because of a mistake; subject not scheduled to 
die yet

11 5 46

Met deceased relatives/acquaintances 12 3 25
Brought back from other realms by messengers or by 
deceased relatives 

9 5 56

Apparently revived through thought of loved living 
persons or own volition

11 2 18

Sent back by a loved one or an unknown figure, but not 
because of a mistake

9 1 11

Residual marks on physical body after NDE 9 3 33
Change of attitude towards death 10
Lost fear of death 2 20
Developed fear of death 1 10
No change 7 70

Note: N represents the number of cases concerning whom a particular feature 
was inquired about; n refers to the presence of that feature.
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case and the informants corroborated the subjects’ claim of a post-NDE 
mark in all the three cases.) The basis for getting these marks is viewed 
differently by the subjects of the south and the north Indian cases. In the 
north Indian cases, the residual marks, as we refer them, are reported to 
have resulted when the subjects were forcefully pushed down with some 
instrument (such as a trident) or by hand. This generally happened to the 
subjects who resisted coming back from the other realm. On the other 
hand, in the south Indian cases, it is widely believed that a mark is put on 
every person when he returns back from the other realm to the terrestrial 
life. This belief, however, is not supported by the available data.

Of the 11 subjects who were asked whether they had seen their physical 
body while unconscious or ostensibly dead (out-of-the-body-experience or 
OBE), none of the subjects reported the presence of this feature. In an 
earlier series (Pasricha, Forthcoming) of investigation of the south Indian 
cases, however, the OBE was reported by one subject.

Attitude towards death following NDE: In most (70%) of the cases, the 
subjects reported no change in their attitude towards death as a result of 
an NDE. Two subjects lost fear of death, while one subject developed a 
fear of it following the experience.

DISCUSSION

The prevalence rate of NDEs in the present series was about one case 
per thousand persons, whereas it was about two cases per thousand in an 
earlier series (Pasricha, Forthcoming)  when a survey was conducted in four 
different villages in the same general area. No definite explanation can be 
offered at this stage for the drop in the prevalence rate, although it is not 
uncommon for results to change when a larger sample is taken.

Of the 26 revival cases in the present series, 62 per cent of the subjects 
had reported an NDE. In the earlier study in India (Pasricha, Forthcoming),  
the revival/NDE ratio was 72 per cent, and in the one reported from 
America by Sabom (Sabom, 1982), it was 43 per cent. The revival/NDE 
ratio among Indian cases is therefore higher than that of the American 
cases. Almost all the Indian cases had their experiences while at home, 
whereas Sabom’s patients were treated in a cardiac unit. It is possible that 
the location of the patient at the time of crisis and the mode of inter-
vention influence the occurrence of an NDE. The question whether a 
relationship exists between the type of treatment received and the oc-
currence (and recall of ) NDEs may perhaps be addressed if more data 
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are available. These data could derive from a comparison between the 
experiences of persons who revived as a result of using specific techniques 
of resuscitation in a hospital setting and those of persons who revived 
at home without such formal measures. Furthermore, a comparison of 
features in a larger series of patients who were judged  to have died with 
patients who were judged only to be ‘nearly dead’ would improve our un-
derstanding of the phenomenon of NDEs.

Among the 12 features compared between the American cases (taken 
from the, for example, Greyson and Stevenson, 1980; Pasricha and 
Stevenson, 1986) and Indian cases (north Indian and both series of south 
Indian cases combined), six features were reported exclusively by the 
Indian subjects. These were: [the subject was] ‘taken to other realms by 
messengers or someone’, ‘passed on to the man with a book’, ‘another 
person was due to die’, [therefore he was] ‘brought back by messengers 
from other realms’ [or] ‘was sent back because he was mistakenly taken 
there’ and the ‘presence of residual marks’ on the physical body of the 
experient on return from the other world. Only one feature, namely, 
‘panoramic memory or review of [one’s] own life’ at the time of near-death was 
reported by the American subjects, but never by Indian ones. The remain-
ing five features—(‘met deceased relatives/acquaintances’, ‘saw beings of 
light or religious figures’, ‘revived through the thought of the loved living 
persons’, ‘were sent back [from the other realm] by a loved one’, and ‘saw 
their own physical body’ while ostensibly dead) were reported by the sub-
jects of both the Indian as well as the American cases. The Last two fea-
tures were, however, missing when features of the north Indian cases were 
compared with the American cases (Pasricha and Stevenson, 1986).

The content of the NDEs among the north and the south Indian sub-
jects was generally the same, although some features such as seeing the 
‘being of light’ or religious figures were reported only by the north Indian 
subjects. This feature, although missing in the subjects of the south Indian 
cases, was reported by some of the American subjects. On the other hand, 
a feature (seeing one’s own physical body) was not reported by the subjects 
of the north Indian cases but was reported by one subject among an earlier 
series of the south Indian cases. In other words, features missing in one 
series of cases may be found in another (perhaps larger) series of cases in 
the same culture.

The differences seen within and across cultures may be due to actual 
variations in experiences of persons living in different geographical regions, 
or due to differences in the methods of investigation. It is also possible, 
however, that some of the variations that appear to be ‘culture-specific’ 
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may, in fact, be due to differences in the understanding or interpretation 
of an experience in a particular cultural context. For example, the features, 
review of one’s own life’ (a characteristic feature of the American cases) 
and ‘meeting a man with a book’ (a specific feature of the Inidan cases), 
are both concerned with the review of actions of the experient’s terrestrial 
life. The decision for the Indian subjects to return back from the other 
realm, however, is taken by the god of the dead (Yama), whereas subjects 
of the American cases themselves decide to return back. The expression 
of features in general seems to reflect the behaviour of people in the two 
cultures. The people in India, by and large, evince an attitude of complete 
submission to, and accept the decision of, their superiors; whereas the 
Americans assert themselves and exercise their will in taking decisions.

The commonality in the content of features in different cultures is 
perhaps indicative of a phenomenon which is shaped by, but transcends 
cultural beliefs.

CONCLUSIONS

The prevalence rate of NDEs in a region (of Bangalore district) of south 
India was about one case per thousand persons. Almost all the subjects 
had had their experiences at home. The ratio of revival and NDEs was 
appreciably higher than in American subjects, many of whom had their 
experience while under intensive medical care. The type of condition of 
the patient (clinically dead versus nearly dead) and the mode of interven-
tion may have a significant role in the emergence of NDEs.

The differences in some features were reported among cases from 
within India and also between the Indian and the American cases. However, 
on a closer look, all the differences do not seem to be ‘hard’ differences. 
For example, the feature, ‘seeing one’s physical body’ while seemingly 
dead, was reported only by the American subjects when compared with 
an earlier series of Indian cases (Pasricha and Stevenson, 1986). However, 
the same feature was reported by one of the subjects of a later investigated 
series of Indian cases (Pasricha, Forthcoming).

The reporting of different features in different cultures might have re-
sulted from a true difference in the experience, from the understanding of 
the experience in the experient’s cultural context, or from the variations 
in the techniques of investigation. A larger sample and, if possible, the 
use of more uniform methods of investigation in different countries will 
help to clarify the origins of the differences (and similarities) between the 
features of cases across various cultures.
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16

Resilience for Well-being: 
The Role of Experiential Learning 
SWETA SRIVASTAVA AND ARVIND SINHA

The present study attempts to make explorations in the relationships of 
resilience, happiness and self-esteem with well-being. The study also aims 
to see the effect of T-group type intervention on the change in the average 
magnitude of the variables in the study. The study may be treated within 
the purview of positive psychology. What is positive psychology? From one 
point of view, it is nothing more than the scientific study of ordinary hu-
man strengths and virtues. Positive psychology revisits ‘the average person’ 
with an interest in finding out what works, what is right and what is improving. 
Positive psychology is thus an attempt to urge the psychologists to adopt a 
more open and appreciative perspective regarding human potentials, mo-
tives and capacities. Sigmund Freud gave importance to the animalistic id, 
whereas contemporary terror management theorists accord prominence to 
the fear of death or decay. It has been argued by the positive psychologists 
that the psychologists should focus more attention on the positive aspects 
of human nature. If psychologists allow themselves to see the best as well 
as the worst in people, they may derive important new understanding of 
human nature and its ramification.

The mission of positive psychology is to understand and foster the 
factors that allow individuals, communities and societies to flourish 
(Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). Positive mental health, according 
to numerous theorists, facilitates approach behaviour (Cacioppo, Gardner 
and Berntson, 1999; Davidson, 1993; Watson, Wiese, Vaidya and Tellegen, 
1999) or continued action. From this perspective, experiences of positive 
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affect prompt individuals to engage with their environments and partake 
in activities, many of which are adaptive and ‘effective’ for the individuals, 
its species, or both.

THE SETTING

The study was conducted at an institute which maintains a very high level 
of academic pressure through high standards of teaching and learning, as 
well as high performance and expectations. The students, who were also 
the participants in the study, come from all over the country and also from 
abroad. They are usually the very high rank performers at their previous 
institutions, however, as and when they join their current institute, they 
start competing with the cohort wherein each person was almost the best 
in the previous place of study. So, it becomes a competition between the 
bests. There being a relative grading system, someone will have to stand at 
the lowest rank in a given lot of performers. This creates a lot of cognitive 
dissonance as to how an erstwhile best can be a lesser mortal now. Things 
are made worse due to their not so ripe chronological age and expecta-
tions running high both at the institute as well as back home. Such a 
state of affairs creates a psychological situation of existence that is marked 
by apprehension, uncertainties, anxiety and a lowered self-esteem. Com-
pensatory behaviours align them to manage a brave face on the surface 
and defensive reactions are not very uncommon. The whole setting puts a 
tremendous amount of pressure on the person who has to keep siphoning 
large amounts of physical and psychological energy in order to roll back 
to the previous performance level or to maintain a consistency in the self-
concept, and this might continue up to four years or even more in isolated 
cases. There is a very high probability that such a state of existence tells 
upon the psychological well-being of the person, and consequently there 
is a need to understand, predict and control the antecedents and conse-
quences of psychological well-being specific to such a setting which is en-
gaged in the commendable task of preparing some of the brightest future 
scientists, technocrats and other agents of social change. It was with this 
view that the present investigators got motivated to conduct the study. 

Apparently, psychological well-being depends on a number of factors 
that can be a part of the personality, the personal history of various posi-
tive and negative reinforcements or even the genetic configuration. Not 
all of them could be dealt with in a study like the present one. However, 
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if one tries to find out some of the learnable or trainable aspects of life 
and the realities around which the course of life is charted, resilience as a 
variable may be a choice. Resilience is a capability which can be learnt on 
the person’s initiative or training is also possible to be imparted on the 
institutional initiative. It is plausible to expect that resilience would posi-
tively contribute to psychological well-being, self-esteem and happiness. 
Apart from other possibilities, the T-group learning method is known for 
its efficacy in enhancing the sensitivity and skills of a person in dealing 
with affective components of human existence and thereby enabling and 
empowering the individual to have a more effective dealing with his/her 
own negativities and the personally relevant aspects of the environment. 

THE VARIABLES IN THE STUDY

Well-being 

Well-being is a complex construct that concerns optimal psychological 
functioning and experience. In part, this reflects the increasing awareness 
that just as positive affect is not the opposite of negative affect (Cacioppo 
and Berntson, 1999), well-being too is not the absence of mental illness.

For more than 20 years, the study of psychological well-being has been 
guided by two primary conceptions of positive functioning. One formula-
tion, traceable to Bradburn’s (1969) seminal work, has distinguished be-
tween positive and negative affect and defined happiness as the balance 
between the two. The second conception, which has gained prominence 
among sociologists, emphasizes life satisfaction as the key indicator of 
well-being. 

Keyes, Ryff and Shmotkin (2002) have extended these distinctions, 
which are referred to as SWB and Psychological Well-being (PWB). Their 
basic suggestion is that the studies of SWB have repeatedly included not 
only affective indicators of happiness (hedonic well-being), but also cogni-
tive assessments of life satisfaction. Subjective Well-being consists of three 
main components: positive affect, negative affect and life satisfaction 
(Andrews and Withey, 1976; Campbell, Converse and Rodgers, 1976; 
Diener, 1984). Positive affect consists of pleasant emotions or feelings 
such as joy and happiness, whereas negative affect consists of unpleasant 
feelings or emotions such as sadness and fear. Life satisfaction refers to a 
cognitive, judgmental process—a global assessment of one’s life as a whole 
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(Diener, 1984). Positive affects results from commitment to and striving for 
positive incentives, whereas negative affect results from the preoccupation 
with trying to avoid negative incentives. Although both approaches assess 
well-being, they address different features of what it means to be well: 
SWB involves more global evaluations of affect and life quality, whereas 
PWB examines perceived thriving vis-à-vis the existential challenges of life 
(for example, pursuing meaningful goals, growing and developing as a per-
son, establishing quality ties to others).

Ryff (1989b) suggested a multidimensional model of PWB that distilled 
six psychological dimensions of challenged thriving. In combination, these 
dimensions encompass a breadth of wellness that includes positive evalu-
ations of oneself and one’s past life (self-acceptance), a sense of continued 
growth and development as a person (personal growth), the belief that 
one’s life is purposeful and meaningful (purpose in life), the possession 
of quality relations with others (positive relations with others), the cap-
acity to manage effectively one’s life and surrounding world (environmen-
tal mastery) and a sense of self-determination (autonomy).

Resilience

Resilience is defined as a pattern of psychological activity which consists of 
a motive to be strong in the face of inordinate demands, the goal-directed 
behaviour of coping and rebounding (or resiling) and of accompanying 
emotions and cognitions. It is a dynamic phenomenon influenced by both 
the internal characteristics of the individual and various external life con-
texts, circumstances and opportunities. Resilience is not a trait that people 
either have or do not have. It involves behaviours, thoughts and actions 
that can be learned and developed in anyone. 

According to Kobasa (1979), the secret to successfully meeting life’s 
crises seems to lie in the three personality characteristics, namely: 
(a) commitment, i.e., a tendency to involve oneself in whatever one is doing; 
(b) control, i.e., a tendency to feel and act as if one is influential; and 
(c) challenge, i.e., a belief that life is changeable and to view this as an op-
portunity rather than a threat. Factors contributing to resilience include: 
(a) having caring and supportive relationships within and outside the fam-
ily; (b) the capacity to make realistic plans and take steps to carry them out; 
(c) a positive view of yourself and confidence in your strengths and abil-
ities; (d) skills in communication and problem solving; and (d) the capacity 
to manage strong feelings and impulses. All of these are factors that people 
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can develop in them. The interest in research on resilience in relation 
to well-being continues. Beasley, Thompson and Davidson (2003) suggest 
a buffering model in which cognitive hardiness is postulated to moder-
ate the effects of emotional coping or adverse life events on psychological 
distress. Tugade and Fredrickson (2004) used a multi-method approach 
in three studies to predict that resilient people use positive emotions to 
rebound from, and find positive meaning in, stressful encounters. They 
found that the experience of positive emotions contributed, in part, to par-
ticipants’ abilities to achieve efficient emotion regulation, demonstrated 
by accelerated cardiovascular recovery from negative emotional arousal, 
and by finding positive meaning in negative circumstances.

Happiness 

Happiness is a pleasant emotional experience, the affective component 
of SWB (Andrews and Withey, 1976; Bradburn, 1969; Campbell, Con-
verse and Rodgers, 1976; Diener, 1984). Bradburn and Caplovitz (1965) 
conducted a pioneering study on American people’s quality of life and 
their PWB. They found that positive and negative feeling states were not 
correlated with each other, though both were correlated individually with 
general measures of happiness.

Empirical studies have led to identification of various factors related to 
happiness such as self-esteem, internal locus of control, social relationships, 
being in love and being loved, friendship and spending more time with 
friends, finding meaning in life, having a job, accomplishment at work, 
positive evaluation of one’s health and even the political system under 
which people live may influence a person’s happiness. There is a fairly 
impressive and long-established literature on trait correlates of happiness. 
DeNeve and Cooper (1998) reported meta-analysis of 137 personality traits 
and SWB. Those most closely associated were: repressive–defensiveness, 
trait emotional stability, locus of control, hardiness, positive affectivity, 
self-esteem and leisure.

Self-esteem

Self-esteem is a socio-psychological construct that assesses an individual’s 
attitudes and perceptions of self-worth. Self-esteem refers to the extent to 
which a person believes him/herself to be capable, significant, worthy, 
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successful and the extent to which a positive or negative attitude is held 
towards the self (Coopersmith, 1967; Kling, Hyde, Showers and Buswell, 
1999). Individual assessments of self-esteem are formed through two inter-
related processes. First, individuals compare their social identities, opin-
ions and abilities with others. To the extent that individuals feel that they 
are inferior to those with whom they interact, their self-esteem will be 
negatively affected. Second, individuals assess themselves through their 
interaction with others. People learn to see themselves as others believe 
them to be. If significant others do not think highly of an individual, that 
individual will come to think poorly of himself or herself. This is referred 
to as the ‘reflected appraisal’ of one’s self-worth (Rosenberg and Pearlin, 
1978).

A person with high self-esteem is more likely to view an insecure work 
situation as challenging than as threatening and therefore avoid experienc-
ing job insecurity. Brockner (1988) has advanced a hypothesis that persons 
with low self-esteem are generally more susceptible to environmental and, 
in particular, organizational events than are persons with high self-esteem. 
Ryff (1989a) proposes that some factors of well-being, in particular self-
acceptance, environmental mastery and purpose in life, are highly cor-
related with self-esteem. In occupational stress studies, self-esteem has also 
been regarded as an outcome variable. As Judge and Bono (2001) have 
stated, self-esteem may be more susceptible to situational influences than 
other traits. According to Major, Cooper, Cozzarelli, Richards and Zubek 
(1998), self-esteem may be thought of as a core resource that contributes to 
a resilient personality. A person with a resilient personality has a positive 
view of him or her, a sense of control and an optimistic outlook on the 
future. Although there could be many correlates of self-esteem, the present 
research endeavour focuses on well-being, resilience and happiness as its 
major correlates.

T-GROUP TRAINING (THE EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING) 

A T-group (the ‘T’ stands for training) is a group activity in which one 
gives and receives feedback about affective or emotional (and other) reac-
tions from others. Participants learn about how they are read by others in 
affective terms and a lot about interpersonal dynamics in general. This 
enables participants to better understand their own way of functioning 
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in a group and the impact they have on others, which would enable them 
to become more competent in dealing with difficult interpersonal situa-
tions. An important aspect of group activity sessions is to provide a safe 
environment in which to foster a level of trust between participants so that 
they may talk personally and honestly about themselves and each other 
in a free and open manner without fearing any risk. The group’s work is 
primarily process-oriented rather than content-oriented, with a focus on 
‘here and now’ behaviour. The focus tends to be on the feelings and the 
communication of feelings, rather than on the communication of in-
formation, opinions or concepts. Attention is paid to particular be-
haviours of participants, not on the ‘whole person’; feedback is usually 
non-evaluative and reports on the impact of the behaviour on others. 
The T-group experience may also be seen as an application of the Johari 
Window (Luft, 1969) in the sense of opening up the public area, so mak-
ing the other three areas (hidden, blind and dark/unknown) as small as 
possible. This is done by regular and honest exchange of feedback, and a 
willingness to disclose personal feelings, with occasional help, especially 
with respect to the unknown area, from the facilitator or consultant.

Sources of Change in Groups 

The participants in a group setting are likely to experience some changes, 
which may be based on the following: (a) self-observation; (b) feedback; 
(c) insight; (d) self-disclosure; (e) universality; ( f ) group cohesion; (g) hope; 
(h) vicarious learning; and (i) catharsis.

To recapitulate, the study aimed at making explorations in the rela-
tionships of resilience, happiness and self-esteem with well-being; and the 
impact of T-group type intervention on these variables. The conceptual 
scheme used in the study is presented in Figure 16.1.

The conceptual scheme was founded on the following assumptions. 
First, a state of SWB and happiness is by itself desirable. Besides, such 
states may have a snowball effect on those who come in contact with 
people having a high magnitude of SWB and happiness. Hence, it may be 
worthwhile to explore some of the antecedent variables that might lead to 
such a state. The antecedents that could be identified and included in the 
study were resilience and self-esteem.

Second, resilience is not a trait that people either have or do not have. 
It involves behaviours, thoughts and actions that can be learned and 
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developed in anyone. Therefore, it could be regarded as an important vari-
able if it contributes to well-being and happiness because it is amenable 
to change through learning, training and development, even through self 
development.

Third, self-esteem refers to an individual’s sense of self-worth or the 
magnitude of a favourable attitude towards the self. It is widely assumed 
that self-esteem functions much like a trait and is likely to be stable across 
time within individuals. It was hypothesized that self-esteem may contrib-
ute to well-being and happiness and possibly also to resilience. A reason 
could be that a person having high self-esteem may not easily yield to 
pressures and thus might develop strategies and skills facilitating resilience, 
which in turn would contribute to increased well-being and happiness.

Figure 16.1: Initial Conceptual Scheme

Source: Author
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HYPOTHESES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Specifically, the following hypotheses and research questions were postulated:

Hypotheses

1. Resilience would be positively related to well-being.
2. Resilience would be positively related to happiness.
3. Well-being would be positively related to happiness.
4. Self-esteem would be positively related to resilience, well-being and 

happiness.
5. Experiential learning would significantly increase the magnitude of 

resilience, well-being and happiness.
6. Experiential learning may not have a significant effect in terms of 

increase or decrease in self-esteem as self-esteem is conceptualized to 
be functioning as a trait and thus may remain invariant across time.

Research Questions

In addition to the above mentioned hypothesis, some research questions 
were also identified to facilitate the course of research and data analysis. 
They were as follows:

1. Experiential learning would cause a perceived shift (increase or 
decrease) in variables of self-disclosure, resilience, well-being, self-
esteem and happiness.

2. Experiential learning would cause a perceived shift (increase or 
decrease) in the intensity of group work.

3. Experiential learning would cause a perceived shift (increase or 
decrease) in the effectiveness of group work.

4. Experiential learning would cause a perceived shift (increase or 
decrease) in the contribution to the group work.

5. Experiential learning would cause a perceived shift (increase or 
decrease) in the contribution to the effectiveness of group work.

6. There would be a significant difference between subjective self-
rating and group ratings of the individual’s self-disclosure, resilience, 
well-being, self-esteem and happiness.
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METHOD

Sample

The sample consisted of 30 male undergraduate students belonging to a 
premier technological institution located in North India. [(Mean age = 
20.13, SD age = 0.81 (Minimum age = 19, Maximum age = 23)]. All the 
students in the sample were participating in a course on organizational 
behaviour in which experiential learning in a T-group setting over a period 
of nearly 90 days, out of about 115 days of total course duration, was 
required.

Measures

The data were obtained on two time points with an interval of nearly three 
months. Data were obtained on the following measures:

Self-esteem. Self-esteem was measured through a 10-item questionnaire with 
a four-point scale, which was based on Rosenberg (1985). An illustrative 
item is: ‘I am able to do things as well as most other people’. (Strongly 
agree = 1, Agree = 2, Disagree = 3, Strongly disagree = 4).

Well-being. Well-being was measured through an 85 items scale with six-
point response category that was based on the work of Ryff (1989b; and 
personal correspondence, 2003). An illustrative item is: ‘I have not ex-
perienced many warm and trusting relationships with others’ (reverse 
coded). The response categories were: Strongly Disagree = 1, Disagree 
Somewhat = 2, Disagree Slightly = 3, Agree Slightly = 4, Agree 
Somewhat = 5, Strongly Agree = 6.

Happiness. Happiness was measured through a ‘face pattern’ pictorial mea-
sure based on the work of Andrews and Withey (1976). It consisted of 
seven face outlines representing the feeling states from the most happy 
to least happy. The participants were asked the question: ‘Here are some 
faces expressing your various feelings. Below each is a letter. Which face 
comes closest to expressing how you feel about [your life as a whole]?’

Resilience. Resilience was measured through a 29 items, five-point scale, 
which was based on the work of Klohnen (1996; and personal corre-
spond-ence, 2003). An illustrative item is: ‘Several times a week I feel as if 
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something dreadful is about to happen’. (Reversed scored); Disagree 
Strongly = 1, Disagree = 2, Neutral/Mixed = 3, Agree = 4, Agree 
Strongly = 5.

Additional measures. In addition to the above mentioned four measures, 
data were collected on some aspects that are usually considered to be a 
part of the experiential learning in a T-group type setting. They included 
the following: realization of ‘who am I’; location and identification of the 
processes (as against content); ability to work with feelings (as against cog-
nitions); ability to focus on here and now (versus there and then).

Further data were also obtained through the self-ratings on the per-
ception of the extent of the following at the time of first data collection 
and the second data collection: self-disclosure non-risk variety; self-
disclosure risk variety; resilience; well-being; self-esteem; happiness; in-
tensity of group work; effectiveness of group work; my contribution to 
the group work; my contribution to the effectiveness of the group work. 
Additionally, perceived group and personal ratings were obtained on the 
following: self-disclosure; resilience; well-being; self-esteem; happiness.

Procedure

The data were collected through structured questionnaire on two time 
points, with a gap of nearly three months in between. The participants 
were participating in a course on organizational behaviour in which ex-
periential learning in a T-group type setting is required. The data collected 
at first time point provided for the baseline or the initial state of the par-
ticipants on the variables included in the study. After the first phase data 
were collected, the participants started participating in experiential learn-
ing in a T-group type setting which was facilitated by the instructor who 
had an experience of nearly two decades in working through experiential 
learning. Having undergone the experiential learning phase for about 
three months, the second phase data were obtained from the same set of 
participants on the initially included variables plus some additional vari-
ables pertaining specifically to increased awareness through experiential 
learning. It may be noted that in phase one, 36 participants participated, 
out of which three were females. In the second phase, three male partici-
pants did not show up on the day of data collection. Besides, since the 
females constituted a highly disproportionate low ratio of the total sample 
dominated by males, their responses were omitted at the final stage of data 
collection.
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De-briefing. The participants were informed before the commencement of 
the course of the possibility of such data collection and they were assured 
that this will not affect their grades in any way. After the course concluded 
and the examination results were announced, the participants were thor-
oughly debriefed about the process of analysis and the overall results. The 
individual standing vis-à-vis the group was made available to all the partici-
pants who desired to know about their status.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It would be recalled that the study included four variables in the main. 
They are resilience, happiness, self-esteem and well-being. Out of these, 
happiness was mapped through a single item pictorial measure, whereas 
the other three variables were measured through multi-item questionnaires.

Exploring the Underlying Dimensions of the Construct: 
The Factors Analysis Results 

The three questionnaires measuring resilience, self-esteem and well-being 
were subjected to factor analysis (principal factoring with iterations and 
oblique rotations using the principal axis [PA] two option of the SPSS-X 
statistical analysis package programme). Factor analysis results may be ob-
tained from authors on request. Brief description of the factors pertaining 
to respective measures follows.

Form 1: Self- esteem. This questionnaire consisted of 10 items. Factor 
analysis resulted in two significant factors, which were named as follows: 
(a) Positive Self-esteem (consisting of four items); and (b) Feeling of Worth 
(consisting of four items).

Form 2: Well-being. This questionnaire consisted of 85 items. Factor analysis 
resulted in six significant factors, which were named as follows: (a) Close 
Relation with Others (consisting of two items); (b) Autonomy (consisting 
of three items); (c) Planned Accomplishment (consisting of two items); 
(d) Purpose in Life (consisting of two items); (e) Positive Relation with 
Others (consisting of three items); and (f) Environmental Mastery (consist-
ing of two items).
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Form 3: Happiness. As mentioned earlier, this was single item pictorial mea-
sure and therefore was not subjected to factor analysis.

Form 4: Resilience. This questionnaire consisted of 29 items. Factor analy-
sis resulted in three significant factors, which were named as follows: (a) 
Tenacity and Self-assurance (consisting of five items); (b) Public Self-con-
fidence (consisting of three items); and (c) Happy Outlook (consisting of 
three items).

The study included observations at two time points. Since the changes 
in the primary relationship among the variables at time point two were 
not of interest for the present purposes, the basic statistics pertaining to 
the data obtained at time point one only are presented (Appendix A).

Addressing the Hypotheses and Research Questions 

In order to address the hypotheses 1–4, Multiple Regression Analysis 
(MRA) was used. For addressing hypotheses five and six, and the remain-
ing research questions (1–6), the T-test for correlated means was used. 
The individual results are sequentially described below. In the interest 
of brevity of presentation and conservation of print space, the tables are 
not presented in the chapter. They may be obtained from the authors on 
request.

Results pertaining to hypothesis 1 showed that: (a) Public Confidence 
is a positive predictor of Close Relations with Others. This indicates that 
those who are good and confident in public setting are likely to be good 
in entering into close relationship with others as well. Apparently, main-
tenance of close relationship provides an additional buffer that may be 
needed for well-being and here, resilience seems to contribute; (b) Happy 
Outlook and Tenacity and Self-assurance are positive predictors of Planned 
Accomplishment; (c) Happy Outlook is a positive predictor of Positive 
Relations with Others. Taken together, there seems to be ample evidence 
to suggest that resilience is a significant variable that might contribute at 
least to some aspects of well-being. Since resilience is conceptualized as a 
variable amenable to change through learning and training, it may be a 
good idea for the individuals to seek opportunities, ways and means to 
develop resilience and organizations and employers may do well by focus-
ing on resilience enhancement programmes; lastly, (d) Tenacity and Self-
assurance emerged as a positive predictor of Purpose in Life. Apparently, 
there seems to be some merit in the old adage ‘never ever give up’ and 
‘believe in yourself’. It appears that a tenacious and self-assured stance 
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contributes to Planned Accomplishments, and a sense of Purpose in Life. 
None of the three factors of resilience turned out to be a significant pre-
dictor of perceived happiness. None of the factors of well-being were a 
significant predictor of happiness either.

Further it was found that: (a) Feeling of Worth and Positive Self-
esteem were negative predictors of Tenacity and Self-assurance; (b) none 
of the two factors of self-esteem turned out to be a significant predictor of 
Public Self-confidence; and (c) Positive Self-esteem and Feeling of Worth 
turned out to be negative predictors of Happy Outlook. Additionally: 
(a) none of the factors of Self-esteem turned out to be significant predic-
tor of Close Relation with Others, Autonomy and Planned Accomplish-
ment; however, (b) Feeling of Worth was a negative predictor of Purpose in 
Life; (c) Positive Self-esteem was a negative predictor of Positive Relations 
with Others; and (d) Feeling of Worth was a negative predictor of Envir-
onmental Mastery. None of the factors of self-esteem turned out to be 
significant predictor of happiness. Self-esteem was a variable in the study 
that seemed to be behaving in an unexpected manner. The findings are 
baffling and suggest the need to explore further into the nature and dy-
namics of self-esteem in relation to the other variables in the study, may 
be with a bigger and varied sample. It may not be said with confidence yet, 
but perhaps there is a need to evaluate the effect of culture on the relation-
ship between self-esteem and some of its anticipated consequences. There 
are some indications available in this direction, for instance, Diener and 
Diener (1995) found that the size of the correlation between self-esteem 
and life satisfaction was greater in individualistic nations than in collec-
tivistic nations, perhaps because the former place greater emphasis on 
autonomy and internal feelings.

The results pertaining to the effects of experiential learning on resilience, 
well-being and happiness showed that all the three factors of resilience, 
namely, Tenacity and Self-esteem, Public Self-confidence and Happy Out-
look registered an increase in the mean score as a result of experiential 
learning in the T-group type setting. Two out of the six factors of well-
being, namely, Purpose in Life and Positive Relations with Others regis-
tered a significant increase in their mean scores as a function of experien-
tial learning. There was an increase in the mean happiness score of the 
participants as a function of experiential learning. By and large, the experi-
ential learning in a T-group type setting seemed to have a positive effect on 
the mean scores of well-being, as well as resilience and happiness.

The sixth hypothesis was advanced under the assumption that experi-
ential learning will not cause a significant difference in the mean score of 
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self-esteem as self-esteem is normally conceptualized to be functioning as a 
trait and thus is likely to remain invariant across time. However, the results 
pertaining to this hypothesis showed that there was a change in the mean 
scores of the two factors of self-esteem, namely, Positive Self-esteem and 
Feeling of Worth. Surprisingly, the change seemed to occur in a negative 
direction, i.e., self-esteem registered a lower mean score after the experi-
ential learning.

After examining the changes in the actual mean score (based on the 
questionnaire responses obtained at two different time points), it was de-
cided to examine the changes in the mean score of the core variables in 
the study as well as in a few other variables relevant to a T-group type 
setting, namely, self-disclosure, intensity of group work, effectiveness of 
group work, contribution to the group work and contribution to the ef-
fectiveness of group work. The results showed that an increase was per-
ceived by the participants on these variables. It may be noted that increase 
after the experiential learning intervention was recorded on the question-
naire measures as well as the subjective perception measures of well-being, 
resilience, happiness and self-esteem. This may be taken as a cross check 
and reconfirmation in the efficacy of experiential learning.

Further Analyses 

Additionally, it was also planned to see the differences between the self-
ratings and the small groups’ ratings on the core variables. The following 
descriptions are related to these concerns, which pertain to the research 
questions 1–5.

The last research question, i.e., question six was related to difference 
between subjective self-ratings and group ratings on self-disclosure, resili-
ence, well-being, self-esteem and happiness. The results showed that no 
subjective differences were reported on the variables.

After going through the planned analysis according to the hypotheses 
and research questions, it occurred to the investigators that there could be 
an alternative way of looking at hypothesis 3, which states that well-being 
would be positively related to happiness. The results obtained showed that 
none of the factors of well-being was a significant predictor of happiness. 
This was difficult to understand for the investigators and therefore it was 
decided to explore further into the relationship between well-being and 
happiness. Consequently, regression analysis was done using the factors 
of well-being as the criteria for happiness as the predictor. This, essen-
tially, was testing the hypothesis 3 the other way round. The results thus 
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obtained showed that happiness emerged as significant positive predictor 
for three out of six factors of well-being, namely, Close Relations with 
Others, Autonomy and Purpose in Life. The results seem to obtain sup-
port from the work of Wessmen and Ricks (1996) who found that happy 
men were involved with a large number of goals and purposes, whereas un-
happy men were uncommitted to goals and had few long-term prospects. It 
was interesting to note that rather than well-being predicting happiness, it 
was the happiness that turned out to be a significant predictor of the three 
dimensions of well-being. Thus, the results were indicative of the fact that 
happiness contributes to some aspects of well-being that are rather close 
to individual, as compared to the aspects of well-being that go beyond the 
individuals’ existence per se and seem to be more related with adjustment 
with the environment. Although the idea needs to be investigated further, 
there is an indication that well-being and happiness may require to be 
treated as two distinct constructs with a directional and positive effect 
coming from happiness to well-being. Happiness did not emerge as a sig-
nificant predictor for Planned Accomplishments, Positive Relations with 
Others and Environmental Mastery. Similar to the above, indications 
were also observed when the results pertaining to (a part of) hypothesis 
4 suggested insignificant contribution of self-esteem to happiness. On the 
lines of above mentioned approach, it was decided to see the strength of 
association of happiness as a predictor of self-esteem. The result indeed 
showed that happiness was a significant predictor of self-esteem. However, 
it turned out to be a negative predictor.

Again, the results pertaining to hypothesis 2 had shown that resilience 
was not a significant predictor of happiness. However, further explorations 
showed that happiness was a significant predictor of all the three factors of 
resilience, namely, Tenacity and Self-assurance, Public Self-confidence and 
Happy Outlook. That happiness was a predictor of Happy Outlook may 
not be a great finding by itself, however, since happiness was measured 
through a different instrument (a pictorial one), this finding may be at 
least taken as a validation of the pictorial measure. Nonetheless, happiness 
did predict the Public Self-confidence, a dimension of resilience, which 
indicates that happiness may contribute to at least some aspect of resili-
ence. Similar findings have been reported by Klohnen (1996) where she 
has suggested that some fundamental characteristics of resilience include 
the ability to be happy and contended with a sense of purpose, a sense of 
environmental mastery and capacity for warm and trusting relationships. 
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Regarded as a ‘basic building block, a value in terms of which other values 
are justified’ (Braithwaite and Law, 1985, p. 261), happiness may be 
considered universal but, as stated by Schwartz and Clore (1983), its mean-
ing remains complex and ambiguous. Arguably, happiness deserves fur-
ther attention of researchers in the area of positive psychology.

Looking at the composite picture presented by the results presented, 
it appears that happiness is a variable of intriguing nature. Several vari-
ables did not seem to contribute to happiness as per the initial hypotheses, 
however, happiness emerged as a significant predictor of the variables in 
the study, namely, self-esteem, well-being and resilience. As mentioned 
earlier, happiness was initially conceptualized to be a ‘dependent’ variable, 
which could possibly be enhanced through the direct effects of well-being, 
resilience and self-esteem, or by way of indirect effects of resilience and 
self-esteem through well-being. However, the finally obtained results were 
suggestive of need for a revised conceptual scheme (Figure 16.2).

Figure 16.2: Showing the Revised Model of Relationship among Variables 
based on Obtained Results

Source: Author.
Note: The solid lines show positive association and the broken lines show 

negative association between the variables.
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Introduction
In the current social scenario, we need to attend to many aspects of health 
that have a social dimension. Since the issues are multidisciplinary, they 
are being dealt with by different groups of scholars coming from diverse 
disciplines such as sociology, anthropology and preventive and social 
medicine. Therefore, to have a glimpse of the complexity of the issues, 
mention of some such issues seems to be in order.  

1. The role of changing social structure, particularly the changes in 
the family structure in which there is a clear move from joint or ex-
tended to nuclear family, in determining health status by decreasing 
social support and depriving from the traditional folk knowledge.

2. The social determination of access to health care. The likelihood of 
health provisions and facilities for the poor, women and children 
is low. The problem is increasing with decreasing the safety net for 
them with decreasing focus on public sector and increase in priva-
tization.   

3. Changing nature of ‘work’ that makes stress and burn out as in-
evitable components of professional careers leading to risk for 
health. 

4. Emerging worldview and the idea of ‘good life’ of people that 
equates it with consumerism and results in faulty lifestyle, leading 
to health hazards. 

5. Deteriorating condition of environment and its adverse impact 
on health. Particularly the harmful impact of toxic elements in-
troduced by pesticides, increasing  pollution of air, water and soil, 
introduction of toxic metals and other substances in  eatables, 
drinking water and air. 

6. Allowing people, particularly children, to work under hazardous 
conditions. 

7. Migration of the people from village to urban centres and increase 
in the number of slum dwellers. 

8. Rise in the diseases of poverty (mal- and under-nutrition related 
diseases, Tuberculosis (TB), etc.) and affluence (hyper tension, 
CHD, diabetes, etc.). 
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 9. Health problems emerging from use of spurious drugs and unnec-
essary use of diagnostic procedures and drugs for moneymaking. 

10. Protection of the rights of patients as consumers.

The contributions in this section try to examine some of the above chal-
lenges that need our attention. The first contribution is on health moder-
nity by Amar Kumar Singh. Modernity is a concept that has been treated 
in many ways and conveys diverse shades of meaning and diverse images 
to different people. In fact, there is considerable degree of ambivalence 
about it. By exploring in the context of various discourses, Singh argues 
that in the social science scholarship, modernity relates to economic, so-
cial and political development. He points out that a democratic political 
system needs a democratic personality in its citizens. After providing an ac-
count of related studies on social change and modernity, Singh concludes 
that modernity is committed to individual dignity, equality and freedom. 
It believes in secularism and prefers democratic and socialistic forms of 
sociopolitical organization. It combines individual growth with social re-
sponsibility. Rationality and humanism are the core underlying founda-
tions of modernity. As a syndrome of personality cum attitudinal traits, it 
comprises of traits such as rationality, internal locus of control, openness 
to change, work commitment and aspirations. The attitudes include social 
equality, women’s rights, family planning, civic rights, democracy, secular-
ism and political participation. It facilitates personal growth and social 
responsibility. 

Unfortunately, health has been missed in the past formulations of 
modernity although well-being of the common man is unquestioningly 
the main pursuit of modernity. Health and well-being decisively influence 
the efficacy and well-being of the individual. Singh, therefore, proposes the 
concept of health modernity, which is related to other aspects of moder-
nity, i.e., political, personality and sociocultural. He recognizes that all 
the dimensions of modernity are interlinked and affect each other. Singh 
developed a measure of modernity dealing with health, personality, socio-
cultural and the political. The present chapter reports the study of health 
modernity defined as scientific knowledge of attitudes to health and dis-
ease leading to behaviour conducive to better physical and mental well-
being. He carried out surveys of health modernity in South Bihar. The 
results showed that the extent of health modernity was very low in the 
low socio-economic status (SES) group ranging from 0 to 20 per cent in 
rural and 3 to 23 per cent in urban areas. The tribal and Muslims had the 
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lowest, about 2 per cent. Singh recommends health education, particu-
larly for mothers. Such a step is important to ensure the cherished goal 
of health for all. While the chapter reports an old empirical data, but the 
scene has not changed much. The chapter also shows the significance of 
inter or multidisciplinary dialogue while working on any societal problem. 
Rich in drawing the work from sociology, anthropology, as well as use of 
policy documents and secondary data, to advance the argument is an im-
portant learning from this piece of work. In a recent work, Halyal (2000) 
also indicates wide gaps in health modernity among women. 

Sagar Sharma has drawn attention to the problem of hypertension—a 
serious health hazard for the urban Indians engaged in the blue colour 
jobs and struggling to make their fortune in the competitive and demand-
ing life that tends to move increasingly on a faster pace. He particularly 
relates to the psychosocial factors and emotional markers associated with 
high blood pressure. The problem is becoming alarming as hypertension 
is identified as a key risk factor for cardiovascular diseases. It has been 
reported that while positive life conditions work as buffers, the perceived 
impact of life stress having negative affectivity have negative consequences. 
Sharma extends the current research on emotional vital signs among the 
clinically diagnosed hypertensive patient group. His findings clearly es-
tablish that the hypertensive male patients are marked by greater negative 
impact of life events stress, trait anger, anger suppression and trait anxiety 
but lower outward expression and control of angry feelings as compared 
to the normotensive control group. The discriminant function analysis 
revealed that trait anger was the most potent discriminator. It was followed 
by two modes of anger coping, i.e., anger-out and anger-in, and then nega-
tive impact of life events stress. The message of the study is that suppressed 
anger is more dangerous than expressed anger.  

In the third contribution, Shalini Bharat has shared how Acquired 
Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is perceived and interpreted within 
a particular cultural setting, in the context of local beliefs and norms of 
gender relations. Using focused group discussions with young and adult 
men and women in lower and lower middle income groups in Mumbai, 
the study revealed the following themes about AIDS: (a) it is an alien 
disease, ‘imported’ to India by people from abroad; (b) it  is dreadful and 
incurable; (c) it is a shameful disease contracted through sex with ‘others’ 
such as prostitutes and ‘loose character’ women; (d) it is a disease of the 
promiscuous, those indulging in multi-partner sex, entertaining clients 
and engaging in sexual perversity; (e) it  is an invited disease, because 
people get it due to their own irresponsible behaviour and unrestrained 
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indulgence in sexual pleasures; (f) it is God’s punishment for one’s sin; 
(g) it is a disease of ‘others’, those who indulge in behaviour such as promis-
cuous lifestyle, including drinking, visiting prostitutes, overspending and 
having black money; (h) it  is a contagious and polluting disease, caused by 
germs; (i) it is associated with uncertainty as one never knows who may be 
an AIDS patient in one’s neighbourhood; and ( j) it is a men’s disease, as 
it was the male sexual behaviour that lead them to seducing women and 
multiple sex partners, due to which they contracted AIDS. A key finding 
was that AIDS was generally not personalized as a problem for own com-
munity members, and there was a tendency to deny the possibility of risk. 
The implication of the study is that much needs to be done by way of 
communication of accurate information about AIDS to encourage people 
to voluntarily seek information. This may be done by dovetailing AIDS 
education programmes with ongoing reproductive health programmes, to 
facilitate community members’ access to them without anxiety and fear. 
Voluntary counselling and testing centres for HIV would also help in this 
effort.

Damodar Suar reports a study of health problems faced by people 
under the impact of a disaster. The super cyclone that hit the coastal state 
of Orissa in 1999 resulted in destruction of a very large magnitude. The 
available knowledge generally comes from western countries that are char-
acterized by an individualistic ethos and rich infrastructure. The Indian 
society largely subscribes to a vertical collectivist culture and presents a 
different scenario. The study showed that the affected people who were 
close to the epicentre of the cyclone and lost their loved ones and property 
experienced greater degree of stress than the unaffected ones who were 
away and did not experience any loss. The Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 
(PTSD) was evident among the survivors. The provision of external sup-
port reduced anxiety and depression and the amount of loss experienced 
by the survivors significantly increased the degree of external locus of con-
trol and anxiety. It is argued that there is need to manage psychological 
crisis at the same footing as it is normally done to manage material crisis, 
failing which, a substantial proportion of survivors may continue with 
certain health problems of a relatively enduring nature.
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17

Health Modernity: Concept and 
Correlates
AMAR KUMAR SINGH

POPULAR USAGES OF MODERNITY

Modernity has varied connotations. It refers to latest miracles of science, 
such as space-satellites, test-tube babies, nuclear reactors and less spectacu-
lar ones which have become commonplace things of developed societies 
like air conditioning, long-distance telephone calls and open-heart surgery. 
Modernity also refers to latest gadgets used by the affluent section of the 
society for comfort, and more for status, such as refrigerator, television, 
video and movie camera. 

Modernity is also supposed to be Westernized styles and manners of 
dress, food, language and customs. Thus, jean is modern and saree or dhoti 
is traditional; cake is modern and rasgulla is traditional; kulfi is traditional, 
Kwality ice-cream modern; pastry modern and sewai traditional; long 
hair is traditional and bobbed hair modern; English modern and Hindi, 
Bengali, Tamil, and more definitely Sanskrit, traditional. The blind imita-
tion of Western ways takes such ridiculous forms as the bridegroom, clad 
in woollen three-piece suit, on the back of a mare, sweating in humid 
heat, marching in procession to the bride’s house to marry her with the 
traditional seven rounds of the fire and Sanskrit slokas chanted by the 
Brahmin priest. A lipstick-smeared, pot-smoking, discotheque-swinging, 
pill-consuming girl is the ultimate symbol of modernity.

Modernity is also used in relation to time. The present is modern, past 
is traditional. Anything new is modern, and everything old is traditional. 
Taj Mahal is traditional, whereas multi-storeyed skyscraper is modern. 
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Turmeric paste is traditional, whereas AVON cosmetics are modern. Nail 
polish and eyeshadow are modern and mehendi is traditional. A party 
given in a hotel is modern, whereas at home it is traditional. A picnic is 
modern and a community feast is traditional. A toothbrush is modern, 
and a datwan is traditional. Hooka-smoking, though less harmful, is trad-
itional and cigar or pipe-smoking, particularly with a tilt, is modern.

Above all, modernity is antonym of tradition. Anything opposed to 
tradition ipso facto becomes modern. The list of such themes is long. It 
includes abandonment of traditions, good as well as bad, and acceptance 
of new ways, some of which are good, while others worse than the aban-
doned traditional ways.

Modernity, therefore, is a much used and abused word. It is used in a 
positive as well as in a negative sense. There is fascination and admiration 
for it and also derision and ridicule. It refers to glorious human achieve-
ments. It also includes perverse and debased values and behaviour.

Not surprisingly, therefore, there is a great deal of ambivalence about 
modernity. The tug of war between tradition and modernity continues. 
The parties involved are often not clear about the ideals for which they are 
fighting. They are intoxicated by slogans of modernity and tradition, the 
contents and implications of which are left undefined and vague, embed-
ded in such emotion-laden phrases as ‘the Indian Way of Life’.

Modernity involves acceptance of scientific rationalism against reli-
gious faith and adoption of new innovations and methods of doing things, 
which challenge and compete with the old ones. At both levels, modernity 
has been resisted. Copernicus was asked, under threat to his life, to deny 
his discovery that the Earth revolved round the Sun and not vice versa. 
This he did to save his life, but coming out of the court he announced that 
despite his denial the Earth still revolved round the Sun!

If such a secular discovery displeased the Traditionalists to the extent of 
demanding the head of Copernicus, the shock created by Darwin’s atheis-
tic theory of evolution is not surprising. It was bitterly opposed as it shook 
the very foundation of religion and demolished the religious concept 
of man and his divine origin. In early days of industrial revolution, the 
Luddites, in Britain, went amuck breaking the factory machines. In India, 
the opposition to modernity has been stronger because of the association 
of some aspects of modernity with westernization and British colonialism. 
The satirical poems of Akbar Allahabadi (1846–1920) expressed the senti-
ment of opposition to westernization and modernization: ‘Mr. Darwin is 
far from truth I will not accept that his ancestors were apes …’ and ‘… we 
have to drink the tap-water and to read the printed letters causing stomach 
upset and sore-eye; blessed be the Emperor Edward’.
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Though many popular images of modernity are false and represent 
ridiculous caricatures and superficial aspects of modernity, it is possible to 
discern and identify some popular images which correlate with the essence 
of modernity. Inkeles and Singh (1983) picked up some uniquely Indian 
popular images of modernity in relation to religiosity, social customs and 
habits, which had significant positive correlations with Overall Modernity 
(OM) scale used in six different countries. An Indian who scored high 
on the OM scale was the one who preferred tap water against well water, 
toothbrush against datwan, allopathic medicine against indigenous ones, 
disapproved of dowry, wearing of ornaments by women, better food for 
the husband than that of his wife, the school teacher punishing the son of 
an ordinary farmer for not doing the home task but not the son of the rich 
landlord and believed that the Sadhu/Fakir (the holy men) produced sweets 
from a seemingly empty bag by trick and not by supernatural power.

CORRELATES OF MODERNITY

Modernity is often used as synonym of urbanization, industrialization, 
education and income. Individuals and societies with higher degrees of 
these are considered to be blessed with modernity compared to those who 
are unfortunate to have lesser degree of these. Thus, a person in Bombay 
or Delhi is believed to be more modern than one in a village. A factory 
worker is more modern than a farmer, an educated person more modern 
than an illiterate, a rich more modern than a poor. Modernity is influ-
enced by these factors, and there is a positive correlation between these 
and modernity. They tend to increase the level of modernity. However, 
these per se are not modernity. Not all urban, industrial, educated and 
rich persons are modern, and not all rural, agricultural, uneducated and 
poor persons are traditional. On the contrary, a particular rural person 
may be more modern than a particular urban person, and similarly, a 
farmer may be more modern than an industrial worker, an uneducated 
compared with an educated one, and a poor may be more modern than 
a rich. Modernity is not an economic, demographic and a sociological 
concept. These are correlates of modernity rather than modernity itself, 
Modernity is a psychological concept. It relates to certain attitudes and 
values. A person having these values and attitudes will be modern ir-
respective of his sociological classification or his external appearance. 
Thus, Gandhi with his traditional, even primitive, dress of loincloth was 
more modern in his thinking than Paris-tailored three-piece suit doners. 
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Gandhi was more modern because of his adherence to time punctual-
ity, despite his old-fashioned watch hanging from his loincloth than the 
wearers of ultra-modern electronic quartz watches. A Middle East Sheikh, 
despite his abundant wealth, is less modern than a poor Indian who 
believes in the equality of the sexes.

SOCIAL SCIENCE USAGES OF MODERNITY

In social science literature, modernity has been used in relation to eco-
nomic, social and political development. It has been argued that the third 
world countries, including India, have remained economically backward 
and democracy has not taken roots in their soils because of the absence of 
certain psychological qualities which are prerequisites of development.

Max Weber (1958a), a German sociologist, in his seminal essay enti-
tled The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, originally published in 
German in 1904–1905, had argued that the relatively higher economic 
development of Protestant countries, compared with the Catholic ones, 
was due to reinterpretation of Christianity by Calvinist theology which 
gave religious sanctity to pursuit of wealth but withheld it from consump-
tion thus creating the psychological trait of ‘This-worldly Asceticism’ as 
opposed to ‘Other-worldly Spiritualism’. Work became worship. The 
Protestant Ethic was inspired by such preaching as ‘You may labour to be 
rich for God, though not for the flesh and sin’ (Weber, 1958a, p. 176). 
Thus, psychological attitudes and motivations became the mainspring 
of economic development. The failure of political development on the 
third world countries, including India, has also been explained by the psy-
chological prerequisites. A democratic political system needs democratic 
personality in its citizens. Most of the third world countries borrowed the 
British democratic system with adult franchise and independent judiciary. 
But the democratic institutions did not find nourishment from the native 
soil because the values continued to be feudal and non-egalitarian. Most 
third world countries have lapsed into military, theological or ideological 
dictatorships. In India, democracy has dragged on limping, with strong 
remnants of feudalism, social inequality, corruption and sycophancy.

The psychological prerequisites of socioeconomic and political develop-
ment have been labelled as modernity. A vast literature has mushroomed 
on this theme in the Western social science. (Almond and Verba, 1965; 
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Apter, 1965; Black, 1967; Eisenstadt, 1966, 1973; Inkeles, 1983; Inkeles 
and Smith, 1974; Lerner, 1958; Marrion, 1966; Myrdal, 1968; Smith, 1965; 
Weiner, 1966).

MODERNITY AND THE INDIAN SOCIETY

The concept of modernity has been used to explain the development 
and the non-development of countries in almost all parts of the world. It 
has also been used to explain the non-development of India. Max Weber 
(1958b) himself, in his book The religion of India, argued that Hinduism, 
like Catholicism, was other-worldly and lacked the essence of ‘Protes-
tant Ethic’. Max Weber has found many disciples, non-Indian as well as 
Indian, (Kapp, 1963; Loomis and Loomis, 1969; McClelland, 1961; 
Mishra, 1962; Mydral, 1968; Rosen 1966). However, the Max Weber thesis 
on India has not found support in several empirical studies. McClelland 
(1961), who had taken the Max Weberian stand in his book The Achieving 
Society, did not find that orthodox Hindu religious beliefs were a barrier 
to economic entrepreneurship (McClelland and Winter, 1969). There was 
no difference between ‘active’ and ‘inactive’ businessmen in relation to 
their attitudes towards fatalism, respect for tradition, conformity to caste 
rules and religious behaviour (Winter and McClelland, 1975). Milton 
Singer (1975) found that ‘traditional Hindu institution and beliefs are 
compatible with modern industrial organisation and that they are being 
adopted by the successful industrial leaders in Madras city to supply the 
motivations and a positive social ethic for an ongoing industrialisation’ 
(p. 41). Inkeles and Smith (1974) found that industrial experience and ed-
ucation were effective agents of change and modernization. Singh (1967; 
1975) has reviewed the literature on Hindu culture and modernization in 
India and has refuted the Max Weberian thesis. He has argued that the 
lack of modernization in India can be explained by secular factors such 
as education, industrialization and urbanization. The data of Harvard 
University study of modernization in India has persuasive empirical evi-
dence that secular factors are relatively more important than the religious 
ones in shaping modern attitudes (Singh, forthcoming).

The concept of modernity has emerged as a crucial one in the study of 
social change and development in India. Several studies have examined 
the relationship between tradition and modernity, the factors influenc-
ing modernity and the process of modernization (Damle, 1955; Desai, 
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1971; Kuthiala, 1973; Mulay and Ray, 1973; Rogers, 1969; Rudolph and 
Rudolph, 1967; Raghuvanshi, 1984; Sharma, 1979; Shils, 1961; Singer, 
1959, 1972, 1975; Singh, A. K., 1968; Singh, S. N., 1979; Singh, Y., 1973; 
Srivastava, 1976; Srinivas, 1972).

SANSKRITIZATION, WESTERNIZATION 
AND MODERNIZATION

Social change in modern India has been explained with three main con-
cepts: Sanskritization, Westernization and Modernization. Srinivas (1972), 
the author of the concept, has described sanskritization as: 

... the process by which a ‘low’ Hindu caste, or tribal or other group, changes 
its customs, rituals, ideology, and way of life in the direction of a high, 
and frequently ‘twice-born’ caste. Generally, such changes are followed by 
a claim to a higher position in the caste hierarchy than that traditionally 
conceded to the claimant caste by the local community (p. 6).

The caste-bound closed Indian society did not permit individual social mo-
bility. Sanskritization provided group social mobility of the entire caste, by 
acquiring wealth, adopting high caste surnames, vegetarianism and even 
purdah for women, donning of sacred thread and tracing their origin of 
the caste to an ancient holy saint. Interestingly, the high castes, aspiring to 
Westernize themselves, were abandoning the very social customs and values 
the low castes were adopting. For the low castes, the high and dominant 
castes were the reference group, whereas for the high castes it was the British. 
Sanskritization implied two ladders of social mobility; sanskritization 
was the first, and it was the necessary precondition for the second, i.e., 
westernization. Sanskritization explained social change in rural India, but 
proved inadequate to explain change in urban industrial India. For many 
individuals, and some social groups, the road to westernization was direct 
and did not pass via sanskritization. With the increasing decline in the 
respectability of the values inherent in sanskritization as correlates of so-
cial status, sanskritization is becoming an ineffective explanation of social 
change in contemporary India.

Westernization implies science and technology and the values of de-
mocracy and social equality. Srinivas has considered Humanitarianism 
as the core value of westernization, which means ‘an active concern for 
the welfare of all human beings irrespective of caste, economic position, 
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religion, age and sex. Equalitarianism and secularisation are both included 
in Humanitarianism’ (1972, p. 48). It is true that science and technology 
have developed more in Western countries in the modern era of human 
civilization. However, the ancient civilizations also have contributed sig-
nificantly to the development of science. The numerals, the placing of 
digits and the concept of zero were invented in India and these have been 
the basic bricks of scientific development. The first printing press was 
invented in China. The Babylonian civilization of Egypt had the technol-
ogy to preserve mummies for thousands of years. Admittedly, the Western 
countries in modern era have made dominant contributions to science 
and technology. However, the contributions of non-Western civilization 
cannot be ignored. Science is a continuous development, and no civiliza-
tion can claim exclusive share in its development. Similarly, the demo-
cratic policy was known and practised in ancient India. Lichchwi dynasty 
was an example of democracy. So also is the panchayati system which still 
is prevalent and often more effective than the formal legal system. Despite 
its commitment to social equality, the Western countries have practised 
imperialism and colonialism and many democratic western nations are 
still supporting apartheid in South Africa. The humanitarian values of 
democracy and social equality are not exclusive in origin to the Western 
countries; nor have these values been fully adhered to by the Western 
countries. The concept of westernization, therefore, becomes very difficult 
to define.

The concept of modernization refers to the process of social change 
in which the individual imbibes certain attitudinal-cum-personality traits 
conducive to socioeconomic and political development as well as indi-
vidual self-actualization. These traits have been labelled as modernity.

These traits are neither Western nor Eastern; neither ancient nor 
contemporary. These traits are related to individual and socioeconomic 
development by a priori logic and by empirical evidence. Modernity is the 
bridge between change and development, and is the mediating and inter-
vening factor between them. Sanskritization looks backward, modernity is 
futuristic. Westernization is parochial, modernity is universal. Modernity, 
too, has its own value preferences. It is committed to individual dignity, 
equality and freedom. It believes in secularism. It prefers democratic and 
socialistic forms of sociopolitical organization. It combines individual 
growth with social responsibility.

Modernity, by comparison, emerges as a more useful concept than 
sanskritization and westernization for the analysis of contemporary Indian 
society. It is also a more relevant model for future development.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF MODERNITY

Modernity, as discussed earlier, consists of psychological qualities neces-
sary for socioeconomic and political development. Before we attempt a 
definition of modernity, let us first list its main characteristics. The most 
important of these are:

1. Modernity is a psychological concept. It is a mentality. It is an inner 
quality and lies in the individual. It is part of the personality system.

2. Modernity is not external. It is not related to one’s dress, appear-
ance and material possessions. Modernity is not synonymous with 
certain indices of development such as, income, industrialization, 
urbanization and education.

3. Modernity is not Westernized urban lifestyle of the rich upper strata 
of the society. Therefore, Western dress and cosmetics, manners 
and speech, food and eating styles, do not guarantee modernity. 
Neither the imported gadgets, nor the Western University educa-
tion, ensure modernity.

4. Modernity consists of a syndrome of personality-cum-attitudinal 
traits. The personality traits include rationality, internal locus of 
control, openness to change, work commitment and aspirations. 
The important sociocultural and political attitudes include social 
equality, women’s rights family planning, civic rights, democracy, 
secularism and political participation.

5. Two important themes underlie the various components of 
modernity: Rationality and Humanism. Rationality covers such 
issues as internal locus of control, openness to change and family 
planning. Humanism covers the issues of social equality, women’s 
rights, civic rights, democracy and secularism.

6. Modernity facilitates personal growth and development as well as 
social responsibility. The traits of rationality, openness to change, 
internal locus of control, work commitment, aspirations and 
family planning help the individual in his personal growth and 
development. Similarly, the favourable attitudes to social equality, 
women’s right, democracy, civic rights and secularism make him 
socially responsible and humane.

7. Modernity makes the individual an effective agent of socioeconomic 
and political change and development.

8. Modernity is a multifaceted concept. It has many dimensions. It 
views the individual in totality. It embraces his entire personality.
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 9. Modernity enriches the quality of life by enabling a person to live 
more meaningfully, intelligently and effectively.

10. Modernity helps the individual in adjustment to a plural demo-
cratic and scientific society.

DEFINITION OF MODERNITY

Modernity is an aggregate of certain personality-cum-attitudinal traits 
which facilitate individual growth and development with social respon-
sibility and make the individual an effective agent of socioeconomic and 
political development.

THE CONCEPT OF HEALTH MODERNITY

Omission of Health Modernity

The omission of health, as a component of modernity, is perhaps a con-
sequence of concern, at times bordering to obsession, with economic and 
political development. In most scales measuring modernity, health has 
been completely ignored or there is only marginal inclusion of health. 
Some scales of modernity have a few items on health. But these are to 
measure rationality in relation to health with such items as whether one 
believes that illness can be cured by prayers and saints. Health is not an 
independent dimension of modernity.

The omission of health as a component of modernity is because of the 
fact that the main concern was Economy and Polity and not Man. It is 
now increasingly realized that concern for economic and political develop-
ment is because of the concern for Man. The well-being of the common 
man is the main pursuit of modernity. The importance of economic de-
velopment lies in the fact that it helps and facilitates human development. 
With Man as the centrepiece of development, health assumes a key status 
as a component of modernity. Health and disease very decisively influence 
the efficacy and well-being of the individual.

Importance of Health Modernity

The omission of health attitudes, as a component of modernity, is rather 
unfortunate. The health attitudes are as important as other components 
included in the concept of modernity.
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In fact, it can be argued that they are even more important than some 
other components. The health attitudes are the pillars on which the struc-
ture of the personality is constructed. Health attitudes of parents, par-
ticularly of the mothers, influence the child even before he is born in the 
prenatal stage of development. The knowledge and attitudes of the 
mother about dos and don’ts during pregnancy and early years of child-
hood about diet and nutrition, immunization, breast feeding, supple-
mentary food, common diseases of infants and children and their simple 
domestic treatment such as oral re-hydration, monitoring of development 
with the growth chart, developmental milestones of physical and language 
development, etc., have very crucial and decisive influence on human 
development. Therefore, the concern for health modernity comes before 
the concern for other dimensions of modernity. Health modernity is more 
directly associated with life than other dimensions of modernity.

The importance of health modernity is demonstrated by the tragic 
consequences of its absence for human development. The lack of health 
modernity results in enormous loss of young children. The painful loss is 
entirely avoidable as Grant, Director General United Nation’s Children’s 
Fund (UNICEF), has pointed out: ‘The cost of immunising all the third 
world’s infants works out at approximately five dollars per child. The cost 
of not doing so works out at approximately five million deaths a year’ 
(1982, p. 9). The tragedy of Indian children and how they are the victims 
of lack of health facilities and modernity has been graphically described 
by Gopalan:

… of the nearly 23 million children who will be born in our country in 
1983 nearly 3 million may be expected to die before they reach the first 
year, another one million more will drop by the way side before they com-
plete their childhood, of the remaining 19 million nearly 9 million will 
emerge into adulthood with impaired physical stamina, low productivity 
and poor mental abilities because of serious under nutrition and ill-health 
during their childhood, yet another 7 million who will suffer milder forms 
of malnutrition may reach adulthood with less striking physical and men-
tal impairment. Only less than 3 million of the 23 million to be born in 
1983 will become truly health, physically fit, productive and intellectually 
capable citizens of this country. Thus, the full genetic potential for growth, 
physical and mental development, would have been achieved by less than 
19 % of the children born; and even this may perhaps be an over-estimate 
(Gopalan, 1983, pp. 17–20).
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The importance of health modernity is also because of its practical 
usefulness. It is easier to intervene with and improve health modernity 
than with other dimensions of modernity, particularly in a short span 
of time. It is easier to inform and educate people about nutrition, im-
munization, family planning and other health habits than to inculcate or 
change personality and sociopolitical modernity. The results of interven-
tion in the area of health are more concrete, more visible and more easily 
measurable.

If modernity is a prerequisite for social, economic and political devel-
opment, health modernity is the prerequisite for human development, 
which undoubtedly is the summum bonum of all development. The 
individual must be alive and cognitively competent to be economically 
productive, socially liberal and politically democratic. Admittedly, health 
modernity does not ensure and guarantee social, economic and political 
modernity, but, nonetheless, it is the fundamental precondition of all 
development.

LINKAGE BETWEEN HEALTH AND OTHER 
DIMENSIONS OF MODERNITY

To emphasize the importance of health modernity is not meant to under-
mine the importance of sociocultural, political and personality modernity. 
Heath modernity does not ensure social and political modernity, and the 
latter are important determinants of the quality of civilized life. In fact, 
health modernity itself is, in large measure, determined by political mo-
dernity. The access to health and nutritional facilities are determined by 
political power, which also determines the important sociological corre-
lates of health modernity, such as, education and income.

Werner and Bower (1983) have prefaced their book entitled Helping 
Health Workers Learn by a section labelled ‘Why this book is so political?’ 
Werner states that when he wrote his earlier book Where There Is No Doctor 
(1982), he saw disease in physical terms. 

Little by little, I became aware that many of their losses—of children, of 
land, of hope—not only have immediate physical causes, but also underlying 
social causes. That is to say, they result from the way people treat or affect 
the lives of others.
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Health modernity cannot be developed in isolation. In fact, it is not a 
choice between health modernity and other dimensions of modernity. 
The dimensions of modernity are interlinked affecting each other. The 
different dimensions of modernity are not dichotomous concepts. The 
dimensions are sub-concepts of the total concept of modernity. The dif-
ferent dimensions are positively inter-correlated. If a person has open-
ness to change, he is also more willing to accept family planning and new 
methods of treatment of diseases. Grant (1984) has indicated the link-
age of different dimensions and totality of one’s worldview in relation to 
family planning: ‘To expect adults who cannot control or plan any other 
major aspect of their lives to suddenly start planning their families is to 
misunderstand what powerlessness means’ (p. 30).

The importance of health modernity lies in the fact that it can be the 
starting point of inculcation of personality modernity, which is a general 
predisposition reflecting itself in all dimensions, i.e., health, sociocultural 
and political. In this sense, personality modernity is the core of modernity. 
The components of personality modernity such as rationality, locus of 
control and openness to change can be developed in relation to health. 
Health modernity may be the means to develop personality modernity.

MODERNITY: DIMENSIONS AND THEMES

Singh (1984) has included four main dimensions in his Modernity Scale, 
namely, Personality, Sociocultural, Political and Health. Each of the four 
dimensions has five themes and each theme has five items, thus yielding a 
total of 100 items on a five-point Likert Scale. The dimensions and themes 
of the Modernity Scale are given in Table 17.1.

Profi le of Modernity

A modern person has certain personality-cum-attitudinal traits which 
distinguish him from a non-modern person. These traits cover different 
aspects of life and society. A modern person is rational, is open to change, 
is committed to work and has aspirations. He is not fatalistic, and he 
believes that hard work and ability, not luck, determine success. He is 
willing to give up old and sacred religious customs as they have become 
economic strains. He is willing to work even if he can live comfortably 
without doing any work. A modern person is liberal in his sociocultural at-
titudes. He supports women’s rights, social equality and family planning. 
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He opposes casteism and orthodox social customs. He disapproves of the 
customary practice of wife giving better food to her husband than what 
she takes herself. He supports widow remarriage and birth control. The 
social liberalism of a modern person is matched by his political liberalism. 
He supports democracy, civic rights and secularism. He believes that every 
citizen should have full freedom to criticize the government. He realizes 
the political usefulness of opposition parties. He is not limited within the 
narrow boundaries of family, caste and religion; he is conscious of his 
wider sociopolitical responsibilities. He is rational and has scientific at-
titudes towards health and disease, and diet and nutrition. He does not 
believe that the cure of illness depends on the mercy of God, nor does 
he believe that mental illness is caused by evil spirits. He is against over-
eating because he knows that it is as harmful as inadequate eating. He 
believes that women, like men, also need physical exercise. These are only 
a few illustrations of the mental makeup of a modern person. He is scien-
tific, rational, liberal, humane and effective.

Table 17.1: Dimensions and Themes of Modernity

Dimensions Themes Items

Health Scientific versus Superstitious 
Belief 
Scientific Understanding 
Diet and Nutrition 
Child Care 
Family Planning

25

Personality Rationality
Aspirations
Locus of Control
Openness to Change
Work Ethics

25

Sociocultural Religious Attitudes
Social Equality
Caste System
Social Customs
Attitude to Women

25

Political Democracy
Secularism
Civic Rights
Political Identification
Political Participation

25

Source: Author.
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HEALTH MODERNITY SCALE

The Modernity Scale, described above, includes health as one of its four 
dimensions. This Modernity Scale can be used for socio-psychological 
studies of social change and development. Singh (1984) has argued the 
necessity of an independent and comprehensive Health Modernity Scale 
(HMS), which can be used for measuring health modernity and health 
status of a population and to obtain benchmark data for informed 
intervention programme. This enlarged independent HMS consists of 10 
dimensions, namely: (a) Scientific versus Superstitious Belief; (b) Scien-
tific Understanding; (c) Diet and Nutrition; (d) Breast Feeding; (e) Family 
Planning; ( f ) Child Care; (g) Attitude to Females; (h) Health Information; 
(i) Health Habits; and ( j) Health Indicators. Thus, the HMS covers at-
titudes and knowledge, as well as behavioural habits and environmental 
conditions. Each dimension from I to VII have been measured by 10 items 
on a five-point scale with scores of 1–5, the latter indicating highest health 
modernity. Other dimensions have been measured by pre-coded closed 
questions. The HMS is available in English and Hindi. Examples of items 
are given in Table 17.2. The health modernity is individual as well as soci-
etal. The former consists of attitudes, information and behaviour; and the 
latter is reflected in social and demographic indicators.

Table 17.2: Health Modernity Scale (HMS): 
Dimensions and Illustrative Items

Dimension Illustrative Item

I. Scientific versus 
Superstitious Belief (SS)

1. Great saints can cure such diseases which 
cannot be cured by doctors (1–5)

2. Insanity is caused by evil spirits (1–5)
II. Scientific 

Understanding (SU)
1. Women also need physical exercise as much 

as men do (5–1)
2. Once insane, one can never a completely 

normal person (1–5)
III. Diet and Nutrition (DN) 1. It is better to take an injection for getting 

vitamins than taking milk, egg or other foods 
(1–5)2. Overeating makes a man ill as does 
inadequate food (5–1)

IV. Breast Feeding (BF) 1. The first breast milk after child’s 
birth is harmful to the new born infant (1–5)

(Table 17.2 continued)
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Dimension Illustrative Item

2. Breast feeding spoils the figure of the mother 
(1–5)

 V. Family Planning (FP) 1. Children born after 3–4 years of interval 
have much better chances of survival than 
those born within one or two years (5–1)

2. Vasectomy makes a man impotent.
VI. Child Care (CC) 1. Child is likely to be mentally retarded if 

he/she does not talk by two years (5–1)

2. During diarrhoea, the child should not be 
allowed to eat and drink; fasting is the best 
medicine for it (1–5)

VII. Attitude to Women 
(AW)

1. The wife should give her husband better 
food than she has herself (1–5)

2. God has made women such that they can 
never be equal to men (1–5)

VIII. Health Information 
(HINF)

1. What is the exact proper weight of a healthy 
normal child at birth, at six months, at one 
year, at two years and at three years (Correct 
2, Incorrect 1)

2. At what exact age the child should be im-
munized against TB, Diptheria/Whooping 
Cough/Tetanus/ Polio, Measles (Correct 2, 
Incorrect 1)

IX. Health Habits (HH) 1. How often do you take bath, (Daily/
bi-weekly/tri-weekly/weekly/occasionally 
(5–1)2. How often do you do physical exer-
cise: daily/often/occasionally/
seldom/never (5–1)

X. Health Indicators 
(HIND)

1. Whether the children in the family have 
been immunized against TB/diptheria/
whooping cough/tetanus/polio/measles? 
(Yes 2, No 1)

2. Whether there is incidence in the family of: 
infant and child mortality, blindness/defec-
tive eye-sight, physical handicap, mental 
retardation, mental illness, abortion, prema-
ture birth, etc. (No 2, Yes 1)

Source: Author.
Note: There are 10 dimensions of health modernity. Two examples of items of 

each dimension are listed below by way of illustration.

(Table 17.2 continued)
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Profi le of Health Modernity

A person with health modernity has scientific and rational attitudes to 
and knowledge of health and disease which are also reflected in his/her 
behaviour and environmental conditions. He/She does not believe that 
saints can cure incurable diseases; nor does he/she believe that insan-
ity is caused by evil spirits or sins of past lives. He/she does not rely on 
amulets and prayers for the cure of illness. The person has scientific un-
derstanding of physical and mental health. He/she knows that women 
need physical exercise as much as men do. He/she knows that serious 
diseases like TB, Typhoid and Polio can be prevented by immunization. 
He/She knows that mental illness is curable and a mentally ill person can 
regain normalcy and can then be trusted with responsibility. The person is 
against smoking, drinking alcohol and overeating. The person knows the 
nutritional value of different kinds of food and nutritional requirements 
of different age groups and pregnant women. Breast feeding is favoured 
against bottle feeding. It is known that the first breast milk is beneficial to 
the baby and breast feeding, contrary to fashionable belief, does not spoil 
the figure of the mother. The person believes in small family size and is 
willing to use birth control methods including abortion, contraception 
and vasectomy, not believing in the rumour that the last causes impotency. 
It is believed that spacing of children is beneficial to them. The person 
is aware of the important milestones of development and growth of chil-
dren. He/she knows home care for common diseases of children such as 
oral re-hydration for dehydration caused by diarrhoea. He/she also knows 
that the body weight is a good indicator of child’s health and what is the 
expected weight in different ages. The person with health modernity has 
a favourable and positive attitude towards women, believes in equality of 
sexes and respects the dignity of women. Health modernity means being 
informed of health- and growth-related issues such as the minimum weight 
of a healthy baby at birth and at various ages; age when important devel-
opmental behaviour occur such as sitting, crawling, walking and speaking, 
and age at which immunization against various diseases are given.

The health habits are important indicators of health modernity. The 
person abstains from smoking, drinking alcohol and using intoxicating 
drugs. He/she observes cleanliness of body, clothes and house. The chil-
dren are immunized. The married couple use birth control methods. And 
finally, health modernity reflects itself in actual observable facts, in the 
physical and environmental conditions, in sanitation, family size, inci-
dence of illness and death.
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HEALTH MODERNITY SURVEY

Using the concept of health modernity and the scale discussed above, an 
ICMR-sponsored survey of the extent of health modernity in South Bihar 
was conducted (Singh, 1984). The sample consisted of 1,280 cases taken 
from Chotanagapur region. There were 320 cases from each of the four 
main ethnic-religious groups, namely, Hindus, Muslims, Tribal Christians 
and Tribal Hindus/Sarnas. The sample in each ethnic group was strati-
fied on the basis of: (a) SES (a combination of education, occupation, in-
come and caste/tribe): Low and High; (b) Residence: Rural-Urban; (c) Sex: 
Female and Male; and (d) Age: 20–30 yrs, and 31–40 yrs. An additional 
sample of 160 cases was taken from rural Santhal Parganas to include the 
Santhal tribe, the largest in Bihar. Thus, the total sample consisted of 
1,440 cases. Only 23 per cent had health modernity, i.e., had correct scien-
tific attitudes to and knowledge of health and disease. It may be noted that 
this was when half of the sample belonged to high socioeconomic status, 
having an educational level of B.A. or more in Urban and Intermediate 
in rural, an income of rupees 1,000 or more in urban and 700 or more 
in rural areas, and they belonged to high casts and had occupations with 
high prestige. The extent of health modernity was very low in the Low 
SES groups, ranging from 0 to 2 per cent in rural and 3 to 23 per cent 
in urban areas in different sample groups. The tribal Hindu/Sarnas and 
Muslims had the lowest, about 2 per cent. The SES was the most powerful 
correlate of health modernity. The F value in each of the four ethnic-reli-
gious groups, as well as in the total sample, was statistically significant at 
0.01 level. In each sample group comparison, the high SES had, without 
exception, higher health modernity than the low SES counterpart group 
(Figures 17.1 and 17.2).

HEALTH STATUS AND ITS CORRELATES IN INDIA

Singh (1983a), in his paper ‘Health Modernity Education in India’, has 
surveyed the health status in India in relations to such health indicators 
as infant and child mortality, birth weight, premature birth, malnutrition, 
fertility rate and life expectancy. He has concluded that: 

... the dismal and depressing health status in India is reflected in numer-
ous health-related statistics, particularly in relation to children and women, 
the two most important population groups … not merely because of their 
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Figure 17.2: Extent of Health Modernity
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Source: Author.

numbers … but also because of the fact that they are the most crucial seg-
ments of the population which determine the quality of the health of the 
community and, therefore, any intervention for improving the health status 
of the community must necessarily concentrate substantially on these two 
main target groups (p. 28).

The facts about several important health indicators have been summarized 
in Table 17.3, which gives an overall picture of health status in India at a 
glance. As can be seen, India lags behind not only developed countries like 
Sweden and Japan, but also Sri Lanka in relation to important health in-
dicators such as, infant mortality, child mortality, crude birth/death rate, 
total fertility rate, birth weight, life expectancy, adult literacy and GNP per 
capita income. Almost one-third of the babies are below the minimum 
required weight of 2,500 g. Almost 90 per cent of the children are not 
immunized; even in Delhi, with better health facilities, only one-third of 
the children are immunized. Majority of the population is malnourished; 
in the lowest group the percentage is as high as 95. According to one 
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estimate, about 6,600 children in the age range of 0–5 years die everyday 
because of malnutrition. In the same age range, about 12,000 children 
become blind every year due to vitamin A deficiency. The Physical Qual-
ity of Life Index—a combination of Literacy Rate, Life Expectancy and 
Infant Mortality Rate (IMR)—is an important health indicator. The scores 
on this index have a range of 0–100. The national average is only 34.3, 
which means that the country has just about one-third of what is required. 
Uttar Pradesh, the biggest state with the largest population, has a score of 
only 5.3. These are some of the grim statistics about the health status of 
India. We have picked up only a few important references, but numerous 
studies repeat and reconfirm the same story.

The poor health status in India is largely a consequence of its poor 
socio-economic conditions. Illiteracy and poverty, with their numerous 
manifestations, adversely influence the health status. About 51 per cent of 
the rural and 38 per cent of the urban populations exist below the poverty 
line, making an enormous total of 317 millions (Singh, T.N., 1983, p. 10). 
Three out of four women (75 per cent) and more than half (53 per cent) 
of the male population are illiterate; only 36 per cent Indians are literate. 
The IMR, an important indicator of health status, is closely associated 
with socioeconomic factors (Table 17.4). The IMR in urban population is 
lower than the rural. Higher the level of education of the women, lower 
is the IMR in both rural and urban groups. The IMR is lower in working 
women than in non-working ones. Higher the age of women at marriage, 
lower is the IMR. Families having electric light and tap water have lower 
IMR compared to those using oil lamp and well water. The availability of 
social amenities such as water supply, motorable road, bus stand, railway 
station, primary school and medical facilities lower IMR.

How socioeconomic conditions affect health status is demonstrated 
by the comparison of Bihar, having the highest IMR, and Kerala, with 
the lowest. Kerala, compared with Bihar, has higher per capita income, 
high literacy rate, higher per capita expenditure on medical and public 
health, higher doctor-population ratio and higher number of beds per 
1,000 population.

Poverty and illiteracy make it impossible to improve the health status. 
The situation is made worse by lack of dissemination of scientific informa-
tion about health and disease and the persistence of superstitious beliefs 
and incorrect information.

The health status and modernity of the poor and the illiterate are 
understandably low. But on several issues of health modernity, even higher 
levels of education and income have little impact. A study of 400 educated 
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Table 17.4: Infant Mortality Differentials in India (1979)

Rural Urban

Infant Mortality Rates
India 136 71

Level of Education of Women
Illiterate 145 88
Literates Below Primary 101 57
Primary and above 71 47

Work Status of Women
Workers 142 98
Non-workers 134 64

Age at Marriage of Women
Below 18 years 156 88
18–20 years 132 67
21 years and over 90 46

Source of Lighting
Electric Light 90 55
Oil Lamp 157 114

Source of Drinking Water
Tap 112 66
Well 143 84

Presence/Absence of Social Amenities
Water Supply: with/without 113/140
Motorable Road: 116/145
Bus Stand: 114/144
Railway Station: 91/136
Primary School: 133/148
Medical Facilities: 117/141

Source: Registrar General of India. (1981). Survey of Infant and Child Mortality. 
1979-A Preliminary Report, pp. 26–33. New Delhi: Ministry of Home 
Affairs.

women, with a minimum of a Bachelor degree, in Ranchi town, revealed 
that majority of them believed that ‘the first breast-milk after child’s birth 
was harmful to the new born infant’, that ‘the mother should not breast-
feed her child when she is ill as it may harm the child’, that ‘breast-feeding 
spoils the figure of the mother’ and that ‘fasting was the best medicine 
for diarrhoea’. Most of them did not know the correct age when the child 
should be immunized against common diseases; nor did they knew the 
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minimum weight expected of an average healthy baby at birth and at differ-
ent ages. They were ignorant of the major development milestones about 
speech and motor activities. Though there was acceptance of small family 
size norm and adoption of birth control measures, only a few had correct 
information about reproductive system and birth control methods. Singh 
(1983b) has concluded that: 

The near-absence of scientific knowledge of and attitude to health and 
disease, diet and nutrition, childcare, breast-feeding, family planning and 
health habits make these educated women, some with brilliant academic 
careers and a few with even Ph.D. degrees, no more than educated illiterates 
so far as health modernity is concerned.

HEALTH MODERNITY EDUCATION

The facts about the health status and health modernity of India logically 
lead to the inescapable necessity of health education. Mahler, Director 
General of WHO, has underlined this point: 

It is not accidental that health education was given the pride of place in the 
Alma-Ata Declaration; nor is it accidental that the global strategy constantly 
refers to educational interventions as the means par excellence for enlisting 
the involvement of people in all walks of life and making them true artisans 
of health and development (1983, p. 4). 

Ramalingaswami, Director General of ICMR, also confirms this statement:

There is perhaps no greater priority in the entire health field than that of 
education and communication to induce a way of thinking and behaving 
in the people that would be conducive to early disease recognition, disease 
prevention and health promoting (1984, p. 353).

The health of the child is the crux of the issue. Health education for 
children obviously has to be done mainly through the mothers, a vast 
majority of whom are illiterate and poor. Health education, therefore, 
has to be outside the formal educational system. The mother has to be 
the main focus of health education because ‘for almost all children, the 
most important primary health care worker is the mother’ (Grant, 1984, 
p. 30). Health education is perhaps the most important means and hope 
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for achieving the goal of Health For All by the year 2000. The enormous 
loss of human life, pervasive ill health and consequently low quality of 
human efficiency can be substantially prevented by health modernity edu-
cation. The scientific and technological know-how has provided low cost 
preventive methods for the most common disease of children, which take 
the heaviest toil. Indeed, it is a humiliating indictment on our civilization 
that so many children are allowed to die, or be crippled and maimed, when 
they could have been healthy and economically and socially useful citizens. 
Grant, writing about the health, or more appropriately ill health, of the 
children of the developing countries had painfully pointed out that: 

… It is neither socially nor economically acceptable to have 500,000 children 
a year being affected by poliomyelitis when 20,000 shots of vaccine cost less 
than dollars 1000. Nor, is it either humane or sensible to have allowed over 
500 children to lose their eye-sight everyday during 1981 when vitamin A 
tablets costing only a few cents could have prevented it (1982, p. 22). 

The situation continues to be equally agonizing in 1984 as Grant describes 
it in his report on The State of World’s Children 1984: 

These children do not die from exotic causes requiring sophisticated cures. 
Five million of them die in the stupor of dehydration caused by simple diar-
rhoea. More than three million die with the high fevers of pneumonia. Two 
million die marked by the rash of measles. A million and half die racked 
by the spasms of whooping cough. Another million die with convulsions of 
tetanus. And for every child who dies, many more live on in hunger and ill-
health. There has to be a better way forward, and there is (1984, p. 8). 

And, yes, indeed, there is a better way. Millions of lives can be saved, and 
their health protected, by simple and economical preventive methods. 

The oral rehydration therapy, universal child immunization, the promo-
tion of breast-feeding, and the use of child growth charts are all low-cost, 
low-risk, low-resistance people’s health actions which do not depend on the 
economic and political changes which are necessary in the longer term if 
poverty itself is to be eradicated. They are, therefore, available now (Grant, 
1983, p. 21). 

Ramalingaswami, Director General, ICMR, agrees with this statement: 
‘We possess almost all the knowledge we need to be able to make the 
dream of “Health For All” a reality. The dream is not a shibboleth, but is 
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realisable’ (1983, p. 13). Grant, Executive Director UNICEF, researches 
this point in his latest report on The State of the World’s Children 1984: 

Any government which now decides to make a serious commitment to 
saving the lives and protecting the health and growth of its children can 
now move towards that goal … The evidence leaves no room for doubt that 
low cost techniques are available … The Challenge is now primarily political 
rather than technical or financial (1984, p. 3).

CONTENT OF HEALTH MODERNITY EDUCATION

Six themes for health education were suggested by the UNICEF mnemonic 
GOBI-FF to mean Growth Chart, Oral Re-hydration, Breast Feeding, 
Immunization, Food Supplement and Family Planning (Grant, 1983, p. 38). 
To these six themes, Singh, A.K. (1983, p. 31) had added one more F 
to represent attitude to females, because, he argued, that ‘women can be 
made agents and means of health improvement of the community only in 
the context of their own status and dignity’. Coincidentally, an extra F has 
been added to the UNICEF mnemonic to represent Female Education 
(Grant, 1984, p. 5), which, though not exactly the same as dignity and 
respect for women suggested by Singh, is a related and overlapping theme. 
Female education is easier to define, promote and monitor than female 
status and dignity, and generally female education and female status are 
positively correlated, but not always. Therefore, the attitude to female, 
incorporating dignity of and respect for women, may remain a separate 
theme. In addition to these eight important themes, the health moder-
nity education may also include the other dimensions of HMS, namely: 
(a) Scientific versus Superstitious Belief; (b) Scientific Understanding; and 
(c) Health Habits.

The goal of ‘Health for All’ remains distant and elusive for most 
Indians, but it can be achieved by political will and commitment. Health 
modernity education can contribute significantly to the realization of this 
goal. The Planning Commission, Government of India, has emphasized 
the importance of health education in its document ‘The Approach to the 
Seventh Five Year Plan 1985–80’: ‘Achieving active community participa-
tion and involvement in health and health related programme should also 
be part of the strategy. In particular, active community participation and 
involvement of non-governmental organisations in a massive health educa-
tion effort is urgently needed …’ (1984, pp. 22–23).
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Life Events Stress, Emotional 
Vital Signs and Hypertension
SAGAR SHARMA

Hypertension (HT) has been a major focus of biomedical and 
psychosomatic research for decades since it is the largest risk factor for 
cardiovascular disorders (CVD),and is also known as a ‘silent killer’ as 
people go on for years without knowing its presence. There is a continuum 
of cardiovascular risk associated with the level of elevated blood pressure 
(BP) or HT; the higher the BP, the greater the risk for both coronary events 
and stroke (see Bittner, 2002; Brezinka and Kittel, 1996; Carrol, Smith 
and Sheffield, 1997;Gupta, 1997a, 1997b; Kop, 1997).

One area of inquiry and dispute has been the link of psychosocial 
factors and emotional markers (for example, stress, negative emotions/
affectivity) to the pathophysiology of HT, and in turn to CVD (see Jorgenson, 
Johnson and Koloziej, 1996; Markovitz, Jonas and Davidson, 2001; Kranz 
and McCeney, 2002 and Pickering, 2001). Studies that examined the role 
of stress (stressful life events or job/occupational stress) along with the 
indicators of negative affectivityin the onset and exacerbation of HT and 
related cardiac illness include those by Peter, Alfredson and Knutson 
(1999), Samova, Diarra and Jacobs (1995), Siegrist (1997) and Uchino 
and Garvey (1997). The related research has also shown that specific life 
events related to some kind of ‘loss’ are a greater risk factor for Essential 
Hypertension (EH). For instance, Levenstein, Smith and Kaplan (2001), 
in a prospective study of treated HT in general population, showed that 
the reality of unemployment or lowered occupational status increased 
the likelihood of developing HT. Most recently, a mild real-life condition 
(university examination) has been seen to increase arterial pressure and 
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impair cardiovascular homeostasis (Lucini, Nabiato and Clerici; 2002). 
Such changes contribute to the link between psychological stress and 
increased cardiovascular risk of HT. However, another group of studies ob-
served life events or work stress per se to be unrelated to EH (for example, 
Curtis, James and Raghunathan, 1997; Lazaro, Valdes and Marcos., 1993; 
Lindquist, Beilin and Knuiman, 1997; Pawar, 1994). Moreover, the pre-
vailing pattern of such inconclusive evidence is further highlighted by 
Caputo, Rudolph and Morgan (1998). They argued that those experienc-
ing positive life events are more likely to have high diastolic BPs, while 
Hobfoll and Spielberger (1992) suggest that positive life events indeed may 
act as stress buffers, thus alleviating BP levels. It seems that it is not the 
number/frequency of negative or positive life events per se that is impor-
tant. What appears to be significant is their perceived impact as a psycho-
logical distress and other negative consequences.

The emotional vital signs (EVS) that are most critical to an individual’s 
well-being are anger, anxiety and depression (Spielberger, Ritterband and 
Sydeman, 1995; Spielberger, Sydeman and Owen, 1999). A common link 
for all these negative emotions or markers of negative affectivity is a per-
ceived loss of control over one’s environment. Thus, it might be important 
to examine these emotional configurations as precursors or concomitants 
of HT (Sharma, Krishna and Spielberger, 1996). Out of these three EVS, 
anger and anxiety are the ones most often implicated as being associated 
with HT.

Trait anger (T-anger), or anger proneness, is a relatively stable person-
ality trait that is manifested in the frequency, intensity and duration of 
anger experience. It is argued that persons with high T-anger, by virtue of 
their propensity towards anger and their long-term exposure to its patho-
physiological sequelae, might be particularly susceptible to HT/CVD. 
However, T-anger has been studied less extensively and the findings to date 
are equivocal. Meta-analysis of the studies dealing with the relationship of 
T-anger and cardiovascular reactivity/elevated BP demonstrate small and 
variable relations (Suls, Wan and Costa, 1995). Also, Friedman Schwartz 
and Schnall (2001) observed no significant differences on T-anger between 
mild hypertensives and those with normal BP. In a more recent review, 
however, Pickering (2001) found T-anger to be generally related to HT 
(see also Ghosh and Sharma, 1998). Given the inconsistent nature of 
the findings based on a rather limited research, further investigations are 
warranted on the role of T-anger in the onset and aggravation of cardiac 
illness/events such as HT.
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Likewise, there is also a considerable variation across studies regarding 
the association of modes or styles of anger expression and EH/elevated 
BP. Anger suppression (anger-in [AX/In]) rather than anger proneness is 
seen as a critical factor in the development of HT (for example, Ghosh and 
Sharma, 1998; Helmers, Baker and O’Kelly, 2000; Samova et al., 1995; 
Sharma et al., 1996), but not in all (for example, Mueller, Grunbaum and 
Labarthe, 2001; Ohira, Tanigawa and Leo, 2000; Ohira, Iso and Tanigawa; 
2002; Porter, Stone and Schwartz., 1999; Vander-Vroot, Ragland and Syme, 
2001). Another set of studies indicate that outward expression of anger 
(anger-out [AX/Out]) is associated with HT status/greater BP than the 
suppressed anger (see Schwenkmezger and Hank, 1996; Seigman, 1994; 
Vogele, Jarvis and Cheesman, 1997), whereas some others showed that 
either expressed anger is inversely related to BP levels (for example, Ohira 
et al., 2002; Sharma et al., 1996) or extreme expressions of anger (AX/In 
or AX/Out) in either direction have adverse cardiovascular consequences 
(Everson, Goldberg and Kaplan, 1998). Further, with respect to control of 
anger (anger-control [AX/Con]), hypertensive patients tend to be lower on 
control of anger expression than the normotensives (Ghosh and Sharma, 
1998; Sharma et al., 1996). In a recent study, Davidson, MacGregor and 
Stuhr (2000) further suggest that constructive anger expression (a form of 
anger control) may have an independent beneficial association with BP.

Like T-anger and the modes of anger expression, the data linking 
T-anxiety to HT/elevated BP also remains ambiguous. In a group of cross-
sectional studies, hypertensive patients reported higher T-anxiety than 
the normotensives (for example, Chaudhry, Singh and Bhardwaj, 1994; 
Ghosh and Sharma, 1998; Sharma et al., 1996), whereas no such differ-
ences were observed in another group of studies (for example, Friedman 
et al., 2001). In a review by Jonas,  Franks and Ingram (1997), four pro-
spective studies failed to show an association, while three prospective stud-
ies supported the etiological significance of anxiety in HT (see also Jonas 
and Lando, 2000). Increased cardiovascular reactivity has been proposed 
to be a critical mediator in the development of HT and CVD. Contrary 
to this expectation, Young, Nesse and Weder (1998) demonstrated that 
individuals with high T-anxiety demonstrated reduced cardiovascular reac-
tivity. Despite its longevity, the debate over whether a relationship exists 
between psychological variables (for example, stress, EVS) and HT remains 
unsettled. Most of the preceding research often favoured single factor, uni-
variate analysis disregarding possible interaction of situational (contextual) 
and dispositional (personality) variables. A combination of socio-cultural 
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and/or psychological stressors and EVS might synergistically induce greater 
psycho-physiological activities related to HT than either factor alone. In 
fact, there is some evidence suggesting that chronic/acute stressors inter-
act with EVS in frequent triggering of the physiological stress reactions to 
contribute to the development of HT (see Anderson, McNeily and Myers, 
1992; Jorgenson et al., 1996; Myers and McClure, 1993; Samova et al., 
1995; Schwenkmezger and Hank, 1996; Thomas, 1997).

In view of the preceding overview, the present attempt in respect of 
patients with diagnosed HT determines the (a) negative and positive im-
pacts of life events stress, LES; (b) levels of T-anger and T-anxiety (EVS); 
(c) dominant modes of coping with anger, i.e, AX/In, AX/Out, AX/Con 
and (d) the optimum set of variables (LES and EVS) which in combination 
or synergistically separate/discriminate these hypertensive patients from 
their normotensive—control counterparts.

METHOD

Participants

Hypertensives

Eighty married males diagnosed as hypertensives consented to participate 
in this study. The Diagnostic Protocol included structured medical history, 
BP readings that fulfilled WHO/ISH (1993) criteria for Systolic Blood 
Pressure (SBP) and Diastolic Blood Pressure (DBP) or both which had to be 
exceeded on three different occasions, laboratory tests such as total serum 
cholesterol with direct enzymatic level, albuminuria, electro-cardiogram 
recordings, etc. The diagnosis had been conducted by cardiologists at the 
Outpatient Clinic of Cardiology Unit of a state-administered medical 
college/hospital. All the patients were under medication/treatment, and 
thus aware of their hypertensive status. The M ± ISD values of five BP 
readings for these patients were 153.60 + 8.82 (SBP) and 105.59 + 7.83 
(DBP), respectively. These patients thus continued to be mildly hyperten-
sive despite being on regular medication ever since their diagnosis. Their 
Mean v ISD age in years was 56.46 + 10.63 (with 40 each in 40 + and 55 + 
years ranges). All of them were educated (12th grade +), either in job or 
retired and belonged to middle Socio-Economic Status (SES) background. 
These patients had no previous history of MI, angina pectoris, intermittent 
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claudication, and no current non-CHD illness including diabetes mellitus 
or secondary complication.

Normotensive controls

Eighty married males attending the Surgical/Orthopaedic Outpatient 
Clinic of the same Hospital were identified to willingly serve as normo-
tensive controls. The M+1SD values of five BP readings in respect of this 
group were 132.45 + 5.28 (SBP) and 78.33 + 4.22 (DBP), respectively. 
Their corresponding mean ± ISD age in years was 55.76 + 10.62 (with 
40 each in 40 + and 55 + years ranges). These controls were well-matched 
for age distribution, educational and SES status. None of these patient-
controls had a history of HT or any other CHD or non-CHD illness in-
cluding diabetes mellitus.

Measures

Life events stress scale (LESS)

The Hindi language version of the LESS (Ghosh, 1999) has 49 culturally 
relevant stressful life events. The LESS requires the respondents to iden-
tify the life events experienced during last 2 years, rate their desirability as 
well as their impact. The impact ratings are made on a 7-point scale rang-
ing in terms of severity/intensity from extremely negative (–3) to extremely 
positive (+3). This procedure records not only the number/frequency of 
life events/stresses in the last 2 years, but also the degree of their perceived 
impact. In this study, two indicators were considered, Negative impact 
(total impact of stressful events perceived as negative) and positive impact 
(total impact of events perceived as positive). Such standard measures 
of life events can be used cross-culturally with a degree of confidence 
(McAndrew, Akanda and Turner, 1998).

State-Trait anger expression inventory (STAXI)

The Hindi adaptation of Spielberger’s (1988) STAXI (see Sharma et al., 
1996; 2003) was utilized to assess the emotional vital sign characterized by 
T-anger and modes of anger coping, i.e., AX/In, AX/Out and AX/Con. 
Only 34 out of 44 STAXI items were used since the rest pertain to state-
anger (S-anger). While 10 items assess T-anger (anger proneness), the three 
STAXI subscales (8 items each) assess the frequency with which anger is 
held in or suppressed (AX/In), outwardly expressed (AX/Out) or covertly 
controlled (AX/Con).
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State–Trait anxiety inventory (STAI)

T-anxiety, the other EVS, was measured with the 20-item Hindi form of 
the T-scale of the STAI (Spielberger, Sharma and Singh, 1973; Spielberger 
and Sharma, 1976) of the English STAI (Spielberger, Gorsuch and 
Lushene, 1970).

Both the STAI and STAXI are excellent tools for use across cultures. 
The STAI has been translated and adapted into more than 50 languages 
and dialects. In addition to its English and Hindi versions, the STAXI 
is also available in the Dutch, German, Italian, Norwegian, Finnish and 
Chinese language versions. The cross-language equivalence, internal 
consistency, test–retest reliability and concurrent/construct validity of 
these measures of EVS have been consistently demonstrated (see also 
Spielberger et al., 1995, 1999).

Procedure

All the measures were administered individually to the patients with HT 
(treated) and also to their surgical/orthopaedic normotensive controls 
in the following order, LESS, STAXI and STAI. The respondents were 
assured of confidentiality and the likely use of their responses in 
treatment/recovery. Two impact ratings of life events were arrived at by 
a separate summing of (a) the life events perceived/experienced as nega-
tive, and (b) the life events perceived/experienced as positive. Thus, two 
separate indices of LES were obtained. Further, standardized scoring pro-
cedures were employed for the STAXI and STAI.

The data were first analyzed for between-groups comparisons with in-
dependent t-tests in respect of LES—negative and positive impact. T-anger, 
modes of anger coping (AX/In, AX/Out, AX’ Con and T-anxiety). There-
after, the data on these seven measures were submitted to stepwise dis-
criminant function analysis. By identifying the significance of selected 
variables in linear combination, this analysis permits (a) the understand-
ing of synergistic role of identified discriminators in the separation of 
the two groups (hypertensives vs. normotensives), and (b) their classifica-
tion accuracy, which is an additional indicator of the effectiveness of the 
discriminant function. This stepwise discriminant analysis was done on 
Pentium-based machine using SPSS-PC + (Statistical Package for Social 
Sciences) Software with procedure ‘DISCRIMINANT’ (see Nie, Hull and 
Jenkins, 1975; Klecka, 1985).
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RESULTS

Hypertensive Patients vs. Normotensive Controls, 
Group Comparisons

The means and standard deviations for LES (negative and positive im-
pacts), T-anger, modes of anger-coping (AX/In, AX/Out, AX/Con) and 
T-anxiety are shown in Table 18.1.

Table 18.1: Life Events Stress (Negative and Positive Impacts), 
Trait Anger, Modes of Anger Expression and Trait Anxiety in 

Hypertensives and Normotensives

Variables

Hypertensives (N = 80) Mormotensives (N = 80)

tMean SD Mean SD

Life Events Stress, 
(Negative Impact)

5.07 4.81 I.7S 2.64 5.35∗∗

Life Events Stress, 
(Positive Impact)

1.85 2.77 1.90 2.09 0.13

T-Anger 18.84 5.13 13.21 2.99 8.47∗∗
Anger-In 21.37 3.49 17.26 3.07 7.91∗∗
Anger-Out 13.17 3.29 14.42 2.17 2.83∗
Anger-Con 24.S I 4.82 27.18 2.94 3.76∗
T-Anxiety 35.41 7.73 28.17 5.75 6.72∗∗

Source: Author.
∗ p ± 0.01
∗∗ p ± 0.001

When compared to the normotensive controls, the hypertensives scored 
significantly higher on the negative impact of LES (t = 5.35; p < 0.001), 
but no such a significant difference was observed on the positive impact of 
LES. With respect to the EVS of T-anger and the modes of anger coping, 
the hypertensives were significantly higher on T-anger or anger proneness 
(t = 8.47; p < 0.001), AX/In (t = 7.91; p < 0.001), but significantly lower 
on AX/Out and AX/Con (t = 2.83 and 3.76, respectively; p < 01) than 
their normotensive counterparts. Consistent with the direction of group-
contrasts observed with either negative impact of LES or T-anger, the 
patients with HT also reported higher score on the second EVS, i.e., 
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T-anxiety or anxiety proneness (t = 6.72; p < 0.001) than the normotensive 
controls. When considered together, the composite profile of hyperten-
sive patients, when compared to normotensive controls, comprised greater 
negative impact of LES, higher T-anger as well as suppression of anger and 
T-anxiety, but a lesser outward expression and control of anger. Given 
these findings, the issue of which of these measures in combination dif-
ferentiated the hypertensive patients from their normotensive-patient con-
trols appeared salient.

Hypertensive Patients vs. Normotensive Controls, 
Discriminant Analysis

Table 18.2 provides a summary of the outcome of stepwise discriminant 
analysis.

Table 18.2: Stepwise Discriminant Analysis with Respect to Patients with 
Hypertension vs. Normotensive Controls (N = 80 in each group)

Variables F-to-remove Wilk’s Lambda
Wilk’s Lambda 

Decrement

Standardized 
Discriminant 

Function 
Coefficient

T-Anger 52.44 0.687 0.313 0.789
Anger-Out 39.87 0.541 0.146 –0.700
Anger-In 20.34 0.468 0.073 0.467
Negative Impact of 
Life Events

6.96 0.448 0.020 0.291

Source: Author.

As can been seen, a set of four discriminators (i.e., T-anger, AX/Out, 
AX/In, and the negative impact of LES formed the discriminant function 
(Eigen value = 1.22). T-anxiety and AX/Con, however, did not comprise 
this function. Based on F-to-remove values, the selected set of four dis-
criminators were arranged in the rank order of their relative importance 
for discrimination/separation between groups of hypertensives and the 
normotensives. As is evident in Table 18.2, T-anger, with the largest F-to-
remove value (F = 52.44), made the highest contribution to the overall 
discrimination above and beyond the contribution made by other select-
ed variables, i.e., AX/Out (F = 39.87), AX/In (F = 20.34) and negative 
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impact of LES (F = 6.96). The values of Wilk’s Lambda corroborated the 
observed group differences over the same set of four discriminating vari-
ables. Since T-anger increased maximum within—groups cohesiveness, this 
EVS was the first to be selected, followed by AX/Out, AX/In and the nega-
tive impact of LES, in that order. The values of Wilk’s Lambda decrement 
further supplement/confirm the relative and unique contribution of each 
variable to the discriminant equation above and beyond the contribution 
of the preceding variable. While developing the discriminant function 
equations, standardized discriminant function (SDF) coefficients are also 
created. The magnitude of these SDFs, regardless of signs, also depict the 
relative and unique contribution of each variable to the discriminant func-
tion (see Table 18.2). These SDFs provided an additional confirmation to 
the conclusions derived on the basis of F-to-remove and Wilk’s Lambda/
decrement values. Specifically, the SDF values also documented that 
T-anger contributed the highest to the discrimination/separation of the 
hypertensives from their normotensive controls (SDF = 0.789), followed 
by AX/Out (SDF = –0.70), AX/In (SDF = 0.467) and negative impact 
of LES (SDF = 0.291). The direction of significant differences in respect 
of these discriminators was generally consistent with the signs of SDF 
loadings.

In respect of discriminant analysis, another crucial question is the clas-
sification accuracy based on identified set of discriminators. Klecka (1985) 
suggested that classification accuracy can be used along with F-to-remove, 
Lambda and SDF coefficients to indicate the amount of discrimination 
contained in selected variables. However, he pointed out that if chance ac-
curacy is 50% (as in the case of two-groups of equal sizes), the classification 
accuracy should be at least 62.5% (25% greater than that is achieved by 
chance). Based on discriminant function (comprising T-anger, AX/Out, 
AX/In and negative impact of LES), the correct classification rate for the 
patients with HT was 66 (82.5%). The corresponding classification for 
the normotensive controls was 75 (93.5%). Thus, 14 (17.5%) of the 80 
cases of hypertensive group were misclassified, whereas, in respect of the 
normotensives, only 5 (6.5%) out of 80 were not correctly classified. This 
combination of discriminators was more accurate in correct identification 
of normotensives than the hypertensives. Nevertheless, the overall clas-
sification accuracy of known cases turned out to be 88% (which is higher 
than 62.5%). An additional confirmation thus emerged regarding the de-
gree of group discrimination/separation, i.e., between hypertensive and 
normotensive groups.
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DISCUSSION

The findings that characterized patients with HT vis-à-vis their normo-
tensive controls, document a relatively (a) greater negative impact of LES; 
(b) higher T-anger and anger suppression (AX/In); lower outward expres-
sion (AX/Out) and control of anger and (c) a higher T-anxiety.

With respect to the role of LES in HT and the related CVD, the evi-
dence so far is mixed. While some studies support the role of stressful 
life events in the onset and progression of HT (for example, Fisher, 1996; 
Uchino and Garvey, 1997), others found no significant differences in the 
frequency of experienced stressful life events (for example, Lazaro et al., 
1993; Pawar, 1994). As indicated earlier, the number/frequency of life 
or job events per se does not seem to be important. What appears to be 
significant is their perceived negative impact either directly or through a 
maladaptive coping with negative consequences such as HT and related 
risks (for example, Curtis et al., 1997; Lau, Huis and Lam, 1996; Lindquist 
et al., 1997). Additionally, O’Brien, Haynes and Mumby (1998) and Seibt, 
Brucsein and Schcuch (1998) highlighted the role of recovery process, and 
not stress per se, in the development of HT. Recent studies are now more 
concerned with specific life events/stresses involving some kind of ‘loss’ 
such as bereavement, divorce, unemployment, anticipated or actual job 
loss, effort–reward imbalance on job, etc. Such specific life events with 
their inherent negative impact are increasingly seen as stronger risk factors 
for HT (for example, Blumenthal, Thyrum and Siegal, 1995; Levenstein 
et al., 2001; Lucini et al., 2002; Peter et al., 1999; Schnall et al., 1992; 
Schnall, Landsbergis and Baker, 1994; Siegrist, 1997). While in the pre-
sent study, the positive impact of LES turned out to be a non-significant 
variable, the possibility of positive life events impacting as stress buffers 
vis-à-vis HT/elevated BP, needs to be further explored (for example, Ca-
puto et al., 1998; Fredrickson and Levenson, 1998).

Another finding related to T-anger (anger proneness), which was higher 
in patients with HT. When operationally defined, the hypertensives 
having high T-anger are likely to have (a) stronger propensity to experience 
and express anger indiscriminately and (b) greater disposition to express 
anger when criticized or treated unfavourably by others. Some earlier stud-
ies of HT tend to support this finding (for example, Ghosh and Sharma, 
1998; Madigan, Dale and Cross, 1997; Pickering, 2001). However, a meta-
analysis by Suls et al. (1995) showed little support for a connection be-
tween T-anger and chronically elevated BP. Nonetheless, it is possible that 
this conclusion of Suls et al. relates, in part, to their focus on T-anger 
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self-report scores derived by averaging across items, varying in their link-
ages to or specification of an interpersonal context. It is quite possible 
that methods with stronger interpersonal foci or contexts (for example, 
structural interviews or a recall of life events just prior to responding 
to anger-scale items) may affect the strength of the association between 
T-anger and HT.

With respect to the modes of anger expression/coping, this study re-
vealed that patients with HT resorted to higher anger suppression, lower 
outward expression as well as control over their angry feelings. Holding 
anger in appears to be a critical factor in the development of HT (see 
Ghosh and Sharma, 1998; Helmers et al., 2000; Samova et al., 1997). 
Moreover, the support for suppressed anger–HT hypothesis is seen in a 
meta-analytic review by Jorgenson et al. (1996). This meta-analysis of 295 
relevant effect sizes confirmed the expectation that HT/chronically ele-
vated BP would be associated with lower affect-expression or higher anger 
suppression (see also Ohira et al., 2002). Further, Jorgenson et al. (1996) 
argued that the prediction of HT can be maximized if anger-suppression 
measures are used that are linked to specific social contexts. Moreover, sup-
pressed anger has been observed to be associated with avoidance coping 
style (Sharma and Acharya, 1989). It seems that a significant psychological 
process meditating between suppressed anger and HT could be the more 
frequent use of avoidance coping (see also Ohira et al., 2002; Spielberger, 
1988). The more frequent and dominant use of suppression of anger by 
the hypertensives can also be attributed to their fear of retaliation as well 
as loss of social approval and desirability. There is also evidence to show 
that the inhibition of anger causes heightened autonomic arousal, which 
eventually leads to HT. Though it is not clear how it might happen, but 
the underlying premise usually is that inhibiting emotions leads to acute 
increase in physiological response parameters that may in the long run do 
damage. Further, studies may examine the interaction of anger proneness 
(T-anger) and anger-coping styles (especially anger suppression) in jointly 
determining the HT status/chronically elevated BP and consequential 
ill-health outcomes. Besides higher anger suppression, the hypertensives 
resorted not only to a lower AX/Out but also to a lesser control of the 
outward expression of their angry feelings. The findings are consistent 
with some of the earlier studies (for example Davidson et al., 2000; Ghosh 
and Sharma, 1998; Otten, 1993; Sharma et al., 1996). The research in 
this area has repeatedly revealed a relation among cardiovascular reactiv-
ity, anger and anger expression, with a larger body supporting suppressed 
anger–HT hypothesis. Yet the strength and direction of this relation is not 
yet fully clear.
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It is still uncertain whether it is suppressed or openly exhibited anger 
that relates to cardiovascular reactivity. Moreover, there is a little related 
research on AX/Con mode of coping. It is now argued that the suppres-
sion or control reflect two distinct ways of dealing with anger (Spielberger, 
1988). As indicated earlier, AX/In is associated with many negative (avoid-
ance) copying styles (Sharma and Acharya, 1989), while AX/Con is signifi-
cantly associated with several positive personality features. Persons relying 
on AX/Con rather than AX/In have more stable personalities with better 
psychosocial resources. This appears to be an important reason why AX/
Con seems to be a healthier way of dealing with angry feelings, whereas 
AX/In would pose a major health risk (Julkunen, 1996).

The finding of higher T-anxiety (anxiety proneness) in patients with 
HT are supportive of earlier work by Chaudhry et al. (1994), Ghosh and 
Sharma (1998), Greenglass (1996), Jonas and Lando (2000), Markovitz 
et al. (2001), Pickering (2001), Pogotto et al. (1992), Sharma et al. (1996) 
and Vogele et al.(1997). In an earlier review, Jonas et al. (1997) reported 
that out of seven prospective studies, three tended to support the etio-
logical significance of anxiety in HT. On the basis of the findings of this 
study, it can be speculated that individual differences in anxiety and anger 
proneness (T-anxiety and T-anger), contribute to the etiology of HT by 
enhancing anger suppression. Nonetheless, the observed differences in 
this study on the negative impact of life events and EVS are specific to the 
HT–normotension dichotomy.

A special feature of this study is the identification of a set of four dis-
criminators and their relative power on the basis of simultaneous consid-
eration of multiple indices of discrimination such as F-to-remove, Wilk’s 
Lambda/decrement and SDF coefficients. The discriminant function 
that synergistically separated individuals with HT from the normotensives 
comprised T-anger (which emerged as the most potent discriminator), 
followed by two modes of anger expression (AX/Out, AX/In), and then 
negative impact of LES. The high degree of classification accuracy further 
confirmed the effectiveness of this discriminant function. The third emo-
tional vital sign of trait depression (T-depression) was not considered in 
this study. The inclusion of T-depression could possibly lead to an almost 
perfect classification accuracy since this emotional vital sign is now being 
increasingly seen as a strong independent risk factor in cardiovascular 
disease (see Pickering, 2001; Sheps and Sheffield, 2001). Contrary to ex-
pectations, T-anxiety did not emerge as a significant discriminator. It is 
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important to recognize that the outcome of discriminant analysis is also in-
fluenced by the inter-correlations between measures. For the hypertensive 
and normotensive groups, the correlations between anger and anxiety 
measures ranged from 0.48 to 0.78 (p d” 0.001). This indicated a con-
siderable overlap in these two constructs in respect of the samples under 
consideration. Being a relatively stronger and consistent factor in cardiac 
illness, T-anger could have been preferred as the most potent variable in 
the discriminant function at the cost of T-anxiety.

The special finding of this study is the identification of T-anger as the 
most potent discriminator along with modes of anger coping, and in com-
bination with a situational variable (perceived negative impact of LES). 
The co-occurrence of a situational variable (LES) as an outcome I, in inter-
action with dispositional variable of T-anger and its coping as an outcome 
2, vis-à-vis HT, suggests that psychological stressors and EVS and corre-
sponding behavioural tendencies can synergistically influence the patho-
physiology and etiology of HT and related cardiac illness (see Anderson 
et al., 1992; Everson and Solomen, 1997; Jorgenson et al., 1986; Myers 
and McClure, 1993; Thomas, 1997). It is suggested that future research 
needs to determine the role of chronic socio-cultural /psychological stress-
ors (for example, crowding, chronically unequal and insecure neighbour-
hood, environmental degradation) in interaction with psychological risk 
factors (for example, the indicators of negative affectivity) in the frequent 
triggering of the physiological stress reactions (for example, Sympathetic 
Nervous System [SNS]-mediated Sodium retention and vasoconstriction) 
that are thought to contribute to the development of HT and related-
cardiac illness.

While this study delineated the powerful role of T-anger in HT, rela-
tively little attention has been devoted to the study of this emotional vital 
sign, especially in India. Nevertheless, in a series of prospective studies, the 
significant causal role of T-anger as a risk factor has now been determined 
vis-à-vis acute and/or silent MI, cardiac revascularization procedure, pre-
mature cardiovascular disease and ischemic stroke (see Chang, Ford and 
Meoni, 2002; Kawachi,  Sparrow and Spiro, 1996; Mittleman et al., 1995; 
Williams, Paton and Seigler, 2000; Williams, Nieto and Sanford, 2001; 
Williams, Nieto and Sanford, 2002). Such studies showed that higher 
proneness to anger places normotensive persons at significant risk of CHD 
morbidity and mortality or stroke, independent of biological risk factors. 
In most of such studies, including the present study, Spielberger’s STAX1 
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was employed to assess overall T-anger score. However, Spielberger’s con-
cept of proneness to anger is composed of two distinct components—angry 
temperament and anger-reaction. In a recent prospective study, William 
et al. (2001) showed that a strong angry temperament rather than anger in 
reaction to criticism, frustration or unfair treatment places normotensive 
middle-aged persons at increased risk for cardiac events and may confer 
a CHD risk similar to that of HT. Future research needs to take into ac-
count this distinction within the concept of T-anger. Moreover, T-anger–
HT/CHD relationship could be directly causal or a proxy for another 
truly causal factor.

The strengths this study include the use of (a) culturally sensitive and 
carefully adapted measures of LES, STAXI and STAI, (b) clinical nor-
motensive controls; (c) identification of a set of discriminators based 
on the simultaneous consideration of different indices of discriminant 
analysis and (iv) its situation × dispositional (interactional) perspective. 
Despite meaningful findings, there are some study limitations. A cross-
sectional design was employed for treated/medicated individuals with HT. 
Therefore, the observed findings might not be causal, and also the over-
reporting of events/symptoms cannot be ruled out. Illness itself can be a 
source of distress. Thus, relatively higher levels of LES and EVS observed 
in patients with HT may not be an exclusive etiological association but in 
part a consequence of diagnosis (see Rostrup and Ekeberg, 1992). More-
over, this study could not control for confounders/covariates of obesity, 
family history, smoking, alcohol abuse and other related factors. A longi-
tudinal research with necessary controls for such confounders, though a 
difficult course, is required to demonstrate the prospective and synergistic 
links between stress, EVS and subsequent impairment of cardiovascular 
homeostasis resulting in CVD.

Notwithstanding these limitations, this study at least confirmed the 
association of LES and EVS as concomitants of HT status. This implies 
that either cognitive–behavioural techniques for management of stress, 
anger and anxiety (negative affectivity) require to be incorporated in the 
overall interventional package for hypertensive patients or at least these 
techniques, alongwith the cultivation of positive emotions, could be uti-
lized as adjuncts to medication (see Deffenbacher, 1999; Fredrickson and 
Levenson, 1998; Kondwani and Lollis, 2001; Pandya. 1999; Sheu, Irvin 
and Lin, 2003).
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Perception of AIDS in Mumbai: 
A Study of Low Income 
Communities
SHALINI BHARAT

... I sometimes feel it will not be any illness but this name—AIDS—that will kill 
me.... (Male, HIV positive, 42 years)

INTRODUCTION

The understanding that AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) is 
not only a biomedical problem but also a social one was acknowledged 
early on in the epidemic, given its socioeconomic and psychological im-
pact on individuals, families and society in general. As a result, there have 
been a number of research attempts to understand the social dimensions 
of the problem. Currently available Indian researches have been limited 
mainly to assessing knowledge and awareness about AIDS, patterns of 
high-risk behaviour and the impact of AIDS education programme (see 
Aggarwal, Sharma and Indrayan, 1997 for a compilation of research work 
on AIDS). The social context in which HIV is transmitted, experienced 
and managed, and the sociocultural meanings attached to HIV and AIDS, 
have been the subject matter of only a few studies thus far (see Bharat, 
1996; Bharat and Aggleton, 1999; Bharat, Singhanetra-Renard and 
Aggleton, 1998).

In most developing countries, illnesses are experienced and managed 
within the household and communities (Ankrah, 1993). In this sense, 
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illnesses are not just individual concerns, but they are the ‘concerns’ of 
the household and the community as well. However, even as households 
and communities assume significant roles in the care and support of their 
sick members, their responses, supportive or discriminatory, are shaped 
by their perceptions and meanings associated with illnesses. These per-
ceptions and meanings are in turn shaped by the social construction of 
illnesses. Evidence from medical anthropology suggests that illnesses have 
various characteristics that lend themselves to figurative thinking about 
health problems: signs and symptoms, etiology and social characteristics 
of those who have an illness or are perceived to be particularly at risk 
(Lieban, 1992).

In her outstanding work on illness metaphors, Sontag (1989; 1991) 
explained that every disease has certain associated myths, ideologies and 
metaphors. These may be positive or negative, may change over time, may 
be based on incomplete knowledge and may have a powerful impact on 
sick persons and their caregivers. For example, beliefs and perceptions 
about how an illness is acquired may influence attributions to causality; 
sickness may be attributed to the person or to factors in his or her envi-
ronment or to a combination of both. Further, causality attributed to a 
health condition may influence the ways in which care is provided—with 
compassion and understanding or with anger and resentment. Social per-
ceptions of a disease also affect the people’s efforts to prevent the disease, 
their sense of control over the disease and, more importantly, their so-
cial interactions with sick individuals. Research on disease explanatory 
models (Kleinman, 1980) revealed that people everywhere make attempts 
to perceive and attribute meanings to various diseases, infer signs and 
symptoms, grade diseases according to intensity, and label and categorize 
them as curable/incurable and contagious/non-contagious. Such percep-
tions generally differ from those held by medical professionals and often 
are dismissed as lay persons’ belief’s and misconceptions.

Diseases such as leprosy syphilis, TB and cancer in particular have been 
attributed with various meanings and symbols with consequences, gen-
erally discriminating in nature, for the sick individuals (Douglas, 1970; 
Gussow, 1989; Sontag, 1989). Taking the example of leprosy, Gussow 
(1989) noted that as leprosy disappeared from Europe and America and 
became endemic in some of the colonies, it began to be perceived as a 
disease of the ‘inferior peoples’. Consequently, early Chinese immigration 
into America was seen as a potential source for the spread of leprosy in that 
country, condensing the perception of leprosy into a powerful symbol of 
danger and defilement. Sontag (1989) illustrated the use of the language of 
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warfare in descriptions of cancer. According to her, ‘... cancer cells do not 
simply multiply; they are invasive’. Indeed, in common language, the word 
cancer is used to convey invasion as in colonization or Westernization. For 
instance, Nichter (1981) reported that in most parts of South Asia, the 
word cancer is used as a metaphor for the invasive activities of Western 
capitalism and the ill-effects of a Western lifestyle. While symptoms and 
disease progression help in characterizing illnesses such as cancer and TB, 
certain other diseases are more inherently associated with their etiology 
than symptomatology. For instance, the perceived etiology of syphilis car-
ries with it a stigma for those who are infected with it (Lieban, 1992). 
It is commonly perceived as afflicting those who have low moral worth 
and sinful behaviour. AIDS is yet another disease that closely follows such 
negatively perceived diseases as syphilis due to its etiology. AIDS has been 
strongly associated with moral denigration and lifestyles involving deviant 
and perverse sex, intravenous drug use and promiscuity. According to 
Sontag (1989), ‘The drug usage behavior, which produces AIDS, is judged 
to be more than just weakness. It is indulgence, delinquency ... addiction 
to chemicals that are illegal and to sex regarded as deviant … a disease not 
just of sexual excess but of perversity.’ The metaphoric use of language in 
AIDS is a powerful indication of the stigma attached to it (Sontag, 1989). 
At least seven metaphors have been used in interpreting the meaning 
of AIDS (Gilmore and  Somerville, 1994).

1. AIDS as death—not only biological but social and sexual as well, and 
depicted often by images of skulls and bones.

2. AIDS as punishment—for immoral and sinful behaviour such as ho-
mosexuality and commercial sex.

3. AIDS as crime—the HIV-infected are perceived as criminals and 
‘guilty’ of harming their ‘innocent’ victims (their sexual partners, 
for example).

4. AIDS as war—it is interpreted as an enemy or an invader to be fought 
with warlike zeal and preparedness.

5. AIDS as otherness—it is seen as a problem of ‘them’ and not ‘us’ and 
a distinction is made between the ‘infected’ and the ‘uninfected’, 
the ‘sick’ and the ‘well’.

6. AIDS as horror—HIV infection is interpreted as an abject, terror-
izing invader or demon and those infected are demonized.

7. AIDS as villain—the infected are perceived as villains for creating the 
epidemic and those not infected are seen as heroes.
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Several studies provide evidence of the usage of such metaphors in 
other places. In Thailand, for example, AIDS is seen as a dirty disease 
associated with promiscuity, homosexuality and prostitution (Songwathana 
and Manderson, 1998). In some developing countries, AIDS is also seen as 
a ‘woman’s disease’ because of its perception as a sexually transmitted dis-
ease and its association with prostitutes who are regarded as the reservoir 
of Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD) and HIV infection (Songwathana 
and Manderson, 1998). Shame and social disgrace are other meanings 
associated with AIDS where those infected are seen as bringing ignominy 
to society (Bharat, 1996; Omangi, 1997). Paying for their sins as part of 
their karma is how Buddhist countries such as Thailand perceive AIDS 
(Songwathana and Manderson, 1998).

The routes of transmission of the AIDS virus, and its impact on the 
social economic and personal lives of the infected and affected people 
have led to the conception that AIDS is not just a biomedical problem. 
The social dimensions of AIDS are far too serious and complicated; this 
means that its prevention requires an understanding of its cultural con-
text, both at the micro level (individual’s household, community) and at 
the macro level (poverty, urbanization, gender relations).

This paper seeks to understand how AIDS is perceived and interpreted 
within a cultural setting. It investigates the level of knowledge related to 
the transmission of the AIDS virus, its causes, prevention methods and 
the meanings attached to AIDS as an illness. Data reported here are 
drawn from a larger qualitative research that examined the household 
and community responses and coping patterns to HIV/AIDS in Mumbai 
(Bharat, 1996; Bharat and Aggleton, 1999; Bharat et al., 1998). The more 
specific objectives of the study are: (a) to examine the nature and dynamics 
of household and community responses to HIV/AIDS; (b) to investigate 
the cultural, social, economic and demographic correlates of the house-
hold and community responses and to study the inter-relationships at the 
household and community levels and (c) to suggest intervention strategies 
for the prevention of AIDS.

AIDS SCENARIO IN INDIA

Estimates made by the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS 
(UNAIDS/WHO, 1998) suggest that at the beginning of 1998, over 
30 million people globally were infected with the HIV that causes AIDS 
and that nearly 11.7 million people had already succumbed to the disease. 
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The heaviest burden of the HIV epidemic was reported in the developing 
countries of sub-Saharan Africa and Asia, the latter with nearly 4 million 
infected with HIV. Among the Asian countries, India reportedly has the 
largest number of individuals with AIDS after Thailand (the two countries 
together account for an estimated 95 per cent of reported AIDS cases in the 
region). The first case of AIDS in India was detected in 1986 in Chennai 
in a female sex worker. The early phase of the epidemic elicited a general 
denial of the problem from all quarters. It was considered the problem of 
a highly selective group of people—those with high-risk behaviour, namely, 
sex workers, injecting drug users and professional blood donors. The gen-
eral masses were thought to lead a ‘morally pure’ life and, hence, not likely 
to acquire the dreaded virus. However, by the early 1990s, ‘denial’ had 
given way to a ‘reluctant acceptance’ of the epidemic as a real public health 
problem. The government established the National AIDS Control Organ-
isation (NACO) in 1992 as an executive body of the Ministry of Health and 
Family Welfare to address the problem. A strategic plan for the prevention 
and control of AIDS in India for a five-year period, 1992–97, was prepared 
with support from the World Bank, the WHO and other international 
bodies. Sero surveillance data reported by the NACO over the last one de-
cade showed increasing HIV incidence. Data collected in February–March 
1998, for example, revealed that HIV infection was prevalent in all parts 
of the country (NACO, 1997–98). Almost 75 per cent of all currently 
reported infections are through the sexual transmission route, 8 per cent 
through blood and 8 per cent through injecting drug use. Over 90 per 
cent of the reported cases were from the sexually active and economically 
productive age groups of 15–59 years (NACO, 1997–98). A disturbing 
trend of increasing HIV prevalence, among women attending an antena-
tal clinic and those who are married and monogamous, has shifted the 
exclusive focus of the AIDS programme from high-risk behaviour groups 
to the general population with low risk of infection (Gangakhedkar et al., 
1997; NACO, 1997–98).

THE RESEARCH SETTING AND ITS 
SOCIOCULTURAL CONTEXT

This paper draws from a study conducted in Mumbai between 1994 
and 1995 (Bharat, 1996). Mumbai, with a population of nearly 10 million 
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people (Census of India, 1991), is India’s second largest city. A combina-
tion of social, demographic, political and economic factors have trans-
formed this city into an overpopulated, congested and polluted one with 
increasing space demands made on a land-mass that has natural limitation 
to its geographic expansion. Inmigration of job seekers, primarily males, 
has resulted in an adverse sex ratio (820 females per 1000 males; Census 
of India, 1991). Migration has also produced large squatter settlements 
with little access to safe drinking water, choked drainage system and ex-
treme squalor. Despite its urban and civic problems, Mumbai remains the 
dream city for people in search of economic affluence and prosperity. In 
sociocultural terms, it mirrors the rest of Indian society with perhaps only 
some evidence of a cosmopolitan, progressive society. While the facade is 
of a metropolitan city offering anonymity and a fast-paced work culture, 
the city is not entirely rid of traditional norms of gender relations and atti-
tudes. Thus, just as elsewhere in India, male sexuality is acknowledged and 
accepted, and sexual needs of men are understood and justified in more 
liberal terms. Norms governing women’s sexual lives are extremely rigid in 
comparison. Virginity and marital fidelity remain the normative ideals for 
the general population of women in the city (Bhende, 1995; George and 
Jaswal, 1995).

METHODOLOGY

Findings reported here pertain to the community-based data of the larger 
study on household and community responses to HIV/AIDS (Bharat, 
1996). For the purpose of this study, a community was understood in 
terms of neighbourhood or cluster of households within a geographical 
boundary. Participants were drawn from two lower income (slum) and 
three lower middle class (chawls1) communities to explore their responses 
to HIV and AIDS. The two slum communities were located in the Eastern 
and Western suburbs, and the three lower middle-class communities were 
located in the central part of the city.

A qualitative research approach was adopted to situate the percep-
tion of AIDS within the social-cultural context of the participants 
(Boulton, 1994). Since the purpose was to explore the community 

1 Chawls are one-room tenement buildings housing mainly the working-class 
population.
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members’ understanding and perception of AIDS, the focused group discus-
sion (FGD) method was chosen which allows such explorations at group levels 
(Morgan, 1988). A total of 18 FGDs were held with young and adult men 
and women in their communities. This was done to ensure representation 
of both genders as well as generations. The distribution was: 10 FGDs 
with men (6 with older men aged 30–45 years and -4 with younger men 
aged 18–25 years) and 8 FGDs with women (5 with older women aged 
30–45 years and 3 with younger women aged 18–22 years).

The specific topics covered were level of awareness and understand-
ing about HIV/AIDS, perception of causes, patterns of sexual behaviour, 
perception of the risk of HIV infection in the community and their ways 
of coping with the epidemic. In this paper the focus is on (a) the under-
standing of HIV/AIDS—its nature, causes, transmission routes, ways of 
prevention; (b) meanings attributed to HIV/AIDS and (c) risk perception 
of infection with HIV.

The entry points for the communities were the local youth clubs or 
libraries that characterize many such communities in Mumbai. In one 
slum community, however, the point of entry was the household of an 
HIV-infected person. The common features of these communities were 
poor hygienic conditions, ill-ventilated rooms, lack of space, overcrowding 
and a concomitant lack of privacy. A majority of the male chawl residents 
worked as low-ranked professionals (technicians, junior engineers) in fac-
tories and private firms. The women were mainly housewives, although 
some of them were school teachers, nurses or community health workers. 
Men in the slum communities worked as low-skilled workers and their 
wives as domestic servants or as maids in hospitals.

A question guideline was developed in the local language for the pur-
pose of FGDs (Bharat, 1996). Male and female moderators and recorders 
were employed to conduct FGDs with their respective gender groups. 
However, in two cases, female staff conducted FGDs with young men after 
they had spent sufficient time in the community discussing health issues 
in general. Each focus group comprised 5–10 participants and the discus-
sion lasted approximately 2 hours.

THE FINDINGS

The findings reported here are thematically arranged with a number of 
verbatim quotes to accurately present the people’s own voices. People’s 
perceptions are grouped under single-idea domains.
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While most respondents were familiar with the word AIDS, they did 
not know the full form of the acronym, and very few people knew about 
HIV, Those who did, referred to HIV as the ‘jeevanu’ (microorganism) that 
causes AIDS. But, their conception of jeevanu was nothing like that of an 
invisible virus as in biomedical terms.

In general, men had greater knowledge and awareness, but more mis-
conceptions as well about AIDS. The group of younger girls was least 
communicative on AIDS-related issues as their awareness was at a very pre-
liminary level. FGDs with this group explored sexual health issues such as 
experiences at first menstruation, and their attitudes and beliefs regarding 
gender relations.

AIDS is an Alien Disease. A majority of the participants, both men and 
women, had heard about AIDS, ‘the new disease’, which was ‘imported’ 
to India by people from abroad.

.... It is a new disease ... it was not there before, I never heard about it ... 
these people who come from other countries, bring such problems ... and 
our government allows them to come (younger men).

... the foreigners (videshi) have no morals, they (do) free sex, they bring 
AIDS ... (older men).

... this new disease has no cure. So many people come to this city from 
other states and other countries. Who can control people’s behavior ... the 
foreigners bring all such problems ... (older men).

Many similar statements indicate that for the average members of a 
community, AIDS is the latest entrant in their lives. By treating it as a 
new disease, they seem to distance it from themselves in time and by as-
sociating  it with foreigners, they distance themselves at a cultural level 
too. Clearly the onus for spreading AIDS in the city is on the non-natives 
who are sometimes referred to as videshis but may also include people from 
other states.

AIDS is Dreaded. AIDS is commonly perceived as a dreadful (bhayanak), 
incurable (la-ilaaj rog; iska ilaaj nahin) and a dirty disease (gandi bimari). Its 
very name spells doom. During a discussion one woman did not want to 
verbalize the word AIDS. She-said, ‘.... Don’t even take its name, it’s a bad 
disease (kharab bimari)’.

Like the earlier conception of TB, it was seen as a maharog (big disease) 
that is lethal.

.... Once a person has AIDS all is over (sab khatam samjho), no chance 
of living after that (older men).

A person with AIDS knows that he will not live longer ... generally he 
dies in 6–8 months (older men).
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Indeed, the lethality and certainty of death in AIDS was powerfully 
conveyed by advertisements in the early 1990s carrying images of skulls 
and bones. These images seem to have stayed on with the people even as 
they have been replaced by those of demons and devils. The older men 
opined, ‘.... It (AIDS) is like the Ravana we burn on Dushera’ (younger 
men). ‘Last year we burnt the AIDS Ravana2 ...’. AIDS conjures up horrify-
ing images of dying early, dying without support and care, of being hated 
and ridiculed. According to the older men, ‘ ....In AIDS people suffer—no 
body takes care, even family members, I have heard, leave them, and they 
generally die very young.’ The horror that AIDS creates makes people wish 
they have nothing to do with it. The younger men said, ‘We hope there is 
no one with AIDS here ...’.

AIDS is a Shameful Disease. During discussions AIDS was most strongly 
associated with its sexual mode of transmission. Almost all the partici-
pants across different communities mentioned that AIDS was contracted 
through sex with ‘others’ such as prostitutes and other ‘loose character’ 
women (charitraheen auratein). It was, therefore, considered shameful 
(sharmnak) and a dirty, disgusting disease (gandi bimari). It was said to re-
veal the dark side of those injected. The older men believed, ‘... you get to 
know of the dirty face (gandi soorat) of people’. It was not just that AIDS 
was a shameful disease (sharmnak bimari), but also that it brought shame 
upon the infected and their families.

... people will not like if somebody has AIDS. Certainly it brings shame 
to the family ... how will they face others ... everybody will look down upon 
them (older women).

... if a boy has this dreaded disease then everybody will know that he 
was ‘going out’ and every one will comment about his family, their charac-
ter. You know how people are, they just want an opportunity ... it will be 
such a shameful thing (older men).

Shame and horror were the most enduring images which emerged dur-
ing the discussion on AIDS as participants dwelt at length on morals and 
values.

AIDS is a Disease of the Promiscuous. When questioned as to how one 
may get AIDS, most participants said it resulted from having sex with 
prostitutes.

... prostitutes are the agents ... they give it to men who are in the habit 
of going to them (younger men).

2 The reference here is to the burning of the effigy of Ravana, the demon king by a local 
AIDS NGO which sought to personify AIDS as the modern day Ravana.
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... prostitutes are the spreading medium ... (younger women).

... one gets AIDS by going to the  outside women (bahar ki aurtein) 
(older men).

... if you keep relations with several women (you get AIDS) (older 
men).

People indulging in multi-partner sex, entertaining clients, engaging in 
sexual perversity (yon vikrati) and those without morals were particularly at 
risk to contract the infection. These included men who go ‘out’ (to pros-
titutes for sex), homosexuals (samlingi vyakhti), beer bar girls, bad women 
and one who stepped aside (from the right path).

Even as other risk behaviours were mentioned, such as homosexuality 
and injecting drug use, heterosexual transmission of AIDS was the focal 
issue during all FGDs. It centred around promiscuous, illicit, multi-
partner sexual behaviour of both married and unmarried men. Men com-
monly talked about those who indulged in ‘outline’ behaviour, that is, 
those who strayed from the (right) path.

.... Those who go ‘outline’, visit the prostitute (vaishya), keep relations 
with several women, they get AIDS (older men).

.... Those who cannot be satisfied with their wife alone, they seek sex in 
the market (bazar)... they can get AIDS (younger men).

Some men here indulge in several relations, they go ‘out’ to those bad 
women, ... it is possible that they have AIDS (older women).

AIDS was thus seen as a disease of sexual excesses and sexual misadven-
tures. Prostitutes figured prominently in all discussions, although there 
was mention of ‘other women’ too who granted sexual favours without 
seeking any payment. According to the older women, ‘One may not go 
to the prostitute (dhandewali) ... it is possible for some men to seek it with 
other women without payment’.

AIDS is an Invited Disease. Some respondents, mainly from the lower 
middle income group (chawl residents), believed that the people them-
selves were to be blamed for AIDS. For example, the older men asserted, 
‘.... You get it because of your own irresponsible (gairjimmedar) behavior, 
nobody told you to get it ... you had fun and mazza, now pay for that’.

Personal weakness giving in to sexual pleasures and all-round erosion 
of culture in society were cited as reasons for people to contract diseases 
such as AIDS. Most of the older men echoed these observations: ‘... where 
are morals today? ... there is no self-control (within people) ... so there is 
AIDS and other such diseases. These people themselves bring it home ... 
what can be done now’.
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The underlying views were that AIDS was ‘knowingly’ inflicted upon 
the self by infected persons who were mainly seen as belonging to the 
slums. Consequently, there was little sympathy or supportive attitude to-
wards those infected with the virus, and hatred towards them was justified. 
The older women forcefully asserted, ‘.... If you do something wrong, then 
be ready to face its results also ...’.

AIDS is God’s Punishment. Those who perceived AIDS to be self-
inflicted, believed that AIDS was a punishment for one’s sinful behaviour, 
and sinful behaviour was mainly interpreted as promiscuous behaviour.

... when these people have the time and money to spend on such 
things, visit outside women (bahar ki auratein) then surely God will punish 
... (older women).

... when you have a wife at home, why do you go ‘outline’, away from 
the good/moral path ... then one has to pay for all this ... (younger men).

AIDS implies a strong moral judgement. It is seen as a disease of the 
less virtuous. Sexual excesses and adventures are not sanctioned by society. 
Such behaviours are considered sinful and the message is that they will 
surely not go unpunished.

AIDS is a Disease of ‘Others’. The respondents’ perceptions tended to 
associate AIDS with ‘other people’–-those who indulged in ‘such’ behav-
iour, that is, promiscuous lifestyle, including drinking, visiting prostitutes, 
overspending, having black money.

... it (AIDS) will mainly happen to people who go to the sex worker 
(dhandewali aurat/bai), who drink too much, gamble ... of course they 
should have black money (do number ka paisa) to spend for all this ... it 
will not happen to just anybody ... there has to be some reason, isn’t it? 
(older men)

.... there is no AIDS in this community. Why will it be? We are all 
householders (grihastha) here (that is, family people) (older women).

The key point here is that AIDS was generally not personalized or 
perceived as a problem for their own community members. There was a 
tendency to deny the possibility of risk. This was in spite of the fact that 
the focus group discussions on sexual patterns highlighted the presence 
of risk behaviour in slum communities. For instance, the age of initiation 
into sexual activities was reported to be as low as 13–14 years for males, 
often in the company of older boys or under peer pressure to visit red-light 
areas. Paying for sex was reported to be common among men in the age 
group of 18–40 years with independent sources of income, and among 
school dropouts doing odd jobs. While most women tended to deny that 
their husbands visited prostitutes, they acknowledged that it was in the 
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nature of men to indulge in sex outside even when there was a ‘good’ 
wife at home. Men often compared the habit of seeking ‘outside’ sex with 
eating in a restaurant despite food being available at home. Some of the 
older men said, ‘.... Even if food (at home) is good, you feel like eating out 
at a hotel.’ Others added, ‘....The `hen’ at home is like grain (ghar ki murgi 
daal barabar) .’

Within the communities, age and income class served to create the ‘us’ 
and ‘them’ divide in relation to AIDS. For example, AIDS was perceived 
by older men in slums as a possible problem for the younger age groups—
today’s youth—but not for themselves.

.... I can’t say anything about the (sexual) behavior of young boys in our 
community ... but some of them are clearly going ‘outline’ ... who knows 
some of them may have it (AIDS) but it can’t be a problem with other 
household men (those who have families) (older men).

Among the younger age groups, the discussion generally focused on 
the risk of AIDS to ‘those’ who have ‘such’ lifestyles, especially people 
in the neighbouring communities. For those living in chawls, the slum 
population constituted ‘the others’, while for the slum residents, ‘others’ 
were those living across the road in apartment buildings (housing mainly 
middle-class people). The younger men said, ‘.... Why explore (this prob-
lem) with us ... just find out what happens there, in those buildings, I am 
sure there is AIDS there ...’. Middle-aged married men living in a chawl, 
who were comparatively better educated, believed that AIDS was a prob-
lem of the poorer groups.

... those who are educated possess TV and newspapers for information 
and therefore can take precautions ... it is the illiterate people living in the 
slums who lack such sources of information and need to be told ... (older 
men).

The findings of the study, however, revealed that personalization of 
AIDS was beginning to occur among younger age groups following great-
er awareness such as that generated due to participation in focus group 
discussions on AIDS. This was confirmed by the increased demand for 
AIDS literature among young boys in the slum community in the wake 
of an AIDS awareness camp. In short, the group discussions revealed the 
people’s difficulty in acknowledging AIDS-related risk behaviour in 
their own communities, especially among their own age and class mem-
bers. Consequently, low AIDS-risk perception was observed among the 
respondents.

Marital status was also identified as an important variable. Male 
married householders were perceived to have lower risk of infection than 
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unmarried males. In one of the slums, older married men expressed, ‘... 
men like us who have sexual relations with our wife any number of time 
will not get AIDS’. They added, ‘... the unmarried people are really at risk 
... you can’t say about their behavior (sexual).’

Female sex workers were uniformly identified as the ‘others’ who could 
get AIDS, while housewives tended to see themselves as less vulnerable. 
Some of them were even offended by the question: ‘What AIDS! ... are 
we those kind of women ... as if we will get it (AIDS)’. Their attitude 
was further reinforced by health workers. At an AIDS awareness camp 
for women, the health worker began by saying, ‘... we are all family women 
here ... so there is no question of relations outside ...’. Here the assump-
tion was that AIDS is contracted only through the sexual mode of trans-
mission. Infected blood and needles were not considered as other sources 
of infection.

AIDS is a Contagions and Polluting Disease. Some participants pointed 
to the role of microorganisms or germs as causative factors in AIDS, 
although not all of them were able to name it correctly as HIV. ‘I don’t 
know the name, but I know it is caused by germs (jeevanu)’.

Some respondents, mostly men, of both age groups, had some con-
ception of the AIDS microorganisms but they had little knowledge of its 
nature and functioning from a biomedical perspective. Some thought it 
was an ‘insect’ (jantu/kida) that could fly and is in the air. These views were 
based on their belief in causal contagion of the AIDS virus. Some of their 
responses are indicative of this belief.

... if one in the family has (AIDS), every body can get it....

... micro organisms (of AIDS) fall through air....

.... Its virus can spread by talking to the infected person ... so we must 
maintain distance ....

.... We must keep clothes and vessels of the AIDS person separate—if we 
touch his things we can get AIDS.

.... Upon contact with our body it (germs) can immediately cause 
AIDS ....

Other beliefs about causal contagion were revealed through their views 
that AIDS is caused by mosquitoes. Toilets were seen as sources of possible 
spread of the disease. These beliefs were accompanied by a fear of com-
mon toilets in communities. The older men in a slum said, ‘... the gases 
from the urinals ... when our urine falls on `others’ urine ... the gases that 
flow out can cause the disease.’

Belief in causal contagion conveys the notion of easy and imminent 
transmissibility of the virus. At the same time, such beliefs carry the 
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notion of pollution and contamination as well. The older women believed, 
‘... Even the air around such persons is dangerous, one should not touch 
them ... why take chance’.

Underlying the perceptions of AIDS as a defiling and polluting dis-
ease are the popular cultural conceptions of pure/impure and hygiene 
and cleanliness. Normally, things associated with an ill person are con-
sidered to be impure and unhygienic, more so if there is fear and dread 
associated with a health status. Body products such as fluids, odour and 
breath are thought to carry illness-producing germs and, hence, to be 
avoided. AIDS, with its association with ‘immoral’ sex, is doubly polluting 
because such sex means ‘unnatural desires’ that adversely affect health and 
are the cause of cultural decay. The younger men said, ‘... there are some 
people who enjoy perverse sex, it is not natural, their health goes down 
quickly ...’. The older women, on the other hand, argued, `AIDS shows 
how our culture (sanskriti) is decaying.’

AIDS is Associated with Uncertainty. Most illnesses are understood in 
terms of some visible bodily signs and symptoms. Physically healthy-
looking individuals are usually not ‘suspected’ of harbouring any illness. 
The response to an illness is usually in relation to its symptoms such as 
skin colour, disfigurement, weight loss, and hair thinning. A person with 
AIDS is generally described as one who loses body resistance, grows weak 
and thin.

.... His bones become powdery and useless like in paralysis. AIDS 
viruses go into the marrow of the bones and grow there, so they become 
weak ...

... body turns black ....

... the blood solidifies.

... instead of urine they pass red water and develop red and yellow spots 
on eyes and their body turns yellow ....

In AIDS, the viral infection may not be manifested in physical symp-
toms for a long time. This makes the people uncertain, including those 
infected with HIV. The respondents mentioned thinness, dark skin, 
sudden ill health, especially among young men, as the diagnostic symp-
toms of AIDS. Even in the case of those who had some idea about viral 
causation, the concept of HIV infecting the body and not being mani-
fested in body symptoms was not convincing enough till some signs were 
visible; for example, the younger men believed, ‘We don’t know any AIDS 
cases—no body looks like having AIDS.’

‘Looking like AIDS’, that is, thin and emaciated, was important for 
people to give any response. In the absence of recognizable AIDS cases, 
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the response was one of uncertainty, suspicion and fear of accidental 
contagion. The younger men opined, ‘... actually one never knows who 
may be an AIDS patient in your neighbourhood ... it is better to keep to 
oneself’.

AIDS is a Disease that Isolates People. Closely related to the contagious 
and polluting perception of AIDS is the perception that it demands isola-
tion of the infected individual. Responses of medical professionals and 
instructions issued to family members of the HIV-infected individual are 
frequently the basis for such perceptions.

... advertisements say that (it) is not a contagious disease then why do 
doctors and nurses not touch them (the patients with AIDS) ... (younger 
men).

... why was ... (somebody’s) wife asked to wear gloves and mask when 
entering his room ... (older women).

Even when the respondents had not actually interacted with persons 
infected with AIDS, it symbolized danger with a signal to keep distance 
from them.

AIDS is a Men’s Disease. In nearly all FGDs, it was the male sexual be-
haviour that was the focal point of discussions in relation to AIDS. Men 
were perceived as having sexual needs that propelled them towards those 
seducing women (woh auratein jo lubhati hain) or to multiple sex partners 
as a consequence of which they contracted AIDS.

... these men who go to the ‘outside’ (bahari) women ... they have a high 
chance of getting AIDS ... (younger men)

... see, men have their needs [yeh (sex) unki jaroorat hai]… they will go 
wherever they get it... why doesn’t somebody chuck out these women 
doing this business (dhandewali—sex worker) ... (older women).

The underlying perception was that men were victims of AIDS be-
cause of their ( just) sexual needs. Even when they were blamed and held 
guilty of moral transgressions, they were still portrayed as ‘those who get 
AIDS’, ‘those who face the consequences (in the form of AIDS) for their 
sinful (sexual) behavior’. In contrast, descriptions of women mainly 
centred around their role of causative agents. They made men suffer by 
transmitting the AIDS virus. While most discussions centred around 
prostitutes as causative agents, other women (housewives mainly) were 
also held responsible. This view was held by both older men and women. 
According to the older men, ‘ ....Housewives can also give (AIDS) ... some 
housewives have relations with ten-ten men’. The older women believed, 
‘.... Some women (other than prostitutes) are also bad ... not only men’.
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Responses such as these are suggestive of the non-commercial context 
of sex in communities where it is the housewives who are-alleged to be 
involved with men other than their married partners. While discussions 
on the sexual excesses of men made them out to be the innocent/guilty 
victims of their sexual escapades, women in a similar situation were seen 
as agents who transmitted the AIDS virus and not as the likely victims of 
AIDS. It is significant to note that FGDs did not focus on how married 
women may be vulnerable to infection through sex with their husbands 
who visited sex workers. AIDS is, indeed, a man’s disease in popular 
perception.

DISCUSSION

Throughout human history, illnesses that are contagious, incurable and 
those related to sexual organs have given rise to feelings of fear, dread 
and shame in society. They have served to stigmatize the infected and cre-
ated labels and categories for them (Gilmore and Somerville, 1994). Like 
leprosy, TB and syphilis, AIDS has also joined the ranks of such dreaded 
diseases (Sontag, 1989; 1991).

Literature on social symbolism of illnesses informs how social percep-
tions are important in understanding people’s response to illnesses and 
their illness-coping mechanisms. These may then be incorporated in dis-
ease prevention and stigma-reduction strategies.

The findings presented here are a reconfirmation of the several AIDS 
metaphors and symbols described by Sontag (1991), and Gilmore and 
Somerville (1994). These include the perceptions of AIDS as a dreaded, 
shameful, invited and ‘othered’ disease. In addition, AIDS perceptions in 
Mumbai underscore its alienness, its sexual connotation and the commer-
cial sex context, its highly ‘contagious’ nature and its androcentric focus. 
These perceptions may be understood in relation to local health beliefs 
and norms of gender relations.

Broadly speaking, four observations may be made on the basis of 
people’s perceptions of AIDS in Mumbai.

1. Knowledge and awareness about AIDS is at a very basic level. In ad-
dition, several misconceptions are prevalent about modes of trans-
mission through casual contact, clothes, etc., and about who can 
and cannot get AIDS.
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2. AIDS is highly feared and stigmatized. Because there is no cure 
as yet, it generates anxiety and concern for life. Further, due to its 
perceived close links with sex, promiscuity and prostitution, AIDS 
serves as a metaphor for sinful and immoral behaviour. For most 
respondents, AIDS belonged to the domain of ‘consequences of sin-
ful, self-willed behaviour’. This etiology of AIDS, that is, by having 
sexual relations with members of other risk behaviour groups such 
as prostitutes, makes it a stigmatized disease. In this sense, AIDS is 
perceived more etiologically than symptomatically. Its sex connec-
tion is highlighted more than its physical symptoms.

3. AIDS is located mainly within the context of sexual mode of HIV 
transmission excluding all other modes, that is, through blood, 
infected needles and mother to child. Further, it is the heterosexual 
relationship that is closely scrutinized as a risk behaviour for AIDS 
and not so much homosexual behaviour. This heterosexualization 
of AIDS in communities is done primarily within the framework 
of commercial sex to the exclusion of sexual relations without 
monetary transactions such as those between regular or married 
partners.

4. AIDS is generally perceived to be a man’s problem. This male-
centred view does not acknowledge monogamous, married 
women’s vulnerability to AIDS due to the risk behaviour of their 
sexual partners.

To have a more complete understanding of the local perceptions of 
AIDS, it is important to discuss how these perceptions differ from those 
described elsewhere. One of the most striking differences is that sexual 
deviance and perversity symbolized by homosexuality are not closely linked 
with AIDS as they are in other Western countries. Thus, it is not so much 
sexual ‘perversity’ as it is the excesses of sexual indulgence and promiscuity 
that are associated with AIDS in Mumbai.

Another noticeable difference is the absence of criminalization of 
AIDS, that is, people with AIDS are not viewed as criminals (see AIDS 
metaphors described by Gilmore and Sommerville, 1994). This probably 
can be explained by the perception of AIDS as a man’s disease in which 
men are victims and sufferers, not perpetrators of a crime such as AIDS. 
If, at all, there is any villainy perceived in AIDS, it  is in relation to prosti-
tutes. Slogans on AIDS indeed suggest this to be  so. An analysis of health 
messages plastered in various sections of Mumbai as part of the AIDS-
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prevention campaign draws attention to the depiction of sex workers as the 
enemy of men (Robinson, 1998). Quoting a slogan ‘Gairon ke sath sex ab 
nahin, Nirodh ke bina tho kabhi nabin’, Robinson has shown that the ’gairon’ 
is the ‘bahari’ women (the outside women), the unclean, the not-at-home 
and the seducer, the commercial sex worker ‘... who is defined in their 
messages as the carrier, she becomes the enemy of the `male’. Silenced 
here is the knowledge how AIDS actually spreads; the fact that males pass 
on the virus even to monogamous females and, thence, their children’ 
(Robinson, 1998, p. 1909). There is ample evidence to show that the 
incidence of female-to-male HIV transmission is much lower than male-
to-female transmission. Yet, both in popular perceptions and in AIDS pre-
vention messages, the target is the commercial sex worker. In the same 
analysis, Robinson has also highlighted the male-centred view of AIDS 
prevention messages: all such messages are meant primarily for men so 
that they may safeguard themselves against AIDS. Men are exhorted to 
avoid sex workers and to use nirodh (‘kisi ki mohabbat bhari baton mein 
mat aana; Nirodh ke bagair, kisi ke sath mat jana’) (Robinson, 1998, p. 1909).

The findings presented here have implications for AIDS prevention 
and advocacy work. First, the findings inform that people have insufficient 
information about AIDS that forms the basis for their misconceptions, 
fears and stigmatized responses towards HIV-infected people. Credible 
AIDS education programmes are needed to impact correct, adequate and 
unbiased information related to HIV AIDS. Beliefs in causal contagion of 
HIV through physical contact, clothing, etc., must be addressed appropri-
ately through these programmes to eliminate segregationist tendencies. As 
is evident from these popular perceptions, AIDS is a stigmatized disease. 
People feel hesitant to even seek information on their own, lest they be 
suspected of being HIV positive. To encourage people to voluntarily seek 
information, efforts need to be made to dovetail the AIDS education pro-
grammes with the ongoing reproductive health programmes to facilitate 
community members’ access to them without anxiety and fear. Voluntary 
counselling and testing centres for HIV would help in this effort.

The ‘othering’ of AIDS suggests that people tend to deny their vulner-
ability to HIV or that they live under the false belief that ‘such’ things 
happen to ‘others’’ and not to people like them (who live in chawls or 
are educated, etc.). It is important that people be made aware of the facts 
so that they are capable of assessing their vulnerability to HIV and seek 
timely intervention.

The fear and anxiety associated with AIDS is clearly a result of the 
moralistic attitudes of people and their perception that prostitutes cause 
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AIDS. Another reason for fear is the practice of equating of AIDS with 
death. A more balanced approach is required in AIDS-prevention slogans 
to avoid stigmatizing of AIDS through the targeting of sex workers and 
other ‘women’ as carriers of HIV, and to avoid fear-based messages that 
highlight the lethality of AIDS.

Perceptions of AIDS as an invited and shameful disease, and punish-
ment for sinful behaviour promote prejudices and segregating tendencies 
in society. These need to be tackled by addressing AIDS-related discrim-
ination through anti-discrimination law and human rights watch.
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Disaster and Trauma: 
Who Suffers and Who Recovers 
from Trauma, and How?
DAMODAR SUAR

The term ‘disaster’ is derived from the Latin word ‘dis astrum’ meaning 
‘bad star’—an evil influence of a star or a planet. Words used in dictionar-
ies like misfortune, calamity, tragedy or catastrophe for a disaster imply the 
sufferings of people and damage of property and infrastructure. A hazard 
is not a disaster unless it claims lives, inflicts sufferings, destroys property 
or devastates infrastructure. Often an earthquake or a flood disrupts the 
normal conditions within a society and causes widespread damage, de-
struction and human sufferings. Economic destruction, loss of human life 
and injury and deterioration in health and health services may warrant 
extraordinary responses from the state and federal administration, relief 
agencies and health personnel. Survivors’ trauma of Orissa supercyclone, 
Bhuj earthquake and the tsunami (2004) in India is well reported in mass 
media, agency reports, few journal articles and fresh in our memory. 
Despite this, trauma amelioration is frequently overlooked. The techno-
economic approach dominates in disaster management. 

Research on post-disaster trauma poses several difficulties. First, most 
disasters strike suddenly and unexpectedly. There is hardly any time to 
devise sophisticated research strategies. Second, when individuals and 
communities are overwhelmed by intense fear, terror and helplessness fol-
lowing a disaster, ethical constraints prohibit gathering data from them. 
Post-disaster investigation after a year or so often entails undesirable occa-
sions for recollection of survivors’ traumatic memories when the trauma 
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is reduced and people are already engaged in livelihood reconstruction. 
Third, researchers use various diagnostic and assessment procedures, di-
verse sampling frame and different follow-up periods that become difficult 
to compare findings across studies. Four, grass-root workers involving in 
rescue operations and providing psychosocial support are trained neither 
to document systematically nor publish scientifically their experiential 
evidence. Consequently, a rich repertoire of knowledge is lost. Five, some 
researchers, driven by the native knowledge, argue that while the survivors 
do not level their suffering as ‘posttraumatic stress’, why outside researchers 
and clinicians level the sufferings with foreign vocabulary. Moreover, 
researchers from developing countries fail to generate adequate know-
ledge on trauma because of the scarcity of funds to carry out post-disaster 
research. With this backdrop, this study examines about: (a) the disasters 
in India; (b) the post-disaster trauma; (c) the vulnerabilities to trauma; and 
(d) trauma amelioration. 

DISASTERS: IS INDIA A POTENTIAL VICTIM? 

Though varied classification of disasters are made on the basis of conse-
quences, administrative regions, precipitating event and cultural collapse 
and interaction of primary causes (natural, industrial and humanistic) with 
primary elements (earth, air, fire, water and people), the well-accepted tax-
onomy is on the basis of prime agents—nature and man—causing disasters. 
While natural disasters result from uncontrollable forces of nature, man-
made disasters are consequences of human activities. Natural disasters can 
be further classified into geophysical disasters such as earthquakes, volca-
nic eruptions and tsunamis; hydro-meteorological disasters such as floods, 
cyclones, heat waves, cold waves and droughts; and pandemic waves of 
diseases. A natural disaster can also be a slow-onset disaster, like a drought 
or cold wave, and a fast-onset, like an earthquake or cyclone. Manmade 
disasters can be bifurcated into (non-intentional) technological disasters 
and (intentional) mass violence. The failure in input, process and output 
of technology incorporates industrial, road, rail and air accidents, mine 
and space explosions, shipwreck, radioactive pollution, toxic waste dis-
posal, oil spills and building collapse. The examples are Bhopal gas tragedy, 
Chernobyl nuclear explosion, Three Mile Island accident, Buffalo-creak 
dam collapse and Exxon Valdez oil spill. Included in technological disas-
ters are policy disasters. Those incorporate the violation of policies such as 
the water-logging in unplanned civic structures in desert state of Rajasthan 
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that caused flash flood in 1996 and subsequent malarial deaths, and the 
inefficient public distribution system in KBK districts in Orissa that cre-
ated frequent droughts. In contrast, intentional harm is a defining feature 
during acts of civil strife, communal riots, genocide and terrorism. Such 
disasters include genocide in Rwanda, 9/11 World trade centre attack, 
Gulf wars, Kashmir terrorist problems and Gujarat riots. Since we have 
control over technology and human acts, we can expect to have control 
over manmade disasters but not over natural disasters. 

Quarrantelli (2006) offers a continuum of disasters relative to the 
community resources, such as: (a) crisis: when capacity exceeds demands; 
(b) emergency: when capacity meets or somehow exceeds demands; (c) dis-
aster: when demands exceed capacity; and (d) catastrophe: when demands 
overwhelm and may even destroy capacity. A disaster varies in severity 
depending on the scale of damage and the assistance required for meeting 
survivors’ needs. The cumulative impact of disasters can be gauged using 
multiple measures of mortality, morbidity, economic loss, infrastructure 
damage, cultural collapse and disruption of health and health care ser-
vices. Depending on damage and destruction, a severe natural disaster of 
rare nature in India is declared as a national calamity that can receive the 
assistance from central government ‘calamity relief fund’ up to 500 crore 
Indian rupees to cove up losses. 

On average, a natural disaster occurs once in every 19 hours and one 
technological disaster once in every 25 hours (CRED, 2005) somewhere 
in the world. Taken together, about two disasters occur everyday. Disasters 
become more severe in developing countries than the developed world 
because of inadequate warming systems, lack of control over use of unsafe 
land, lack of preparedness of people and ruthless exploitation of natural 
resources for faster economic growth. The most vulnerable continents to 
disasters are Asia and Africa in terms of loss of lives, damage of prop-
erty, injury and destruction of infrastructure; and the least vulnerable is 
Oceania. India is also a house for theatre of devastating disasters. 

Extracted information for India from the database of Centre for 
Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED) indicates that while in 
the last 99 years (1908–2006), 1,083 (100 per cent) disasters strike India, 
in last 17 years (1990–2006), 688 (63.52 per cent) disasters and in last one 
decade (1997–2006), 446 (41.18 per cent) disasters hit India (Table 20.1). 
By and large, one disaster occurs in every nine days in agreement with the 
last 17 years data, and one disaster occurs in every eight days in accordance 
with the last one decade data authenticating the increased occurrence of 
disasters in recent times (Suar, 2007). The statistics on disasters in India 
are also alarming. 
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1. Indian territories are mostly disaster-prone. In India, 68 per cent 
of total sown area is drought-prone and 55 per cent of the area is 
quake-prone. The fragile Himalayan mountain ranges are extremely 
vulnerable to quakes, avalanches and landslides. Landslides are in-
creasingly common in hilly regions, particularly in lower Himalayas 
(Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhanda), as well as Kerala and North-
east and causes extensive damage to roads, bridges, human dwellings 
and agricultural lands regularly. Western and central India are equally 
unsafe. Seventy-six lakh hectares of land is flooded every year. The 
areas affected by flood are rapidly extending beyond the river basins 
of the Himalayan region to other parts. Five to six tropical cyclones 
form in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea every year, of which 
two or three lash the densely populated coastal areas. Indian is 
among the world’s most disaster-prone areas (NDM, 2001). 

2. Analysis of data from 1990–2006 from the CRED database indi-
cates that earthquakes, waves/surges, droughts, windstorms and 
floods are the most devastating disasters in India (Suar, 2007). The 
last one decade data indicate that 45 disasters occur every year. Tech-
nological disasters of transport accident, industrial accidents and 
miscellaneous accidents alone account for 61 per cent of the total 
occurrences. These are less devastating than natural disasters (Table 
20.1). 

3. The consequences of natural disasters are immense in terms of loss 
of human life, shelter, property and livelihood. Disasters per annum 
claim more than 8,500 human lives, injure more than 20,500 per-
sons, make 3.8 lakh people homeless, affect a colossal of 692 lakh 
people and damage property worth 18,573 lakh US dollars. The 
biggest killers are earthquakes, waves/surges, windstorm and floods 
that claim more than three-fourths (76.30 per cent) of total human 
lives. Droughts and floods alone affect more than 95 per cent of 
the total disaster-affected population. Floods alone account for 
more than 50 per cent of the total property damaged by disasters 
(Table 20. 1). 

4. Devastating natural disasters are frequent visitors to India. Centre 
for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters data indicate that in 
the Orissa supercyclone on 29 October, 1999, 10,000 people were 
killed, 126 lakh people were affected and thousands were rendered 
homeless. In Kutch (Gujarat) quake on 26 January, 2001, more than 
20,000 people died, about 44 lakhs were injured and 17 lakh people 
rendered homeless. On 26 December, 2004, tsunami hit the costal 
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belt of Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala states, Andaman 
and Nicobar islands, UT Pondicherry, and killed more than 16,000 
people, injured about 7, 000 and damaged property worth (US) 
$10,228 lakhs. On 24 July, 2005, floods took a toll of 1,200 lives 
and affected 200 lakh people in Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Goa, 
Orissa, Karnataka, Himachal Pradesh and Jammu and Kashmir. 

5. The actual devastation greatly exceeds the documented ones. Many 
persons in the recent tsunami were swept in the sea without their 
bodies being traced, and are not counted in the list of dead persons. 
Most injuries such as lacerations in cyclones or fractures in earth-
quakes are estimated by the number admitted to hospital. But there 
are hundreds more who never go to a hospital, and many thousands 
more suffering from post-traumatic stress go completely unrecorded 
and untreated. 

6. The long-term consequences of disasters are immense. The death/
disability of a family’s earning members during a disaster means 
a lifetime loss of income. The death of a family’s livestock, loss of 
capital or tools of trade seize the earning capacity. During floods, 
salt-water contamination of land can lead to the loss of not one, 
but several harvests. For an already malnourished population, this 
would result in rise of hunger deaths.

DISASTER TRAUMA 

Devastating disasters give a blow to individual and collective psyche. At the 
individual level, survivors experience confusion, shock, fear and anxiety 
immediately following the disaster. Subsequently, they report grief, anger, 
guilt, depression, helplessness, withdrawal, irritability, flashbacks, night-
mares and somatic complaints. The intensity and duration of symptoms 
are directly proportional to the scale of devastation, degree of exposure, 
extent of survivors’ resource loss and inadequate social support. 

At the collective level, affected communities experience anxiety, ir-
rational fear, social chaos and get influenced by the rapidly spreading 
rumour. Such fear and rumours spread following the Sarin attack on a 
Tokyo subway system in 1995 and the anthrax attack in the US in 2001. 
Long after the Marathawada earthquake in 1993, people continued to 
sleep in open places leaving the newly provided houses. They had the fear 
psychosis that there may be another quake that would collapse the houses. 
Similar was the situation following devastating Bhuj (Gujurat state) earth-
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quake in 2001 where survivors felt that the earthquake might strike again. 
Many preferred to sleep on the Rajkot–Bhuj highway in the chilling cold. 
Research on mass hysteria and panic is in infancy in India and will be not 
reported here. Here follows the discussion on individual-level traumas. 

Trauma Victim and Symptom

Six categories of survivors suffer from trauma. Primary victims are those 
at the epicentre of the disaster and are most exposed. Secondary victims 
are the family members and friends of primary victims. Tertiary victims 
are the rescue, recovery and emergency personnel who experience an im-
balance between the demands made on them and their abilities to cope. 
Fourth-level victims are members of community beyond the impact area 
who express their good intentions to support survivors with goods and 
services. Fifth-level victims are bystanders who are mentally disturbed. 
Sixth-level victims are researchers and clinicians who are directly affected 
by the intensive, prolonged and professional demands that are made on 
them. Though the primary and secondary victims are more affected than 
the others, these categories are not mutually exclusive. In some cases, the 
rescuers might themselves be primary victims and also be concerned about 
the troubles of their own families in the affected area. They might also 
share the concern of the immediate community and of any organization 
involved. Similar complicated patterns of victim-classification emerged 
after the radiation discharge at the Three Mile Island plant, and those 
most distressed were found to be the young mothers, younger (male) plant 
employees and those lived closest to the plant. Here follows the discussion 
on trauma of severely affected primary and secondary victims. 

Disasters generate multiple symptoms of trauma. The general symp-
toms include: (a) grief, mourning, depression, despair; (b) being frightened 
easily, worrying; (c) disorientation, confusion; (d) obsession; (e) feelings of 
hopelessness, helplessness, feeling isolated, abandoned; ( f ) dependency, 
clinging or alternately social withdrawal; (g) suspiciousness, hyper-vigi-
lance, fear of harm; (h) insomnia, nightmares; (i) irritability, hostility, an-
ger; ( j) moodiness, sudden outbursts of emotion, restlessness; (k) difficulty 
concentrating and decision-making, memory loss, slowness of thinking; 
(l) headaches, gastrointestinal symptoms, sweats, tremors, fatigue, changes 
in menstrual cycle, loss of sexual desire, diffuse muscular pain, suicidal 
ideation; (m) intrusive thoughts: flashbacks, feeling of ‘re-living’ the expe-
rience; (n) avoidance of thoughts, places, pictures, sounds reminding the 
disaster; (o) marital conflict, drug and alcohol abuse, etc. 
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Some responses shown by children in post-disaster include: (a) cling-
ing, fears about separation, fears of strangers, monsters, animals; (b) dif-
ficulty sleeping; (c) compulsive, repetitive play which represents part of 
the disaster experience; (d) crying; (e) fears of specific sounds, sights or 
objects associated with the disaster; ( f) aggressiveness; (g) suspiciousness; 
(h) headaches, stomach aches and pains; and (i) refusal to go to school and 
inability to concentrate. If their symptoms are not handled, they seem 
cold, insensitive and grow up with fear and anxiety. Protecting children 
by sending them away from their parents adds trauma of separation to 
the trauma of a disaster. Adolescents show more aggression, defiance of 
parents, delinquency, substance abuse, risk-taking behaviour and non-at-
tendance of schools. 

Reanalysis of 225 sample data from developed and developing coun-
tries including India, Norris (2005) reports the frequently studied compo-
nents of disaster trauma. Those in order of priority are: PTSD, depression, 
non-specific distress, physical health problems and anxiety. 

Post-traumatic Stress Disorder along with acute stress has been observed 
in 74 per cent (= 166) of the sample. It is an anxiety disorder. It has symp-
tom criteria (A–F) that develop following the direct exposure to, or wit-
nessing, or learning about a disaster (criterion A). The symptoms resulting 
from the exposure to the disaster include persistence re-experiencing of 
the traumatic event through nightmares, flashbacks or intrusive thoughts 
(criterion B), avoidance and numbing responses (criterion C) and in-
creased arousal though difficulty in sleeping or hyper-vigilance (criterion 
D). These symptoms must be present for more than one month (criterion 
E) and must cause significant impairment in social, occupational or other 
important areas of functioning (criterion F) (American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation, 1994). 

Investigation on PTSD in all types of disasters has observed less preva-
lence of avoidance and numbing symptoms (criterion C) and more of in-
trusion (criterion B) and hyperarousal symptoms (criterion D). This has 
been confirmed in study of supercyclone in Orissa and tsunami in Tamil 
Nadu (Suar and Khuntia, 2004; Das, Suar and Hota, 2006). First, con-
firming the presence of post-traumatic stress requires a reporting of higher 
number of symptoms in criterion C than in criteria B and D. Second, 
numbing symptoms in criterion C reflect community response to a di-
saster and are more likely to emerge later in the course of post-traumatic 
stress than the symptoms in criteria B and D. Third, avoidance symptoms 
may not co-occur with numbing symptoms in criterion C. 
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Our findings (Suar and Khuntia, 2004), corroborating with the North-
ridge earthquake study (McMillen, North and Smith, 2000), confirm that 
the avoidance and numbing symptoms serve as the ‘threshold symptoms’ 
to the diagnosis of PTSD. Only 13 per cent had PTSD in the earthquake 
study because all received compensation against property damage, and the 
sample was predominantly white, well educated and affluent. In a country 
like India, high proportion of survivors suffers from PTSD. Those sur-
vivors have hardly any insurance policy to receive compensation against 
resource loss and are poor, illiterate and having low caste status. 

First, the frequency of exposure to at least one traumatic event in 
5,877 respondents is found to be 61 per cent for men and 51 per cent for 
women (Kessler, Sonnega, Bromet, Hughes and Nelson, 1995). Though 
men are more exposed to traumatic events than women, women are twice 
as likely as men to develop PTSD. Second, high rates of PTSD are found 
among the survivors of technological disasters and mass violence, and low to 
moderate rates among the survivors of natural disasters (Norris, Friedman, 
Watson and Byrne, et al., 2002) suggesting that intentional/unintentional 
human acts intensify PTSD. Third, high rates of PTSD among disaster sur-
vivors in India (Kar et al., 2004; Mehta, Vankar and Patel, 2005; Sharan, 
Chaudhary, Kavathekar and Saxena, 1996; Suar, Mandal and Khuntia, 
2002) suggest that the lower socioeconomic status and cultural factors 
might have increased the incidence of PTSD. 

Depression is identified in 39 per cent (= 87) samples. It is character-
ized by symptoms of sadness, withdrawal, pessimism, lower self-confidence, 
indecisiveness, concentration difficulty, anhedonia (diminished interest 
in life activities), guilty ruminations, loss of appetite, preoccupations with 
loss, etc. Related symptoms such as suicidal thoughts and remorse also 
increase with severity of exposure (Norris et al., 2001). In some cultures, 
individuals report somatic symptoms of chronic fatigue, headache, pains, 
gastrointestinal disturbances, problems of the heart and feelings of ‘heat’, 
rather than cognitive and affective symptoms.

Non-specific distress is observed in 35 per cent (= 78) samples. This out-
come refers to the elevation of psychological and psychosomatic symptoms 
such as demoralization, perceived stress and negative affect. 

Physical health problems are identified in 27 per cent (= 60) samples. 
The problems include self-reported somatic concerns, verified medical 
conditions of availing increased sick leave, declined immune functioning, 
sleep disturbances and increased consumption of alcohol, drug and tobacco.

Anxiety is found in 20 per cent (= 46) samples. It is the apprehen-
sion of danger in the environment. The individuals report tension, worry, 
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nervousness and apprehension. Death anxiety, phobias and panic dis-
orders are occasionally observed. In some cultures, anxiety may express 
through somatic symptoms of dry mouth, nausea and diarrhoea, and in 
others through cognitive symptoms. Children may reveal their anxiety 
through non-attending schools and not getting sleep easily.

First, PTSD includes anxiety and negative affect (fear, felling detached, 
losing interest, etc.). Hence, PTSD, depression and physical health prob-
lems can capture post-disaster trauma. Though the English word ‘trauma’ is 
derived from the Greek word ‘wound’, it connotes both psychological and 
physical impairments. In some cultures, trauma manifests more through 
cognitive and affective reactions, in others through physical health and 
behavioural problems. These symptoms can be grouped under cognitive, 
affective, behavioural and physical reactions (see Table 20.2). Second, it is 

Table 20.2: Normal Traumatic Reactions to Disaster

Effects Symptoms 

Cognitive Impaired concentration, decision-making and 
memory, intrusive thoughts, confusion, decreased 
self-esteem, distrust, nightmares, decreased self-
efficacy, self-blame, worry, dissociation (tunnel 
vision, dreamlike or ‘spacey’ feeling) 

Spiritual Loss of faith, being punished for immoral acts, sense 
of world being changed, withdrawal from spiritual 
rituals 

Affective Shock, terror, irritability, anger, guilt, grief/sadness, 
fear, externalization of blame, emotional numbing, 
surprise, helplessness, dependency, loss of pleasure 
from familiar activities, anhedonia, difficulty 
experiencing love

Intra-personalbehaviour Suicide ideation, more tobacco consumption,
 alcoholism and drug abuse, sleeplessness, crying, 
more alertness, work alienation, decreased performance

Inter-personalbehaviour Social withdrawal, reduced relational intimacy, do-
mestic violence, angry outbursts, remarriage, 
litigation, feeling rejected, over protectiveness 

Physical Fatigue, exhaustion, insomnia, cardiovascular strain, 
somatic complaints, reduced immune response, 
headache, gastrointestinal upset, decreased appetite, 
decreased libido 

Source: Author.
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required to develop a shorter inventory of about 20 items with ecological 
validity to assess post-disaster trauma. This can act as a screening instru-
ment for diagnosis and identification of traumatized and referral cases 
as well as an inventory for research. Third, in our country, post-disaster 
trauma is more widespread among those who are poor, having lower level 
of education and belonging to lower castes. The intergenerational trauma 
of social exclusion, exploitation, powerlessness, culture of poverty and de-
valuation of cultural practices are not recognized in assessment of trauma 
but those add to the trauma of a disaster. Literature on this area is grow-
ing (Danieli, 1998). Comparing the specific population vulnerable and 
resilient to trauma, we find out the human conditions that fuel trauma. 
We need to know the intergenerational and cultural factors that help to 
intensify trauma and the genetic factors that make some people more vul-
nerable to trauma. 

Disaster trauma reaches the peak within the first few weeks after the 
disaster, continues for about one year and decreases thereafter (Norris, 
Friedman, Watson and Byrne, et al., 2002; Norris, Friedman and Watson, 
2002; Suar and Kar, 2005). Immediately following the supercyclone in 
Orissa, the state hospital was overcrowded with psychiatric patients that 
decreased subsequently. High-impact disasters create persistent long-
term trauma. Increased anxiety, depression and post-traumatic stress 
persisted six years after a volcanic eruption (Howard et al., 1999), post-
traumatic stress eight years after exposure to a catastrophic oil rig disaster 
(Holen, 1991), and such stress persisted among school children 33 years 
after the collapse of a coal slag heap on a mining area primary school 
(Morgan, Scourfield, Williams, Jasper and Lewis, 2003). In high-impact 
disasters with exposure to devastation, loss of lives, injuries, threat to 
livelihood, damage to property and community infrastructure, disaster 
traumas are severe, lasting and pervasive and in low-impact disasters, 
traumas are mild and transitory (Norris, Friedman, Watson and Byrne, 
et al., 2002). With every other disaster, survivors report varied degrees of 
trauma. 

The resilience and risk of certain population are dealt in excellent re-
views of literature and well-documented through programmatic research 
(Norris, Friedman, Watson and Byrne, et al., 2002; Norris, Friedman and 
Watson, 2002; Norris, 2005). Though sparse literature is available in In-
dia, here follows the discussion on the population who are more vulner-
able or resilient to trauma. 
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RISK AND PROTECTIVE FACTOR

Exposure 

Severity of exposure is operationalized in two ways: (a) the exposure to 
the number of stressors; and (b) the nearness of survivors’ locality to the 
epicentre of a disaster. In tsunami, the semi-urban habitations surveyed in 
Nagapattnium district were nearer to the seacoast (Das, Suar and Hota, 
2006). As the number of stressors increased, survivors reported more dis-
tress. In Orissa supercyclone, 87 per cent of survivors had PTSD who 
remained within 10 km from the epicentre compared to 11 per cent 
PTSD who stayed 40 km or away from the epicentre (Suar et al., 2002). 
More children (43.7 per cent) in high exposure areas of supercyclone are 
found to have PTSD than that (11.2 per cent) in low exposure areas (Kar, 
Mahapatra, Nayak, Pattanaik, Swain and Kar, 2007). Those nearer to the 
epicentre of a disaster experience more stressors.

Stressors are found to affect survivors’ trauma. Those include death 
of family/community members, injury to self or family members, loss of 
property, destruction of infrastructure and (permanent or temporary) re-
location. The more are the number of stressors, the more the trauma. 
First, all types of losses do not occur in each disaster. Physical property 
losses do not occur following specific natural disasters like cold wave or 
heat wave. Second, stressors such as death, threat to life and injury to self/
family members are more potent causes of trauma. Following the Taiwan 
earthquake in 1999, the trauma of bereavement has found to provoke the 
development of psychiatric disorders including PTSD (Kuo et al., 2003). 
Focus group discussion with survivors of Orissa supercyclone after seven 
years confirm that the death of family members causes severe and lasting 
psychological impairment because such a loss cannot be compensated but 
other losses can be compensated over time (Suar, 2007). 

The service providers and recovery workers clear the debris, dead bod-
ies, interact with families of deceased victims and provide social support 
to the orphans, widow, widower, physically handicapped and the ravaged 
communities. They experience burnout being unable to meet constantly 
the professional demands made on them and also trauma identifying with 
disaster victims, their needs and sufferings. 

Personal loss relates to increase in negative affect and community loss 
decreases positive affect (Phifer and Norris, 1989). Community devasta-
tion leads community-wide tendency for people to feel less positive about 
their surroundings, less optimistic, less energetic and less able to enjoy life. 
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SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

Gender

Women are at least twice as likely as men to develop PTSD. They have 
greater burden of symptoms and longer duration of distress in the post-
disaster period (Norris, Friedman, Watson and Byrne, et al., 2002). First, 
in accordance with Hofstede’s (1980) femininity dimension of values, and 
Bem’s (1974a; 1974b) gender role; warmth, emotional expressiveness, com-
passion, nurturance and the like are feminine characteristics, and com-
petitiveness, aggressiveness and dominance are masculine characteristics. 
Having the feminine characteristics, females are likely to experience greater 
difficulty in extinguishing emotional arousal in the aftermath of a disaster. 
Second, ours is a male-dominated society. Females have lower social and 
economic power. Females lacking power, having excessive need to be cared 
and often living without permanent family and community members in 
the post-disaster render them more vulnerable to distress. Moreover, in 
similar hazards, female trauma survivors are more likely than male trauma 
survivors to view the world as dangerous, are more likely to blame them-
selves for the trauma and to hold more negative views of themselves than 
male survivors (Tolin and Foe, 2002).

Roles of women also contribute to vulnerability of trauma during and 
after a disaster: (a) role of family caretakers affects their willingness to flee 
as disaster threatens; (b) less access to information after a disaster; (c) more 
susceptibility to physical insecurity, threat of violence from friends/abusers 
in disaster shelters; (d) discrimination in food and medical attention at 
home and disaster shelters; (e) lack of special attention who are pregnant 
or have small children; ( f ) forced remarriage after a disaster following 
the death of spouse; (g) unemployment for lack of marketable skills; and 
(h) husbands leaving wives for employment elsewhere making women iso-
lated and more dependent on outside assistance.

In Orissa supercyclone, women had only more anxiety than the men 
(Suar, Das, Hota and Prasad, 2008; Suar et al., 2002). In a vertical collec-
tivist culture of ours where women are more confined to the house, those 
who show up for interviews are less likely to be traumatized. In a cross-
cultural study, while more distress of women than men has been exac-
erbated in Mexican culture, it has been attenuated in African American 
culture (Norris, Perilla, Ibanez and Murphy, 2001). Focus group discus-
sions of men and women after seven years of supercyclone and one year 
of tsunami reveal that women subjectively describe the events as more 
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devastating than that of men (Suar, 2007). But, women use the post-di-
saster aid to develop skills and acquire tools and take on non-traditional 
roles. Women after Orissa supercyclone had formed self-help groups and 
earned employment and income for their families. 

Age

In a cross-cultural study (Norris, Kaniasty and Conrad, et al., 2002) on ef-
fects of age in American, Mexican and Polish adults, it has been observed 
that for Americans, age has a curvilinear relation with post-traumatic stress 
revealing that the middle-aged are most distressed. Among Mexicans, age 
has a negative and linear relation with PTSD suggesting that the younger 
people are most distressed. Contrarily, in Poland, age has a positive and 
linear relation with PTSD signifying that the older adults are most vulner-
able to disaster trauma. Differences in findings suggest that age–trauma 
relationship depends on the social, economic, cultural and historical con-
text of disaster-stricken communities. 

Studies revealing the middle-aged people to be worst sufferers favour 
the inoculation and burden perspective. It is argued that older people having 
prior experience of trauma have improved coping skills. Middle-aged 
people act as service-providers in a society. They suffer from trauma fol-
lowing a disaster which disrupts their role of providers. The exposure and 
resource perspective explains more vulnerability of older people to trauma 
than the younger ones. The coping capacity of older people decreases be-
cause of declining health and lower socioeconomic resources. They have 
lesser likelihood of receiving warning, greater reluctance to evacuate, higher 
resistance to alter accustomed patterns of life and a severe sense of depri-
vation resulting from losses. They are more likely to experience disaster-
related injuries, substantial economic losses and evaluate their situation 
as worse compared to those around them. They are also less likely to use 
post-disaster services of counselling and social support.

Studying the adult survivors above 18 years age, the two competing 
paradigms are modelled in obtained data from supercyclone in Orissa 
and tsunami in Tamlinadu (Suar et al., 2008; Suar, Mishra and Khuntia, 
2007). Older people are found to be more suffering from anxiety, depres-
sion and post-traumatic stress. In India, collectivistic values of interdepen-
dence, social support, cooperation and interpersonal sensitivity coexist 
with power distance (Triandis, 1996). Senior members are respected and 
obeyed. They represent the family, take care of others and provide sugges-
tions and advices for the family and community’s prosperity. First, the 
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disasters depleted the personal (self-esteem, mastery, well-being), social, 
economic and work resources that survivors had built and conserved over 
time (Hobfoll, 2001). Elderly people, being the custodian of family and 
community, had greater sense of resource loss with little hope to regain 
the resources in the remaining years of their life. Second, the sudden crisis 
was painful to the elderly in our culture characterized by high uncertainty 
avoidance and low tolerance of ambiguity (Hofstede, 1980). Third, people 
in India are like prospective gardeners who expand their family tree with 
expectations to see all family members and relatives happy at their death-
bed. Elderly people experienced separation anxiety, despair and dejection 
being detached from their kith and kin. Moreover, the loss of needed assis-
tive devices, such as spectacles, hearing aids and so forth made it difficult 
for the elderly to approach others. All these factors may have intensified 
trauma of the elderly. 

Effects of age on distress are found across cultures and disasters. Elderly 
people were more distressed after the flood in Poland (Norris, Kaniasty 
and Conrad, et al., 2002), the earthquake in Australia (Ticehurst et al., 
1996), Turkey (Salcioglu et al., 2003), Taiwan (Yang et al., 2003) and Japan 
(Tanida, 1996). Individuals in the 50–59 age group were most emotionally 
distressed after the September 11 terrorist attack in US (Chen, Chung, 
Chen, Fang and Chen, 2003). Psychological morbidity had persisted 
longer in older citizens following the earthquake in Australia (Ticehurst 
et al., 1996) and a volcanic eruption in Japan (Ohta et al., 2003). Observa-
tions in other cultures along with ours suggest that old age is a definite risk 
factor for psychological sequelae in the aftermath of a disaster. 

In the aftermath of a disaster, children often suffer from various water- 
and air-borne diseases. Analysis of the secondary data two years before 
and two years after the Orissa supercyclone at macro level reveals the de-
crease in enrolment of children in primary school up to two years after the 
disaster. Infant mortality suddenly has risen following the disaster (Suar 
and Kar, 2005). Grief of children intensifies following bereavement in 
family. They often regress to earlier stage of development and show thumb 
sucking, bedwetting and fear of sleeping alone. The traumatized parents 
fail to provide the required affection and care to their children. Children 
get more traumatized observing the trauma of their parents. Following 
supercyclone, 30.6 per cent of children had PTSD and an additional 
13.6 per cent had sub-syndromal PTSD (Kar et al., 2007). Orphan chil-
dren suffer most the trauma losing their parents and family members. 
Being the lone surviving member in the family, they are vulnerable to 
abuse and exploitation. 
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Caste Status

In western culture, psychosocial morbidity following disasters is found to 
be more among ethnic minorities (Norris, Friedman, Watson and Byrne, 
et al., 2002). In India, poor and weaker sections of the society are worst 
sufferers in the aftermath of disasters as they have fewer resources to cope 
with (Bhatt, 2001; Parasuraman and Unnikrishnan, 2001). 

Studying the caste hierarchy, Srinivas (1996, p. 120) has concluded that 
the high castes in rural areas dominate the low castes on economic and 
political power, education and occupations. First, attitudes and beliefs 
that are mentally programmed in a vertical collectivist culture lower the 
abilities of low caste people to cope with the post-disaster life. It is ex-
plained by higher levels of fatalism and acculturative stress (discomfort 
in dealing with higher caste people). Fatalism is a global risk factor in 
post-disaster because it inhibits the initiation of livelihood activities. 
Second, low caste people live in more risk-prone areas (unstable slopes, 
flood plains), vulnerable homes and are likely to experience greater 
devastation. Third, social disarticulation occurs following a disaster. 
Tightly-knit social networks with neighbours and friends being vital life 
support sources of low caste people—emotional support, food borrowing, 
labour-exchange relations, child care reciprocity, etc.—are destroyed follow-
ing a disaster. Social networks fail to fulfil their supportive roles. Fourth, 
lacking ability to influence service-providers and having restricted access 
to economic infrastructure, low caste survivors are not likely to receive the 
social support as much as the high caste survivors have. Accordingly, it 
has been found that supercyclone survivors belonging to low castes have 
experienced more post-traumatic stress, anxiety and depression compared 
to those belonging to high castes (Suar and Khuntia, 2004). Majority of 
low caste people inhabited near the epicentre of supercyclone and ex-
perienced greater devastation. They lacked social power to influence the 
service-provider and muster resources in the post-disaster period. Severity 
of exposure and lack of social power worked in tandem to induce trauma. 
Also, intergenerational marginalization may have also affected the trauma 
of low caste people. 

Socioeconomic Status 

Socioeconomic status (SES) comprises of education, income and occupa-
tion. It is often difficult to assess. In our study of tsunami survivors in 
Nagapattnium, the affected people belonged to fisherman communities 
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and their source livelihood was fishing. Agriculture and fishing were main 
occupations in costal belt for the affected communities in Orissa supercy-
clone. Similarly, the affected people from the supercyclone in Orissa and 
tsunami in Nagapattnium had lower level of education and similar in-
come. In the absence of wide variation on educational levels, occupations 
and income, it poses difficulty to assess the impact of SES on post-disaster 
trauma. 

Education creates awareness, improves capabilities, makes people more 
dynamic and manipulative and helps in marshalling post-disaster services 
(Srinivas, 1996). The less educated survivors lack confidence and the abil-
ity to influence service-providers. They have limited access to economic in-
frastructure and alternative livelihood options in the post-disaster period. 
So also, first, people with low income live in more vulnerable places and 
are likely to experience greater intensity of devastation. Second, fragile 
resources of the poor are shattered, homes are damaged, food, cloth and 
health insecurity are constantly threatened in post-disaster. Their social 
network collapses and they become marginalized with a little hope to 
regain the resources in future. Third, according to the rule of relative advan-
tage, victims with larger social network, better economic resources, more 
education and majority status receive more help than those with smaller 
social network, fewer economic resources, less education and minority 
status. Accordingly, poor people are less likely to muster post-disaster ser-
vices and support. In accordance with this, we found that the illiterates in 
both supercyclone and tsunami survivors and low-income households in 
tsunami are found to suffer more from anxiety and post-traumatic stress 
than their counterparts (Das, Suar and Hota, 2006; Suar and Khuntia, 
2004). More children and adolescents having PTSD had the lower educa-
tion level and were from low-income families (Kar et al., 2007). 

Physically, Mentally and Developmentally Challenged

The physically disabled, mentally ill or retarded are at risk in post-disaster 
period. Their needs are different from others and supportive services are 
disrupted. For instance, supplies of medication, assistive devices, such as 
wheelchairs, familiar caretakers and previous programmes of treatment 
may not be available anymore. Their special needs with regard to food, 
toilet and house are constantly threatened. Those mentally ill or devel-
opmentally delayed have fewer coping resources available and less ability 
to mobilize help for themselves. The disabled are at risk of malnutrition, 
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infectious disease in a shelter camp and lack of adequate health care. They 
are vulnerable to marginalization and isolation (Tanida, 1996). Lack of 
special support increases stress. Stress, in turn, may exacerbate their pre-
existing mental and physical illness.

FAMILY CONTEXT

Lager Family

Caring for and obligation to others cause stress. In the classic experiment 
on two monkeys, the ‘executive monkey’ has to press a lever to prevent 
from the electric shock. The executive monkey had experienced stress, 
died on the 23rd day and was found having an ulcer (Brady, 1958). Having 
the responsibility to provide care and unable to do so intensified stress. 
In India, extended or joint families provide psychological security to their 
members in normal and critical periods (Kapadia, 1990). In larger fami-
lies, adult members experiencing post-disaster stress are supposed to take 
care of other family members. In Orissa supercyclone, members from 
larger families having more than five members are found to experience 
more PTSD and anxiety than the members from smaller families having 
less than five members (Suar and Khuntia, 2004).

Marriage, Parenthood and Children

Marital stress is found to increase in post-disaster. Women who perceive 
themselves as having excellent spouse support are more vulnerable than 
the women having weaker ties. Husband’s symptom severity predicts wife’s 
symptoms strongly than the vice versa (Norris, 2005). 

In India, the relationship between husband and wife is more enduring. 
With death of spouses, widows/widowers after supercyclone and tsunami 
are found to be more distressed than the married persons (Das, Suar and 
Hota, 2006; Kar et al., 2004). Their higher distress was because of per-
manent loss of life partner and sudden shouldering of unconventional 
economic-provider role for family and children.

In married families, mothers were at enhanced risk because of their 
concern over children’s safety and security. Interpersonal conflict and 
lack of supportive climate in a family also increased children’s trauma. 
In Orissa supercyclone, parents were concerned for mental health of chil-
dren (Kar et al., 2007). Children are directly and indirectly affected by 
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experiences of death, destruction, terror, personal physical assault and by 
the absence or powerlessness of their parents. They were affected by the 
reactions of their parents and other trusted adults such as teachers and 
significant others in the community. Children’s fears were intensified if 
parents and significant others in a community reacted with fear. Children 
have less ability to judge which fears are realistic or unrealistic. Their fear 
may also stem from their imagination. Most children respond sensibly and 
appropriately to a disaster if they experience the protection, support and 
stability of their parents and other trusted adults. 

Persons with pre-disaster mental illness and substance abuse experience 
difficulty to recover from disaster trauma (Norris, 2005). Neurotic persons 
having emotional instability experience more trauma compared to stable 
and calm persons (Suar et al., 2002). A disaster further aggravates their 
pre-existing conditions. 

RESOURCE CONTEXT

Experiencing traumatic events, only about 25 per cent of people develop 
PTSD (Brady, 2001). What enables the remaining 75 per cent of trauma 
victims to psychologically recover despite their traumatic experiences? 
Though the trauma sufferers are more in developing countries following 
devastating disasters, the question essentially remains the same. Overcom-
ing trauma depends on certain personality attributes and social support. 

Mastery

Bandura (1986) suggests that individual reactions to severe stress are sig-
nificantly related to self-appraisals of one’s abilities to cope with the envi-
ronmental demands. Coping self-efficacy is found to decrease survivors’ 
PTSD in Oklahoma City bombing (Benight et al., 2000) and many severe 
natural disasters (Benight et al., 1999a; 1999 b; 1999 c). 

Self-mastery refers to the personal feeling that one can control his/
her destiny by dint of personal abilities, skills and talents. People who 
have a sense of self-mastery feel that they can control adverse situations 
and solve problems independently. Evidence suggests that a sense of self-
mastery is associated with resilience in the face of stressful life circum-
stances (Hobfoll, 2001). In individualist cultures, individuals explain the 
success in terms of their own stable, internal attributes such as talent and 
ability. Individual mastery may be an important element of self-schema 
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for persons from individualist cultures, but less effective in collectivist cul-
tures (Triandis, 1996). 

An alternative to individual mastery is communal mastery (Hobfoll, 
Schroder, Wells and Malek, 2002). It is a generalized sense that being a 
part of the closely-knit group generates ability for successful confrontation 
to stressors. Individuals can overcome life challenges and stresses because 
they are a part of closely-knit social network. In collectivist cultures, indi-
viduals will be resilient to stress depending on their social network and 
ties. Communal mastery is pivotal in coping with disaster stressors among 
persons from collectivist cultures (Hobfoll et al., 2002). 

Attributional Style 

Attributional style refers to a stable cognitive disposition for assigning 
causality for events that occur in one’s life. Adoption of a maladaptive 
attributional style increases the risk for traumatic symptoms. Locus of con-
trol is a bipolar personality variable (internal and external) that depicts the 
attributional style of people (Rotter, 1966). People having internal locus 
of control attribute the success, failure and outcomes in life to themselves. 
On the contrary, those having external control attribute the happenings 
in life to external forces such as fate, luck or God. Studies in individ-
ualist cultures indicate that people with external attributions are more 
susceptible to trauma. External attribution and its cognitive processing 
induce helplessness in face of acute stress. In stress and coping research, 
external control or fatalism has been viewed as a risk factor for poor out-
come (Wheaton, 1982) because it inhibits taking actions or seeking help 
when needed. The feeling of fatalism intensifies in post-disaster situations. 
The Orissa supercyclone-affected people, attributing control to external 
sources, experienced more traumas (Suar et al., 2002). They depended 
much on relief and help from external agencies rather than taking their 
own initiative for self-reliance. This acquired dependency on external 
agency for support following the supercyclone was referred to as ‘weaning 
syndrome’ (Mohanty, 2002). The analysis of secondary data revealed that 
after one year of supercyclone, the farming communities in costal belt 
took more loans from agricultural credit cooperative societies and con-
sumed more fertilizers in agricultural fields for more yield of crops (Suar 
and Kar, 2005). This suggested that the weaning syndrome dissipated after 
one year and gradually transferred to internal locus of control for recon-
struction of life and livelihood. 
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Sense of Coherence

Sense of coherence (SOC) is a global orientation that expresses the ex-
tent to which one has a pervasive, enduring though dynamic feeling of 
confidence that: (a) the stimuli deriving from one’s internal and external 
environments are structured, predictable and explicable; (b) the resources 
are available to one to meet the demands posed by these stimuli; and 
(c) these demands are challenges, worthy of investment and engagement 
(Antonovsky and Sagy, 1986). In other words, SOC is a coping mechanism 
characterized by the tendency to see life as predictable and manageable. 
It correlates positively with self-esteem, mastery, optimism and internal 
locus of control (Sack, Lamprecht and Forschungsaspekte, 1998). People 
with a strong SOC are less likely to perceive many stressful situations as 
threatening and anxiety provoking than their weak SOC counterparts. 
Accordingly, traffic accident victims having high SOC are found have 
more frustration tolerance, lower post-traumatic psychopathology, PTSD 
and anxious cognitions (Frommberger et al., 1999).

Social Support

Social support is a reciprocal or non-reciprocal interaction that may in-
clude the provision of emotional support, tangible support, informational 
support or some combination thereof. It provides survivors with actual 
assistance and embeds them into a network of social relationships that 
are perceived to be loving, caring and readily available at times of need. 
Social support comprises of received support (actual receipt of support), 
perceived support (belief that help would be available when needed, cogni-
tive appraisal of connectedness to others) and social embeddedness (quan-
tity and type of relationships with other people).

Social embeddedness represents the structural component from which 
the other two functional components emerge. Disaster victims depend for 
social support on their formal network of families and informal networks 
of friends, neighbours, community, religious congregations, governmen-
tal and NGOs and external aid agencies. Supports available in the post-
disaster are in the form of tangible goods such as food, cloth, shelter, 
medicine, money, tools/equipments and other consumables; information 
regarding the disaster, relief and rehabilitation; and emotional support, 
such as care and empathy. Social embeddedness decreases depression 
(Kaniasty and Norris, 1993; Norris et al., 1999) and received support de-
creases trauma (Carr, Lewin, Webster, Hazell, Kenardy and Carter, 1995). 
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Perceived support buffers trauma including depression (Kaniasty and 
Norris, 1993; Norris and Kaniasty, 1996), lower alcohol abuse and relapse 
(Lutgendorf et. al, 1995). Continuance of support from non-kin members 
till the survivors return to normalcy can increase the perceived support or 
hope of getting support when needed and help buffering trauma. 

The summary of risk and protective factors are presented in Table 20.3. 
We have learned that while certain populations are at risk of trauma, 
certain personality attributes buffer trauma and also the received and 
perceived social support. The risk factors suggest more care of certain 
populations who are more risk of trauma. More research is warranted 
on protective factors. Essentially, if the protective factors of communal 
mastery, internal attribution and SOC buffer post-disaster trauma, the 
post-disaster intervention strategies need to incorporate ways and means 
to revive and renew the mental strength of survivors for buffering trauma. 
Also, findings suggest for the delivery social support humanely to shield 
the survivors against trauma. 

Table 20.3: Risk and Protective Factors of Trauma

Characteristics Risk and Protective Factors

Level of exposure Closeness to the epicentre of disasterDeath 
of family member, injury to self/ family 
members, threat to life, loss of property, 
(permanent or temporary) relocation. More 
the stressors, the more the trauma. 
Living in community that is highly disrupted 
and destroyed 

Survivors’ socio-demographic 
characteristics

Women, pregnant women, mothers having 
small childrenOlder adults and children Low 
caste statusLow socioeconomic statusPhysical-
ly, mentally, and developmentally challenged

Family context Larger familiesHusband’s symptom severity 
predicts wife’s symptoms strongly than the 
vice-versa. Widow/ widower, orphans Lack of 
supportive climate in familyPredisaster men-
tal illness, substance abuse, neurotic status 
aggravate trauma

Resource context Communal mastery, internal control, sense of 
coherence, and social support buffer trauma. 

Source: Author.
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Why Trauma?

The four theories discussed here explain the varied causes of trauma. 
These are: (a) cognitive theory; (b) conservation of resources theory; 
(c) social support deterioration–deterrence model; and (d) impoverishment 
risk theory. Understanding these theories can help formulate strategies to 
arrest the causes of trauma. 

Cognitive theory

The reactivation of emotional memories of the disaster manifests in 
trauma (Ehlers and Clark, 2000). The memory often includes an indi-
vidual’s reaction during a disaster (freezing, screaming, fearing, etc.). Per-
ceiving the surrounding environment as dangerous elicits physiological 
(increased heart rate, faster respiration) and behavioural (flight response) 
reactions.

The reactivation of disaster memories expressing in trauma is also 
dealt in Indian psycho-philosophical literature and discussed earlier (Suar, 
2004). Based on the happenings just before or during a disaster, some per-
manent emotional dispositions like fear, terror and grief, and transitory 
emotions like wonder, dejection, agitation, anger and mental derangement 
are excited. Such emotions in varied combinations manifest in traumas. 

The emotional memory is retrieved getting cues from the environment. 
Disaster victims often fail to recall the emotional experiences. Such auto-
biographical memories entering consciousness, connect to specific and 
general information about a disaster, are poorly elaborated and inade-
quately linked to the context. Retrieval of associative memory is cue-driven 
and unintentional. A high-impact disaster makes an individual’s threshold 
low for emotional arousal. Even a vague physical similarity of the stimu-
lus in surroundings with the observed stimuli during a disaster becomes 
sufficient to trigger re-experiencing symptoms. Avoidance of reminder of 
trauma occurs when an individual changes from negative appraisal to how 
the event could have been avoided. It hinders the formation of organized 
memory. 

Conservation of resources theory

The basic tenet of ‘conservation of resources’ (COR) theory (Hobfoll, 
1988; 2001) is that individuals strive to obtain, retain, protect and foster 
those things that they value. These valued entities are termed as resources 
that include objects, conditions, personal characteristics and energy. Re-
sources are valued in their own rights because those help in defining a 
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person’s identity and assist in acquiring and protecting other resources. 
Stress occurs when: (a) individuals’ resources are threatened with loss; 
(b) individuals’ resources are actually lost; or (c) individuals fail to gain suf-
ficient resources following significant resource investment. 

Acquiring and retaining resources promote mental health. COR model 
proposes that individuals strive to minimize net loss of resources when 
confronted with stressors, and they strive to develop surplus resources in 
order to offset possibility of future resource loss. In catastrophic disasters, 
survivors may lose their homes (object resources) and with them a sense 
of safety and security. Survivors may lose their jobs and spouse (condi-
tions resources) and with them a sense of status and belongingness. Sur-
vivors may lose their self-esteem and well-being (personal characteristics 
resources) and with them mental courage and conviction. Survivors may 
lose their money and knowledge (energy resources) and with them a desire 
to attain other resources. In a devastating disaster, either the resources 
are destroyed or become fragile. Those intensify trauma (Hobfoll, 2001; 
Hobfoll and Lily, 1993).

In COR, resource loss is more important than resource gain. Given 
equal amounts of loss and gain, loss will have significantly greater impacts. 
While we tend to mourn our losses greatly and linger it for more time, we 
celebrate our gains mildly and briefly (Wells, Hobfoll and Lavin, 1999). 
People can invest resources in order to protect against resource loss. But, 
the poor possessing fewer and fragile resources are more vulnerable to 
experience resource loss in investing their resources to gain resources. They 
are vulnerable to both acute and chronic losses due to disasters, and also 
secondary resource losses (loss of optimism, hope) that can result in loss 
spirals. Contrarily, a resource-rich person may invest resources like money 
and social support after acute losses, preventing secondary losses and per-
haps resulting in secondary gains, and thereby promoting a gain spiral. 

Resource loss is also found to be a potential predictor of trauma 
(Ironson et al., 1997). Resource loss lowers coping self-efficacy, increases 
trauma (Benight et al., 1999a, 1999c) and overshadows the sense of co-
herence (Kaiser, Sattler, Bellack and Dersin, 1996). Disaster victims with 
fewer resources usually experience complete depletion of resources follow-
ing a disaster, fail to find any resources to invest and experience more trau-
mas. Even when there is some balance resources left with these people, 
such as hope, partially damaged house or good family relationships, when 
invested, these resources are likely to be lost trying to cope with the situ-
ational demands. Thus, the primary loss leads to secondary losses that 
finally culminate in loss spirals. People from low socioeconomic status are 
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found to have more resource loss because of their limited initial resources 
and also their failure to gain resources. They are less likely to muster post-
disaster support and are more likely to be traumatized compared to their 
more resource-endowed counterparts. 

Social support deterioration–deterrence model

The ‘social support deterioration deterrence’ (Kaniasty and Norris, 1993; 
1995b; Norris and Kaniasty, 1996) model is based on evidences from 
Kentucky floods and hurricane Hugo. Most often, the help is provided 
to victims on the basis of their ‘relative needs’. Victims more severely ex-
posed to the stressors (injury to life, property loss) receive more help than 
the non-victims. But in some disasters, the rule of ‘relative advantage’ 
operates. Disaster victims who have greater economic resources are more 
educated or are members of ethnic majority groups marshal more support 
than their counterparts (Caldera et al., 2001; Kaniasty and Norris, 1995b). 
Victims having fewer resources, being less educated or members of ethnic 
minority groups receive less help than the equally affected victims having 
more resources, being more educated or members of ethnic majority. They 
experience a pattern of neglect. A few victims also experience a pattern of 
concern when they receive more help than the similarly affected victims. 
Older victims of Hurricane Hugo faced with threats to their lives and 
health received more help than the similarly affected victims from younger 
age groups. 

The aftermath of a disaster disrupts the natural network with kin 
and non-kin members. The help and companionship of altruistic com-
munity initially rally and tend to dissipate with time. When survivor’ 
initial received support deteriorates or needs are unmet, perceived social 
support and sense of social embeddedness decline. In other words, when 
received support becomes low relative to the needs, survivors’ expecta-
tion of support deteriorates—support will not be available when needed. 
That increases trauma. When received support is adequate for the needs, 
disaster victims will maintain their expectations of available support that 
will buffer trauma.

In disasters, social support tends to dissipate with time. The poor and 
ethnic minority (Kaniasty and Norris, 1993; 1995b; Norris and Kaniasty, 
1996) have less initial resources. They lose those resources in the disaster 
and are less likely to be linked to societal resource reserves and mobilize 
post-disaster resources. The inadequate received support with time de-
creases the perceived support. It increases trauma.
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Impoverishment risk theory

Cernea’s (2000) impoverishment risk model is developed studying the 
refugees of war and internal conflicts, and the displacees of big dams, fac-
tories and sanctuaries. The model explains resettlers’ risks of landlessness, 
joblessness, homelessness, marginalization, food insecurity, increased mor-
bidity and mortality, food insecurity, loss of access to common property 
and social disarticulation following forced displacement. The model is ap-
plicable to the risks in the aftermath of a disaster because displacement 
risks are similar to the problems of the disaster displacees, and resettlement 
is akin to post-disaster rehabilitation and reconstruction of communities.

It has been proposed that displacees experience trauma getting the 
warning to leave their ancestral place and property, losing their inherited 
land, vocation, relations, surroundings and finding them with strangers 
in the relocation site, and not regaining their earlier socioeconomic status 
for inadequate planning. Along with socioeconomic status, they lose their 
self-esteem and psychological infrastructure. Different losses causing the 
psychological distress are postulated (Good, 1996; Mahapatra, 1999) but 
not studied empirically. 

In the cognitive theory, the reactivation of disaster memory expresses 
in trauma. The encoding of disaster memory depends on the number and 
magnitude of stressors. The running thread of COR theory and impover-
ishment risk model is the loss of resources. Furthermore, the COR model 
includes the failure to gain resources that intensifies trauma. While COR 
theory deals with loss of extrinsic and intrinsic resources, impoverishment 
risk model has only postulated about loss of intrinsic resources. The sup-
port deterioration deterrence model mentions about the decrease of re-
ceived support with time that deteriorates perceived support and increases 
trauma. Conclusively, these theories find three main drivers of trauma: 
(a) reactivation of disaster memories; (b) resource loss; and (c) inadequacy 
of received social support with time. Now there is ample evidence to sup-
port such contentions (Dass-Brailsford, 2007; Sattler et al., 2002). Hence, 
the counter strategy of building strength mentally and providing social 
support humanely to regain the lost resources can buffer trauma. Let us 
discuss how such interventions are made. 

INTERVENTION PROGRAMME

In the aftermath of a disaster, it is important not to pathologies the reac-
tions. Such symptoms are normal to highly abnormal situations. In India, 
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the National Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences (NIMHANS) 
has studied psychosocial support systematically since the Bangalore cir-
cus fire (1981) to Gujarat riots (2001). Organizations such as NIMHANS, 
Oxfam India, Action Aid India and CARE have developed community-
based mental health programmes for affected communities of supercy-
clone in Orissa, earthquake and riot in Gujarat and tsunami in Tamil 
Nadu, Kerala, Pondicherry and Andaman and Nicobar islands. Here, we 
map the different stages of a disaster and specify mental health services 
for amelioration of trauma. Disaster management can be conceptual-
ized as a cycle with four phases: impact, during, after and before disaster 
(Figure 20.1).

Figure 20.1: Disaster Management Cycle

Source: Author.

Impact Phase

Impact phase refers to the ‘real time’ of the disaster. The duration de-
pends on the disaster. While ground shaking may occur only for few 
seconds during an earthquake, flooding may take place for a longer 
period. At this stage, individuals are at risk because of their inability to 
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protect themselves. The common reactions of victims at this stage are con-
fusion, anxiety, shock and panic. Confusion, anxiety and shock intensify, 
if: (a) the disaster threatens without warning, without information from 
trusted sources; (b) people have no previous experience of similar disasters; 
and (c) people have neither known nor learned the preparedness skills. 
Panic is shown if escape route is blocked, people are trapped and helpless. 
At this stage, mental health professionals have little to offer because the 
priorities are rescue and protection. After the Kobe earthquake ( Japan) 
in 1955, survivors spurned the psychiatric clinics that had been set up 
(Shinfuku, 1999). For mental health services, it is the time for setting up 
mobile clinics, helplines and outreach programmes.

During Phase

During phase is the time in which lives and livelihoods are at risk. It lasts 
until the danger is over. This phase calls for disposal of dead bodies, clear-
ing of debris and the provisions of relief. It includes setting up control 
room, issuing warning, action for evacuation, taking people to safe places, 
rendering food, drinking water and medicine, restoring communication, 
disbursement of assistance in cash or kind and coordination with local 
volunteers, state administration, NGOs and other agencies for quick 
response and relief. 

A person’s actions are geared to protection oneself and others, espe-
cially children, family members and those who are weak and helpless. This 
behaviour is appropriate at the time but make people feel guilty that they 
are selfish. Some people are disorganized/stunned and may not respond 
appropriately to protect themselves and their families and such behaviour 
extends to post-disaster indicating their level of dissociation. Survivors ex-
perience the ‘illusion of centrality’, especially when they are isolated from 
others. They feel that the disaster is just happening to them and may not 
realize that the others have been affected (Raphael, 2000). Altruism is 
common and community volunteers and strangers place their life at risk 
to help others. With the disruption of information, misinterpretations, 
myths and rumours spread. Local sites for information about others, 
about appropriate actions, shelters, food, water and health care are of 
great value in providing assurance and guidance, and inform people to 
gather. Gathering together, sharing mutual concern and talking about 
what has happened are helpful to learn from one another. Such behaviour 
provides a natural outlet for ‘debriefing’ and preserves a sense of social 
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embeddedness. It can so do for children through playing, drawing, etc. 
This is the time when many outsiders enter the disaster area. Survivors 
may gather, narrate their experiences, exaggerate their problems and often 
release their frustration and anger on outsiders. 

Survivors begin to build a picture what has happened. They want to 
reunite with kin members and community. Keeping family members in 
separate shelters are damaging, particularly to children and women. Sur-
vivors are further stressed and shocked by what they see and hear, and the 
realization of the death, damage and loss. People may appear confused, 
stunned or demonstrate high anxiety levels. This is the time when mental 
health problems surface. 

Each family with its members suffer from psychological sequela. In-
tervention for children may be of limited effectiveness if the family is 
not treated as a whole. Providing solace to stressed parents can be the 
most effective ways to provide care and support to the children vis-à-vis 
family members. An approach to handle trauma of people is the psycho-
logical first aid (Raphael, 1986). It includes: (a) comfort and consolation; 
(b) protection from further threat and distress; (c) immediate physical care; 
(d) helping reunion with loved ones; (e) sharing experience (but not 
forced); (f) goal-oriented and purposeful behaviour; (g) linking survivors 
with source of support, (h) facilitating a sense of being in control; and 
(i) identifying those who need further help (triage). Essentially, it involves 
reassuring and providing food, clothe, shelter along with safety and se-
curity. If the survivor wishes to talk about their experience, emphasis is 
laid on listening and not on probing for psychological reactions. Attempts 
are made to link survivors with family and neighbours as it revives the 
natural support system. Trauma of survivors can be gradually buffered 
using techniques of active listening, natural ventilation, empathy, social 
support, relaxation, spiritual activities and externalization of interests. 
Helping individuals, families and communities to discover and use the 
resources and tools around them for livelihoods help in ventilation of 
trauma. 

Individual-focused interventions are called for persons who are most 
distressed, who have weak psychological and social resources to begin with 
or suffered dire resource loss. Triage is for them who show acute cognitive, 
emotional and behavioural impairment. Because of their worst mental 
health, such sufferers are least likely to seek for external resource support. 
Outreach of mental health services to such persons and communities is 
essential.
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Post-disaster Phase 

Post-disaster phase aims to achieve rapid and durable recovery to coun-
ter the vulnerable conditions. This is a phase of rehabilitation and re-
construction. It often includes the activities undertaken immediately 
following the disaster that include debris clearance, immediate relief and 
damage and needs assessment. Rehabilitation includes provision of tem-
porary public utilities and houses as interim measures. Reconstruction 
attempts to return communities to improved pre-disaster functioning. It 
comprises replacement of house/building, infrastructure, lifeline facilities 
and provisions of socioeconomic support to promote livelihoods in long 
term. 

Psychosocial care promotes the restoration of social cohesion, inde-
pendence and dignity of individuals and groups and makes them more 
resilient (Loughry and Eyber, 2003). It is put in place once the search, 
rescue and the clean up have been completed and the rehabilitation of the 
community has begun. During this time, community comes together into 
an organization that did not exist in pre-disaster. They form groups such 
as self-help, advocacy and others. Emotional reactions may often express 
in the form of somatic complaints such as sleep disturbance, indigestion, 
fatigue, as well as social effects, such as relationship or work difficulties. 
To counter such reactions, counselling and mental health support should 
be available in readily accessible places of community. People who were 
socially and economically independent before the disaster may not come 
for assistance. Delivering physical assistance with psychological help in a 
supportive way can increase relevance. Survivors are more likely to accept 
help for ‘problems in living’ than for ‘problems in mental health’. 

Psychosocial care fosters social networks and communication, and in-
formation services. Maintaining social networks plays a vital role in the 
recovery from trauma. Psychosocial care fosters continued networking of 
friends, neighbours and respected members of the community so that 
stresses may be dealt with through social networks and support. Com-
munication is vital after the disaster because it helps to dismiss myths, 
provides feedback to the affected community and promotes recognition of 
individual and community achievements. Psychosocial care is also about 
taking care of the symbolic needs of the community. Community rituals 
may evolve as symbolic and important steps in the recovery process. 
Memorial services, renewal projects, religious activities and involvement in 
livelihood activities constitute ways of externalizing trauma. The facilitative 
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positive forces are: (a) recognizing and reinforcing people’s strengths; 
(b) providing clear and accurate information and education; (c) reinforcing 
supportive networks; (d) supporting and developing community strengths 
and processes; and (e) engaging in livelihood reconstruction using 
available resources and support (Colussi, 2000; Fonagi et al. 1994). Psy-
chological care may range from consultation with disaster experts and 
community leaders to encouraging a supportive post-disaster environ-
ment, facilitating community networks, providing information, encourag-
ing ceremonies and engaging in available livelihood activities to facilitate 
recovery. It might be helpful to educate the public about the reasons sig-
nificant others may not always be able to provide them with the support 
they expect. In Orissa supercyclone, collective prayer, play for children, 
construction of infrastructure, food-for-work and other activities decided 
and implemented by the participation of survivors helped in externaliza-
tion of trauma. 

In some instances, service-providers may encounter a person who is 
extremely agitated, seemingly unable to calm down, destructive and por-
trays suicidal actions. It is important for the helper to remain calm and to 
appear relaxed, confident and non-threatening. The interventions have to 
occur rapidly and the helper needs to take an active and directive role in 
helping the person. The initial goal of crises intervention is palliative and 
the ultimate goal is to refer such individuals to local service-providers for 
ongoing services. 

After one year of the disaster, majority of the people recover from trau-
ma. Those who do not recover, they require support and service on an 
ongoing basis. Complete reconstruction may take 6–8 years or more de-
pending on the extent of devastation. In reconstruction phase, survivors 
make attempts to reach their earlier socioeconomic status. Here, groups 
representing community stakeholders may identify their problem, seek 
consultation, find solutions, plan activities and implement them.

Pre-disaster

Pre-disaster is the period of time when a warning and/or alert is an-
nounced, mitigation and preparation activities are carried out. Mitigation 
activities are protective and preventive actions to lessen the hazardous 
consequences in the long run such as improved housing construction, 
reforestation in riverbanks, building disaster shelter, etc. Those cover 
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structural engineering activities. Preparatory activities are stockpiling of 
food, water, cloth, medicine, etc., movement to safe places and training 
people at community level to decrease people’s vulnerability to recurrent 
negative impacts. 

Community members may be anxious when disaster is imminent. 
Anxiety will be there if warning is absent or inadequate, preparedness 
skills are not learned and people have not experienced such a disaster in 
past. Preparedness of the communities before a disaster is necessary to 
lessen the adverse impact of that disaster.

Preparedness is a self-protective or precautionary behaviour. It emerges 
as a response to an impending danger to life and property. Preparedness 
enables individuals and communities to respond rapidly and effectively 
to disaster situations. For example, preparedness activities before a flood 
include some items to be kept ready such as torch lights, lantern filled 
with kerosene; ration, dry foods and baby foods with clean drinking 
water; ORS packets and first-aid box; animal feed; polythene bags for cloth-
ing and valuables; an umbrella and a bamboo stick for protection against 
snake; boats and rubber tubes for instant evacuation. Also, people need 
to act following the warning, know disaster shelter nearby, participate in 
mock drills, plant trees, keep sand bags in the riverbank and attend the 
meetings of community members, government authorities and civil societ-
ies for flood preparedness (see Table 20.4).

Natural disasters cannot be stopped. We need to educate people, create 
necessary resources and influence them to practise simulations at com-
munity level so that the adverse consequences of natural disasters can be 
arrested.
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